OVERGROUND
THE HEAVENLY BLUES OF AMANDA ROBBINS
IN A PARALLEL UNIVERSE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake («America»)
In one of the many parallel universes which, whether physicists turn out to find as existent in
some literal and not just metaphorical sense, or not , the sure thing is that art was always eyeing
them in the manner “poet, look into your century and tell us what you see”, i.e. not so much in the
Nostradamus sense (or was it Paracelsus?) ,as in order to draw examples to emulate or to avoid
and to be inspired proposals for the improvement of our own universe, OK, so on the parallel
earth of one of those parallel universes, in the time of the parallel Clintonian liberalization, they
started accepting as astronauts not only technocrats and army people but also hipsters and
philosophers without a university degree and karate experts without a black belt, and thus in two
satellites, that would soon come to a space rendezvous, there were found , on the one a hipstress,
Amanda, with two lovers, a drummer who was called drummer and who would only take part in
concerts with tickets of the “whatever you have the pleasure to give”-type, and a karate expert
who did have a black belt and who was called Plucky and who was wanted, but not identified,
by the police, and who, along with Amanda and the drummer, before they were launched into
space, sold hot-dogs on a trailer-canteen, and on the other, satellite, was found, a Chink or Jap
doorkeeper-superintendent- maintenance/repair-man of a block of apartments, who was called
Miyaki and who audited night courses on Eliot’s poetry, on Taoism and on Jungian archetypes in
his neighborhood’s college, and who also was a karate master but with a belt from just
J.C.Penney’s and which just happened to be black. So much the trio as also Miyaki (under the
pseudonym “Chink”) had inspired a writer parallel to Tom Robbins of our own universe, and
Miyaki had also inspired a film parallel to our own universe’s “The Karate Kid”. What did such
characters want up there? How did “the free association occur to them” as the expression goes?
Miyaki wanted “to see the world from above”, as the expression goes, just in case a free
association occurred to him on how to write a poem to either sensitize and energize people to
fight for the salvation of the earth from ecological destruction if it was not already too late for
that, or, if it was too late, to lament the earth and to sensitize people, during their dying with their
planet , not to die in ugly ways biting at each other (or eating each other, killed or still living, or
already dead and rotting) but in solidarity and decency and giving their best selves, in the global
disaster, as so many people in history who died in epidemics or in states of siege or in natural
catastrophes in which they knew that in their local disaster there was no way out for them,
personally. Amanda, partly as a result of several substances she had gulped down and taken in, in
her days as child of the flowers, but also as a result of her exposure to several Californian
concerns, and also as a result of some, common in the brainscape of the seventies, images,
mainly of Cubrick’s foetus-in space image in his “Space Odyssey”, exposures and images
taken in and registered deep enough for her to pronounce ideas that were outrageous superstition
but also correct, and correct but also outrageous superstition, bull but precise ,and precise but bull
(i.e. OK, there was not always a clear line between the two classes) , OK, deep enough for her to
back the most outrageously correct or outrageously incorrect ideas with sole proof and argument
an either wise or merely silly-jolly “why not?”, OK, as a result of all this and of a concern we’ll
see she had at that point, Amanda too wanted to see the world from above just in case Mother
Earth could be seen by her from the perspective She is seen by an unborn or rather un-conceived
little baby, something that would help her make some heads or tails about whether the coming to
the world of a baby with two dads would create to it, whether this “it” meant a her or a him, any
problems if its mom, i.e. Amanda, did not want, for reasons of principles, anyone, including
herself, to know who of her two lovers was its father, unless of course some quite revealing
hereditary features made that ignorance impossible. In plainer terms, this is what was her
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problem whose solution for her needed a detour through space and whose answer she needed just
in order to know as to see what path to take in life etc.etc. Anyway, she had reached the point of
asking all three of themselves questions on behalf of their fourth’s self , of it, the baby (most
questions asked internally, not out loud; but most on behalf of the baby to herself, its mother, of
course) but both she and her two men knew, like we , that all this was at depth her own thoughts
and the origin of most was the one and basic question to herself “why do you delve (i.e. why do I
delve? ) so much into this? Where does it get stuck?” . OK, the reason Plucky found himself up
there was, first of all, and although he detested chemicals and snubbed most of their users, that
he trusted the judgment and the life goals of Amanda as much as he trusted his own self (whom
he trusted very much) and he would follow her everywhere even if this could lead to mix-ups that
could lead to his being spotted by the police, and also that he equally trusted mix-ups themselves,
and he did not avoid them and distinguished them from straits of a quite antipodal type which he
called messes and avoided at all (literally all) cost and thus his course in life as to avoid any
messes with the help, if needed of any mix-up, looked, at least at first sight, as if having been
made with the help of throws of dice, or with the paid help of a consulting office whose director
was in the process of being psychoanalyzed through regular, and at least weekly, evening
appointments while the same time he was unemployed with respect to a master’s degree–or at
least a second major–in game theory and used cards of random numbers to give advice that was
not predictable by his client’s opponents or by their consultants or by their consultant’s analysts.
But what was the meaning of “path as if helped by the throw of dice etc.etc.” in the case in hand,
Plucky’s? And what was the meaning of mix-up as opposed to mess? And how did the former
helped to avoid the latter or get out of previous of the former? E.g. although the other two of the
trio also loved education very much it was only Plucky who did hold a degree (he had graduated
in midwifery in a city college where he was the only, so-to-speak, mid-husband among the
midwives in all the academic years that he overlapped and that overlapped him in the college,
and also, as we saw, he did have a black belt in karate) and loving education and also loved by it,
he often was educated by lovers, both midwives and others , singles or wives, that he happened to
mix-up in on-bed educational discussion, especially on cinema by a cinephile who did not find
many opportunities for such discussions because she had married a baseball coach who hardly
ever discussed films, either on bed or elsewhere, and thus both Plucky and her, having reasons to
protract their relation to discuss the so many films that, especially she among the two, had seen,
also had to find a way to confront her husband, who was thus given much time to find about it,
which for the cinephile wife of the baseball coach just meant finding herself in the role of Mary
the Magdalene repenting but for Plucky meant to find himself running on the streets to avoid the
players of his rival’s baseball team who, with bats of their profession or hobby in their hands
were running after him meaning to break some bones of him, and thus running to find himself (at
the wrong but also at the right moment) at a place where a karate instructor, disguised as a monk,
was waiting for the members of a parastate organization to come, disguised as monks, to pick
him up and take him to their pseudo-monastery to start karate lessons with him, and who, seeing
Plucky running to his direction, thought he was found out, and let his karatist-in-danger reflexes
loose on Plucky who let back loose his own karatist-in-danger reflexes and killed the pseudomonk, and having just put on the dead man’s disguise to disguise himself too to escape his raging
suitors he was picked up by the parastate prospective students of his inadvertent victim, who did
not know what their prospective instructor looked like, and who , when in some days found out,
also started running after him, in cars, along with FBI men in cars, and Plucky thus racing ahead
suddenly saw a sign saying that a road was dead end and also that it had a canteen for hot-dogs
and , correctly guessing that his followers’ reflexes would first make them not believe he would
take the dead end and only later would make them wonder if he had thought exactly that about
them and had used the dead end to gain time and to then, most probably, go back in the other
direction and not to have a hot dog, let alone to sink the car in the river passing near the canteen,
fall in love with the wife of the drummer who was selling hot dogs and stay there, accepted by the
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drummer too who so much loved his wife and who also took an instant liking for Plucky (OK, the
experience of his followers in such matters did involve similar , but not quite so elaborate flashes
for distraction. For example once that a convict was found missing and the policemen from all
nearby police stations gathered and started feverishly checking the ID’s of all people in the
neighborhood none of them thought of also checking the ID of customer who was coming out a
cake-shop with a birthday cake). So it was in the canteen where the mix-up happened that led him
to the even greater mix-up in space and other mix-ups that we’ll see, here we were just explaining
what he meant by mix-ups and by saying that sometimes what can get you out of a mix-up is
only a greater mix-up, and how it turned out that his life’s course could so much remind the
draw of cards of random number, ah! we didn’t say what he meant by messes-to-avoid as
opposed to mix-ups: e.g. he meant jail and also crappy situations, a prototype and model of
which he considered the life of his foster parents who, having a kid of their own who early
developed schizophrenia, took him, changed town, put him in an institution and saw him
regularly OK, but in secret, and practically substituted him by also adopting a baby from the
orphanage, Plucky, who, when, as a teenager, found out, left them on the spot without any
postponement and any further explanation, to move to fresh air, sun, health, life. And what did
the drummer do up there? At the beginning he went because he, too, would follow Amanda for
the same reasons as Plucky, but in retrospect (at least in retrospect, but also expectedly but
unconsciously, as so frequently is the case in such courses) he could say that considering rock as
something sacred and as a beat which, if it found a way to stand up to the full height of what it
was capable of, could lead the steps of man even to the illumination for solutions that would save
the planet and man and civilization– and naturally keep leading the steps of man to his freest
and most beautiful ecstasies, or, be it, in his steps along his everyday happiness, so much as
background as also main theme and as end in itself, in our days too, like it had also done in more
carefree times of our planet–OK, so our drummer, considering rock a something like that, wanted
to know the music of other peoples and see what rock it had in it (considering rock such a deep
and universal process he did not consider probable that it was based on elements of human nature
that differed from people to people and that only Anglophone people had rock) and so he
considered their orbits around the globe as opportunities to hear the music, the news, the
educational documentaries etc of the countries they were passing over, something which, in
principle, he could have done from their trailer, but only if he there had as much access to
technology, e.g. instantaneous translation gadgets, and as much leisure as on the satellite, both of
which couldn’t be with the money from hotdogs and concert tickets of the whatever-you-have-the
-pleasure-for type, in short he saw their astronauts’ trip, as the educational part of the so-called
“right to idleness” , not less, but not more either, guilty towards the underprivileged than any
other of the usual forms of scholarshipped periods of life. It was like this finally, i.e. like a
scholarship organization, that the satellite acted for all of them, even for Miyaki , who through
having an older age, had already studied on the ground, through just traveling to the lending
libraries in several parts of the city, many of the things he wanted to understand. But to all of
them, their “overground” trip, as over so many countries whose they were learning the news,
culture, traditions, history, codes of expression in life, in death, in love, in passion, in joys, in
sorrows, in peace, in battles, in catastrophes, etc , had as a result the complete answer, be it for a
short while, of their particular initial question:Miyaki concluded that,OK, poetry does sometimes
lead activism (and only if it’s truly of the greatest species of poetry) but most times it is led by it,
i.e. it sings the activism that already exists in one particular country, in one particular age, it is
inspired by its atmosphere and its climate and it reflects it; even the greatest species of poetry
usually only to half extent inspire activism, and to the other half extent they are inspired by it.
Also, with some help from the bibliography, his concerns smoothly shifted from the subject of the
refugees evicted from existential homes or countries towards existential deserts and from the
subject of sci-fi-like future interplanetary refugees evicted from their home planet though self
inflicted pollution, to the subject of the existent and tangible refugees from countries of the here
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and now, evicted through bombs destroying their houses, and all this also made a shift in the
cosmopolitan impression he had of the meaning of the fall of national borders and the unification
of all the globe, in the present age; and he though again of the Indians as the closest such refugees
he knew; and also of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki fellow-Japs of his, as the most chaotically
evicted-from-existence persons in the history of brutality. In short he forgot, at least temporarily,
the subject of the poem he had on mind to write in order to sensitize and energize others on what
was coming because he was sensitized himself by what had already happened and what was
happening right in front if his eyes and he was seeking ways to energize himself about the latter.
Amanda too, like Miyaki, found bibliography so interesting to her that she, too, forgot her initial
concerns, at most remembering them only in the ways they mirrored in much wider contexts,
much to the relief of both of her men whose both initial and new, satellite-developed, interests or
concerns, were still rather far from paternity if not goaded by Amanda’s concerns for maternity.
The drummer was found in what was his absolute Nirvana since, after all, what he was seeking
was what was actually offered; in fact the word “overground” itself had been coined by him, as
they were watching (this, too, in the satellite; the three of them; and Miyaki was watching the
same from his satellite on the same TV channel) Kusturitsa’s “Underground”; as they were
realizing that this title made the point that being under-informed by the state about what was
going in the world brought about the stupefaction to the degree of monkey-fication of the citizens
of the countries of the eastern bloc and they were making the point that no corresponding film
about the corresponding monkey-fication of US citizens existed, they also realized that their own
over-information through their scholarshipped orbitings of the earth also produced a kind of
stupefaction; different, OK, but nevertheless stupefaction; and then the drummer said that a film
about them would be called “Overground” and it would not exactly be a boast, like some time
ago that he had called their trip “Overcloud” and then christened their satellite that name too, in
self-complacency over their keeping their head over cloud and over dimness and daze through
information and also over their so very “Aristophanian overcloudcuckooland-like freedom” as he
called it, far-far beyond mere “antigravi-Kundera -ity bearable lightness of weightless being” as
he also called it. Obviously, some quite definite evidence must have been on their minds to
consider their state a different kind of stupefaction, but since they wouldn’t beat their chests about
it, something equally definite must have been there to acquit their oversensitive consciences, and
to, after some time, make “Overground” the pet name they gave to their satellite and to make
them pronounce it as tenderly as some time ago they were pronouncing its previous name
“Overcloud”. Let’s leave for a moment the account of what Plucky found or didn’t find on the
satellite that we still haven’t mentioned, to clarify the issue that has just arisen, i.e. how sudden
and crammed over-information may, at least for some time, dim and daze or completely black-out
and blind someone and blunt and wipe out both his sensitivities and his alertness, and then we
return to it, i.e. to Plucky’s changed or unchanged outlook. At one point the drummer had read
the translation of a poem titled “Smoked pot” and an initial free association about another verse
of a song he had heard translated, going like ““and smoking pot-dope-grass on beaches’
pebbles/angels and saints we saw doubles and trebles” he flew to a tangent which, doublechecked
through some opening verses like “…the cigarette cut in two goes around from hand to hand…”
reminded him tunes of “Don’t Boggart that joint, my friend, pass it over to me” which, in turn,
turned on in him some mode of automatic selection and filtering of what he was reading, and
seeing the next verses going like “…here it’s not a matter of whether I am above you or you
above me, here it’s matter of all of us being each above himself…” he looked at Plucky, and
when he read all this to them and continued to “…we find the vein that reaches into the heart of
Spring…We’re smiling…here there’s a brotherly light that runs like a river by the side of the big
shade, and when we’re sleeping, one of our arms hanging outside the blanket is moistened by that
river…” they simultaneously asked each other as if in telepathic communication, as they both felt
Amanda’s eyes on them, “do we happen to know of the same Spring’s smile when we reach the
vein that reaches into her heart?”. Completely tripped out to what we all can imagine, about their
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trio, and breathless he googled for more on this poet and ran into some verses going like “stone
after, stone, tree after tree, they passed the world, in their dry hands they brought the river of
life”, and then to a song, which as he was hearing he was rewording its translation that he was
reading to streamline it into the rhythm and melody he was hearing, OK, it was going like
“…And our window was our door to God’s whole creation/our secret key he gave us to unlock
his worlds/ and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised where stars were flowers and
their shine came from your glance”. To make a short beginning of a long lovemaking session
even shorter let’s just say that this was the second time in their common life that their exaltation
took them beyond the Kathryn Ross, Robert Redford, Paul Newman type of erotic equilibrium;
as expected the first time was when she asked them if any of them or both or none would follow
her in applying as astronauts and she explained to them the reasons and asked them to tell her
their objection and neither had any objection whatsoever (she had told them at a time of the day
that was particularly loved by them, a time when something , like almost a daily ritual, was
taking place, at least in summer. They had flower pots, many-many of them, around their trailer,
extending to quite some area.. Amanda wanted to water them herself every evening with a
watering can she filled and refilled at the river. Not only due to the muscle needed to carry it
back, filled, but because they also loved every minute of it, they both followed her there and
back discussing while walking anything that they would discuss anywhere else, too. The
drummer mostly started from either rock or popularized physics, always interjecting jokes.
Plucky mostly started from films and stories with actual people he had met, always interjecting
jokes too (Once, much later, Plucky had said about the drummer a great gag that became a
standing joke for them, that he acted like somebody who wanted to become a scientist and his
parents wanted him to become a rocker and he didn’t make his revolution in time and became
what others wanted him to be, a drummer). Amanda also loved every minute of it, both when she
cared about their subject and when she didn’t, in both cases considering them as acting like little
kid kitties that would also follow her around just to feel her presence and each other’s too, even
though kittens can’t help any human in watering flowers. In their trailer-canteen time their RossRedford-Newman deal was that when Amanda was with one of them or one of them was with
Amanda, the other would take a long walk by the riverbank or a long nap there or long book
reading or walkman-listening or a long stare at the galaxy, or sunny sky, or cloudy, on his back or
in any other posture he preferred. Or go sing “singing in the rain” if it was raining, having an
option to do it with or without an umbrella or a mackintosh. In their satellite period all change
was that he wouldn’t have the opportunity of singing in any rain; and that looking at the stars
above, wearing their space-costume and floating in the void, next to their satellite, with or without
a walkman, or searchlight to read too, could happen in many directions of definition of “sky
above”. Only “below” had a unique meaning, looking at earth, but this tended to make them
rather dizzy and they hardly ever lay in that way during their floating. Anyway we were talking of
their lovemaking while floating inside the satellite and no one was floating outside). When they
came to, deeply and most sweetly calm, they wanted more translation and then the snowball on
their faces, or should we call it just their face?, was when the drummer told them, his phrases
interrupted with pauses as he was downloading more and more: “I’ll be damned!: None of that
was erotic poetry. Not a single verse!...The joint passing from hand to hand was not a joint, but a
cigarette shared by political prisoners in a cell…the brotherly light running like a river by the
side of the big shade…” is their sense of communion which holds them strong when they are
taken, now one of them, then some other, and are out against the wall around the prison yard
and are shot by a firing squad, it’s this wall that they call the big shade…the vein that reaches into
the heart of Spring is the pulse vein which, under handcuff-scars, they feel in their friends to see
if they’re still living, where they are carried and thrown back to the cell from torture chambers,
the smile is when they see their friends are still alive…In short…” “In short we fucked our brains
out, on a “Bloody Sunday” kind of song” said Amanda. “Why the hell the title is “Smoked pot”?”
asked Plucky. “Ahaa! The killer question of the contest! Here’s the killer answer: The poet says
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his heart is a smoked pot which went into the fire many times, to cook for friends from all walks
of life…Hmm, this means I guess he shared the same cells and torture chambers too and the
tortures, something tell me he wasn’t there taking souvenirs to write verses to tell his grandchildren by the fireplace…as he would be dictating his memoirs…And this smoked pot, he says,
is boiling and boiling, and as it boiling it sings…They don’t sing to stand out among people, they
sing to bring people together…” … Plucky’s eyes almost watered because this touched upon
some poetry readings he had done in the satellite but didn’t want to spoil the mood of his friends
with, but wanting to share them he wondered if he could share them with Miyaki, whom he both
considered a loony of an old man (for his philosophical interests when they also touched on
biology and physics, like the drummer’s, with whom he suspected a growing father to son
relation displacing Ralph Machio’s original whoever that was) and also admired for the great
karatist he was; anyway, by the time he shared them with Miyaki, or just about, everybody, even
Amanda had hit on those readings, but nobody wanted to spoil anybody else’s mood and kept
them inside, they were verses addressed by a young activist poet to a fellow detainee, any fellow
detainee ever and anywhere, which were going like “…let free the proud sobs of your pain, but
clench you teeth shut to the questions of the interrogation. Complete your offer, go on having
pain”; verses which – when Plucky wondered with what body language and voice tone could
have ever been spoken from the poet’s cell to the fellow detainee being led to the torture
chamber by the corridor passing in front of the poet’s cell – shot to him a flashback from a TV
scene in some Olympics in which the coach of a world champion in weightlifting, to help his
trainee hold strong and stay put as he was holding the weight-bar over his head, was yelling to
him “Sit under that baaar!” Actually the scene with whose sickness he didn’t want to spoil
anybody’s mood with was… anyway he only read aloud one day a translated verse from another
poem of that poet going like “Let Mount Golgotha start since already in the Christmas crib, let the
gifts of the three magi be nails, let them start digging the pits on the side, let the cross get ready
for the fixing” to be given an instant rhythmical rewording by the drummer, going like “Let
mount Golgotha start inside the stable’s cradle/let the three magi bring the nails instead of
gifts/let the cross now start getting ready for the fixing/ let them get finished right beside with
digging pits” for which only much later did Plucky realize that it meant that the drummer had
since long read it. Also he read some things about Bruno’s death at the stake. Where were we?
Yes, his eyes had almost watered where getting out of his reverie he realized that the eyes of both
the drummer and Amanda were almost watery at some other part of the reading, if he was not just
seeing things due to his own condition, a thing which he took to mean that after all he was the one
who was the newcomer and of course these guys had other common codes among them from their
common life before him and from some common past that brought them together in the first
place, codes self evident to each other but inscrutable to him even if he ever had the indiscretion
to ask, but for a strange reason he had the impression that they mostly tried to conceal their
watery eyes form each other and not from him. The reading was going like “…that poet’s family
had something like a breakdown…” he meant the poet whose heart was like a smoked pot, not the
one Plucky had discovered, “his father a nobleman who lost his property became insane and was
locked up, his older brother who was a sea captain was drowned and his mother died of grief, his
young sister who had eloped was abandoned and became insane and went to a room nearby her
father’s in the insane asylum, the poet, in his twenties, who then was making living as a dancer in
the theater, developed tuberculosis and went to a sanatorium from where he was writing letters
with verses to his sister, in the insane asylum. In one of them he was beginning by saying that on
the surface of the world he was just an ant that had lost its way in the endless night and after very
long and very lucid lament over their common fate he was finishing like “I can’t hold my wings
folded within the cage of your pain. Light’s edge lies higher than both your love and mine”.
What it turned out that he meant was not to “live-live-live” in the sense of forgetting all about
that and to exercise all his own options, but that he wanted to be free to participate in social
struggles that soon sent him prisoner in a torture island from where his letters to his sister, who by
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the way later came back to her senses and to life, continued, as it turns out from his sister’s
archive opened after his death after a long life of which more than half was spent in prison and
exile. Those letters from that island go like “…I wait for late after midnight to light that lamp in
our tent to write you, because during day I might have to become metallic, but when I write you I
want to have let my heart come out warm and soft like that kitty we played with together and
caressed when we were kids…”, what he , of course didn’t write her, was that during the day he
might have to be one of those few detainees that were given and that stood a torture treatment
involving cats in another state, as fellow prisoners of his were writing about him in their letters
“we have a young poet here, a very handsome and tender young man, who insists on our taking
good care of our looks and of the cleanliness of our clothes; to look in better shape than our
torturers helps our morale he says. He stood the cat-and-bag treatment the other day. They put
him naked from waist down in a bag full of cats and sank him in the sea so as to make the cats as
they were getting drowned, clutch with claws and teeth on his naked parts…”. Later, in a long
poem that was a letter to his baby daughter, among verses like “…you see those pink mounts
over there, it’s mother…” and with a title “little encyclopaedia of diminutives” he was writing
“…if when you grow up they ask you what job you daddy does, what you should know is that at
night he goes out to the galaxy to collect stardust and bring it , by the morning to his fellow
people; and before stepping back in the house he shakes well to dust it off his clothes; but
sometimes some speck of stardust remains in his hair or on his lapel and might spark in light…”.
Long after his death, his daughter in middle age was interviewed and said she didn’t know her
father was something special until entering the university and going to the city she heard fellow
students talk about him, he wouldn’t tell her much until she could form and develop political
judgment free from his own example…” (So what Plucky could not exactly imagine unaided was
that the reason both the drummer and Amanda were watery over the readings about the poet’s
sister etc was that they, each, had not only a crazy sibling, or rather half-sibling, a half sister for
the drummer, a half brother for Amanda, but also had had a an erotic relation with them and they
had spent very long and very torturing days and nights running away, both of them wondering
about the future fate of them and whether the responsibility for their collapse was theirs, i.e. if
they had perpetrated some kind of half-incest etc that although not real incest might still
destabilize an oversensitive person. Even less could Plucky imagine that they had never said any
of this to each other, that they tried to forget the suspicion that something like that in the other too
was the reason of some common attitudes and common body language in them, and that the
reason they dreaded this suspicion was that if it were verified they might have to separate just in
case they were in a false and surrogate and incestuous relation between themselves too, and that
the reason they were so afraid of separation was that both of them had also been orphaned, the
drummer from mother and Amada from father; and still less could he imagine that he himself
was to Amanda the first deep relation which she didn’t suspect of also being incestuous. He could
at most imagine that the drummer’s half-brother (who was the full brother of the drummer’s halfsister) was similar in looks with him (Plucky). Would Plucky consider all this a big mix-up or a
big mess? That too was a dreaded self-question that both the drummer and Amanda had, each
privately. So things were blown out of all proportion, possibly through the chemicals they had
both imbibed in their rock itinerary). At some point Amanda said “Let me google a little
myself…”, so she found the context of the verses from that other poem they had seen , i.e. of
“And our window was our door to God’s whole creation/our secret key he gave us to unlock his
worlds/ and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised where stars were flowers and their
shine came from your glance”. The context, called “Epitaph”, was lament poems, written by the
poet on behalf of the mother of a young man killed by police in a Mayday demonstration, so
that one was a “Bloody Sunday” kind of song after all. Reading that the poet wrote all those
laments after seeing in the newspapers a photograph of the mother kneeling by her son’s dead
body lying on the street she tried to google for the picture but failed, and suddenly Kent state
occurred to her and she downloaded this:
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Then she read the immediately next verse which did refer to the killing: “And the boat sank and
its steer broke and in the open sea’s bottom I now wander by myself ” (which in almost no time
the drummer reworded to fit it to the melody of the song that he himself had already googled
and heard. In that version it went: “And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves/and
its steer broke in bits afloat or down/and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander/for no
destination and direction ever bound”). Then Amanda and him did the same to the verses just
before the ones they had started from . They went like: “After those flames, in the starlight so
warm and bluish/ just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay/ your calm and gentle
steer just rocked me as if in cradle/and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way”. After a
pause she said “Phew! And phew again! We’re not that much of assholes, after all . The guy is
great, but part of his greatness is that he does see erotic vibes in everything. Not in the way of the
love-orgasm-death kind of crap! I mean really! He is not even misleading. He is leading there. I
mean there! OK, everybody says that some mothers are Oedipal towards their sons. Is it our fault
if the best verses about love making I’ve heard going like “your calm and gentle steer just rocked
me as if in cradle/and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way” were christened by a poet
“lament of dead demonstrator’s mother” and not lament of his girlfriend or wife? Would the
lament of the girlfriend or wife of a dead demonstrator sound different? Any objection
gentlemen? Or case absolved and dismissed?” At this Plucky went: “The only objection is that
these ones are the verses that we hadn’t heard. It’s only now, in retrospect, that you downloaded
them. But your point is correct nevertheless. You only have to adapt it to the verses going like
“We find the vein that reaches into the heart of Spring. We’re smiling”. Isn’t it a miracle that
Poetry can do such things unconsciously? Or you think it’s conscious?” To which the drummer
just answered “Poetry does do it unconsciously. But such thing are not unconscious to such great
poets. It’s just that they know how follow the unconsciousness of Poetry herself and so what they
do is not the kind of made-up and artificial bullshit we call too conscious, self-conscious etc”
“Wow! Was that conscious or unconscious on you part?...”………..OK, there were times of
friction , mainly occasioned on analyses by the drummer that bordered on both the profound and
the post-modern, which Plucky’s nose detected as shit in ways not different, as Amanda put it,
from the ways older brothers of babies can smell when the baby has shit in its pants. For example
one day, after the drummer who was just terrible with geography , mainly having learned it from
Hollywood and thinking that Baghdad was in Arabia because he though the “The thief of
Baghdad” was one of the 1001 tales of the 1001 Arabian nights, looked up more exact
coordinates for the poet who had become his idol betting he was somewhere between Turkey and
the Balkans. It was only natural that when he found he was Greek he googled for Greek rock and
then he found a song which was rock OK, played with electric guitar and not with bouzouki, but
it was danced as many heavy bouzouki songs as zeimbekiko. The drummer liked it a lot, its
translation showed it was both a kind of comment on “Staircase to Heaven” and all those stories
he had read about those activists and the poets escorting them all the way, he started rewording it
to make it singable in its original melody and rhythm, it was going like “Greek rock is to be
danced like a zeimbekiko/it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space/ Greek rock is to be
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danced like a zeimbekiko/staircase of ours, heavens of ours, our steps and pace”. But then he had
the flash of inspiration to say that zeimbekiko may be coming not from swirling dervishes as
some suggest, nor from ancient warriors’ movements during battle danced to step so as to make
all shields and spears of small square groups move in unison forming analogs of the modern
tanks, but from a combination of Zen with Bacchic , i.e. coming from Bacchus, dances; at which,
Plucky got so furious, that, shouting insults about the similarities of this fucking synthetic
bullshit to Zina-like crappily concocted put-togethers, he started putting on his space suit either
indicating his going out of the satellite to float was the analogue of taking a walk to fresh air and
getting away form bullshit vibes, or indicating that he was giving a Amanda a free room to fuck
him just in case this made him less of a jerk-off , or at least indicating that the next less
aggressive thing he could do about his unreality instead of insulting him for it, was to insult him
in the presence of somebody who loved him and would care to help him put his broken pieces
back together; which although only suggested in body language, is exactly what happened but in
a way he could not imagine and in a way that characterized the couple from the day they
exchanged a word and said to each other exactly how the things they never mentioned to each
other felt: One, or the other, said “The only thing you, too, can do about it is to keep rearranging
your pieces like in a jigsaw puzzle which has no solution?”. It was their first exchange, so “it”
had no more specific meaning, and it had kept being like that all the way to the satellite. And it
was exactly the thing that the other would have said if the other had spoken first (but it was
Amanda who lived like Ruby Tuesday so it was the drummer who knew how to start a
conversation). Just like the answer too was thus mirror-like. Were they “like the two sides of a
coin” as the expression goes”. Maybe yes , if this meant , erotically, “like the two sides of the
same erogenous membrane”. But more precise it would be to say they were like the two
hemispheres of the same whole brain. Where were we?: “The only thing you, too, can do about it
is to keep rearranging your pieces like in a jigsaw puzzle which has no solution?” “The only other
thing is to let you keep doing that for me. And I’m thrilled by that prospect. How about the other
way around too?”. And just like right after that exchange, now too, right after Plucky floated off,
they fucked their brains out, in such erotic harmony and unison that the would feel as if floating
in the satellite too even if they were not also physically weightless. As expected it also was a
floating full of allusions, almost telepathic and wordless, to Henry Miller’s “Rosy Crucifixion”,
(rosy was the least the drummer would later say of his crucifixion in the contradistinction with
Plucky’s), to Tarkofski’s miraculous, rather than astronautically floating , lovemaking in “The
Sacrifice”, and to Ken Russell’s scenes of Tommy crucified between roses and between syringes
of Tina Turner as the gypsy “acid-queen”. Plucky stayed out for so long that when he came back
in they could tell him not only that he was absolutely right in his explosion but also that it had
led them to find out the right way of saying what they would prefer to have said, and Plucky did
notice in that plural that Amanda too had been sharing some of the unreality of the exaggerations
and losses in perspective and sense of proportion that acid trippers sometimes retain for all their
lives parallel to their often quite deep and valid insights , then he noticed that he knew that all
along but had never even thought, nor would he ever think, of exploding towards her too like he
had exploded against the drummer. And what was that right way to have said what they meant?
Before they even said that Plucky said that his explosion did not undo his appreciation of the
drummer’s uncanny talent to often understand what lyrics said through just the melody they were
sung in, even without translation, no matter in what language they were spoken, it was just that
this Zen-Bacchic notion was beneath his usual self , let alone his best self; and Plucky reminded
him of once hearing a melody and implementing it with words like “we’re never going to end up
in Nebraska, no plane, no train, no bus, no sea, no go!” , to only later see in the translation that
some people were never going to find an island they were seeking because the ship lines had
forgotten it and because it was more of a mythical landscape than of a geographic; concerning the
drummer’s meaning for the trio it referred to the dream to all go and raise kids in Nebraska, from
where came both Amanda and the drummer, from different towns though, before they met in
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California. (Plucky had also liked a lot a story where, in her teens, Amanda was enthralled by a
Blake’s painting called “The River of Life” – they had shown it to him, she always carried a color
Xerox of it folded in her purse which she had taken with her even to the satellite – that she had
first seen hung in a pizza parlor in Nebraska, and she was so transfixed by it that the waiter
taking it all wrong told her “I do realize it gives very bad vibes, I’m sure it does keep some
customers off, but I don’t have a say. It was my boss who hang it on the wall. I just work here”
to which Amanda had just answered “I know, I know. A boss is not always right, but is always
the boss. But this time he was also right”). Plucky finished like “Your uncanny ability,
to…to…what shall I call it , inverse composing? I mean to put words to music, let me not call it
de-composing, it’s too black of a joke, I mean your ability to read lyrics off mere melody,
reminds me of someone in a film , I have it on the tip of my tongue, maybe it will slip out one
day…” …(when it did it was Lord Greyhawk who as Tarzan mimicked all animals’ languages
and the Oxford accents etc too)…“…OK, now there’s something else that I did find words for.
Its quite simple to spell out the crux of what’s immature and full of unreality about you acid
trippers or even ex acid trippers. It is not the intensity of whatever impressions you live, or the
invalidity of some of your conclusions. We all often reach invalid conclusions. Your unreality is
that you mistake intensity and vividness for validity and since more or less you live all your free
associations intensely and vividly you think all of them are valid insights…” ……………
Anyway, what both Amanda and the drummer had done was some real homework on
zeimbekiko, Amanda’s was via etymology, the drummer’s was via a flash through desperation
and disappointment at himself which made him google zeimbekiko in conjunction with the
name of his idol-poet, just in case he could offer him some big-brother kind of advice, let’s
better call it older brother, to avoid crappy connotations. And bingo! OK, let’ see Amanda’s
homework first: What did exist was an etymology of zeimbekiko from Zeus plus Bacchic and, as
proof that ancient Greeks did dance it, the article showed pictures of paintings decorating
ancient pots and vessels where the stances of both men and women dancing were unmistakably
like its current version. Now, that poet, in a series of prose texts called “Icon stand of anonymous
saints” had included one story called “A night with so-and-so”, a great painter and, a wise old
man for many, or a pervert and a fag for many others (but the only reason we don’t include his
name is that he is the only person in the series who is famous and not “anonymous”. After all,
the poet is one of the persons who introduced, in “smoked pot”, the expression “reading world
history in first names”. Oh: and like so many other persons very much loved by the author of the
series he has nothing to do with martyrdom in the hands of juntas etc. But these additional details
the drummer learned only much later). In “a night with…” the poet was writing that one night, in
post junta years, some friends took him along for a night at a tavern with live folk music, and a
very handsome young man danced zeimbekiko, solo as is always danced, and with so great a
style that a teenage girl selling gardenias for people to gift to each other for their graces, went
herself and gifted the dancer a gardenia. This was also the first time the poet had seen in act a
dance figure he had only heard existed but never seen. The dancer was holding his testicles as he
was dancing. He suddenly wanted to go home with a very definite goal in mind, but he didn’t
spoil the mood of his friends by departing, even though they would only tell him like usual “are
you writing lyrics even in your sleep?”. So, late after midnight, his “night with ….” started. He
took down from where he had it on his library, a paragraph written by the old painter about a man
he saw dancing an Asia minor form of zeimbekiko during a ship-trip. He got so enthusiastic
reading it that he started mumbling to himself, as if answering the literary critics which called
him wordy, and as if rediscovering, or imbibing from the air or the “spiritual ionosphere”, as the
expression goes, or from Walter Benjamin’s ghost, the wheel of intertextualism and Walter
Benjamin’s unfinished, or rather unstarted, project, saying “I’m going to make a huge book, eight
hundred page plus, long; and I’m not going to write a single word in it. I’ll just have paragraphs
like these from other nights with other such presences…”. OK, here’s the free rendering, by the
drummer, of the master’s paragraph about zeimbekiko conceived as he was seeing that youth
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from Asia Minor dancing (and as we’ll see here and now, it’s not within the specialty of
historians based on literal excavations to confirm its validity (except, at most, to say that it
doesn’t contradict Amanda’s googling, since Zeus in antiquity was known to Ionia, i.e. Asia
Minor) , neither Plucky considered his views on trippers , and on validity versus intensity and
vividness, as able to disprove it), or as some expression goes “there goes a chip from the master’s
bench” (which also explains why so many people just love to be around masters, when they’re
working to just hear what they’re mumbling to themselves. This master’s workroom was very
frequented. Mainly by the lovers of his wisdom, not by his lovers-period, as his mockers thought.
Once one of them started addressing him in a fangy accent and the master told him “Sir, I speak
like that because I’m a fag. What are you?”). So: “The dancing steps, forward and backward,
bending to the ground, then lifting one’s body back straight, or even bending back, indicated the
struggle of a man with an opponent, once pushing him off then being won over, once putting him
down to the ground then facing him leap back to standing position or coming over, that opponent
was death himself, fought in body to body face to face confrontation, confronted with the
familiarity rebels had with him, through the so many dangerous missions in which they took part,
now losing one friend then another, each time not knowing whose turn it would be. Practically
death was a passing guest received in one’s hall every day without knowing who he would walk
out with. So it is a dance of defiance; towards death. Also it’s a dance of submission , danced
with an almost shameful modesty, the eye looking down. To whom does a defiant rebel show
humility? To his chief. Practically he says “I’m rebel . Not scum. If I’m not afraid of death it’s
not because I don’t care if I throw my life to the trashcan. My life does have a goal. As my chief I
recognize he who can tell me how to serve my goal better. That one I do obey. To that and no one
else I devote my humility”. As I was looking at the young man dancing with death as his
invisible dance partner I felt like those astronomers who infer the existence of a celestial body
they don’t see by the orbit of a visible partner they do see; or like the archaeologists who infer
the previous existence of a spear or sword, now absent through pulverization by time, from the
bending of the wrist or in the arm of a statue . Suddenly I realized better who was the death who
was the dancing partner of the zeimbeks, the dancers of zeimbekiko. It was the invisible penis of
the dragon” Of course all three of them , as if reading each other’s mind or as if in a “folie à a
trois” – and not as in “folie à deux” that would involve only Amanda and the drummer or a
“ménage à trois” which their household was anyway – commented on it that the painter sure had
not used any chemicals to reach those insights, since he was giving out vibes of that being as
redundant as for someone “having fallen in the magic potion cauldron when he was a kid” as the
French expression goes, unless he had been aided by the fact that “all painters are passive sniffers
of the paints they use, anyway”, as another expression goes, and this has some effect according to
some people. Then leaving wordplay they discussed something else that was on their mind, or
rather on Amanda’s mind………. But we have been postponing the discussion or even mention
of the developments of Plucky’s initial, on ground, concerns and the form they had taken on the
satellite. Besides the concern of whether and if and when and how he would get spotted and
caught, he had some rather deep, triple actually, identity problems that were rather expected
through the background of his family, of his non-family, and of his false family. To state his
problem, when still on ground and since quite early, he had a theory. For one’s actions to be in
accordance with what is his own DNA, especially in cases he doesn’t feel a quite definite urge or
prompting from his inside pushing him, or pulling him to one direction rather than to another, he
usually doesn’t apply his ear on his genes but looks at his parents and his relative to see,
especially the ones that look or behave and act like he himself will probably look when he grows
up to their age, or asks them what they did in analogous cases when they were in his age. If he
both lacks all those relatives and detests all foster relatives that tried to take their place in
unworthy ways also depriving him of models he might have met in an orphanage, models that OK
didn’t have his own DNA but if he liked them it might mean something. One doesn’t choose his
parents but at least they have DNA; one doesn’t necessarily have the same DNA with the models
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he chooses but at least they have something in common: common taste for goals and manners.
But the kind of foster he met had deprived him, as he put it, both of all option and of all feeling
of having something in common with somebody. In short he felt quite estranged from them. So he
has to be “hearing” his own DNA directly. Through long silences over a cup a coffee that others
just called reverie but he called them times that he was “asking his heart”. And for one reason,
whether really easy or just seemingly easy to understand, he spoke of his heart in the female ,
with a she or her and not with a it as one would speak of a muscle or of a blood pump; unless
of course he was speaking of his blood pump as a muscle and not as the heart he was asking
questions sometimes. These cups of coffee he would take in cafés so as to see and hear many
passersby , i.e. many DNA’s, models, body languages and idioms to identify with and to adopt.
Of course he did adopt such things also from films but he wouldn’t sip similar cups of coffee in
front of TV because only the randomness and the large number of the stimuli from the people in a
café, not the need for concentration on a particular scenario, allowed the silence he needed to ask
his heart what his DNA wanted to choose for a self. In summer he preferred cafés in parks, since
he liked nature and since this increased the DNAs around by the number of people who were just
passing and not sitting in the café. Sometimes he had wondered if his primary need was to see
families in cafes to get their vibes or if he was sitting there just to see a possible relative, anybody
was possible and worthy of a checkout, since he had no idea who his parents were and why they
had given him to an orphanage; was he found in a traffic accident?; did they leave him at a
doorstep because they would be going to jail for some reason? These were the most elated of the
scenarios he had worked out in his imagination but this he had not asked his heart about because
DNA’s information does not register such factors anyway. Anyway: and of course, in the idiom
of his theory, the reason he studied to be midwife-man was that for some very crucial
identifications etc, a labor room is, so-to-speak, a very central café-like place. Not only the baby
itself and the labor room but all the relatives and friends and the waiting room to which they
come to wait to welcome it and to congratulate its mother and its father were very important food
for thought for him and of course it is obvious that these particular vibes would never be
encountered in a café whether inside or on sidewalk or in parks even if those same relatives went
to the café right after the labor to talk about the event. Learning karate early, mostly to acquire
what he had heard was called “militant tranquility”, he didn’t feel any need to emulate tough guys
or copy tough and defiant gags , so out of Robert de Niro’s lines and tones and gestures he had
not picked the proverbial “Are you talking to me?” line in “the taxi driver”, like most of his
friends had, but his line from Godfather 2, where, playing Marlon Brando’s young self, de Niro
was taken by a friends of his to a small theater for Italians in their neighborhood because his
friend wanted to show him his fiancée who was playing there and then asked him if he liked her,
i.e. as a fiancée and future wife too, not just as an actor, and de Niro’s answer in the subtitles was
“If you are happy I’m happy” which he liked so much that he bicycled many kilometers back to
the cinema, in order not to pay another two bus tickets on top of the second movie ticket he would
pay, just to see the film again up to that point and hear how de Niro had said that in Italian; it was
“contento tu, contenti tutti”, “you happy, all happy” and he wondered in what context he would
be given an opportunity to say that to some friend of his, and it only arose years later, when,
asking his heart in a café, over a cup of coffee, wearing black glasses to embarrass less the
people on whom he focused his look by their letting them a margin to think he was not looking at
them exactly but just in their direction, an Italian and very Catholic friend of his, who saw him
alone but did not know he was not exactly drooping or something and inquired until he got the
whole picture, and then said to Plucky that this was a kind of advanced prayer, and even asked
him if he considered the more usual kinds of prayers that people like him made were as soothing
to the heart as Plucky’s prayer was, and was overjoyed when Plucky just answered “contento tu,
contenti tutti”. In upshot , although, like the drummer, Plucky went to the satellite just to follow
Amanda, it turned out that for him too it was one of the things that in retrospect would look as
unconsciously having guided him to the more profound object of his search. The sea of
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electronic information on all countries accessible from the satellite was for Plucky a huge café
full of DNAs and models of all people anywhere and ever to adopt to his specifics and to identify
with, and everyday life there was a continuous prayer-like cup of coffee (The obvious functioning
of Amanda and the drummer as family we will not comment since, after all, this detail didn’t
need a satellite, a trailer was enough. We will only say the other obvious thing. That besides these
elements that look a little kidfood-like, his relationship with Amanda was quite adult and erotic
and mature for both of them. Let’s also add that he extremely liked, not just as a matter of feeling
flattered but as a matter of precision, the drummer’s comment on his prayer practice on one of
their watering-can escorts of Amanda, a comment that along with the prayer description that
preceded it and the “contento tu, contenti tutti” gag and a Sundance Kid gag, going like
“Sundance what’s your secret in fast draw?” “Prayer” which Plucky said was his top one line
until he heard the Einstein line that the drummer told him, namely “Professor Einstein, how do
you explain that you thought so deeply about space and time?” “Don’t they say I was retarded as
a kid? I developed a sense of space and time at so late an age that by that by that time logical
processes had started as in all people, so while the spatial and temporal senses were forming, I
kind of watched it logically too”, in Plucky’s case, the drummer’s comment was, the sense of
identity developed at so late an age, that he too kind of watched it logically in its formation”,
OK, where were we? Amanda, silently walking and listening to all that, Plucky’s prayer by
talking to his DNA and to his female heart, the “contento tu, contento tutti” line, the prayer as
basis for faster gun drawing of the one of the lovers of the outside sister of the Kathryn Ross
inside her, the drummer’s so apt paraphrase of Einstein’s line to Plucky’s specifics, OK, listening
to all that, and seeing their faces and their body language, Amanda felt as if swallowing diamonds
both through her ears and through her eyes, and also up her nose and down her throat and also by
every pore of her body and it was the first time she felt that one day she might cross the line and
the Rubicon etc etc of her Kathryn Ross type of monogamy (she meant of course that although
she did not black out off her system the one lover when she was making love with the other , she
nevertheless felt concentrated only to the one she wanted present (she did mean it as monogamy,
she was not joking like when, in her Ruby Tuesday periods, she was defining monogamy as
fucking each lover only once). But now, hearing them talk like that by her side, both their tone
and what they were saying plus whatever else was being added to how much she felt in love with
each one of them, she felt so sweetly and so full of them and so full with the presence of them
both, that although she did not cross her usual line she felt she knew there would come a time she
would cross it, she didn’t know when, or how , or how many times , but only that it would
happen, or at least that she did not feel like she would never feel like it as she had thought up to
some minutes ago before that discussion; not that the startle and fluttering of her heart and the
breath gasp she felt at the moment she started gulping those diamonds did not also fill her with
the images and those knee melting sensations making her feel like stopping them on the spot , in
mother nature and kicking the watering can away. But she just wasn’t ready, or maybe the reason
she wasn’t ready was just that she didn’t know if the others felt exactly all those things and this
made her unsure of whether she wanted to lead them there even it they were not as ready as she
was…Anyway:) To spell out both the kind of change and the continuity with his previous
concerns that his satellited quest was bringing about in Plucky, suffice it to see the lives of
convicts and political prisoners he was reading about in the background of the first thing he
checked out on the google when he started using it in the satellite. He went to find the full text of
an interview of Sir Laurence Olivier about which he had heard from his cinephile girlfriend, in
which Olivier answered as follows the question of how he had given out that scream, a scream
famous and classic in the history of cinema, in his role as Oedipus at the point where he realizes
that he is the killer of his father and the husband of his mother. What did Olivier had in mind?
How had he practiced? “I had heard that the way ermines are caught for their fur is that their
hunters salt the ice of the ground where ermines live. If an ermine starts licking the salt then , ice
which melts a little if salted, freezes again and the ermine’s tongue gets caught. Then the ermine
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starts to scream and the hunters hear it and go and get it. So when I was practicing I tried to
picture to myself how an ermine feels when it realizes it got caught”(When Amanda had heard
the drummer finishing the quotation of that old painter by saying that the warrior dancer’s
partner was “the invisible penis of the dragon” she had whispered to herself and to her two
friends what best said what they two wanted to say too. Namely: “another chip from a master’s
bench”. The word “another” meant of course that she has whispered the same on at least one
occasion in the past that they had felt like that. The previous time she had said that or, more
precisely, “is that what they call a chip from the master’s bench?”, had been with that line by Sir
Laurence Olivier. In fairness to his cinephile adulterous girlfriend’s taste and selections and
discussions, which often focused on scenes verging on the uncanny, we must know, as Plucky
himself , too, did notice, that a tangent to so deep an interview came from a discussion of them
two on a Betty Boop cartoon , called “a day in town” or something, where this heroine among
other facts of life that she discovers as she goes downtown, she learns that three convicts will be
sitting on the electric chair and in the scene of the electrocution the souls of the departed for good
from their chairs, before departing for even better, from the execution room, make a quick turn
and return to thumb-nose their guards and executors, a scene that both Plucky and the cinephile
recognized as very commendable about its author). It is natural that among the songs upon songs
that the drummer on the satellite enjoyed translating and paraphrasing from the world’s music ,
the first ones were teases and limericks about his friends and himself, both separately and as a
trio. And of course the first such song was about Amanda. But let’s first start from the limericks
on Plucky, which by the way was paraphrase of the lyrics of a song by the same poet and
composer as the song which he paraphrased for Amanda. And they were both in the soundtrack of
the same film which they had all seen together when still on ground, in California, and was about
the life of a great , shall we call her “blues-woman”?, of Greek and Asia Minor “blues”. The
following was a paraphrase of a very dithyrambic song her many-many friends, colleagues and
fans played and danced over her open grave as her coffin was being lowered in it, the title “Mike
the Midwife” was put both because the name of protagonist of the song, a hash dealer, was
Michael and because Mike the Midwife reminds not just “Plike” the Midwife but also “Mc the
Knife”, the subworld-topman of “The three penny’s opera” which was a film they all enjoyed
and its theme played by such a bluesman as Lewis Armstrong, and announced by his trademark
coarseness as “there goes Mc the Knife” as mimicked by the drummer added to the correct vibes
and context . So: there goes MIKE THE MIDWIFE:
Downtown Bronx just after midnight (or: Overtown Bronx a smart space cop
Mike was caught in just a kid trap. . saw Mike caught in a groove-like space trap.
Had escaped feds in Nebraska
Had escaped feds in Nebraska
who had found him through Alaska.
who had found him through Alaska.)
One plus one for us is two,
say to Mike good bye to you.
Two plus one is three for copsters,
Mike’s arrest took top tough monsters.
What went wrong and Mike was captured?
His thick skull liked to get fractured.
He escaped his rival’s batmen
just to have a jerk’s entrapment.
Now he looks like king Tut’s mummy,
send his jail hard sticks of candy.
He can suck or bang his thick skull,
as he walks behind his thick wall.
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One plus one for Mike is two,
say to us good bye to you.
Two plus one is three we’re sorry,
but that’s it for all that story.
(It is rather clear that the alteration to “groove-like space trap” in the limerick was to also tease
Amanda, who , of course did not take it as a vulgar or low taste kind of reference to her cunt;
after all, one of the etymologies of the word “groovy” which during the flowers’ revolution stood
for “superb’ or “fantastic” was that groovy is what has all the superb and fantastic qualities and
attributes of cunt, and since cunts do look like grooves therefore….QED . But it’s not exactly
clear if the following alteration was later added by the drummer or was among the things Plucky
left around in ways such as to be found by specific others only later although it would be clear to
them in retrospect that he did feel as if was sharing them with them before, but just did not want
to also upset them beforehand:
BEFORE MIKE’S OFF FOR REAL
OR
LET’S KISS MIKE’S ASS GOODBYE
Downtown Athens well b’fore midnight
Mike was caught in just a kid trap.
Had escaped Afghans and space cops
who had seen him in two spacecrafts.
OK, in this title kissing one’s ass goodbye clearly is in the more everyday and usual sense of the
idiom and does not have the meaning of the proverbial jail treatment of raping with clubs and
broomsticks administered by both guards and fellow convicts as it has in the ballad that the
drummer wrote for his friend. OK, let’s see that before we return, to the days before Plucky
became to the consciousness of each of his friends both a star in its cosmic firmament and a
presence, in a corner of its lighted screen like that clip with two eyeballs fixed on it and
dwelling on some corners of some PCs’ screen and whose wire sometimes becomes a bicycle
coming or going and who also comments with his eyeballs some handlings of the keyboard and
when we give a “save “ order it also jumps and loses its clip shape for some seconds (and its
eyes bounce around, but always the two of them together and at fixed distance) OK, let’s read the
ballad the drummer wrote for Plucky before we return to the satellite days and remain in them:
THE BALLAD OF MESSLESS PLUCKY
Messless Plucky was adopted to replace a crazy son
when he found the mess he signed off and went out to get some sun.
Some tail chase and his karate mixed him up with FBI
and he thought some greater mix-up could help get him off their eye.
So he mixed up with Amanda and her drummer and hot dogs
and together they decided to apply as astronauts.
Overground they met Miyaki and then mixed up NATO bombs
then they mixed up with Bin Laden and just closely missed their tombs.
For a while to catch their breath back they found shelter with a nerd
village squares became their classrooms till the day the news was heard.
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He was summoned to serve sentence for his somewhat sinful past
this he saw like food for thinking up solutions that would last.
Having known no messless parents of his own DNA
for the mess he asked his own heart if some mix-up cleared the way.
Clear and loud his heart responded and she showed him the way out
straight and messless not quite painless in our years much talked about.
Left his kids inside their mother and he gave the cops his ash
for he thought this was less messy than to kiss goodbye his ass.
Junior Plucky and Amanda have two daddies and one mom
one is earthly like dad Joseph and can teach them how to drum.
I have known their messless father of their own DNA
so they ask their heart or ask me when my beat is not their way.
Obviously, for someone who, like the drummer, read off lyrics from melody, it is not a
coincidence that the melody he chose to make the above lyrics singable in, had the following
verses initially (and maybe it was not a coincidence that the lyrics of the following were by the
poet of the song for Mike the arrested hash dealer, although it was not in that film and its music
was written by a different composer. The title was by the drummer. Its initial title was “Kemal”)
MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY
In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line.
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad,
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God.
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare.
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra all built ’round an old palm tree
people pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball.
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook.
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged.
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around.
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In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad.
My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times,
the world was, is and always will be lifted through such flames and knives.
Also let’s see a song which Plucky liked so much that he himself reworded its translation to
make it singable to the initial melody after the drummer told him how simple this can be. It was
written by a German activist poet and put to music by a Greek composer. The title was by Plucky:
GHOST DOGS, BROTHER HOUNDS AND FELLOW ROCKERS
My feelings are real brotherly and best
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest,
who, with snow or even rain,
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained,
who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear
whatever passes through my mouth or even near,
songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever.
My brother cops and hounds you do remain
listeners and knowers of my every human pain,
you are and will remain the main witness
that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness
are as constantly with me as I with them.
Words that otherwise would be forgotten,
all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep
through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks.
My gratitude to you for this is really deep.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
OK, let’s go finally to the limerick the drummer had written for Amanda herself by paraphrasing
a song about a mother who was not a space bit earthly wandered, a refugee from Asia Minor to
Greece, whose lyrics were written by the same poet and its melody by the same composer in that
soundtrack of the same film: So:
SWIMMING IN VOID’S WAVES:
In outer world beyond all space,
a baby soul is strolling,
wondering why it’s still up there
when other souls are falling,
falling to earth through starlit sky,
invited by their mothers,
it seems that passwords for downloads
are only for the others.
Mother in Overground, fighting void spaces, (or: Mother in Οverground, in cosmic spaces,)
woman of two young dads exchanging places,
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between your trio and me flames rise like fences,
unborn and unconceived I guess your faces,
how come I reminisce without my senses?
(Of course it was just a coincidence, and not a premonition of Plucky’s course in life that made
the drummer write “between your trio and me flames rise like fences”; if psychics do exist , the
drummer was not one of them. And he was quite conscious of the origin of this free association;
in the cover of an LP of the ’70s that had also become a poster with man’s stages in life, in the
imagery of the collective conscious of the day which partly drew upon psychedelics, which, in
turn, partly drew form the collective unconscious, and not at all from some corresponding
“superconscious” which Miyaki’s dream was to help make collective after helping its emergence
both in himself and in others, OK, in that rock album’s cover with man’s stages in life , both birth
and death were shown as passages through a ring of flames like the one tigers etc jump through
in circuses. To the questions of Plucky about the verse “unborn and unconceived I guess your
faces” he only answered the “unborn” part by quoting Verny’s answer to a classic argument
invoking neuron myelination to supposedly show that a foetus can’t have impressions, because
he kind of felt that it would be too demanding on Plucky’s patience to quote him Zen verses about
our face before being conceived, and he possibly hesitated rightly if we judge by the fact that it
was Zen that later created Plucky’s explosion, but OK, Zen-Bacchic was also a much grosser
setting; and of course he didn’t refer at all to insights in the “pre-BigBang” states of the universe
that ketamine had induced within Jack Lilly’s skull, which also tested his own patience but not
the patience of Lilly with himself whose self-gullibility overpassed any limits and amount of
patience-trial. He also accompanied his tease to Amanda with a collage which substituted
Cubrick’s foetus-in-space which neither Amanda cared to carry in her purse like she carried
Blake’s and Gibran’s paintings nor could his dexterities with PC technology help him to
download from the net, something which the examiners of his credentials as an astronaut didn’t
know because they would never imagine he ignored and so it had never occurred to them to ask
him. (Actually the little that he knew of such things he head learned from Plucky who, when he
learned that his way of cutting and pasting excerpts and lyrics and photos was through scissors
and glue and Xeroxing asked him if that idea has occurred to him only after he had seen on the
screen the little icons with scissors etc and then told him that he made him understand why Che
Guevara had said tha the reason he abandoned as premature the prospect of organizing an
uprising in Africa was that when he took a load of Kalashnikovs to a tribe to teach them how to
put together and use, they used the parts by hurling them to the enemies by hand or bow; and
would not listen to him but only to their leader wearing a biker’s helmet and a leopard’s skin. OK,
let’s see the collage with which the drummer teased Amanda: And then see how Amanda
corrected it and how she put it next to Blake’s “river of life” without caring to ask Plucky to
download the Cubrick original itself:)
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Both Plucky and Amanda of course wanted to also know, and hear the original setting with the
refugee mother; the only reason actually the drummer hadn’t given the two versions concurrently
was that he had trouble with the geography of the many places mentioned from Asia Minor and
Greece in the first half of the poem. The problem persisted, he only translated the 2nd half which
left his listeners, and himself, somewhere between speechless and overwhelmed by emotion:
Mother who worked around in ports and harbors,
full of your pride and smile well kept behind doors,
mother whose trip to here makes my voice tremble,
displaced from house and bed you just remember,
you could not take with you your daughter’s cradle.
What was the limericks to tease himself too? (Oh: OK, he did say “I just speak for myself ” in the
self-parody but both Plucky and Amanda recognized themselves too in it. Also he gave reference
to a, most probably, European rocker, maybe Balkanian or possibly Greek, but he was
additionally confused by not knowing if German besides a nationality could be a last name too,
for the help he received from a verse by him going like “he took off from mind’s crystals and
launched himself into an orbit around the darknesses” about the victim of a femme fatale’s
heartless sensuousness. This verse gave him a key to paraphrase as he wanted, something else, the
theme song of Kusturitsa’s “The time of the gypsies”. Let’s see the original too right after the
paraphrase:)
THE TIME OF THE SATELLITES. OVERCLOUD GAS STATIONS AND CANTEENS
If we sold hot dogs overcloud with flat vibes nowhere to be found
sex and rock would be all around, even when drugs would not be found.
Metro-Goldwyn and Paramount could take care as we went Greyhound.
Feed me information both live and on the screen,
lustfully I’ll drink,
like lovers taste their Spring.
Why such little favors you had postponed for me,
letting me be driv’n crazed into an orbit’s ring?
We might as well just forget about flat ground to even wonder,
it’s such a pain in the ass in cosmic space where we wander.
Fires, hearts, junk , rust for just and unjust
and let God take proper care of that,
may He keep us out of mess and crap
through information and nothing but.
THE TIME OF THE GYPSIES
A gas station way overcloud might still help me from laws on ground,
my unfair star’s still not around, yet my heart now in chains is bound.
Heart like junk, heart in ice and rust, safer void than the lawful just.
Broken glass and bottles now give me for my sips,
let me cut my lips,
now I’ll get drunk for keeps.
Why such little favors you had postponed for me,
madness driving me to skybound destiny?
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I might as well just forget to come back to healthy sane world,
in gypsies’ time on the road who can bear such heavy burden?
Fires, hearts, junk , rust for just and unjust
and let God take proper care of that,
leave me on a gas station overcloud,
for my unfair star I now am bound.
The time of the gypsies, the original that is, did touch Plucky too much but he also got, the second
time, the same feeling that Amanda and the drummer both were trying to conceal something
from each other, or could it ever be to conceal something of the other from themselves?; did such
a thing made sense at all?; and if it did could a third party discern it?. But this time he did not
feel this similarity of theirs was making him left out. On the contrary the fact that again he felt
that both were only trying to conceal themselves from each other (or each other from themselves)
but not from Plucky , made him feel that at least unconsciously, or consciously but with a
decision to resist the temptation, both wanted to speak to him about it, “it” meaning what? But
let’s go back to the poet and composer of that soundtrack of the film about that blues woman who
was a refugee from Asia Minor to Greece. Or rather let’s remain not just to the same poet, whom
the drummer googled up for more poems, but to the same film actually: By the following poem
all of them felt equally touched, maybe for completely different reasons though (all
understanding their own reasons and Plucky’s, but not more than that. We’re not trying to build
up suspense or artificially create surprises, since we all know the “secret” since long; as if we
were watching a play in antiquity, it was not the onlookers who were surprised):
THE FISHNET:
Each time you open a new path in your life’s walk
don’t wait until you are surrounded by deep darkness,
keep your eyes open all night long, even all day,
a few steps further comes a fishnet out of blackness.
If ever you get caught within its mesh
there’s no one who can get you out of trouble,
you’ll have to find the thread’s end by yourself
and if you’re lucky start a better struggle.
This net has names whose mention brings fear of bad luck
hidden in books with seven keys and eerie covers,
some people call it evil, cunning, underworld,
and others call it the first Spring of skybound lovers.
If ever you get caught within its mesh
there’s no one who can get you out of trouble,
you’ll have to find the thread’s end by yourself
and if you’re lucky start a better struggle.
Had our story been unfolding in 2005and not in ’99, the following song from that soundtrack
would sound so similar not just to blues of New Orleans’ black artists but to what both black and
white refugees from the flooding by Katrina were telling to the newsmen’s mikes. The trio just
thought it would touch Miyaki to hear of such Minor Asia blues and e-mailed it to his satellite,
and Miyiaki’s answer was immediate, so let’s also immediately read it along with the trio right
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upon its arriving, page after page, and coming out of the printer. First the Minor Asia Blues they
sent him, then Miyaki’s first page, with a page from a book by a refugee’s daughter, who was
born in Greece and so had only heard from her father about their home there, then his other two
pages:
AIN’T GOT NO MAYDAY:
Aaaaaaaaaaa…..aaa…..
I ain’t got no…
ain’t got no home to come back to
and no bed to sleep on
ain’t got no street ain’t got no neighborhood
to walk around on a sunny day-off ’s cool.
Aaaaa
I ain’t got no saint to pray to
and no icon in empty sky
ain’t got no stars no moonlight and no sun
over my songs to sing when all is done.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.

“And now the two of us, my house of Asia Minor. I, made of flesh. You, made of stone…Cosmic
materials, both of us. Cosmic cells of inexplorable beginnings. Magnetic substances from the
same night of pain. Mine, a perishable worldliness. Yours, eternal…You demagnetize the eons of
life that you carry. The eons of memory…and of archetypal mind…I’ve never seen you. I don’t
want to…I prefer you outside separation. Outside blood…I find you under my sleep, behind the
watery surfaces, as if through the refraction of other times. I find you through the depths of the
memory of things before my existence, where I penetrate magnetically and without a proof…
Strata of existence below my own existence. Your walls, watery mirrors. Your tears soak the
ephemeralness of my world. You are made of the essence of the eternal. You are made of the stuff
of the Heraclitian logos. “I searched myself ” said the Ionian. And you knew it. You waited for
this search for years and years. And now, all ablaze, you are showing me to your magic rooms
…You entered my life. The orbit of my life. You are recounting and I am writing…Your stones are
made of the material that articulated Logos. We met in that zone where your stones deoracle the
memory engraved on them. That’s why I said: You are recounting and I am writing…I come back
to you. I am attracted by the deep silence of your secret. I am magnetized by the strength of your
lamentation at the hour when, with packages in hand and with their jewellery, they were
abandoning you. You ran after them but they did not see you. You called them, in flames of pain,
of longing and desire to reach them but they did not hear you. And you came to me. You came all
the way to me. You rolled into my days. You have stood facing me for years. You torment my
thought. You want to exist through my word. I hear your voice in my sleep, the voice of stone. The
stone upon which eons of earth have been engraved. Upon this the words of Empedocles and
Anaxagoras were recorded one by one. Because you, House of Asia Minor, are made of the
matter that “decorated the chaos”. You are made of the first cosmogonic matter that man’s mind
“moved”. You are “the mind that moves..”. You are the matter that “becomes” through my word.
And time is shivering in my blood. It ungrounds the dimensions of my worldly existence. That way
I can be meeting you.”
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By the time Plucky had read the second page he was so furious that for the first time in his life he
almost sounded as playing out other types de Niro impersonations; he started yelling: “Typical
Zen looniness, if it’s not typical common senility with an extra serving of Miyaki’s version of
being a halfwit. Typically stereotypical equilibrations between opposites in yin-yang style of
bullshit and self-conscious exhibitionism and self-complacency of self-inflated morons taken for
granted as sages, and producing inflation in the wisdom market too; every street block has its own
Zen master nowadays. So we’re supposed to marvel at how he can be very ordered and formal ,
look at the pagination, and at the same time very informal , look at the stinking page, it’s only his
fingerprints that he hasn’t sent us as a trademark; and to marvel at how he can go straight and also
at an angle? What’s that angle? The happy medium between horizontal Western and vertical
Chink-Jap writing? And if he has two paginations why did he not put the one at an angle too like
he put his two pages? What is this shit? A koan-type of puzzle for us to figure out?” The
drummer just said “You haven’t even started to read the goddam page” “OK, I will…wha-what’s
thaat? Only Europe fought Hitler? Not US? Is he a Jap sensitive to having been nuked? Why did
Tom Robbins nicknamed him Chink? OK, let me give him the benefit of the doubt. Assume , just
assume he is not just being senile by forgetting to slant the pagination too, then it means he means
the page at an angle to be an insertion that should be noticed, the two different paginations made
both horizontally are then a set of pages borrowing from itself to make a new set of pages,
excerpts like the one we saw presumably since even a non Miyaki character would drive anyone
nuts by talking to him for 1367+11 pages in the first person, so he’s been anthologizing through
google like we do and just keeps records more systematically, oh, just like you keep lyrics etc.
Oh, so the Orient may consider both US and Europe as West Unified, oh, and not consider US as
a province of Europe, or maybe he considers Europe as fundamentally not less barbaric than
nukers, but that’s hardly a compliment for US, or maybe he just forgot, it’s an informal things
anyway, and since I can’t imagine him able to do anything as fancy with PC as to tilt the page and
print it on another, maybe he did bring along a primitive pair scissors anyway. Now the question
remains: why would an oriental like so much to dis-orient us by supposing we feel like delving in
such trivial inquiries about his motives? Are koans supposed to be narcissistic and trivial? By
that time neither Amanda not the drummer were paying any attention to him, Amanda had just
typed a third page, there seemed no more coming, and was reading it, and finishing she said to
Plucky: “Talking about koans and puzzles here it is : My non-trivial opinion about it I’ll tell you
after both of you read it. Now I only tell you it’s not narcissistic at all” She gave Plucky the page,
the drummer left what he was reading and both of them went to this:
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ANOTHER “ODD COUPLE” IN HISTORY
OR
WHO IS INSIDE LOOKING OUT AND WHO IS OUTSIDE LOOKING IN?
WHO DEFINES IN AND OUT FOR PLATONIC CAVES?
THE IDEAL PROLETARIAN
AND A (RELATIVELY) RECENT
CONTRIBUTION THAT HE MADE
TO HISTORY

THE IDEAL BOURGEOIS
AND THE (ONLY SO FAR)
CONTRIBUTION THAT HE MADE
TO HISTORY

“Hear what I have to tell you now.
In the Indies, in the city of Calcutta
they put a man to chains.
They stood in the way of a man
as he was walking.
This is then why I won’t condescend
to raise my head
towards the starlit spaces
You might say “Stars are far
and our earth is so tiny”.
Well, whatever the stars may be
I stick my tongue out at them.
What for me is the most amazing thing,
the most imposing,
the most mysterious and uncanny,
the grandest thing,
Is a man who is obstructed when walking,
Is a man who is now being chained”.
Nazim Hikmet

“Once when I was in Los Alamos,
Oppenheimer was criticizing von Neumann
for being irresponsible.
Von Neumann answered “I choose
to be irresponsible”
I thought to myself “Von Neumann
can afford to be irresponsible
and I can’t?
..(Pause)..We are worms
In a jar that hangs in space among wonders
And instead of feeling grateful
that we can see these wonders
because the jar is made of glass,
We busy ourselves with
“Which worm stepped on me
or I stepped on?”
It’s great to be irresponsible if you can afford it”
Richard Feynman

“What’s “pause” supposed to mean? So this exists also in tape recorded form? Not only in
Feynman’s biographies?” said the drummer. “Or Ralph Machio’s original went , as an
undergraduate to wherever Feynman taught and heard this himself and also had a correspondence
with Miyaki” completed Plucky. Amanda just said “But why he asks that ? Its ea-ea-easy!
Feynman lived a country that respected human rights and the poet didn’t. They speak from a
different perspective. And obviously Feynman’s famous imaginative ways of going beyond the
immediately obvious did not lie in directions like imagining how it was outside his own country”.
“And obviously he hasn’t seen “Infinity” where Mathew Broderick plays Feynman as a young
student when his wife Arlene died at twenty. He would then see the body language in which
Feynman looks out of that jar. It’s the last scene of the movie. He has come back to Los Alamos
from the funeral. It’s after midnight. He sees on a window shop of a village square a red dress
they wanted to buy. He leaves his suitcase by a bench and lies on the bench on his back and
stares at starry infinity, heart-crushed ” “I saw the red dress and that’s when it all got me..”
Amanda completed, who had already started googling “Feynman, Arlene” “…and “Feynman is a
Dirac who also is human” was what Oppenheimer wrote, but without effect, to his colleagues in
Berkeley to convince them to hire Feynman before others did” added the drummer who had
already read most of this stuff. After Amanda the drummer did some googling (also consulting
his “big brother” poet as it turned out, since he found he had translated Hikmet who had led a
similar life) and along with the other two answers he e-mailed the following page to Miyaki,
telling him where to look for the melody of the song he had mailed them in case he hadn’t heard
it as a song too, and also telling him that Feynman’s words with the little rewording that he had
done could be sung in exactly the same melody, and thanked him for the very inspiring line-byline juxtaposition which was the first step to that direction:
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HIKMET VERSUS FEYNMAN OR FEYNMAN VERSUS HIKMET?
THAT IS THE QUESTION (OF MIYIAKI)
What now, I have to say and let you know,
Young, still in the team for the atom bomb
somewhere in Indies within the city of
I heard a preaching by Oppenheimer to
Calcutta
von Neumann
they put in chains a man, a man like
To be irresponsible is conscious choice
you and me
for me
they put in chains a man like us
I heard von Neumann say and thought
as he was walking
I could outfrank him
That’s why I don’t and I will never
Here’s how I thought my brilliance
condescend
could afford
to raise my eyes to see what shines
what others thought was only afforded
in starlit spaces
by von Neumann
You’ll counter: Our earth is just
I thought: We’re all worms in a jar
a teeny weeny moon
in empty space
and there are stars that shine so bright
a clear glass jar that is just hung among
your mind spins dizzy
real wonders
Well, whatever all those stars may be
Well, ungrateful that we can see through
I stick my tongue out to
we only care for which worms crush us
their brightness
or vice versa
For me, the most amazing thing,
For me, the most exciting thing
the most imposing ,the most grand,
the most imposing ,the most grand
and most uncanny
and awe inspiring
is man obstructed in his walk
is wonder reaching at the
a man when put in chains
limits of our knowledge
any man in flesh and blood who now is
any real question that is now
being arrested
being examined
is man obstructed in his walk
That’s what I mean each time I say
a man when put in chains
irresponsible
a man in flesh and blood who now
and being like that, is just great if
is being arrested.
you can afford it.
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Miyaki’s answer, again immediate (actually almost instantaneous; as all his answers always
were; maybe as instantaneous any karatist’s reflexes but the analogy stopped at quickness;
nothing from him ever felt like a karate-blow; except his, very seldom, karate-blows themselves;
but maybe, if it was not only total assholes who received them, the blows too would not feel like
reflexive blows but like his instantaneous answers), OK, his e-mail answer was: “Your answers
would have me float with weightlessness, if this was not already happening. Can’t wait for our
space rendezvous to pay you a social visit in your satellite. I’m sure I’ll dream of riding on a
bicycle to come over because the bus is late”. But before we see what happened on that visit let’s
see some more poetry and literary critique that took place in the trio’s satellite in the interim: At
one point Plucky was pouring objections to the drummer for his obsession with paraphrasing the
world’s poetry into rock lyrics: “Just what kind of perversion is this? You mean to rewrite your
own paraphrasings-translations-alterations of songs of other languages and other decades into
rock. OK, I can accept that this is a way to adopt them to your own mentality and constitution,
and to your own country and times and specifics, and OK, it’s worth doing it if one wants to give
something back to the whole world , by adapting diamonds on the present world’s specifics to
our country’s language, since it happens to be more widely learned as a second language than
other languages. I can also well imagine how by doing such adoptions and adaptations you
identify with what you assimilate and you yourself too mature. By no means do I say you are
inflexible and fossilized and untouched by what you pass from one culture to the other you
bridge it with, passing it through your gut too. I can well understand that even when your
translations are bad poetry if read or spoken, for example I’m sure that “The fishnet” is good
poetry in it original language but it’s not good poetry in your translation except in one stanza, but
it’s still good as prose, I mean its point has an uncanny convincingness, and it doesn’t sound
paraphrased but exactly translated, isn’t it?, OK, your translations even if they are not always
good as poems they can still be, at least most times, probably not always, very good as songs
because you do know how to recognize what kind of poetry the initial melodies create and keep
that unchanged. But tell me: Who’s going to do the vocals that the singing you base yourself on
presupposes? You friends? Sorry but I think their brains and hearts have become since long mere
extensions of as much brain and heart is contained in the chemicals you all have gulped down
or injected, sorry they injected, I did notice you always skip Jack Lilly and ketamine, and
something tells me that you don’t trust his sensory deprivation tanks. I too wonder why he needed
a tank for, after a point he had a fine sensory deprivation skull, as fine as any thick skulled
moron’s; or at least a tank of deprivation of commonsense; and without his vibes being similar to
the vibes of some of those Mozart-like geniuses who do give out some things for which we
common mortals don’t just apply the shrug-off line “not having common sense doesn’t mean you
have uncommon sense” or some other hitting around the bush of “you’re not even wrong”; and
sorry for the “chemicals” I do know that the ecologists among you take their hallucinogens
directly from plants, are there cookbooks for recipes for psychedelic mushrooms too? I can even
imagine somebody cooking psychedelic escargots directly from neurophysiology labs where they
have been given LSD or from farms where they are fed by natural psychedelics it would cost a
little more but would be worth it. So: What are we left with? You are not such an extension of
chemistry, at least not anymore. But your voice can only support melodies as simple as jingle
bells, “for he’s a jolly good fellow”, “if you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”. Can so
simple melodies contain what you want? OK, I do admit some of the songs you translate are
based on equally simple melodies, for example all the songs in that soundtrack with Mike’s
arrest, not of course the “ain’t got no Mayday” blues, so where are you? You’re with your own
drums which either can’t play melody, and can only transmit simple messages like with jungle
tam-tams unless their played to an audience of people trained in Morse code to be employed in
wireless communication provided you too learn the code, but don’t do it since that one is a dying
profession after the advent of electronic mail and so the audience would have to be trained just to
hear your rock; or you can play melody even on drums like some musicians from India play on
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some drums too, while the beat is given by the flute, not the other way around; but then you
have to earn an audience from scratch, not address the rock audience; and even that only if you
find a way to go past being identified as part of the stereotype of ethnic music or even folklore
for tourists or exotic food for jaded ears. So what are you writing those tens and dozens of
alterations and rewordings for? OK, of course you’re going to tell me “The fact that I reword
songs by the pack, before I only pick five or six among them, each time, is not so very original ,
and I don’t only mean in the shape of “gaining impetus”, “warming up”, “keeping in shape” etc.
but also in the sense of some very good company: is it I, dear Watson, who has to remind to a
cinephile like you elementary things like why Lucino Visconti in d’Anuncio’s “The innocent”
with Laura Antonelli and Giancarlo Giannini, once, during its filming, had yelled to a technician
for not having put in the night tables some handkerchiefs as instructed? “What’s the point?
They’ll never appear on the screen” the poor guy protested. Visconti said: “Do you think that
only what shows on the screen created the atmosphere?” . So, why do you ask? If as a cinephile,
you understand what Visconti meant you should also understand what I am doing , since I’m
doing the same thing when I exercise myself with tens and dozens of songs which are not going
to show up anywhere. They’re not practice. They’re getting me into the meaning and the
atmosphere of what I want to understand; they’re ways of getting what I want to understand under
my skin like actors too do, like you cinephiles know very well. And concerning limitations like
drums being a, supposedly, merely supportive instrument without major interpretative
possibilities, something auxiliary to just keep the beat, has it occurred to you to wonder about the
origin of the expression “to the beat of a different drummer”? And since, being such a rationalist,
you snub and under-rate so much my friends the rockers, who according to you don’t have the
least traces of the rationality that you think you monopolize, and since you have such low
esteem for them that you consider them as extensions of the chemicals they have imbibed, you
said it, not I, then why don’t you go ahead and use a little more of that kind of rationalism of
yours and that kind of underestimation to also consider them as extensions of the beat I can give
their music with my drums?; and not just on stage with my percussion instrument that you
equally underestimate but with our discussions both about music and not about music, during our
off stage coexistence”. To which I will answer you “So what you mean is that you even are not
like those who just walk to the beat of a different drummer, but you are that different drummer
himself; in person”. To which you will answer me “I do realize , you clown, that you are only
being sarcastic, but whether out of malice or out of idiocy, or both, you’ve just said a quite
serious mouthful, and I should be grateful even to you yourself for what you said and not only to
the content of what you said, although it stands above you. Yes sir! I am it. And to prevent you
from thinking I just flipped out on an ego trip I add that OK, I am it not, maybe not yet, maybe
not ever, but what I will be is what I will become by trying to be what you said , no matter what it
will take to try to be it. That much about my modesty. About my immodesty I just tell you that
being worthy of even trying to be something like that is already big deal and a great honor; and
responsibility of course. Have I answered you enough?” To which I will answer: “My good
Holmes!” To which you will answer “You mean you mean it?” “By all means I mean I mean it .
Why are you being such a clown as to think I was being sarcastic? Haven’t I told you so many
of your paraphrases that I like and admire them? Don’t I bring you verses to paraphrase for me?
Didn’t I tell you it was you who taught me all about these things when I did my only one such
verse-job?” To which you will answer: “Oh! Thank you. That was one the best things I’ve ever
been told”. Eh? What d’you say?” “I say that under normal circumstances people speak in turns,
now it’s my turn to speak, now it’s yours, now mine again, now yours. You did the talking for
both of us and what makes me more exasperated and, also more relieved admittedly, is that you
not only gave, on my behalf, to your objections the answers that I myself would give, and that in
your monolog you not only carried our dialog all the way to its full completion, but also that
when you were talking on my behalf you used not just the arguments that I would use but also
my idiom, my tone, and my body language”. As Amanda was hearing them (or “them” since only
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Plucky was practically doing the talking for both) she realized that this was already happening all
the time on ground around their trailer, particularly when like two kitties they followed her to the
river to carry hew watering can. One round was Plucky’s the next was the drummer’s (he too did
the talking for both of them, taking Plucky’s tone and body language when talking on his behalf.
More specifically she realized (and started laughing hysterically when she did, and then she
explained it to them taking quite some time because she would be interrupted by her own laughs
as she was approaching the funny points, also herself imitating them imitating each other, and
then, starting to understand, they laughed even more and went into hysterical laughter wholebodied and to tears both for it and for their already starting to laugh without understanding both
because sometimes such things are contagious and because babies start laughing when they see
their trusted grownups do, even way before they speak or understand language) OK, she realized
that this talent and perversion they had acquired in the following way: When they were going
from trailer to the river and the watering can was empty and she was doing the carrying they
were talking in turns and just represented themselves. When they were returning and one of them
was carrying the filled and heavy watering can and could not gesture as he was talking , the other
was talking and gesturing for both and the other was just nodding yes or no, and the number of
no-nods, that in time had become smaller, just corrected the talker’s point on behalf of his silent
interlocutor; on coming back to the river they talked regularly again, then on going back to the
trailer the roles of lifter and talker were exchanged. Now that they just didn’t have a watering can
to carry and both had free hands, it was matter of time until one of them, e.g. the drummer, or a
third party, Amanda, would notice what was going on and when it had started…“That’s another
dimension on your verse “Woman of two young dads exchanging places” or that’s what you
meant all along?” was Plucky’s final gag in all that, and brought a new round of laughter. By the
way, let’s also mention another laugh episode of that same period of reading poetry and joking to
which Plucky’s final gag brought a new round of laughter: The drummer told them the following
joke, which was bound to become their most standing one: “A she-donkey married for years to
her he-donkey falls in love with a younger donkey and they set an erotic date in her very barnyard
when her husband goes out to a donkey-job. That particular day he has to unload only a few bags
of goods and comes back early. At the sight they present to an onlooker as involved as a donkey
in his own position, quite a primal scene for him I mean, something flips in his mind and
exclaiming “Oh, my God after all these years of marriage she did this to me!” and he runs to a
nearby cliff and dives. As his wife sees this, maybe equally primal, scene unfolding in seconds,
something flips in her mind, too, and exclaiming : “Oh my God, after all those years and years of
marriage I did this to him!” and follows him diving down that cliff, too. As the young donkey
witnesses these two primal scenes, which from his point of view are just about half as primal as
each of the previous two, but equally primal if taken together, something flips in his mind , too,
and exclaiming: “Oh my God, after all those years of their marriage look what I did to them!” he
dives down the same cliff following them. Suddenly a voice is heard from the bottom of that cliff:
“Hey you up there! Stop throwing those donkeys down here!”… Plucky finally said “Thinking
back to it, you did take the whole thing cool headedly”….Around those days it was the drummer’s
birthday, Amanda surprised them by having a candle in her purse with Xeroxes of Blake’s and Gibran’s
paintings etc. and both her and Plucky surprised them by giving him verses . Amanda’s were verses she had
googled up for him and only partly managed to reword until full singability to their initial melody , and left
it to him to complete that task, Plucky’s were a selection he made of things already reworded by the
drummer so as to mirror to him one aspect that Plucky thought stood out in the drummer’s inner profile.
He had gathered all times that the verses chosen, or the paraphrases made, by the drummer , referred to sky,
and used as motto to the page he made a vertical footnote he had seen in Miyaki’s loonily written page
(horizontally, at an angle, and vertically too he noticed later) He had put a PS that made the drummer tell
him “Wait a minute, something is missing here to make it a perfect whole” and he googled up something, a
photo, and added it to Plucky’s letter (it was in electronic form they both gave him their gifts: on the
screen. We’ll see Amanda’s verses as finally reworded with the help of their recipient himself. The verses
in that one that had two alternative forms , were not ambiguous in the original itself, but their two antipodal
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meanings were so equally meaningful to the drummer that he could never remember for sure which
version was the original. The poet was the same as in that soundtrack but the composer was as in Kemal.
Plucky’s page with the drummer’s completion of it (with a painting) was:
THE HEAVENLY BLUES OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER
“Distant Mother, my unfading rose”
1. Overtown Bronx a smart space cop saw Mike caught in a groove-like space trap*.
2. If we sold hot dogs overcloud/with flat vibes nowhere to be found/sex and rock would be all around/even
when drugs would not be found./Metro-Goldwyn and Paramount/could take care as we went
Greyhound/Feed me information both live and on the screen/lustfully I’ll drink/like lovers taste their
Spring/Why such little favors you had postponed for me/letting me be driv’n/crazed into an orbit’s ring?
3. Mother in Οverground, in cosmic spaces , Mother in Οverground, fighting void spaces…
4. That’s why I don’t and I will never
Here’s how I thought my brilliance
condescend
could afford
to raise my eyes to see what shines
what others thought was only afforded
in starlit spaces
by von Neumann
You’ll counter: Our earth is just
I thought: We’re all worms in a jar
a teeny weeny moon
in empty space
and there are stars that shine so bright
a clear glass jar that is just hung among
your mind spins dizzy
real wonders
Well, whatever all those stars may be
Well, ungrateful that we can see through
I stick my tongue out to
we only care for which worms crush us
their brightness
or vice versa
5. Aaaaa
I ain’t got no saint to pray to
and no icon in empty sky
ain’t got no stars no moonlight and no sun
over my songs to sing when all is done.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.
6. A gas station way overcloud /might still help me from laws on ground/my unfair star’s still not around/
yet my heart now in chains is bound/Heart like junk, heart in ice and rust/safer void than the lawful just/
Broken glass and bottles now give me for my sips/let me cut my lips/now I’ll get drunk for keeps/Why such
little favors you had postponed for me/madness driving me/to skybound destiny? /I might as well just
forget to come back to healthy sane world/in gypsies’ time on the road who can bear such heavy
burden?/Fires, hearts, junk , rust for just and unjust/and let God take proper care of that/leave me on a gas
station overcloud/for my unfair star I now am bound.
7. This net has names whose mention brings fear of bad luck/hidden in books with seven keys and eerie
covers/some people call it evil, cunning, underworld/and others call it the first Spring of skybound lovers.
* Look who is talking! But at least in this space trap we’re together. Any objections?
PS: Who am I to say I mirror you and that I don’t just pick from you what mirrors me? And who are you if
you say this is not what you too do to the poets you paraphrase? If you (or is it I?) like black humor
remember how that doctor died in Woody Allen’s “Zellig”: He predicted Zellig would die in 15 days but in
15 days he himself died because Zellig had automatically picked the doctor’s reflexes and the doctor’s
diagnosis was a actually a self diagnosis.
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THE BALLAD OF URI
Heaven no, no I won’t say, heaven yes
Heaven friend, distant closest friend
How would I ever accept other caress
or embrace?
Earth as my mother how would I accept?
Would I say no to dear life
in the blond light of your sun?
Aah! Heaven pain, closest distant pain.

Heaven no, no, I won’t say heaven yes
Heaven friend, distant closest friend
How would I ever accept other caress
or embrace?
Earth is my mother how would I accept?
Would I say no to dear life
in the blond light of our sun?
Aah! Heaven pain, closest distant pain.

At sunset my eyes turn up onto the deep blue distant skies
and then I hear quite well, a voice from fairies’ well, a distant tolling bell.
Weekend finds me where it tells me to go there, out there, out there
where I would find the nests of weird kinds of birds at Sun’s own golden stairs.
Heaven no, no I won’t say, heaven yes
Heaven friend, distant closest friend
How would I ever accept other caress
or embrace?
Earth as my mother how would I accept?
Would I say no to dear life
in the blond light of your sun?
Aah! Heaven pain, closest distant pain.

Heaven no, no, I won’t say heaven yes
Heaven friend, distant closest friend
How would I ever accept other caress
or embrace?
Earth is my mother how would I accept?
Would I say no to dear life
in the blond light of our sun?
Aah! Heaven pain, closest distant pain.

At sunset my eyes turn up onto the deep blue distant skies
and then a voice possessed, like threat and like caress, invites me as if I’m hers.
Weekend finds me where it tells me to go there, out there, out there
she promises to show comets and seas that glow and where our mind can go.
If we can say that the drummer was visibly touched by both gift gestures, then we can also say that he was
invisibly not just touched but transfixed by the above poem that Amanda found for him (and he knew she
knew he was, because he had told her, but had not happened to have told Plucky, that when his mother
died, when he was in kindergarten–although he saw her in dreams in which she had not died but had gone
to jail and she wanted to meet him as much as he wanted to meet her–before going to sleep he kept his eyes
tightly shut while in bed in the dark, because he had heard that good women become angels after death and
he was as afraid as of a ghost of the possibility that his mother as an angel would take the opportunity of
the darkness to come to him as a waking vision). Seeing that too Plucky said to Amanda: “That adds to my
point, doesn’t it. You know where Uri comes from?” “Wasn’t the first astronaut’s name Uri Gagarin?”
“Oh! That’s right! I would have never thought of that. Maybe the poet even wrote it on that occasion , and
maybe his name was a fantastic coincidence for the poet, but I think the poet, first of all chose it to point
to the Greek word for sky, Uranus” “Wow! I’m sure your explanation is the correct one, not mine. Gee, I
didn’t know your cinephile period also included that kind of educational films. Was it in a film on
astronomy or on mythology that you learned that?” “Actually it was a hardcore whose ad went like
“Featuring Dr. Uranus, Jacqueline Anassis and a Greek analist, written with an “i”, not a “y” ” “You
cinephiles sure had your way with culture. Greek culture I mean. In the sense of the definition of Greek in
Free Press’s ads, that is. Was the film just an accompaniment to peaceful pop-corn munching in the
traditional adult theater around the corner?” “As a matter of fact , I’ve always wondered why pop-corn in
adult theaters isn’t called coc-porn” “I give up. Who could compete with cinephiles. In their way with
words, I mean” “When I, hopefully, manage to interpolate a couple of words, I mean a couple of verses,
please receive it as a kind of candy I treat you for my birthday since I didn’t have the provision to organize
a purse with chocolates predicting the candle that Amanda’s provision put in her purse when she even
checked the dates ….(“smoooooch”)…. OK, I just mean the rewording of the prose translations you
downloaded and gave me to reword to the initial songs is finished and typed. Let’s see what we serve here:
Guess who ordered a letter from a political prisoner going to an exile island, or was it to a labor camp? And
who was the prospective parent who ordered a guide-book on how to tell the facts of life to a kid of
nineteen? Oh! A mother! The same who ordered the same guide for smaller ages too, for a baby in arms
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actually. In its mother’s arms I mean; not in the sense of a baby with guns and with a cartridge belt around
its waist.
THE LETTER
I’m fine, I’m well, I’m well, I’m fine, thank you, thank you,
I wish the same to all of you.
To all who ask just give my kisses and my love,
my love and greetings the most warm.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors
when I was near you and you near me.
Tomorrow only half of us are staying here
I will be leaving with the rest,
maybe for islands, maybe land away or near
let it be what God thinks is best.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors
when I was near you and you near me.
Seeing this song, and then listening to the original, Amanda asked Plucky: “There’s something I don’t
understand. These people don’t seem to be in any terrible conditions. OK, the penalty inflicted on them is
the deprivation of their family life and the similar deprivation of them that is thus inflicted on their family;
and also is that their family has to find another source of income, rather than the main, father’s, and
possibly there is discrimination against any of the relatives finding a job. OK, I do agree it’s terrible
enough, but it’s not the hellish kind of thing that would necessarily coerce and blackmail someone into
signing a repentance statement and renouncing his ideals to get out. Sorry for the poor analogy I’ll make
but, physically speaking, a constriction into a satellite like ours may be more unbearable than a constriction
into a cell, like theirs, let alone a comparison with exile islands. And the poetic constitutions among them
might not even notice constriction like we hardly notice ours. OK, it’s funny if I only qualify what I’m
saying with a “at least in the summer”. OK, to live in tent for-two in winter does sound like Jack London
conditions, as the expression goes. But in the summer it’s not harder than bag-packing and sleeping in a
sleeping bag on the beach, the way all of us have done and have enjoyed. So either there’s another kind of
ticket price which I forgot to ask you, or you didn’t want to tell, or there’s something else that eludes me;
but I really don’t understand”. “The ticket was that only the unrepentables of the torture islands were sent
to these idyllic conditions to become “vacationers” as they were called. The others were kept back being
pushed to ask for their chance to repent. But even if torturers were able to work overtime they wouldn’t be
able to accommodate everybody, some had to go to make room for newcomers arrested for protesting; e.g.
protesting for all this. They were many; from one torture island I read about, eighty thousands people
passed in about five years”. “All of them communists conspiring to give the Gulag treatment to the other
side if tables were turned?” “More than a third were communists arrested after the war. I don’t know if they
also were Stalinists. Less than a third were conscientious objectors who refused to kill or arrest the
communist among the guerrillas with whom they fought together the Germans one or two years before that.
The rest were communists who had been arrested already before the war and were not released when they
asked to get out to register in the army to fight against Hitler. Some were communists who were not
arrested before the war but were arrested by the Germans whom they were fighting and were sent to
concentration camps in Germany, and when the war was over their own government sent people to carry
them from the Nazi concentration camps to their own country’s torture islands. Are these the things that
your question was about?” “Exactly. Back to the poem. Who wrote it? That poet who wrote the poem on
behalf of the dead demonstrator’s mother, going from torture islands to exile islands himself ? And on
behalf of the friends on the same road?”. “Just a minute. One question at a time. The guy who wrote the
verses was a composer, who also put to music those laments and many other poems of that poet. The
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composer himself followed the same path in life as that poet and as the Turkish poet Miyaki showed to us
whom the poet you said also translated in Greek. The composer himself is Greek and is the one we know
from the soundtrack of the films Zorba and Z, but Z does not come from Zorba as S comes from
Superman…” “Cut it out, I too know the joke, I’m not the idiot American tourist in it” “Which joke?”
“With the tourist who saw Zorro’s marking Z on the bandits and told him “Thank you Zuperman” for the
rescue of her and her fellow tourists. Go on” “The composer after the success of Zorba was invited to
Hollywood and to its opportunities for more unencumbered creativity in a more conducive environment,
but he said “no thanks”, I guess because at home he had a rather more conducive environment even with
more encumbered creativity, I don’t only mean jails and exile, I mean that at that time he was part of a
cultural revolution, as he called it, with fellow-artists and with a youth which he headed and which was
named after the deputy played by Yves Montand in the film on his assassination, Z that is. Then the Greek
junta came, in the style of the South American juntas like the junta of the other such film, “State of Siege”
by the same director and where Yves Montand played the a kidnapped and executed North American
consultant of South American torturers of the South American junta. The Greek junta then sent the
composer to jail and exile, as some other governments before it had done too. And there he wrote the lyrics
and the music of this letter representing both him and his friends. But no, nothing implied that he, or the
other poet you asked about, ever broke a friendship with anybody for his having signed a repentance
statement to avoid torture. OK, but squealing on others and becoming a junta rat or torturer to avoid torture
is another matter. Oh: Remember that other activist poet I had told you a few things about? Maybe it
means something that his age was as if this composer was his big brother, and the composer’s age was as if
the poet of the mother’s Epitaphs was his big brother. Actually in early adolescence the composer and his
friends were reading to each other poems of his in poetry nights that were one form of those days’ parties,
at least in provincial towns where professional entertainment was rare. And little by little, as they were
growing up, they started seeing more and more of him, in jails etc, as they themselves started getting in and
out of them like him”. OK, let’s see the two songs Amanda had ordered, (both sung by a woman voice;
titles by the drummer:)
FACTS OF LIFE TO A KID OF 19
You’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years,
you’re just a kid but hairsnow already is near,
hard times have just knocked on our door.
You’re going to walk on the edge of rough unbound waves
as sea starts swelling, foaming and turn wild,
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,
hold on the clarity of your mind,
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,
hold on the clarity of your mind,
you’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years.
Don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers,
don’t sit and wait for truth to come from others,
it’s you who’ll walk up Golgotha.
At nights the scent of flowers comes out heady
and breeze spreads all ’round their desire for life
and that’s just what we also will be spreading
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,
and that’s just what we also will be spreading
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,
don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers.
Keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship,
keep straight in times of storm like times of fascism,
some people see you as a guide.
Just arm your thought with knowledge and its powers,
ask some old timers with experience in such fight
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and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers
the beauty of victory and of right,
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers
the beauty of victory and of right,
keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship.
FACTS OF LIFE TO A BABY IN ARMS
Sleep calm my little angel love, my baby nanny-nanny,
sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Sleep as to grow a man in body and mind
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
Sleep calm my little angel dove, my baby nanny-nanny,
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Grow not to ever say “I just cannot”
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
Amanda asked: “Does either of you know who wrote these songs’ lyrics and music?” The drummer said
“The lullaby for the baby was written, lyrics and music, by the composer you were just discussing. Not as
lullaby for everyday life use, like to one’s kids’ cradles of course! It was part of a whole LP he himself had
written as part of a theater event on the civil war Plucky told us about and was titled “Song of the dead
brother”. But for all I googled about the other song, sung as if by mother to teenage son, I only found it was
a guerrilla song in the war against Germans” “OK, may I sit on the screen for a minute?” she asked the
drummer, taking a Xeroxed photo out of her purse and putting it in the scanner. Then she took the last verse
of the lullaby and making it a subtitle to the photo she printed it and gave it to the drummer and Plucky
who really felt some curiosity and some suspense, each. Here was that page:
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….sleep calm in mine and in God’s love…
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“Well, most people have given or been given a copy of Gibran’s “The prophet” as an always remembered
personal gift or as one of the thousands of messages it can be a vehicle for, but…” “…but we still, both as
I see, fail to see what’s the connection of the last painting in that book that you show us with what we have
been saying…” “…OK, the souls swirling are sleeping in God’s love…” “…but there’s no baby or baby
soul around to sleep in the love of any of the souls swirling” “Why do we girls get the feeling that vibes of
little boys like you two are like Hewey’s, Lewey’s and Dewy’s who were going like “Good Morning”
pause “Uncle” pause “Donald”?” “Why do I get the feeling that in the air there are some vibes of adultery
perpetrated on two men at once through a third lover of in Ibsenic quadrangle?” “Hey! What are we talking
about? I think we’re fucking crazy” “The nephew ducklings were three. I think we’re fucking Daisy, as
the expression goes” “I think you boys always think this painting is about an orgy. You confuse the
symbolization of souls and their bareness in front of God through naked bodies , with the Dionysian orgies
in ancient Greek pottery and you think that Gibran was doing outside decoration for erotic temples in India
full of Kama Sutra positions” “Aha!” “QED!” “I just meant that she was betrayed by that “always” She
showed the photo for the first time to us , “always” meant that some other boy had already seen it and
thought it was an orgy. Did you mean the same evidence or there’s more?” “I meant the same. The rest
will be spilled like easy boiling beans” “He had a dream” “Who was our rival? Martin Luther King?” “He
dreamt something he wished to have been Dali to paint , not in madness but in talent for the kind of optical
illusion in which as you stare at something it becomes something else then back what it was and so on. He
was seeing a nebula then it was becoming a foetus in space and astral dust also changed color and it
became human skin’s but there was no feeling of cosmic emptiness like around Cubrick’s foetus in space,
because the optical illusion then gave a gossamer palm that was behind that foetus like a mattress. He
actually dreamt it after a night I went to sleep before him and he thought that curled and sleeping I looked
like a bunny” “What did he do for a living? Was he a guinea pig for sensory deprivation tanks getting paid
by the hour for his in-tank time minus the intervals of getting out to go for pissing?” “Lilly’s life was Ken
Russell’s “Altered States”. What is our own life’s film gonna be called after the appearance of such an
intruder from alternative life forms? It came from the deep? From within? From without? Alien? The
creature from the black lagoon? Sorry, I meant tankoon. What did he do in-between hallucinations? I mean
besides pissing and the rest of the functions of a minimalist’s life” “He studied physics. He lived on a
scholarship” “You mean this as leading an extremely limited form of existence that rules out a lot of the
few things that even a minimalist’s life does not rule out?...” “…and we don’t even mean from your life as
a couple. By the way , have you been approached for doing consulting for a film like “I slept with a
zombie?...” “…or for “the house of the living dead”?” “How long did it take before Ruby Amanda
Tuesday dumped him?...” “…Weeks? Days? Hours?” “It was he who dumped me…” “I never thought
I’d….” “…live to hear that!” “…or so I felt it was done, at that time at least, even though he made every
effort to make it look it was the other way around, that I dumped him” “Oh, c’mon! He just wanted not to
leave the library for you for even one twentieth of the twenty hours he spent there every day. He could take
more constriction than either living in our satellite or in labor camp. Such people have tolerances as high as
that insurance agent in Woody Allen’s “Take the money and run” who survived in suit and necktie the
extreme heat condtions in the basement they put the convicts as extra punishment and where he followed
them to sell insurance” “He described to me in detail what Mr Right would be for a woman like me”
“Is it I , Lord?” “Is it I , Lord?” “Of course it’s you. You are like two halves of the full man he described as
right for me” “And what was he like? Like some infinitesimal thickness membrane between us as Right’s
right and left brain?” “Or even zero thickness” “You’re both wrong, he was like Miyaki without karate”
“So we’re both right. That is zero thickness OK” “Leaving no shadow in the morning and evening” “Nor
an image in the mirror” “Nor making cave in even a soft armchair’s seat” “As indestructible and beyond
wear-and-tear as abstract ideals and as conserved energy…” “…and as beyond wear-and-tear and as
indestructible as Platonic ideas and as Roger Rabbit ’toons” “Miyaki without karate is like the registered
oxymorons. Like business ethics…” “…and airline food” “He was kind of prophetic about you two” “Your
really fall for that shit? Of course we two cover the whole range of male experience. It doesn’t take a
prophet, let alone a nerd, to predict us. Anyone who would describe all functions of Mr. Right for any
woman would look as having us two as his two halves” “I meant something else though. You both are
fascinated by that poet of the Epitaphs right?” “Right” Googling about him I found that one of the greatest
poets in the world who was a compatriot of his, seeing his early poetry already, said that ether runs in it
veins and finished with “Poet, we step aside for you to pass and get in front”. As upshot of our separation
reason he chose that line, and here we are: it turned out that he was saving me for someone like you who
do love the poet of whom this was said” “Aaaah! That only proves the age old truth “once a nerd, always
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a nerd”! I quit” “As bottomline, can you finally tell us…” “…the title of the chapter of our life’s film..”
“…that involves him?” “The revenge of the nerds. What else?”. At this they all yielded to the laughter
explosion that was unbearable to contain any longer , not laughter at their nerdy rival of course but at the
macho reflexes that they were exploring/parodying and also parodying/exploring all this time with the help
of Amanda’s sense of humor on top of her sense of so many other things. Anyway, Amanda had later
thought of the eye at the center of God’s palm that she had long seen in the book of Gibran whom she had
adored at first sight, OK she thought of it as a navel from which, living matter, cell by cell, wells up to
every new life formed, which thus feels like both hung in empty space and supported by a living matter as
if by a warm welcoming hand. The nerd almost worshipped her as a goddess for that, maybe it was even
the reason he felt not up to her or not for her, since he did feel something analogous as his leading image in
life, but it was reached through a different Tao, that “epigrammatically and schematically” , as he showed
to her, through a gravure about Dante’s vision of Paradise which he “too considered as a close-up on the
pupil of that eye” as Amanda “should have considered her navel-like image”, might overlap the Tao of
connecting physics and biology, but at the moment connected to the one connecting physics to
metamathematics and to prove to Amanda that all these were not lies and excuse of a man dumping a
woman, “the only evidence that he could adduce for the time being”, as he put it, was the fact that that
picture he had seen in a popularized book on mathematical logic and set theory, by a logician
named,…Was it Smullyan? ..Nnnno: Rucker …, titled “Infinity and the Mind”. Already before the
discussion had become as thick as separating, Amanda , just as a joke on the unreality of his vibes had
thought of telling him “Oh! You should definitely tell me about your childhood”, like people say when
they mean “All this is as unreal as inquiries about childhood when they are irrelevant” but then in
rejection’s thick vibes she really inquired into his first erotic relation, which contained a rather regular and
usual mixture of joy and pain in the way he was dumped, but suddenly she took the well known attitude
“people like you don’t exist, how come you exist?” then the less stern “I would guess that people like this
would have perished by evolution. Since you do survive it means that I would have guessed wrong. So by
all means go on with what you’re doing. Don’t change a thing”. (The change of attitude came when she
saw he was speaking as of a meaningful scientific project and not of bullshit, in scientific terms too, to face
that early dumping and rejection, which at first felt to him, like to so many people, as a question of how to
ice one’s heart without either the ice melting by his body’s heat or his body’s getting frozen by the his
iced heart, OK, at first it felt like that but then it became an interest in itself to answer the question of ,
roughly, whether a set of as many icicles as a body’s molecules moving at speeds that would make the
body be called hot , would have the hot temperature of these speeds or the cold temperature of the inside of
the icicles, which maybe sounded, he added as the question of whether life is based on hardwire or on
software, on function or on structure etc) Then, as expected, she suddenly stopped caring if he really was
dumping her. Thinking back to it she felt rather sure that none of that twilight zone stuff was an asshole’s
lies and excuses. At some point she said all that to the drummer and Plucky, who started giving five to
each other, as if they had betted on something and won (both?) , the secret discussion in the satellite
having taken place through exchanging places at the PC. “We had bet that he was not an asshole and that
the only question that was still unclear about him was not even between whether he was too unreal to be
that real as to say a truth or too real to be that unreal as to say a lie, as they thought at the beginning, but
between the above statement , which I betted for and its converse which D. D. betted for … (D.D.
obviously stood for Different Drummer)…in short don’t shake such a guy off lunacy or he might go crazy”.
To which Amanda commented that one of them remembered a gag about Jerry Lewis as a sea wolf, guess
who?, and the other paraphrased it, guess who? Is it I Lord, is it I Lord?, of course she meant the gag “he’s
too dumb to be that smart to play that stupid”. “By the way, how did you meet him in the first place? The
only opening line I can imagine coming from him is to ask you for a hot dog . And then you would realize
that it would also be his closing line before returning to his lair in the library from which this species
departs only for their intake of food. But then you didn’t yet have a canteen with D.D. So just go ahead and
tell us your opening line to him and its raison d’etre in the first place” “Maybe he told you he had a dream
about you and asked you if you wanted to know the details, because the only thing he trusts in others is
the dreams he sees about them, and the only thing he trusts in himself is the dreams he sees about others.
And I would quite agree if you told me the only things others should trust in him is the dreams he sees
about them” “Hold it, hold it! Now I got the picture. He told you right off “Miss, I dreamt the following
about you” and you were terribly surprised it was not a dream that was not conspicuously wet and , through
being both flattered and insulted by this, you were also intrigued. Is our guess bull’s eye or…” “…or is it
bull’s shit?” “We met over a Xerox machine” “How very unpredictable and …” “…even un-
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postdictable…” “Or almost. Doesn’t PhD come from Doctor of Photocopying ?” “My good Holmes,
sometimes you surprise me with you erudition as much as other times you surprise me with the way you
rediscover several wheels. How on good earth did you know a Ph-fucking-D word existed at all? I thought
you received you education by films on fucking breaks on bed eating TV dinners” “Elementary dear
Watson, elementary! I saw “The Yellow Submarine” where PhD was the name of the “nowhere man ,
living in his nowhere land, making his nowhere plans for nobody””. Restraining her laughs Amanda went
on with a reverie’s body language picking the tone of the airhostess of “Airplane ” when she was talking
of the beginning of her relationship to the judges and the jury in “airplane II”: “I raised the lid of the Xerox
machine and leafed the book with Blake’s paintings I had borrowed from the library right across the street,
to find the painting which as a poster I had seen hung on the wall of a pizza parlor back home in
Nebraska. It just so happened that just when I stopped leafing in order to turn it face down on the glass
surface, the photo crossed with his glance which, before he left the Xerox store, mechanically looked to the
direction of the machine I was using just in case he had forgotten under its lid some page of the original of
the article he was copying and seeing Blake’s “The River of Life” he raised his eyes to the level of mine
and told me “I quite feel for your copying only that one. The rest of his paintings are very scary for me
too…” We ended up discussing, mainly he, theater of the absurd and he asked me if I would be his guest to
a new interpretation of “Waiting for Godot” passing from town…”. The laugh explosion could not be
postponed by anybody and, although not to share the view “in space no one can hear you laugh” would
make many of our fellow-timers and worldmates feel counterintuitive in the eyes of each other, or even
embarrassed for it, yet our trio felt somebody did hear them laugh; with the inner side of its eardrums:
they felt that their satellite’s walls were palpitating with laughter too, like those babies we were talking
about that shake with laughter in their mothers’ arms when she hears a good joke, or like the dogs that start
panting and wagging their tail in pleasure and synchronization with the ha-ha-ha’s pouring out of their
masters’ mouths when they too hear a good one. This reminded Amanda, and possibly all, of their trailer’s
vibes , which however had become so live to them more through sex than through laughter, and this, or
whatever else, even flew Amanda to a state of mind such as to travel her two lovers–for the third of the
four times in their common life–to the “Beyond Kathryn Ross and Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid”
kind of lovemaking , or would they have called it (if the nerd was in space with them and not spaced out
by himself and by “was it Smullyan?….Nnnno: Rucker”) “the Daisy versus Hewey-Lewey-Dewy event”,
or some better name not to push uncle Donald out of any picture, anyway, in plain and not mere alluding
language we mean that to hang their space suits in a weightless environment this time, again, not two but
three nails on the wall would be unnecessary*. The satellite’s walls started blushing , then flushing then
panting then…Half in sleep and half in post orgasmic torpor, Amanda told them they had hurt their little
pet-and- baby the satellite that sure had a heart as much as their trailer, and whether they two had heard her
or not, she told the satellite she was sorry for all those things she had said about their being constricted
there as in a prison cell and that it was a figure of speech and also that maybe the analogy was not poor
because maybe cells too had a heart and also had walls of flesh and blood who laughed and blushed
and…And maybe because they were still listening, maybe through hypnopedically absorbing her sermon,
maybe through independently feeling the same, next day they were also having free associations and
doing googlings and finding verses of similar content, e.g. Plucky found that a common slogan in the cells
of those communists and non communists was “eat your food, love your cell, read a lot”. The drummer
found a verse from a song whose music was by that prisoner composer and its lyrics were about some
Steinbeckian-like wanderers who –evicted from their neighborhoods by the process of building factories –
were reminiscing their houses, and made it a caption to Blake’s River of Life painting (and was
flabbergasted much later to see Miyaki had done the same, to the same painting and with the same
rewritings, and even more flabbergasted because he had not done it in the context of only his continuous
metaphors about refugees, as one might expect). Anyway let’s start closing our account of how passed
that evening (space evening anyway) of the drummer’s birthday with some of the same paintings we had
seen, but as seen after that birthday. The following painting , for example, seemed as erotic to Amanda too
and not only to the her fellow-beholders, as she herself anyway had beheld their “boys’ beholding” of it.
And even if she didn’t see also a sex flicker or even a blinking in God’s eye in it, on top of its constant
flame of love, she sure saw a smile’s or even laugh’s flicker. And she sure saw the subtitle as dedicated
not only to a baby in arms but also to the babies and to the not-at-all babies in her lovers in whose arms
she herself was a baby and a not-at-all-baby. OK, before next days’, let’s re-see two photos we have seen:
*Of course this was:“Coffee without cream please”“We’re out of cream. How about coffee without milk?”
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….sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love…

When after dinner night had come
and in the lanes the kids had games and sounded like they real had fun
our little house’s walls felt they too had a heart
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Reading world’s history written in first names

YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them,
one, strong and youngest won’t be found,
for the most bitter turn he’s bound,
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved.
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved,
for him only I,
I, I, I, I am waiting.
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The photo with the soldiers getting on a ferry with all their stuff except their guns and helmets
was found by the drummer as he was looking up material about the dozens of thousands of
conscientious objectors Plucky was telling them about, among whom the composer we were
talking about, and the page title “reading world’s history written with first names” was given by
Plucky who also noticed it in the book of a non-poet prisoner, who became a very strong and
loved reading and influence of him, after they had heard the idiom from the poet of “smoked pot”
who was quoting it in that poem from graffiti made by nail on cell walls by prisoners waiting for
execution. The poem “you’ll see them again” was also found by Plucky who asked the drummer
to make singable to the initial melody etc and also told him to choose as names corresponding to
Constantine and Michael , the pejorative sounding every-Tom-Dick-and-Harries to make even
more emphatic the point that they who write history ultimately are the anonymous many and not
the few well known either assholes or worth-of-them leaders who either deceive/coerce them or
represent/inspire them. The three gravures from the places where no camera would enter to take
souvenirs for the photographed were found by Amanda who, having seen the gravure put by the
drummer above Hikmet’s poem, itself too a gravure from the island the conscientious objectors
were taking the ferry to, made a little googling, and put together into a pair the photo that
confirmed what Plucky said about torturers taking rests between beatings, or taking turns or
having shifts in order not to give their victims a break, and the photo that explained a little better
his answer to her about the relatively idyllic island-vacations combining going back-packing with
going labor-camping, the tents in the background being cool in summer heatwave nights, and
JackLondon-like in winter-nights , while the labor itself kept them warmer in winter-days and
became hard-labor deserving its name in the summer heatwave days. These comments were
Amanda’s (Plucky and the drummer would not start these subjects if she didn’t, and only seldom
or reluctantly did they any more responding than listening to her), as also was the comment that
the last two verses of the poem, under which she had put the gravure, re-seen below of the two
torturers resting after a killing while two in the background carry on a stretcher someone dead or
half-dead (in the torture area of the island, called “the wire”, so the dead was not someone just
killed while running to make it over or under a wire around a jail) OK, the verses “for him only I,

for him only I,
I, I, I, I am waiting.
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I, I, I, I am waiting”, obviously had, as their narrator, poetry herself since “you’ll see them again”
also referred to the hope that some change of the circumstances in the longer run would bring
the relatives of the people on a release day to wait for them at the port for the ferry back, except
for the relatives of those who would have received a death slip, and who would thus be waited for
only by poetry. Then she added about the ferry: “Remember the time we went from Oakland to
Berkeley to see the film “Years of Stone” with that very strong silent scene? It was about the
same years we’re talking about. The wife of one of the prisoners had not seen him for years even
in his jail periods which did have some visiting time because she herself was wanted and hiding,
not yet arrested. Friends told her that political prisoners would be moved to an island handcuffed
to the deck benches of a line ship so she came out of her hiding and bought a ticket to that ship to
just cross eyes or, hopefully, some longer looks, with her husband , while pretending to be just
lingering on the deck.. The strongest silent scene I’ve ever seen. Now: I’ll show you some photos
and I’ll be commenting, or rather I’ll be reading the comments I was writing at the bottom of the
pages, as they were occurring to me as I was rearranging the pictures I could google; and I’ll be
adding whatever else comes up as I’m reading them or as we’re talking. :

The ferry reached Long Island, believe it or not, that’s what its name meant. Here you see Tom, Dick and
Harry and a friend of theirs, around somebody, for whom I have not understood if he was a prisoner
himself or a guard who was very human and helpful, I’ll say more later. For the time being I just tell you
he sure was not a torturer, and as a civilian he was a plumber; also he had very nice voice. If he was a
guard then we also conclude that the post-Vietnam seminars by behaviorist psychologists on army
personnel had not yet started; I mean like the ones who made that officer and psychologist resign; the one
that Jerry Brown had interviewed in his “We the people” radio time in Oakland.
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You’ll see them again:

You do see them again:

Back to the city; military hospital and souvenir photograph before return to Long Island for next serving.
Something tells me the nurse is like the guard we saw. (Otherwise we would see her on gravure , not on a
photo. QED as scientists end proofs. Is that a collective signature or a trademark?) Prize question: Who
looks like a composer who said that he was proud to have not only been an artist but also as much of raw
matter for art as all its raw matter? Who among all the raw Tom-Dick-and Harries here is also a raw Mikis?
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(Back to the future: This, parenthetical, page is a much later addition by Miyaki on that activist-poet on
behalf of Plucky who, more or less right after Amanda’s presentation to them, did, finally, write that letter
to Miyaki: “…his body language showed someone very lucidly concentrated on relying exclusively on
himself and only on himself (on who else after all? Who would show up in a court martial to defend a
conscientious deserter of the Army of a junta and through which paragraph of military law? If anyone like
that existed he would be either already arrested or already wanted and hidden on related charges (and
people would already be being tortured to reveal where he was))…” For the statement we see interrupted so
as to comment on the two pairs of photos, see *:
I will resist both single handed….

….and with the help of many

*It is from the oath of the teenagers of ancient Athens for which Miyaki found an analysis by Lewis
Mumford, an American so great that Miyaki’s explanations for his being only slightly, or not at all,
influential was that people who had not studied him, just thought it was counterintuitive that such a
megathinker, American or of any nationality, has already existed, and that the people who did have ears
and eyes open enough to study him could not influence with his thought because they did not know how to
teach books that are self contained and don’t need any prerequisite courses, e.g they thought a teacher’s
role in explaining is to explain the prerequisites to those who had already the prerequisites to understand
the explanations and thus Mumford’s potential for intervention was exhausted in only intervening in the
lucidity of the ones who finally did read him; whereas the whole point has always been that megathinking
can intervene if the explainers of it elucidate, by it, the megapoetry which megacomposers can make either
music affecting even in the absence of its verses or melodies simple enough to implant and carry its verses
around, and thus make megathinking a videoclip-like instrument for the massive education of that raw
matter which, all know, is what moves history by its vitality or stops it by its inertia. Maybe, at least in our
days, the whole thing that neutralizes existing megathinking is the childish,“researcher’s view” noticed by
modern classicists, that only new results are publishable, thus e.g. it is not Homer himself or great analyses
of him that youth needs to be taught but the trivial new additions to what the great analyses exhausted)
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From islands…

…to…..
….exile….

…maybe for islands, maybe land away or near, let it be what God thinks is best.

…And our window was our door to God’s whole creation…
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You’ll see them again:

You do see them again:

The raw-matter/composer and the plumber-guard with the fantastic voice putting the great poetry-music of
the Epitaph to the sound of a great virtuoso of folk music. The poet of Uri’s ballad thought the decision to
have a mother’s lament sung by a man was a practical joke and the poet of the Epitaph himself was terribly
surprised at the fact that the version embraced by the people was that one and not the one by Nana
Moushouri whom he invited back from France to sing it. Any idea why?, She had conquered Olympia in
Paris. Her voice was prefect. I can tell fist hand. Of course it was with the unnamable that I saw her in LA.
Any guesses why the combination that worked for a cultural revolution was the one chosen by the
composer? And how he knew? Some critics considered, and some treated, his music like a “Prometheus of
education” for stealing the functions of education from the Universities and sprinkling them on the masses .
I think I saw, googling, that Latin American composers have also done that. Putting their greatest poetry
in, was it really bossa nova?, tunes. Also, this same composer has done the same for Neruda. I’ll check.
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They’re now filling their cannons only with their hearts
Let’s see this first with then without the subtitle. The full poem had just one more verse. It was: “They
ran out of bread and bullets..” – or was it bullets and gunpowder ? I’m sure you’ll check; it was by the
Epitaph’s poet – “..and now they’re filling their cannons only with their hearts” referring of course to the
period when the fight to be conducted was not by risking to face mutilation or death on battlefields as a
fighter but by facing torture and execution in camps as a sitting duck, volunteer sitting duck as a matter of
fact, since you could always step out of the race by signing a statement if your endurances were running out
or your interests changed, the period when , so to speak, the winners would try to impose to history their
version of what happened and would give their version of “woe to the defeated” treatment to the defeated,
just like it would also happen if the outcome of the battle was the other way around. Is it as grim as, the
only option man has, being between Gulag by Stalins or Gulag by Hitlers?. Is it even a blacker joke? The
oldie but factual goodie, by Inquisitors and hangmen, “If you think you don’t deserve such treatment , you
can sign a petition for quicker roasting on the stake or for longer rope so that after the pulling of the lever
your neck breaks more easily;we can’t promise that this little favor will be granted, but what are you going
to lose if you apply anyway?”. But there were men who would lose whichever horse they chose to ride on
in the gamble and chose to fight Hitler if they were in Germany and Stalin if they were in Russia; and so
actively refused to help the imposition of the “woe to the defeated” on anybody; so to speak, they became
volunteer detainees of labor camps. As the writers of “Saviors of God” and of “Helpers of God” would
put this, : “Don’t ask if you win or lose. Go on!”. Is that factual? Wishful? Utopic? But hasn’t Oscar Wylde
said “A map without utopia is not worth a second glance”? And, more factually, didn’t Victor Frankl enter
a labor camp on his own free will? Haven’t many priests from several religions done the analogs in other
places too? And even if, so far, only fanatics of some Stalin or some creed or cause had been the factual
proofs of what man can stand for a cause, does all this prove that only false causes provide the endurance
strengths or that only false causes deserve the efforts for endurance? So the answer to all these questions
is: Just think if the outcome you want is worth an effort and if it’s really served by an effort proposed. If
yes then try as hard as you can to do it and, not asking if you win or lose, go on. Upshots:1.Yes the light at
the end of the tunnel that the two friends, portrayed as the standing little shadows at the bottom of the
picture, is the explosion that sent to them the bullet just past the gun barrel they are facing. 2.Yes, there
have been communists who “doing some transcending” first fought Hitler to then just say to Stalin’s plans
“fortunately we were defeated” and to also do accept a defeated Stalinist’s fate to defy the winners’ plans.
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This, gentlemen, is a gravure on the end of the line of the showing around Paradise that Beatrice made to
Dante, the two of them shown as two standing little shadows at the end closest to the viewer. Of course I
would do take it as a welcome compliment, and of course I would do repeat exactly the same to say how
mutual that feeling is, if you told me that the two little shadows were Juliet and Romeo or Romeo and
Juliet. And of course it was the picture , shown rotating , as the death Monty Pythons borrowed from
Bergmann’s “The seventh seal” tugged the American tourists in their cars to afterlife in “The meaning of
life”. And of course it was the picture borrowed from that logician’s book, from whose title I remembered
close enough key words to finally google up, and which the karate-less library kid, yah-yah, it is an
oxymoron like “business ethics” and “airline food” etc etc, showed me as a close up on the pupil of God’s
eye in Gibran’s painting . OK, and now, without much further ado, let me go to something else, and, just
to skip any introduction, I leave the explanations for breaks as we’ll be going along. Oh! Before that, take
a look of a triple picture that recapitulates what we’ve been talking about so far. It’s self explanatory by
now, so let’s not start a discussion of it as a death trip or a birth trip, as a birth trip or as a conception trip,
and as a forward trip or a backward trip; or as the umbilical apex of the inside of a church’s dome seen
from below or the umbilical orchestral base of an ancient Greek theater seen from above, as spectators in
antiquity viewed the stage, but with antiquity’s semicircle completed to full circle. For brevity’s sake let’s
just call it “a Cubrick-Gibran-Dante close up on…”. Anyway, on whatever…I’ll tell you another time who
gave it such a title. So just see it, let it sink, and off we go to what I’ve just told you we’d go to:
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“…far from sounding to his soul like an idea that is future and abstract, it pours out from its
very center like a full and unfathomable present…But all this of course exists as sperm. As in
every human embryo exist hidden all the stages of the organic evolution of the world…for this
very reason the Poet is called to evolve that sperm, not one-sidedly but spherically, into the womb
of the Everything…The Adolescent Faculty was not the period of an abrupt transition from an
undifferentiated psychical and organic state of man to the anarchic sexual firing out and
detonation of his organism; but, on the contrary, it was the first positive coming together of his
forces – psychical, bodily, spiritual – around the deepest core of a total erotic polarization and a
total erotic radiance of them for a more direct and at the same more intimate creative
assimilation, transubstantiation, and knowing deep inside him of the Everything…By saying all
this, I did not mean of course in this Cosmic condensation and polarization of the integral human
“becoming”, the absence of an innermost organic “counter”, of a “receiver” and at the same
time “transmitter”, of this mystic Sexual core (the Poet’s underline, not mine; here and in all
excerpts chosen) which like a center of gravity of our whole existential Mystery in its innermost
essence and synthesis constitutes exactly for this reason: the most crucial point in which, during
the whole interval of our life there cross each other and get entangled with each other the threads
and roots of all our instincts, all our falls , all our upliftings, in their bloodiest contemplative and
feeling form; and thus also constitutes our main , our most principal internal arena within which
our innermost collisions and conflicts break out, collisions and conflicts with ourselves and with
the world and out of which there pours out either the well-spring of some of the greatest pains or
the well-spring of some overworldly serenity that sometimes is encountered, connected, and
finally identified …with God. I mean the eternal Biological God who–through phenomena but
also beyond, infinitely beyond phenomena – is himself the (ful)fillment of the Sexus within which,
whether we know it or not, “we all live, and move and have our being”. Although in our days,
sometimes a genuine Adolescent Faculty can have an intimation, a spontaneously outpouring and
sacred intimation, of the Cosmic and essentially “Religious” orientation of the Sexus– like the
one that in past centuries some immortal ancient civilizations had in their sources (Indian,
Egyptian, Greek, Jewish) –still however in the enormous absence of a general “religious” and
cosmic Sexual tradition in our age, the Adolescent Faculty finds it impossible to maintain this
individual orientation in its clear internal intensity and in its integral creative dynamism.
Because if it is correct that what we generally call “essential civilization” is determined in the
succession of its generations from some secret Sexual compass, then the radical inexistence of a
Cosmic Sexual Compass in our time is absolutely capable of revealing all the derailing and all
the chasm where our whole civilization is being brought, unguided internally. For this reason it is
not completely paradoxical that this civilization of ours–which is either nearing its end or a last
decisive turning point – is found today in its totality under the emblems and the necessity of
enlightening its Sexual chaos. A quest which, exactly for this reason, by no means starts from the
levels of Synthesis and of Personality but from Clinical Science and from Pathology…If we now
want to see the most principal causes of this horrible sexual deviation in our age, we must, on
one hand go two thousand years back: at the moments when man pressed by the tyrannies of an
unbearable political and historical orgy displaced the center of his freedom from the depths of his
responsibly creative self, to a pole groundlessly ideal, out of the earth or beyond the earth, and
for this reason signed the almost radical divorce between his body and his soul, losing from his
horizon…the meaning of their perfect connection; and on the other hand–having always in mind
the tragic implications of such a split –we must end with its most recent horrible historical,
social, spiritual emanations: Capitalism, Romanticism, Mechanical Civilization, which
decomposed Sexus into innumerable fragments that were not only incapable of being
resynthesized into a Cosmic concept corresponding to that but were also left to rot secretly or in
the open and have flooded and are flooding the atmosphere of the whole earth with the stench of
unburied corpses. In vain it is if in intermediate ages, the Renaissance thought that she had
rediscovered and reglorified the body, since exactly the divine core of the body, the Sexus,
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remained without essential Biological content, or in the best case, evaporated into a
“Theological” sublimation which touched the limits of abstract contemplation more than
discovering… the creative Biological God. Like it is also in vain if in front of the unspeakable
degradation of the world a science is trying to rise on its feet as a salvation, a science born from
the guts of this world itself and fatally moving within the vicious circle of “Death” and
“neurosis”; and almost in vain is the tragedy of the most select crucified representatives of…
this problem in our time, from Baudelaire and Freud himself as far as Lawrence; in vain it is as
long as the circle of today’s sexual horoscope is not broken by the force of a new Erotic Daemon
that will make appear in the spiritual horizon of man like a polar star, the pure and “Theogonic”
content of the Sexus, and will lift him to walk towards it cleansed, saved and serene, as if starting
the circle of a new creation in the universe. That this great and genuine Cosmic content of Sexus
was, in some ages, revealed luminously and down to its root to Man, and that it constituted his
supreme initiation, this can be verified by the intense and persistent study of antiquity in what
deepest and most sacred it contains… In the Poem “Mother of God”…Nature is not “the
Pantheistic soul of matter, logically in the same throne as man, neither is she the Queen-Mother
of the beehive only, but is natura naturans perpetuam divinitatem”…the idea of Nature not as a
frame, whether bright or fatal, for the human life, but a center. The cosmogonic feeling Soul
eternally in pain in the center of all created beings…“a woman wearing the sun…pregnant and
screaming in labor pains, tortured by giving birth”, the central vision of Life in John’s
Revelation; thus an insight positing man’s existence not as an event concerning a limited region
of the creative forces of the earth, but concerning the very content and center of the entire
Cosmogony…containing absolutely no other element outwardly or frivolously impulsive and no
element paganistically and surfacially (I don’t say dynamically and genuinely) sensual (as a very
shallow look at…some Poems of mine might wish to conclude)…the Poet…reacts each time,
depending on the lands and on the times, from the depths of his human self…situated on the very
pulse of Creation…
…the living God dashes from resurrection to other resurrection, wanting to create the one flesh, flesh deep
from his flesh, the living God who will give soul and height worthy of his breath to the immortal body and
not to the marble or verse…
…Submerge yourself wholly to the timeless beginningless shudder which dashes on Your mind from where
the spites of the living creation have not yet risen, let shine in Your body and in Your mind the perfect
shining of Thought and the perfect Let-there-be!...

… The very exercise of our primal physical functions… constitutes an unquestionable biological
potentiality for the life of every man in the development of his relations with the world but within
the Poet seems to act already from the flesh of his mother…and to evolve unfailingly inside him
and to manifest itself from his first years with intimate startles as a response to the unending
messages of the World, startles becoming more and more active, rhythmical and internal. But
certainly until these startles push him eventually to try for himself some day the initial steps of a
first dithyrambic dance with the world around him , this biological faculty passes from some
stages which could be called “formal” and “critical” for everyone who was fated to become
initiated, in time, with his own powers, to the meaning of “one-like” and “major” life around him
and inside him…These Poems I cannot now see as being anything else but the tracks of an
existential dialectical path of my soul to the central conquest of a “one-like” and “major”
consciousness of Life. For my consciousness they are either the first stages or a genuine Method
for my most direct acquaintance with the purely Biological Truth whose categorical imperative
has its sperm in me ever since the time I first opened my eyes to the world…Ever since the first
hour I set my foot on earth’s extension and ever since the first black night that I beheld as a
child…the idea of Nature has been for me not a frame but a center ...the cosmogonic feeling
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Soul…Mother of all those who, no matter how independent creatures they prove themselves
walking away from her with their feats, never forget the feeling and Mystical origin tying them to
her…The reduction to the limpid zone of the Archetypal, Cosmic self was certainly by no means
a withdrawal from the bulkiness of the problem…it was the need for the conquest of a central
perspective...from which my spirit and my body would start consciously to run the whole length of
their dramatic human erotic course, until they either became crushed by the unequal fight or
reached the “endpoint” saved, winning, clean…I was asking in myself : Is it not possible for the
mystical, primal essence of femaleness as it was incarnated in time and space, to still exist like
such an emanation from the very soul of Mother Nature as to hold deep inside her the primal
sources of the mystical Unity of Life free from whatever element alien to her nature History has
heaped upon Woman?…She was lost in the “social” and “historical” woman and for her loss the
only guilty is man who so early and violently was torn off from the guts of Mother-Earth, from the
Cosmic Mystery of virginal and maternal femaleness; who, in other words, was torn off from his
very wholeness and integrity and purity and who, in this horrible biological deviation, was
carrying with him the “female”, as an incarnation of a schism greater than Spirit and Nature. A
schism in front of which man stands, unable to bridge it and to overcome it (and thus unable to
find the hidden and authentic ontological reality of the Sexus, the reality which is the very
existence itself, the live existence in our depths, of the Creator God, the principle and beginning
of the prefect participation with him in his eternal and whole cosmogonic pulse…) Those two of
my sexual poems , as being prior to the decisive turn to my winning exodus from the problem
(expressed definitely by the “Study of Death”) have a completely distinct place…The perspective
of the Eleusinian mysteries placed “Death” at the center of the Everything, by no means as a
dead point but on the contrary, combined with cosmogonic and regenerating force of the Sexus,
like the deepest and richest mystical base and starting point for the full understanding and
realization of the most intimate wanting (will, wish, demand) of Life; the wanting (will, wish,
demand) of the perfectly and “religiously” conscious participation of Man, beyond phenomena,
in the cosmically evolutionary erotic breath and impulse of Creation…
You are not part of what the sun shines on
(says the secret God in my depths untying my raving)
you seem to be in the depths of the sun
a soul of fire-life, you seem to be
in the sun, and outside are the flames
which shine on the other stars and on the world.
You’re looking at the stars; they aren’t looking at you.
You see the world; the world doesn’t see you.
You seem (the whole of you) closed in the sun
of your passion, and from there you send arrows
to where the spites of creation
have not yet risen.

Like this, for me –in this space that is not the space and in this world that is not he world –the
participation begins to be realized, the participation with the most direct creative breath, the
need to become directly united through the flame of eros with
the living
God, who from resurrection to other
resurrection dashes, wanting to
create the one flesh, flesh deep from
his flesh, the living God who to
the immortal body and not to the marble
or verse, will give soul and height
worthy of his breath…
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And from the depths of this “flaming yet not burned bush” there rises finally for me the clear
vision of the Erotic Man , on its authentic level, within its full ontological destination, which
concerns at the same time man as much as it concerns God. In front of this unburnable fire what
can “Death” be anymore? A point which, no matter how dark it was before, has now become
“transparent”; a summiting “form of the desire” for which I finally have the duty
to inflame it up to the point of liberation from it,
treading on death through death!

And in front of this same unburnable fire what is the world anymore, the world flowing in its
poor historical and temporal goals without its internal creative erotic orientation? The horrible
voice of the “inside God” illuminates for me this last question of mine:
Behind you the world is burning like a Troad
and its fire is reflected in the depths of the
things past, like at sunset the windows
of a city bear flaming reflections and suddenly they,
plunge into dusk. And beyond, smokes of
the same fire and clouds, slowly melt away.
And slowly all things thought by man as
future are also extinguished. But You
are more and more untied from time.
Leave the unsuspecting and crude generation
to its thoughts, which are in lie and in
ruin, and submerge yourself wholly to
the timeless beginningless shudder which dashes on
Your mind from where the spites of
the living
creation have not yet risen, let shine
in Your body and in Your mind the perfect
shining of Thought and the perfect Let-there-be!”

Amanda’s pause after reading was first met by the pause after listening of Plucky and the
drummer, three pauses broken, first by the drummer: “Did you by any chance, look during your
sleep like you looked during this reading when our contestant worshipped you as a goddess
because you looked like a bunny?” “Even though this was not written by you, just the fact that
you chose it as reading does show something which I can’t pinpoint…And by starting abruptly I
can guess its original was excerpted by you , so this also show something….And the excerpts
were rearranged, judging from that part with the beginningless shudder that you mentioned
twice , the first time as if a very conscious prospective mother was internally addressing herself ,
the second time as if some initiate of those Mysteries heard it from God after being in some fiery
sun that was not astronomy’s fireball sun, in a space that was not space , in a world that was not
world, with ears that were not ears as he was beholding the world with eyes that were not eyes ,
like in D.D’s, I mean our Different Drummer’s, limericks putting you on about Cubrick’s fetuses
when even more unformed were looking at our faces from still within their ova…” “Why not
make it both quicker and more poetic, like “another moment on the wind and a mother will bear
me” like everybody does? Like every reader of Gibran, I mean” answered Amanda “Because I
was just making a compliment to you by inferring that we heard a rearrangement by you. About
whether the initiate’s vibes also had an asshole’s tone, a real or apparent asshole’s tone, as that
part of Miyaki’s test to us, I’ll tell you after I see more about all this”. The drummer, hesitantly,
said: “I wonder with what body language he was writing all this, or at least what his looks
were…” “..Are you wondering if he looked spaced out or whether the looks of someone, whose
words when read by a woman make her look like a goddess , are the looks of an Apollo? These
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were the questions I had” “About both. And since you had the same questions I’m sure you have
downloaded some photos” “Two. One from the first volume of his collected works, one from the
last, but since there’s more reading to do let’s save the last for the last. Oh, this is from his
prologue to the edition, that he wrote to help to situate his poems in the correct place of the
consciousness of his reader”, as he put it. Can you imagine that these words are in something that
is not even his cup of tea? For us they’re incredibly poetic, so imagine what his poetry must
sound like; but we only have seen very few verses; I mean I saw comments saying that he is an
eagle who needs poetry to open his wings in, and when he writes prose he has an eagle’s clumsy
walk when on ground. Oh: Here’s his photo, when still young, when a compatriot of ours, and
daughter of a tycoon who was an admirer of Walt Whitman and had a dream of doing something ,
based on the fundamental brotherness of all human civilizations and religions, to unite the world,
OK, his daughter shared his dream and when she met this poet in England in the house of Isadora
Duncan whose brother was the husband of the poet’s sister, and heard him speak of poetry and of
his dreams, she considered him not just a Whitman but a even a god and made it a goal of her life
to help his dreams and her father’s come true, and devoted years and millions to such efforts.
They even got married and had a son, who after his tender age was mostly raised by his American
grandmother who believed that it would not be good for a kid , after infanthood, to be raised by
parents when both of them are engaged in full time reverie and in dreams about mankind. There
are still people living who remember the couple of divine twins either both on horses in the
countryside or teaching their baby how to swim, but their family life and even more the
realization of their dream is another long story. This prologue was from 1938. Henry Miller wrote
a very long article in some Chicago literary journal on him, titled “The Gigantic Sunrise”, and
which I haven’t managed to find. I guess that was to be expected from someone who also had a
passion with the word “Sexus” . Maybe in the sequel we’ll also see the poet’s analogs to the word
“Nexus” . About “Plexus”? Who knows... Oh: Maybe it would illuminate something if I told you
that the context in which I found the excerpts and rearrangements of which what I’m reading to
you is, in turn, an excerption and rearrangement, and can , I’m sure be given the same
reprocessing in accordance to the next reader’s re-shaping, reshaping of both the excerpts and of
the reader, I mean, OK, the snapshot of the state of the excepts in which I found it, was titled
“From Knots to Sexus” as an allusion to Laing, of course, I was not sure if it was tribute or irony,
it also had a motto from Gibran , but let me not show you that before we go to the end , or it
won’t make sense. That much about Knots as possible analog to Plexus. About why someone
who would one day write “Rosy Crucifixion” would call what we’ll see a “Gigantic Sunrise” I’ll
let you form your own impressions as we will be going on. By the way: He too admired Walt
Whitman, but, even more, he admired Blake, to whose grave he once paid a visit, going to the
graveyard on a white horse, but to his surprise, he saw his father sitting on Blake’s gravestone; it
was of course a hallucination, and sending a telegram home he learned that his father had just
died. Oh, let me show you the “portrait of the artist as a young man”, as the expression goes:

Where were we? Let’s resume through some, just a little, duplication, or maybe just overlap:
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“…The poem “Mother of God” is placed as the Polar Star of the eternal Mystery in front of the
depth and daze of “death”. Of “death”, in other words, of the “point” which defines the
essential relation of man with the Universe in his whole physical or psychical perspective,
covered however always for him whether by his awe in front of the unknown or by vulgar fear or
by his submission to the a priori “scientific” or dogmatic criteria which –either defining death as
“endpoint” or even as “vindication” of man’s life – still interpose between him and the Mystery
a completely impenetrable barrier…In this poem Nature is not “the pantheistic soul of matter ,
logically on the same”…bla-bla-bla … “but is natura naturans perpetuam divinitatem…” OK, we
went through this a while ago…let’s see what else was there to say to resume…No: I’ll find that
later; what we just saw on submission to a priori “scientific” criteria, in quotation marks, rather
needs some other excerpt:…Got it: “…The very symbols themselves, after all, through which in
our days… (he means 1938) …the pure scientific contemplation of the world expresses itself,
recede farther and farther from the naïve logocratic fetishism (which, until yesterday, had been
isolating the ever moving life, into static and abstract frameworks without being able to make
these frameworks cooperate except through dry inferences or solely through chance and pure
randomness).Those symbols are being more promoted into a deeper adaptation with either the
sleepless pulsating bottom of Nature or even the prodigally pulsating feeling bottom of our own
soul itself. Such an interpretation for example we have a right to give to the theory of relativity
for the formulation of which Einstein himself confirms he was helped by his deep feeling of
cosmic “religiousness”…And such a legitimate interpretation we also give to”… to the
metageometry of Riemann and Lobachevsky, to…bla-bla-bla of Cantor, to… bla-bla-bla of
Belot, , … bla-bla-bla of Planck, De Broglie, Schrödinger, Heisenberg…I’ll ask you gentlemen ,
to illuminate me if you understand it better and if you also feel I need it to understand better the
relevance of what’s going on here, oh: I’ll ask Miyaki too. Let’s go on,, where were we?... “And
such a legitimate interpretation we can also give to… all other forewalkings of non-utilitarian
scientific contemplation which come in our days to again make out of man a living citizen of the
Universe, and to smash around him all those dead mechanical systems that have been
imprisoning him and strangling him up to now, and to again give him the live contact with the
equally live and free spaces of the world, and, from the threshold of our dark days, to polarize
him towards horizons of creative consciousness and responsibility, horizons which probably are
broader and more luminous now than ever before…” Now we’ll do need, in a while, some
overlap and duplication: “…The “Lightshadowed” written when I was twenty, is my first cosmic
extension into the soul of Nature, when my personal soul, still free from the boundaries of a
narrow historicity, felt a mystical communication with all life… Nothing in this Poem looks like
the end of any road whatsoever. All is a beginning. But…in this beginning there is situated …my
whole Being, biologically unfragmented, as the primal core of a lucid experience of the cosmic
consciouness and life deep inside me…which pours out directly from a prenatal ontological
fundament, nesting since ever in the bowels of the ground of my existence…The incompatibility of
the enormous dynamism held within my adolescent soul with the tragic narrowness of the horizon
of our contemporary, completely uninitiated sexually, female soul, was breaking out inside me
like the outpouring resistance of a cosmic erotic existence against an insipid and soul-less and
lifeless sensuality or romanticism. And the “Hymn of the Great Return ” is nothing but the clear
discovery of the nostalgia (Nostos+algos=return +pain= strongly felt homesickness) of my whole
Being for its Cosmic erotic wholeness, and a basic yearning for my reduction to that space
where I knew that:
…deeper than even the thick starlight
hidden like eagle,
waits for me, where darkness divine begins,
my first self…

My reduction to this limpid zone of the Archetypal, Cosmic self was certainly by no means a
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withdrawal from the bulkiness of the problem…it was the need for the conquest of a central
perspective…In my sexual poems there is an appeal “de profundis”…to that mystical Form and
Essence, the ontological reality of the Sexus, the reality which is the very existence itself, the live
existence in our depths, of the Creator God, the principle and beginning of the perfect
participation with him in his eternal and whole cosmogonic pulse…A tragic effort to create it in
man anew from the human Sexual Zero he became when he was torn off from his integrity and
wholeness…An appeal that did not remain unresponded because out of the depth of my soul, as if
from a timeless Altar, gradually and ineffably what became formulated in the paleness of a first
dawn was the gradual resurrection of the slain Bride …gradually there started to be
resynthesized (recomposed) deep inside me the clearest Form of femaleness–as if body and soul
had started to become identified inside me–… A Form who–as if sleeping under the ocean of the
Ages, as if in a coffin while her body is covered with the Springs above – in the depths of her
lethargic sleep had felt the pain of all human generations become instilled in her…but also a
Form rising not from the depths of preontological abyss but on the contrary from the first
ontological pains of a creation made of flesh and blood…But with the approach of this Form the
agony and the fever and the…raving were only means for the conscious incubation of the whole
soul in the flaming sphere of Eros which has God as its center… “You are not part of what the
sun shines on (says the secret God in my depths untying my raving)…” OK, we’ve been though
that before, where are we?... Yes: “… for the Eleusinian Initiation, Death and Sexus are one
force of the same essence which, for this reason, can become for the initiated the engagement in
its very essence of a common creative responsibility with God himself (not blindly but himself
being “convincedly” recruited along with the initiated creatures of him as his collaborators in
his struggle)… That this great and genuine Cosmic content of Sexus was, in some ages, revealed
luminously and down to its root to Man, and that it constituted his supreme initiation, this can be
verified by the intense and persistent study of antiquity in what deepest and most sacred it
contains…Is it impossible that the Femaleness exist again in the same way that she exists within
the whole Cosmic course of becoming – companion, sister, woman, lover; to exist for
resynthesized (recomposed) Man not torn off from his wholeness and integrity as Kori (Lass,
Maiden) exists for Dionysus?…Those two of my sexual poems , as being prior to the decisive turn
to my winning exodus from the problem (expressed definitely by the “Study of Death”) have a
completely distinct place…The Poet, the Contemplative and the Mystic, these genuine “selftaught” primitives and par excellence “grounded” (from the point of view of psychical resilience)
organisms seeking this root within themselves, discover deep inside them a primal active faculty
which claims their purest internal being; on one hand as a spontaneously harmonizing function
which issues from a hidden coincidence of their own psychical center with the center of the
Everything, a function which holds together the most secret harmonies working below the
harshest and most contradictory phenomena of life and reveals the most innermost and secret
wanting (will, wish, demand) of life; the wanting (will, wish, demand) of an eternal selective and
collaborative unity with her; on the other hand as a counterpart function, a patient and, in its
essence, fighting reaction to whatever the fatal spiritual and psychical inertia of man interposes
as an obstacle to that primal demand with an arbitrary mechanical, divisionary, rational-cratic
interpretation and arrangement of the intellect and of the life around them. The Poet, the
Contemplative and the Mystic, become aware of these functions feeling them rooted in the deeper
self-creating fundament of their very organism…By way of this inherently intense patient faculty
of his, the Poet most of all, divines, even as a child, that he lives in a mystic symbiosis with the
Everything. By way of this faculty the notion that he has not existed, in a way, since ever and for
ever, never becomes completely intelligible to him…and the spatial and moral determinations are
by no means the primal functional necessities of his contemplation, while on the contrary the
Principle of Eternity, far from sounding to his soul…” OK, that’s where we entered the movie.
Get up…No, I’m joking, I just mean that excerpting with rearrangements and duplications does
make you think this every now and then . Sit down…I mean sit floating, I keep forgetting we’re
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astronauts…OK, the Poet himself does some returning too after all, as you’ll see: “Let shine in
Your body and in Your Mind the perfect shining of Thought and the perfect Let- there-be! Here is
then how my triumphant exodus from the problem of the Sexus becomes realized. Here is how
again….adolescence (which from the beginning and repeatedly I have defined as “the first
positive coming together of a Poet’s forces – psychical, bodily, spiritual – around the innermost
and utterly deep core of a total erotic polarization and a total erotic radiance of them for a more
direct and at the same more intimate creative assimilation, transubstantiation, and knowing deep
inside him of the Everything”) thanks to the divine form (figure) who created it anew, comes
back to its essence, but this time integrated, overly enriched, serene, cosmically synthesizing. This
time similarly–I would say–to the flow of the mythical river Alpheios who having descended light
and virginal from the mountains of Arcadia and having been poured into the seas and having for
a long time mixed his waters with their deep unrest and bitterness, was still not disintegrated at
depth but followed his route, even through myriads of obstacles, until silent, cleansed , saved,
“ruler of essence”(“ruling the essence”) he again came together with Arethusa, the Bride he had
been dreaming since ever, the Bride whose essence was identical to that of the source of the
Universe, an erotic and apocryphal source of ineffable femaleness. He came together with her for
a complete methexis (participation) of him with the whole breath of Creation and for a divine live
Hierogamy (sacred marriage) of him, erotic from the beginning to the end. Such was…my
luminous liberation from the problem of Sexus in my life and in my thought as I say it here and as
is shown by the associated dialectical course of my poetry. Not completely narrowly personal but
existential in an essential way; and which, for this very reason, is deeply and spontaneously
connected with the longing of its global and cosmic resolution, as I put it in the last verses of
“Study of Death”
Above time and fate
and the whole world, liberation throned
where the spites of creation
have not yet risen, unties
for a sacredly rejuvenated creation,
the ocean of the roar of my freedom!

A freedom which, of course, is the realization of a perfect independence from all conventional
values which bind the cosmically erotic creative impetus of man; but which would not have been
possible if prior to that: body and mind, blood and spirit, life and world, God and Sexus, had not
become reconnected to each other with the unit-ary (one-like) and utmostly pure breath of
creation. A reconnection which had not been effected for centuries by “intellect” and
“consciousness”…A freedom which defeats time and Death because it holds within it the star of
resurrection
the star that pierces daylight
in its eternal creative and Theogonic pulse. The star of the Sexus that’s directly united with God ,
the star that has been lost by the spiritually and psychically castrated mankind of our
times…Those poems do not represent now for me anything but: either the first stages of my
spontaneous path or, in more recent times, a genuine Method for the more direct and deep
acquaintance with the pure Biological Truth in me…And I return to those words to clarify, into
an answer as complete as possible, the following questions of me and of those who will read me:
Which is this Biological Truth?
Which is its deep categorical imperative for me?
Questions which may be raised in my case by the way I place my poems into the consciousness of
myself and of the others; but which are really questions which constitute at this hour for Man the
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most central problems of History and of the whole human Life. Because exactly at this hour and
after whole centuries of logo-cratic (rational-cratic) arteriosclerosis– that have tried to restrict
the problem and the Mystery of pure Poetic Creation to the sentimental and decorative functions
of an asymmetric civilization …– Lyrism (we’re in his prologue to “Lyric Life”, the edition of
his collected works up to 1938 , whose first volume is “The Lightshadowed”, this word meaning,
roughly, “spooked”; spooky too, but, mostly, spooked. Maybe just “moonstruck” is better) like a
most deep and full philosophical self-perspective rises and consciously sets itself decisively in
confrontation to the aging …and horrible disease of Logocracy, to the tragic influence of which
today’s ethical and historical dissolution is due. Not like a philological or literary term but as
the necessary spiritual presupposition to the possibility or resynthesizing-recomposing in the
world–a world fragmented through and through by myriads of rational criteria–the creative and
authentic meaning of Humanism …What we expect from Poetry and the Poets who have started
to wonder in our days…about their mundane mission…is exactly the need to realize in an
absolutely enlightened way the basic biological autonomy of human sensitivity–a sensitivity
liberated from all the hypnotic categories of life and thought heaped upon it by all spiritual,
dogmatic, historical, scientific and political fetishisms that have tried in succession to each other
to mutilate it, to blunt its cutting edge and to finally subjugate it–…this Poetry is today in such a
position as to rise itself to an all-wise alertness and to assume consciously and responsibly its
cosmic creative participation receiving it from the Creator himself. And I say “to an all-wise
alertness” because of course in this case Poetry’s various successive actualizations – the
“subconscious”, the “dreamlike”, the “syllogistic”, the “visionary”, the “divinatory”, “the
“hyperconscious”, the “prophetic” – are not, anymore, going to come forth or to function
fragmented, but all-healthy, and ordered according to symmetries based on the sprouting of
their links, will raise her from her first dark root, and will make her a master of all her
intermediate functions, up to her autonomous and free top and summit that is capable of
awareness of its very own nature. Such must have been the all-wise alertness implied–be it
intuitively only–by an Arthur Rimbaud when he was saying that “the first exercise of the man
who wants to be a Poet is his own total self-knowledge…or when somebody else was writing that
‘the Universe always is and remains our only solution’ ”…
The drummer turned to Plucky: “Elementary Watson, elementary. I’ve been saying that all along,
haven’t I?” “Yep! Since the first day you’ve set your foot on earth’s extension OK; and ever since
the time you opened your eyes to the world…” “…and ever since the first black starry night that
I beheld as a child, how come you always forget that? I’ve told you that a million times; weren’t
you paying attention? Where was your mind flying?” “Sorry for my concurrent engaging at all in
a mundane matter; I was just trying to also use some traces of my attention to catch a free
association about a dream I had last night, lest I forget it for good; and hadn’t Freud himself said
that the key to a dream’s interpretation is the first free association of the dreamer? I do realize it
was an important issue that I missed from both your version of the same and from the version of
this Rimbaud-face. It’s a very relevant issue , I agree; especially its form contained in the second
parenthesis of the third version of the fourth repetition either by the present excerpt-ress/
rearrange-ress/reword-ress or by the previous she-or-he rearranger/ excerptor/reworder or by,
ultimately the source poet himself, was given unduly little attention by both of us I’m afraid”
“Yet, the chap does have some saving graces even in the sections where one wonders if he is just
a random pompous nut or if ‘he is just another common scripture hack from Galilee’… ” “…who
wants us all, to call him king, it’s so quite plain to see” (…these two phrases/paraphrases of the
Annas/Caiaphas dialog in “Jesus Christ superstar” (i.e. “he is just another scripture hack from
Galilee’” “the difference is they call him king , this difference frightens me”) of course were said
in singing, as also was sung , in its own melody, the ending of the following dialog too that
started with a question they had also asked about their nerdy rival too, who, OK, had been
promoted by the drummer to a contestant a while ago :) “What d’you think he did for a living?”
“You mean besides and before munching on the inheritance that a naïve American tycoon had left
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his even naïver daughter? As a hobby at least, I guess he…he…I have it on the tip of my tongue.
Are we thinking of the same? ” “It’ll come to you more easily if you sing it:” They started singing
together: “ ‘Tables, chests and rocking chairs/ would have suited Jesus best/ he would cause
nobody harm/no one alarm” (This was sung by Judas in his self soul-searching in the film; then
they gave each other five and then a long up-down handshake, before in baritone Caiaphas voice
both said , like Annas and Caiaphas agreeing, “Then we are decided” To which Amanda , also in
a Caiaphas’ imitation and voice, making a “we” and an “our” into “you” ,“your” sang “You need
a more permanent solution to your problem”. Then she started to applaud them , to which they
bowed as if to an audience and then she smooched both and added “I’ve always known you
would make a great odd couple, for circus performance I mean, but it’s a new discovery that you
have a talent for also predicting and parodying all the trivial and off-the-point bullshit and all
bullshit parody-bookreviewers of our chap new idol would find to make” “Would they?” “They
did. In his time” “Either we are very perceptive of what’s non-bullshit in our idol or you
rearrangements and choices are to be complimented for what they brought to the front or…”
“…or compliments belong to the rearranger right before me…” “…or to any of the even more
previous rearrangers” “There’s only one more along the line” The drummer turned to Plucky
“Anyone we know? I suspect everybody; even myself. Or you?”“Or him?”“I knew it,…”“yep!
something was missing..” “…said Woody Allen’s ex girlfriend – Oh: one of you two guys
remember to remind me if she was played by Diane Keeton, I think not, though–who had long
walked out on him, after she made love to him again but taking him for a Fidel Castro type of
hero. More precisely she told him this right after telling him that their love making was like a
religious experience for her, but when he removed his false beard and she saw who he was she
told him what she used to tell him every single time”. Plucky turned to the drummer: “My good
Holmes! How could you know?” When Amanda said “Knots” I said to myself “When I smell a
rat there is a rat” “So it was “knots”! Not “nuts”! AaaaI see! That why “From knots to Sexus”
could be either irony or tribute to Laing. I thought it was “From nuts to Sexus” and could not see
what can be a tribute in calling you “nuts” and not “knots”. OK, I had a little flash about “the
“nutty professor” but “knotty professor” I didn’t pursue, you see I was pursuing that free
association of my own petty little universe. “Knotty” would just be the word for his knotted
dumping behavior to our Cosmic cute little goddess here whose divinity or at least semi-divinity
it took a knotty nerd to notice, I hate to admit” “Lucky us! Imagine what a cute little Venus we
would be without if he was not knotty but kinky” “Phew! He wasn’t” “Don’t bet” said Amanda
and turned to the drummer: “Maybe it’ll be better if you come to the screen for the next few
excerpts because some of them will be more meaningfully intonated by your voice since you do
read popularized physics; I mean some are like the ones I thought I didn’t intonate correctly a
while ago because I didn’t quite understand them. Oh: There will be some duplication but do read
it aloud anyway; I’ve already removed what doesn’t need to be repeated”. The drummer started
reading:
“…Although the pure scientific contemplation cannot –being in our days still subjugated to
aprioristically formulated experimental or syllogistic criteria – express fundamental gaugings of
the perspective which it seeks…it begins to recognize that there is some way of a higher
awareness of the World, by way of a direct rendering of the vital Rhythm which recapitulates for
Man the life of his very ego along with the life of things…the spermatic beginning of the measure
absolutely above all measures which cannot be conceived by any special kind of knowledge
because it is the inexhaustible creative Good, Agathon, itself. And this recognition is enough on
one hand to overthrow from its foundation –no matter what orgy of power it enjoys in history
right now– the Theology of Force, the Deification of quantity, the absolutistic claim and demand,
within things, of the volume of Number; and on the other hand it begins to reveal–more
concretely to reveal to the uninitiated– the very fundaments themselves, the cosmological
fundaments, of human freedom. The very symbols themselves, after all, through which in our
days the pure scientific contemplation of the world expresses itself, recede farther and farther
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from the naïve logocratic fetishism …and such a legitimate interpretation … involving a deep
feeling of cosmic religiousness, we have a right to give not only to Einstein’s theory of relativity
and to the slogan “the Universe always is and remains our only solution” that somebody made
but also to what very detailedly a fellow-semigoddess described as metageometry plus bla-blabla …OK, here I did intervene a little through paraphrase, it must be the force of habit, sorry I
won’t do it again since no composer has written a melody to make this singable in, anyway,
and since I myself cannot even compose a melody for a child’s night prayer or for saying grace
at table, let alone a prayer to the Universe or to Life…where were we? OK, not only to
Einstein’s theory and to Riemann’s and Lobachevsky’s metageometry, and to Belot’s
cosmogonic pansexualist theory , and to Planck’s, de Broglie’, Schrödinger’s and Heisenberg’s
theories but also to all other forewalkings of non-utilitarian scientific contemplation which come
in our days to again make out of man a living citizen of the Universe, and to smash around him
all those dead mechanical systems that have been imprisoning him and strangling him up to now,
and to again give him the live contact with the equally live and free spaces of the world and, from
the threshold of our dark days, to polarize him towards horizons of creative consciousness and
responsibility, horizons which probably are broader and more luminous now than ever before…”
“Hold it: I’ll read: I want us to skip a little, for a moment, first like pushing the fast forward
button, then like pushing rewind, and then come back here: This was about “the very symbols
etc etc , through which in our days the pure scientific contemplation of the world expresses
itself ”. Let’s read one more similar thing about a similar function of some symbols from a little
further along:” “…Poetry can raise the symbols of cosmic coherence of man with his similars
and with the Universe, the symbols that are able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and
deliver man from all arbitrary myths of our age, scientific myths, mechanical myths, political
myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc etc –that, through also exerting immense
violence, have displaced man from the center of his responsibly creative self where is found the
source of his freedom and have led to the dismemberment of the erotic core of man’s experience
of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses–and place him again
at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed in the center of our
consciousness and not on the periphery will bring down walls and open up horizons , not
altogether imaginary, that have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in
perspective in front of us” OK OK,I too am doing a little paraphrase but not more than you did.
Go back to what you were reading: “…so the reason why those younger generations of the world
who think responsibly think of the genuine Poet as “Educator of life in man’s universe” …is
because the way the Poet reacts each time, depending on the lands and on the times, from the
depths of his human self …is by his being situated on the very pulse of Creation by birth…Only
by way of his being situated on the pulse of Creation by birth can he see Nature, Soul, History,
concentrically and as seeking to become liberated in a Rhythm of one breath and one soul…So
only the Poet has the duty and the power to recall this triadic existence of the world back from its
frequent and purposeless dismemberment and into the unity of the first and indivisible Biological
Creative Pulse…he is created in such a way as to react each time, , depending on the lands and
on the times, from the depths of his human self, against whatever are onesided (and for this
reason anti-biological) gauging of the meaning and demand (will, wish, wanting) of Life…so only
his is a mission that starts from there where all other missions end: beyond the boundaries forged
throughout centuries by the beastmen who merely wanted to secure with a paltry coin their ethic,
their pleasure, their preservation, their ideologies and their rivalries – finally in, one word, their
historical and social life divorced from Soul and Nature…Of this spiritual Biological Truth in
arms (“In arms” like in “art in arms”, “they took up arms” etc . Not like in “baby in arms”) I had
the sperm in me as I said before “since I first opened my eyes to the world” and of this I had the
duty not only to know and develop the demands but to also stay with them, in a positive living of
them, faithful up to death. It is another question whether the humble service I could afford to offer
to this truth could have the effect – for me and for all – which my life yearned for, or whether up
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to now it has been restricted to an internal struggle or to an alertness on an utmostly internal
sentry post…From poetry I have never asked the salvation of a few moments. I have never asked
for a pre-logical or pre-dialectical approach but have asked for the force of a spontaneous and
responsibly lived self-illumination…that’s why the salvation I asked from Poetry, meta-logical
and meta-dialectical (meta- rather than post- probably because metageometry existed in 1938
but postmodernism did not, and he sure wasn’t the person who would feel like inventing it.
Proof? If he did feel like that he would have invented it), was not developed in a geometrical
pattern in my poems’ architecture but penetrated in me as a gradual initiation in knowledge and
in life, of a Rhythm of a superior demand, with which my spirit and my body agreed no matter
how great their mutual joy or pain was; because this Rhythm , revealing to my very own
consciousness its unknown extent, was orienting me to a fixed pole where in the end – by no
means as in a mental Paradise but as in an arena of total internal illumination – I was
comprehending with enormous awe but also completely fearless, but in some way lifted above the
cross of phenomena, my small but also very responsible position in human life…A reconciliation
with myself only, with my individual problems, undoubtedly would be a result worthless, insipid,
poor. Because, exactly he who has struggled with his very problems and who, seeing in his
depths the possible core of a future perfect equilibrium, who has struggled to actualize that
equilibrium in himself and consequently to also coordinate – each to his own powers–the life
around him with that equilibrium, is obliged one day, sooner or later to call the others to drink
from the springs where he extinguished his own thirst” “What d’you think gentlemen? For my
money, the chap does throw in a mouthful or two , from time to time, doesn’t he?” “So that was
it? I said I would give him the benefit of the doubt and not consider him an asshole until starting
to wrap it up, but even before he even did that he flipped a U-ey and drove off . I regret not
having shot him on the spot; I did see the white of his eye at exactly the finish of your first set of
excerpts. OK, although I do consider most of you trippers a bunch of weirdoes and of silly-jolly
chaps I do look up stuff from your likes and ex-likes ranging from stuff in “psychology today” to
the ‘journal of thanatology”, especially stuff about birth or death trips,; and I do say a “why not?”
to reports on people surviving accidents or their own suicide attempts, and on Golden Gate
hopeless-ropeless bunjee jumpers picking that bridge for the metaphysical tones of its name, and
I do like the simile that nearing out rattle we are like in a house that at dusk only reflects the light
inside, we only see the reflections of the fireplace on the inner side of our windows etc etc. What
for me tells a twilight zone personality from a limpid zone one, as the Poet would like to call
himself or his self’s cosmic self, is not having such burning Troad images during sunset’s
window reflections. I might even consider this as deeper and wider life, or even “major” as he
calls it. OK, plunging into deeper life in ways that deaden you towards dead life lying in lies and
ruins around, you might have an even good excuse. Even shutting yourself in an ovum of life not
like a sperm arrow but like a tripper’s consciousness and shooting out arrows that are only like
glances piercing the daylight and hanging in the void unincarnated might be a conscious decision
of either a hermit or a priest-or-priestess of eros. But if you can prophesy about eternity, like he,
and if you also have a child, like he, and if you are unable, through indifference, to prophesy even
as late as in 1938 that in 1940 there will be a war and that you should prepare to fight like every
man caring for his kids and reading newspapers to get his prophesies, doing this you don’t devote
your quite major powers to major life but to major death or major inertia. Your Sexus orientation
is like a common decadent’s or a pervert’s, you are like those whose reference to Rimbauds’
consciously being monstrous etc is not like reference to poetry looking monstrous to technocracy
but like idiots admiring his gun dealer’s wanderings rather than his poet’s and, worst of all, like
parasites who leave the defense of their kids to the sacrifices of others fighting for their own kids.
OK, what d’you say lady? Or rather, what d’you say ladies and gentlemen? Amanda opened her
mouth to answer but the drummer said “Excuse me, Amanda, I’ll be so brief that I want to speak
first. Then I’ll be all ears for anything by either of you” “Go ahead” “Plucky, what you were
stating as assumptions you granted, apart from your final and overall criticism, was such a lucid
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illumination through your use of the poet’s pictures of all I knew about these things and for all
I’ve lived of them first hand that I can’t begin telling you how much stuff you clarified for me, I
just tell you to apply all you told us about ova-suns along with all that the title “gigantic sunrise”
told us, to Ken Russell’s “Tommy” which of course you’ve seen , particularly to the opening and
the closing scenes, to see that our generation does have, in such rock, full analogs of this poet’s
views. And even if Tommy doesn’t go into the issue of whether what the poet calls biological
views can smash the false mirrors of our age’s civilization, still Ann Margret’s smashing
Tommy’s mirror is, in its context, exactly the same movement biologically speaking, and of
exactly the same simplicity and clearness. And the analog of the poet’s verse “ the roar of my
freedom” is exactly the song and music that follows that smashing “I’m free! And freedom tastes
of reality!”. But besides the issue of whether, except for some flashbacks that for good or bad
remain for a lifetime, and blow whenever they choose, OK, besides the issue of whether that
freedom and clarity evaporate some days after the last traces of the chemicals one has taken
follow blood circulation into kidneys and out, OK, after some one digit number of pisses I mean,
OK, besides all that and also besides the issue of whether such poets’ perspectives too, like
Tommy’s, can be absorbed and used by commercialization, and even if these vulgar possibilities
did not arise, and even if the chemicals gave you a solidified and non evaporating state of mind
like the poet’s and even if they were the same one view, the rest of your criticism is so
devastating to both, that there’s no point in elaborating anything anymore about all their
analogies, do it yourself as an idle exercise if you bother, I don’t, that’s what I meant I would be
brief, sorry Amanda. The only thing worth working out about these insights is whether there is
some way that avoids their mortal sins you pointed out to us. Amanda I admire the way you are
not as devastated as I am. Go ahead” “Why should I be? It’s all my fault. A very simple and
inconsequential one too. I just asked what you gentlemen think before I finished and I got so
interested about Plucky’s point that I forgot to tell you we weren’t; finished. OK, Plucky, you go
on and finish yourself. We’re all ears:”
“…At this very hour that I am writing each one of us, and all of us together, without any
exceptions, are obliged under the pressure – and facing the pressure – of the worldwide events, to
have an ideation and a sense of life similar to that which throughout the centuries we have
conquered at the highest peaks of our struggles and our sacrifices (struggles and sacrifices which
very soon will probably need to be repeated).But alas if those who claim that they perform (offer)
in our days, even at the slimmest scale, a responsible spiritual service (and above all when this
service is Poetry), do not demand at the same time from themselves, gauging the future, to break
the horizontal deterministic flow and sequence of events through an ultimate creative focusing of
theirs, in order to prepare the paths of authentic and evolutionary History (the History which at
all times and at all places is a concern for Man). But for this very reason, in our days too – of
course along with its spontaneous esthetic self-sufficiency…with its inalienable creative
characteristic, but also beyond, far beyond this self-sufficiency in which it has closed herself
asphyxiatingly for centuries –“Poetry is called at this hour” (as Gogol used to say, trying to pull
his Country’s Poetry beyond the esthetic self-sufficiency, where Puskin left it, towards its
creative religious social content) … “to fulfill other acts”. It is called at this hour to come to the
knowledge and to deepen its awareness of its own mysterial, primal origin which is the
“infinite”, the inalienable inner freedom, the biological God deep inside us. And from this
knowledge, this deepening and this awareness, to draw all the force that it needs in order to raise
again – again but also in a way that has never existed before – the universal symbols of cosmic
coherence of man with his similars and with the Universe, symbols able to dispel like clouds
around man his spiritual, ethical and historical pseudoproblems; to liberate him from the
arbitrary mechanical and artificial Myths of our age (either scientific or political or of any other
kind); to prompt him towards the all-wise biological and psychological alertness; to give him
again the jubere; to place him again in the middle of Life and of Duration from where the world
which today we have in front of us, placed not at the periphery of our consciousness but at its
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very center, will open for us, outside the walls that are crumbling all the time, the horizons to
other worlds: worlds not completely imaginary, but which, since the beginning of time are
waiting for that all-wise biological awareness of ours, in order to lay themselves in front of us in
perspective and to gradually reveal themselves to us in totality and in whole view. Such is today
the responsibility to which Poetry is called from everywhere if its authentic place is that which
has been determined for it by man since the beginning of time: next to the Tripod so that there
can spring forth ties absolutely pure and creative for individuals and for groups…A responsibility
felt by all those who feel that the time has come for human history to either stand erect in front of
Spirit or roll back to the Abyss of the amorphous, the Arrhythmical and the Preontological…In
front of this horrible responsibility that the genuine Poetry of our time assumes again – and as I
unshakably believe it is its duty to assume again – I certainly feel how small my own contribution
is with this edition. But if the total course of my Lyrism – as I have expounded it with this
Prologue – has guided me, as I believe, with integrity and with calm, manly, biological steps to
the final perspective of my own total responsibility, then I suppose that I have the right to offer in
some way these texts to the youth like a simple guarantee that someday – which I hope is not far
in the future – I will meet with that youth in a decisive way in front of the same essential spiritual
and historical destination.”
“This is the end. So, you see? The symbols he considered as able to dispel pseudomyths that kill
and mutilate the Sexus etc and make collective man a heap of unburied corpses were not all the
bla-bla which are promising but still presymbols of presymbols of biological truths , but the usual
symbols of man’s continuity and coherence with fellow-man and with life and nature , they’re
symbols of love, solidarity and fight to defend such values etc etc that even the simplest and nonEinstein and non-Schrödinger etc etc kind of men know because these symbols have been
evolving in living beings for billion of years not just for as long we need to take a college degree
or how long it took for Einstein or Schrödinger to work out their theories or how many centuries
it took physics to work out the view Einsteins and Schrödingers started from or how many
millennia it took man to start science. The billions of years it took nature to evolve an Einstein or
Schrödinger were as many, more or less, as it took her to evolve anyone in our days , even Hitler.
And anyway all such great men, I’ve read, in all subjects except in what their DNA helps them
do differently, like it helped Mozart, are much more like the simple and straightforward average
men on the street or in their provinces than they are like their fellow-intellectuals with lesser
talent. Oh: the poet we’re talking about was living so simply that his everyday associations were
village farmers and fishermen, not town intellectuals and cosmopolitan artists or critics. A poem
he wrote during the war he wrote after a drafted gardener and fisherman returning from the front
asked him as the boats they were on crossed at sea, if he knew, as a more learned man possibly
would, the answer to the question “why did they recall us from the war? We had taken holy
communion before we left our families”. And during occupation he did join underground
organizations despite his age, and during hunger and rationing-lines he was remembered for
standing in line , plate in hand, with a prince’s nobleness as they wrote; he did not avail himself
of any invitation from people who admired him abroad or from his first wife , our compatriot ,
who came back to the states after they realized their dream; after that they only remained eternal
divine twins but separated from house and bed. When he died his second wife, who saw him like
just man, not like god, wrote ours “We lost out angel”, a wordplay because this was his first
name too; she still lives by the way, like Kazantzakis’ second wife, quite some ladies, and still
quite lucid, both of them, nearing or just over a hundred. You won’t believe the way he died. He
did survive a stroke and even wrote later an Eleusinian kind of poem-or-tragedy, I’m not sure
which, titled “Asclepius”. He had completely recovered. But a young girl of the village who
helped the old couple with the house gave him instead of his medication some rat poison kept
quite close to the medication and in identical bottles. Anyway; I guess he would mind more to
have his path interrupted, which he hadn’t, or to not to have obeyed his internal imperatives about
priorities in that war, which he did. What d’you say, gentlemen? Or rather what d’you say,
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Plucky?” “I say where’s your picture of what he was like at the age he was writing this? Please
come over here to find it; and print it out for me please. In a postcard’s size”. Amanda , before
printing it showed them the two pictures next to each other saying “Let’s see the beginning and
the end of the path from the Lightshadowed to the Prologue of Lyric life. By the way, did I tell
you that in “lightshadowed” light is not the opposite of darkness but the opposite of heavy?”

When she printed out the postcard size of the latter picture Plucky said, as expected: Some people
say of some kids “Quite a kid to adopt; as my child”. Some kids say of some grownups “Quite a
grown up to adopt; as my parent”. He looked at the picture, and said “OK, you’re hired” then
smooched it and folded it and said “If my space-suit had as asspocket like my jeans I would keep
him there. Until then please keep him in your legendary purse along with Blake and Gibran” “Oh!
I almost forgot: Your kinky-knotty-unnamable partner….” “What-what-what?” “Hold it: One by
one. Kinky-knotty? Is that a promotion or a demotion? And did I hear “partner”?” “I guess you
meant it in the sense of him being a divine partner to us, not sharing house and bed…” “…like
the two divine twins we have just exhausted , right?” “Ha-haaaaa!” “What are you Ha-haaaaa-ing
us about? You want to give us a stroke or see us giving each other rat poison?” “Or to see us
nursing each other for Haheimer’s disease?” “I’m just laughing at your impression we exhausted
the divine twins. We haven’t even started” “Shoot the gory details” “Skip the lugubrious ones.
Just stay on the anatomical. And make it juicy”. Amanda took again her reverie like expression ,
now verging on the melodramatic: “I googled a letter of hers to her first lover, published in a
“Cosmopolitan”-like magazine: “It’s you that I love, not him; but I want to propose him
marriage, otherwise he’ll never accept the offer of my inheritance to the sacred cause of that
event which will promote the brotherness of all civilizations and religions, that my father too
wanted to see realized and to which he devoted so much of his money and his energies; without
marriage he’ll feel I’m being used and won’t accept. So wish me luck in my marriage proposal to
him” “Ha-haaaaa! Now I understand that exclamation of yours!” “Ha-haaaaa! In the history of
dumping that displaces even that piss-line from airplane : ‘Charlie, in a relationship what counts
more is mutual respect. And I don’t respect you’ ” “What did the poor guy answer to that? It
doesn’t sound like the beginning of that Rosy of a Crucifixion”” “Tell me Christ what you’re
doing tonight/do you plan to put up a fight?” (this was said in singing) “What did he use in his
fight ? A Harakiri sword? A noose? A gas-soaked blanket and matchstick? Like in airplane?” “A
euthanasia contract with Dr. Whatsisname?” “Death; Doctor Death” “Did he use less painful but
longer methods? Alcoholism? Workoholism? By the way, what did the guy do for a living?”
“We’re not being curious. We’re only asking to see what he did for a dying” “Was her lover a
fellow-tycoon of hers?” “Or was he a fellow-bust like him?” “She was a woman” “ That’s not an
answer” “Yes it is: I mean her first lover was a woman” “Gaad! Aaaah!” “Jeesus! Aaah!-aaaaah!”
“Isn’t that awful?” “No, it isn’t. It’s horrible!” “And it answers at most the transpersonal part of
the issue. But regarding whether our compatriot was so very naïve, I’m not so sure anymore. She
sure knew how to use emotional deceit and erotic appeal to cheat a man into exploiting her
property” “And there’s another issue we haven’t even started discussing; and taking positions on
as we should if we’re not just being irresponsible gossipers”. “I know what you mean. But there’s
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more than two sides to decide to take” “Right: Between her side and her side” “And between her
side and his side. Oh! And the child’s side” “Amanda, on whose side are you?” “On the
grandmother’s . You left her out of the picture” “Yeah! She was so reasonable , we didn’t even
notice her” “That’s exactly what she must have meant by a good environment for the kid. The
ones to notice were all cuckoo. More spaced out than even you trippers. Imagine what the kid
would grow like if he took them for granted and not noticed them instead of taking his
grandmother for granted and not notice her. OK, I vote for the granny, like Amanda” “So do I.
Oh: another detail: Might his Sexus problem be related to the fact that his lover saw him as a
god and saw another woman as her one and only lover? Naaaah! Forget it. I don’t think so. Only
an erotically less lucid and aware spirit would be confused by merely technical existential details.
So what was their love life like?” As in happy reminiscing again Amanda said: “O-o-h,
fortunately she did happen to also believe that “one cannot capture a god in a watermelon” as she
put it, so what she would say if they wanted him on the phone while he was making love, with a
woman she didn’t want to interrupt him with, was that “the Poet is officiating at a loving” , or
something like that” “What does “officiating” mean?” “That’s the whole point, I guess. The ones
who did know the word would understand the whole story. The ones who pretended they knew it
would hang up and call later. The ones who would look it up in the dictionary would be even
more confused and would be too shy to ask since they had pretended they knew” “Did you look,
or make, all this up?” “Did you make it up or are you making it up as we go along?’ “This you’ll
find up by first looking it up and then making up your own version of it. Where were we? Oh: I
was talking about Gibran” “No: I mentioned Gibran. You were talking about our kinky-knottyunnamable partner” “No, I was just passing through him not only because he was related to what
I’ll tell you about Gibran but also to help you two start taking him granted, which I did achieve,
as you just proved, and not noticing him, as you will prove next time I’ll mention him, which of
course I’m telling you, partly as a self-fulfilling prophesy” The drummer intervened “For my part,
I did notice Gibran and the kinky-knotty-nutty would be related but I only took for granted that he
would have read in Cosmopolitan’s column of book reviews that enough years from Gibran’s
death have passed so as to start seeing books on Gibran through the keyhole too and that he
informed you on juicy stuff. By the way, you wouldn’t believe what I heard the other day about
Krishnamurti” “OK, the motto that his excepts from our Poet had right under the title “From
knots to Sexus” was an excerpt from Gibran: “We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way,
begin no day where we have ended another day; and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us.
Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We are the seeds of the tenacious plant, and it is in our
ripeness and our fullness of heart that we are given to the wind and are scattered. Brief were my
days among you and briefer still the words I have spoken. But should my voice fade in your ears,
and my love vanish in your memory, then I shall come again. If aught I have said is the truth,
that truth shall reveal itself in a clearer voice, and in words more kin to your thoughts”. He had
underlined that last phrase “If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal itself in a
clearer voice, and in words more kin to your thought” and although both of them were
contemporaries more or less , maybe he meant that this clearer voice was the Poet compared to
Gibran and not vice versa. Maybe this is true, at least in the sense that he is closer to us
Westerners than Gibran who did live in US after a point but came from Lebanon. “Where did the
poet come from?” “Oh: I forgot another excerpt: “…In the Delphic Effort there came to a peak on
one hand my longing for identification with the unenslaved Greek collective Good (Agathon) and
on the other my cosmic appeal for some new worldwide spiritual and historical brotherness. But
this does not mean that I have served that poetic prompting and its corresponding duty
sufficiently…What remains in my soul unendingly—not simply as an unfulfilled nostalgia but as
the most painful, sleepless and crucial demand— is this: The demand (want, wish, will) of a
Polity capable of holding in its bosom Poetry and …the whole Spirit. Not Spirit as a symbolic
tradition or as an abstract concept but as a highest life-starting, life-creating value. Because the
Poet is par excellence a “political animal”…” “I guess he’s Greek then” “What superb
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guesswork! That’s what I call pure deduction at work! In mind precocious; on its way to senility
that is. Would so many references to Greek Mythology be made by an Englishman?” “Why not?
So many Oxfordians made. And so many Germans. And Isadora Duncan” “Was there a German
occupation in England or in Germany?” “You do have a point there. I’m still trying to figure out
that dream I had, it seems” “And wasn’t it implied just a while ago that he was a friend of
Kazantzakis?” “So what? Albert Schweitzer was his friend too. Oh! So this was the Angelos
mentioned by Kazantzakis in “Report to Greco”? ”. “Right. And his whole name, Angelos
Sikelianos, translated would mean Angel Sicilian. He was also the friend with whom some people
thought that an ascetic person like Kazantzakis formed an odd couple like Nietzsche with
Wagner. And the person whose being awarded the Nobel prize concurrently with him was the
condition Kazantzakis set to receive his” “Is that why he didn’t receive it all?” “No, the reason
was that their government sent to Sweden an intellectual to inform the committee that a Nobel to
them would be a reason for jubilation in the Communist Party of Greece” “What did communists
think of them?” “That having the views they had, they were Gothic, mysticism freaks, Jesus
freaks or fascists” . “And what did Christians or fascists think of them?” “That they were atheists
or communists. Also some Christians thought they were just free masons” “And what did they
think of all those people?” “Orally, that they did not know what either they two or they
themselves were talking about. In writing, they just wrote books to help stop the fratricide in a
very brutal civil war between right and left then taking place” “What did they think of us
Americans?” “The Poet admired Walt Whitman like his father in law and his first wife.
Kazantzakis thought that we were like the Lotos eaters in Odyssey” “Did he say that because of
our marijuana or about our affluence in general , himself being so ascetic in general? He cannot
possibly have said that by being pissed at us because of our seeing him himself too as a Zorba
character and our admiring Zorba as a dancing Greek gigolo and not as a volunteer in several
wars, since a person as knowledgeable as he would do know that those who sell such tourist
services are more responsible for such misunderstandings than those who buy them. What did he
have against us?” “I don’t know. I only know that the reason he had not come to US while he
traveled from Spain to Siberia and even to India and Japan was that our not having history, gave
him a feeling that a trip to US was like a jump in a void, as he put it” “What else could one expect
from pacifists who admire war volunteers while befriending Schweitzers? Anyway, who were his
rivals in the year he was proposed for the Nobel?” “For one, certainly Camus who took it that
year; who , upon learning about the final decision telegrammed to Kazantzakis that he was the
one who should have taken it”….OK, not all of that, but much of it , including all of the Poet’s
excerpts, also much of their discussions on the drummer’s birthday, including all the verses
exchanged as gifts and treats about it, they also e-mailed to Miyaki, with whom the space
rendezvous was nearing…OK, the discussion was again about the unnamable nerd as an
“oxymoronic analog of a karate-less Miyaki at young age who was a library kid both in the sense
Ralph Machio was a karate kid and in the sense of being self-taught with whatever analog of
Miyaki’s “wax-on wax-off ” method could exist for nerding. “And were , you two, divine twins
or…” “… or was he the man of your dreams?” “Oh, thanks for reminding me: I had a dream”
“Last night?” “No when we were together” “So either it was about him or you, at least, were ,
after all, divine twins with Martin Luther King” “We were having a date…” “..to go enjoy the
togetherness of sharing the experience of seeing theater of the absurd together…” “…right across
the street from some MIT-like place, I guess” “Yes, it was in Caltech. A new interpretation of
Beckett’s “Endgame” would be on Caltech’s Beckman auditorium where we had also seen
together Marcel Marceau the mime verging on the metaphysical; Richard Feynman on the parton
model; Feynman’s hero when his fellow students had as a hero Flash Gordon, I mean Werner
Heisenberg, lecturing on German type of unification of field theories; Nana Moushouri singing
Greek , French and rock music; Virgil Fox playing Bach and telling us that the famous opening of
Toccata and Fugue in C-minor, I mean the fugue also played by James Mason as Jules Verne’s
captain Nemus, was meant to capture the feeling of Virgin Mary’s startle when she realized she
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was pregnant with God’s son, and also telling us to keep track with our ear of a note repeating as
he would be playing something else, an instruction given by Bach to the organ player, written on
the score, saying that the repeating note was Virgin Mary’s heartbeat as heard by Christ, oh! a
Japanese obstetrician had made a record with maternal environment sounds taped from the
womb’s point of view, or rather of hearing, and on the flipside he had certain pieces of classical
music, about which he had found that like the womb music side, it made babies up to fifteen days
old stop crying when they heard it; we also had seen there or elsewhere –we would Greyhound to
as North as Berkeley’s Zellerbach auditorium for a good event coming – we heard Kip Thorne
talking on black holes, Chandrasekhar on why there would never be more than 137 chemical
elements, Ilya Prigogine on why we can now situate ourselves more comfortably in time,
Geoffrey Chew on the number –two digit I, dimly, remember it was– of different schools of
thought among the number– one digit I distinctly remember it was– of adherents of topological
bootstrap theory in the world and on why some adherents of the old paradigm thought of them as
being a bunch of lunatics instead of just waiting patiently to die, like adherents of obsolete
paradigms simply do, according to Kuhn’s views on the nature of scientific revolution, when the
new generation of accelerators would became built, Jean Cocteau’s two films on Orpheus and
Eurydice, and a some bouzouki bluesmen singing to an audience of students as stoned as
audiences of Pharoah Sanders’ elevation jazz needed to be to fully absorb all the vibes Pharoah
had put in when his mind had composed it, equally stoned, some fractions of a second ago,
Maurice Bezard’s ballet …” “if this is the waking part I wonder how much more dream-like the
dream part was, unless…” “…unless you mean that you only dreamt that all this was happening
in an MIT-like place”. “We were going to meet in the student lounge where he waited for me
sitting but fallen asleep on a sofa…” “That’s what happens with normal people after all night
debauchery and with nerds after all night study orgies…” “…I’ve heard they define all-niters as
borrowing from tomorrow hours to study today what they should have studied yesterday…”
“…I’ve heard that if the book in front of their eyes is removed, their mind loses its focus and falls
asleep…” “…Anyway, now it’s clear why when they date a girl they tell her they will wait for
her in a place with a sofa, otherwise they would look like heroine addicts or like homeless
sleeping on the sidewalk…” “…among quarters and other alms by the passersby if their girlfriend
is a little late” “I went up to him, woke him up and we were on our way to Beckett’s “Endgame”.
That night I dreamt he had fallen asleep on that same sofa…” “…and in your dream there was a
different and normal sequel to make up for the Kafkaesque experience, as Diane Keaton would
call it, of going to make love after a play as grim as “Johnny got his gun”…” “… and feeling
even absurder lying awake next to a guy who would open his eyes in front of a bleak sight and
would fall asleep when that spectacle was blocked by the spectacle of a juicy naked Aphrodite in
front of him. Aaaah! Even I myself would have asked him about his childhood…”. “…Had
anybody told him, after a goodnight handshake something like “It’s been a traumatic experience
knowing you”?...” “…you had said his being traumatized by his first love was merely a typical
case of a man attracting a woman to another man…” “…I think his friends should, out of human
sensitivity, social responsibility and human friendship to collective and abstract human nature,
take the side of the next girlfriend of his who might not be so lucky as to find another man early
enough” “In my dream he was sleeping on that same sofa and somebody came to wake him just
like I did , but it was not me. I could only see his back. When he turned I saw it was he himself.
He woke himself and took him to…” “To go see the “Extraterrestrial” instead of “Endgame”?..”
“…or “The iceman cometh”?” “He took himself to the window to see some people who were
going towards a luminous object in a park or square. They were being shown there by a monk
with a hood who was pointing to it…” “And when his hood fell back you saw the monk too was
he himself pointed to by himself the waker to himself the sleeper” “Right…” “And in his life,
you as a waker away from all that, were a symbol for his waker towards all that…” “… “ ‘I watch
myself watching himself ’ as the usual definition of the narcissist’s occupation goes…” “…And
of navel watching, as a hobby. Ah! there’s even a reference to navel watching, done by a kid,
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autistic I guess, in Endgame”… ” “…If he experienced icicles coming from the direction of his
first girlfriend, imagine what she experienced coming from him” “When he sent me excerpts
from the Poet I answered him that finally he was pointing to a luminous object that landed, and
he was awakened after all, and that object was human and erotic; and that I would be happy to
know he had found that the so-called, obscure object of desire, was not as obscure as he thought it
was” “What did he say?” “ That he did not mean it sarcastically to me, but I reminded him of a
saying going like “When the finger was pointing to the moon the fool was looking at the finger”
that he had seen as graffiti by anarchists against communist youth and by communist youth
against right-wing youth; and that he later found it in a book by master Suzuki” “Should we
marvel at the erudition of his country’s political and anarchic youths or just remember the saying
“once a nerd always a nerd” for seeing even graffiti as a library?” “He found American graffiti
equally erudite?” “Yeah? What did he single out? “The truth shall make you freak”?” “That too.
But two other were his top favorites: “Opium is the religion of the people” “What?” and “
“Something not worth doing at all, is not worth doing well’ ” “What?” “Do I only think that you
both think of the same famous movie line…say that aloud to see if I really hear the same line
coming from you in unison” “ ‘This is the beginning of a beautiful friendship’ So it was
unanimous ” “Are you sure?” “What d’you mean…” “…Miss Joconda?” “There are three of us
here, and there are three famous movies with that line. One is Humphrey Boggart’s OK…” “The
other is Kusturitsa’s “Black cat, white cat” “…and ?...and?...” “AaaaI see!” “ AaaaI too see what
you-ou-ou see” “…and Makaveyev’s Montene-e-e-e-gro-o-o-o” “You want to ask the iceman too
which version of the line he prefers?” “You want to venture the case the line exists in another
film too?” “Which?” “The ship of fools” “Suzukian fools or straight?” “On the rocks” “What
happened with that thought experiment with the icicles the iceman had in mind?” “Did you ask
him or he answered it himself first thing when you found him, thinking that you were wondering
about this all these years and you only called on to see how he was doing with that as a koan on
the relation of physics and mathematical logic?” “Or was it a debate on whether you need some
artificial intelligence to study the natural intelligence to begin with or exactly the opposite?”
“Actually I did ask him and he answered that he was coming to it and his delaying to tell me did
not mean he meant to be elusive in personal matters” “So he and his first love had found each
other and had married and lived happily ever after…” “…and he had felt he was betraying you as
much as he had felt he was betraying her when he was seeing theater of the absurd with you
instead of with her?” “He meant he was very intensely involved, just emotionally I mean, not in
any more publishable way he added to make this clear, with a point he called “Platonic
monolog”…” “How very unpredictable even by hind-foresight” “… to which that initial
monomania had evolved, and that intense friendship had remained deep although he did espouse
finally a point which he called antilog which woke him up from that monolog…” “into a wider
monolog…How very unpredictable even by fore-hindsight. History repeats itself, but not always
into a farce; sometimes out of a farce, too…” “…Right, he did give a wider meaning to “once a
nerd always a nerd” after all. The guy is evolving…” “…Amanda, now that you do know how
much we both love the guy and it won’t even cross your mind that we’re putting him down, will
you tell us something characteristic of your love life with him?...” “…We’re not prying…” “… or
looking through the keyhole…” “…or expressing a morbid curiosity into learning how it feels to
come to grips or to an embrace with the absurd…” “…we’re only expressing a curiosity as
healthy…” “…and as quite ordinary and everyday-like…” “…as Western scientific curiosity…”
“…and as academic as an anthropologist’s living with outlandish tribes to just catalogize their
habits even if he has to pierce with a pointed bone his own nose…” “The transpersonal and
human part of our interests and concerns..” “…and also the sexual interest , in the meaning
“sexual” has in the everyday sense of the word…” “…and for the average and not spooked or
spooky man regularly polled on the street..” “..and whose shadow is heavy enough to be attached
to the ground as for all of us non-lightshadowed common mortals…” “…OK, our interests and
concerns will be exclusively focused on you as we’ll be being carried away with your reverie-like
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reminiscing tone that you put on so gracefully…” “…and whose grace will be augmented with
the sparkles of erotic stardust that will escape out of the pupils of your eyes every now and then
…” “…as if the zooming on God’s eye-pupil going from Gibran’s painting to that gravure also
revealed Dionysian dimensions long forgotten by …oh: Right now your look does have the daze
…” “…and the haze…” “…we both were looking forward to….We step aside..” “..for the poet to
pass and get in front…” “Even more than Rucker, his favorite mathematical logician was
Smullyan who, besides being a logician and a professional magician and an accomplished
pianist and an expositor of Zen to the West and a creator and a solver of puzzles and of jokes
where you could laugh even if you had not Smullyan’s vast background because he had the
charisma of explaining involved ideas in quite self-contained everyday contexts which helped you
laugh by merely first solving the puzzle of what the hell was the funny point of the joke, OK, on
top of just this, Smullyan was also a creator of usual jokes in a way which hinted at the age-old
question about who is behind the anonymous collective muse making the jokes that everybody
has heard but nobody has ever started. This last aspect of Smullyan, at his best in plain and selfcontained jokes , was a killer joke about 70 pages long, combining not only Hegel’s account of
how spirit comes to recognize its very own nature but also the story of anti-psychiatry, of
religion, of mysticism, of reductionism, of Zen and of the doctrine of Universal Restitution, also
Koestler’s , Bergson’s and Freud’s classic studies on laughter, and Heidegger’s not actual but
potential such study, in ways not only hilarious when at the end, not seeing where was the funny
point that you thought was saved for the last page, you searched and found it among the previous
pages you had not seen as funny, OK, not only that but also hilarious, at least to a chuckling
degree, all along, at least once on every single of the 70 pages of its length. He wanted , when he
would grow up, to have become able to emulate this ability of Smullyan to also make long jokes
not presupposing background but just having it as optional or suggested pre-reading. He wanted
one day to write a joke , equally long, and starting with a phrase so analogous to the opening
phrase of that Smullyan story “Planet without laughter”, that anybody would notice as a tribute to
Smullyan there, so as not to ruin the tangibility of the reality of the joke’s atmosphere giving
bibliography at the end or during the unfolding of the funny part. He knew that I considered him
an erotic person at depth, and that I was trying to bring him in contact with that aspect of his
latent nature and I knew he considered me a laughter loving person myself at depth, although
when I met him my life’s state did not give me any reason to laugh, let alone to laugh with
Smullyan’s killer joke which I even considered as a killer pain in the ass, something upon the
realization of which he played to me on a stereo Mick Jagger’s “Mother’s little helper” which I
found so sweet of him that I even dared to hope he would soon sing , or at least play to me,
“Ruby Tuesday”, a condition that , as I had discussed with myself, would be the first
prerequisite on any starting relation to last for some considerable length of time. To make a long
story short he wanted in his maturity, as defined in his terms, to write a long joke starting with a
phrase more or less like “Once upon a time there was a universe” and he also wanted to make me
laugh then and there, before he reached that maturity. And I wanted him to become erotic then
and there and not remain so immature until he became a complete jerk through defining maturity
in this moronically infantile way…” “Amanda, we only asked for gory details in the case of the
Poet who was still living, though dead. Not for the zombie who was the opposite…” “…Hearing
about him only gets sadistic and gory on the state of our eardrums…” “…If this is the juicy part
then we’d better ask for the lugubrious to see why the above was not lugubriously kinky enough
for you” “Having paid to his satisfaction his bibliographical tribute to Smullyan he proceeded to
let his imagination free from bibliographic influence…” “So you did decide to tell us the
lugubrious part after all” “He said “There do exist, in the hardcore porn filmography, sex scenes
in the shower, but none of them has availed itself of the scenic opportunities afforded by that
environment, on top of the conduciveness of its atmosphere, to combine it with a man’s rules of
thumb about laughter, called jokes for the sake of brevity, and thus produce a Kama-Sutra that
could be read pleasantly and not in that bored way that makes you leaf and count how many
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pages remain to the end”…” “Whereas we are all ears and not bored counting how many
thousands of words remain…” “… in a nerd’s Kama-Sutra codes to propose a blowjob” “ He
continued: “Such a filling in of the gaps of the shower-porn filmography, a sample of “porn soap
operas” as maybe we should we call it, would also remove mechanical recipes and rude
proposals since it would leave ample room to the imagination and improvisation, thus not being
in a way fixed and one way-only procedures”…” “Zzzzzzzzz!” “Of course, zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
zzz!” “So he said: “In upshot format the proposal is: We go to the shower and I’ll say a joke to
make you laugh. If you don’t laugh, you make to my cock something to make me come before
you laugh, something possibly inspired or conditioned by the joke or by anything else. Then I say
a joke to make you laugh before I come, a joke possibly inspired, or conditioned, by what you’ll
be doing to my cock, possibly not…and so on and so forth.. If you laugh before I come I win, if I
come before you laugh you win, we’ll think later what the prizes or losses will consist of, but it
doesn’t matter that much because pleasure and laughter are the most proverbial of the areas in
which giving and taking hardly differ at all”…” “Our grave silence despite our being fully
awakened back to attention, only means we’re wondering…” “…whether this was a terrific idea
wrapped in a terrible box …” “…or a terrible box wrapping a terrific idea” “I myself only
wondered whether a feminist, on first hearing this, would call it a phallocrat’s concern for who
gets the goodies in the issue of the sharing of time allotted to the service of who comes first. I
myself wouldn’t know how I would feel about it under other circumstances because in all that
period he was so long past the point of having my feminist’s such concerns satiated that he had
also reduced my feminism to absurdity, I mean he had made me long and yearn for him to be a
macho pig, him doing the ordering around of a sex slave instead of slaving on me the other way
around. So I grabbed him by his penis, took him to the shower, no undressing was needed for
either of us, we were discussing all that naked on the bed since the discussion was taking place on
a morning before even breakfast, around shower time anyway. I knelt, cupped his balls too…”
“…and your last words were…” “…tell me a joke” “You’re both correct. Then I remained
speechless because…” “Because of a hardly expected surprise..” “What happened to him or to
you besides the usual worst thing happening to good girls and good boys? i.e. ...” “…besides
nothing, we mean…” “…Where did it the jokejob behind the shower curtain get stuck?...” “…He
didn’t know any jokes to fill in?...” “…or he said that he would collect them in his army service,
and his army deferment margins were too long because he still was an undergraduate and he even
planned a doctorate…” “…leaving you on your knees in the bathtub during all the proverbially
long way to his own Tiperery” “You guys are terrific, you know. Geeeeee! Wow! And re-wow!
You guys are gooood! I mean it. You did hit bull’s eye. That’s what he told me. Army service and
stuff. Word for word! I wonder what would have happened if it was you in that bathtub” “You
do?” “Do you?...” “…Humanity would lose a chance for a change, or at least shift, of paradigm
in both pornography and comedy at one stroke…” “…which critics would simulate with the
explosion of a supernova…” “…or with a meteorite heading for the earth making it a matter of
time and of a predetermined extinction date for all dinosaurs and old-paradigm-ers, already at
the time the project was announced” “But he did lose the chance anyway! He blew it…”
“…That’s what I call a perfect blowjob. On his part I mean…” “…Only a complete nerd could
have pushed two paradigms as close to such a cosmically fruitful collision as no man in world’s
history had ever done, and then fail…” “…maybe a, merely possible, analog was some paleolithic
caveman genius, who remained a great unknown in history , missing the chance to be THE homo
sapiens worldwide famous and unknown, only reverberating in Prometheus’ archetypes, by
bringing two flintstones equally close and equally speeding, centuries or millennia before his
rival in homosapiens-ness, and then hitting with the flintstones his two thumbs…” “…What else
would you expect from someone who called jokes by the name “laughter rules of thumb of man
called jokes for the sake of brevity”?”. Not only some present pre-incarnations of what the
psychiatrists that will be the contemporaries of the adherents of topological bootstrap theory
confirmed by future generations of particle accelerators, as Amanda’s idiom would put it when
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she was with the boy friend who later left her to an even RubyTuesday-er life mode, until she met
the drummer in a Berkeley rock concert and found a less sophisticated way to express herself, i.e.
not only some avant garbage weirdo quack-shrinks, but also some reasonable psychiatrists fluent
with hallucinogens and relivings of intrauterine experiences would conjecture that odd couples
like Wagner with Nietzsche and Sikelianos with Kazantzakis would have one CV of intrauterine
life of full acceptance by their mothers and one of full rejection, respectively; Kazantzakis’ more
sophisticated, according to them, way to express would be “Angelos was born a prince, I fought
hard to become one”. The same, once avant garde paradigm-ers, now mainstreaming , possibly,
with their contemporaries catching up and their Kuhnian diehard objectors just dying with old
age, as that nerdy idiom would put it, would probably consider divine twins as people with
equally rosy intrauterine CV. An obstetrician’s sonogram once revealed a brother and sister
concurrently in the womb smiling while, every now and then, rubbing their cheeks and noses
against each other’s across the membrane separating them in their mother’s womb and , later,
among the usual proud parents’ stories about their kids was also the story about how those twins
had rediscovered that game as infants going across a curtain closing their eyes and repeating it.
Now what does all this have to do with what we were talking about? Neither Plucky nor the
drummer , who clearly were not an odd couple in the above sense, were fated that night to be the
partners of Amanda in a game of divine sister and divine twin brother , which, each, probably was
according to that idiom. They were fated to be left by her to, at most, be divine twins to each
other, as Amada put on her space-dress, to, herself go out, and lie her back on empty space
looking at the stardust of galaxies with her arms crossed behind her space helmet, at last letting
jokes fill in the story that her nerdy ex, too, had postponed because he would need joke
collections from his, then, still far-in-the-future army service to complete. In space no one can
hear you laugh. And this time even the satellite himself would not hear, what Amanda heard with
the inner side of her eardrums and, if heard by him, would make him not only palpitate, shake and
explode with laughter but also blush, and flush and pant and shake and scream like, and even
more than, on the drummer’s birthday. But he was as left outside the bathtub jokes as his fellow
outmates who were left inside the capsule by Amanda, whose space laughter, if not all-the-way
cosmic laughter, made her space costumed figure floating in the void suffer contortions
indistinguishable from the contortions of the naked body of the famous empress who was
proposed marriage by the emperor who, disguised, had come, a few days ago, to see her famous
circus performance culminating in the spectacle of geese pinching off her cunt the last many, and
not last few, seeds of goose food, sown along a line ending past her bare feet soles and then past
between her spread naked legs and then past between her thighs. Next day was the date for their
space rendezvous with Miyaki and he did pay them a social visit as he had promised, apologizing
upon entrance for not having found on the way a cake shop or candy shop or ice cream parlor, or
frozen yogurt. and had to come empty handed except for a , desiccated unfortunately, flower
bunch which he had the good manners and the provision to smuggle into his satellite, to take to
Amanda, since the rendezvous was preprogrammed. The warming up through mail that would
lead to the need of also sharing candy and such stuff was a welcome surprise along the way and
not something foreseeable and programmed…Postponing evening news for night news because
they had longer postponed discussing so many issues opened up on e-mail, the discussion soon
took the form of Miyaki going like (…OK, we’ll mix that discussion with some discussions that
took place later, or even much later, preferring for the purposes here to see more of each, one,
issue as covered from, eventually , all, or most, sides, and less of all concurrent issues parallelly
evolving; but no airtight such separation is ether possible or desirable so we won’t be fixed on
that either) : … Or rather let’s do something else: skipping everything before or after something else that
Miyaki did rather long later, let’s focus on that and then come back to pick the thread to what we were
saying from the point he came for that social visit in space. So: At a point rather long later in time
Miyaki translated with the help of a friend of the nerd the Poem “March of the Spirit” which that Poet
wrote duting the second world war and in which…OK, let’s first read that and some related things:
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When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my whole life
bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,
my Country, my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, made of red copper or
as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity he hammered his
iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos…Gigantic thoughts passing, like
red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, sunset of myth and tale, were flaring up in my
mind, for my whole life was flared up burning at once, at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom,
my Country! That’s why I didn’t say: “This now is the light of my cremating fire”. “A torch of your History
I am”, this I cried out, “and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, and with this firebrand
now still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour light the farthest corners where men
are living and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country!” So said I and kept
walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in Your Caucasus and my every step was the first, first
but I also felt as if it was the last, for my bare foot, my Country, was treading on splashes of Your blood,
and was stumbling on Your dead. Because my face and my body and all my spirit, was mirrored as in red
lake, mirrored in Your blood, my Country! There in scarlet mirror glass , in such a bottomless mirror, of
the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and of Your abysmal thirst for life, my Country, I saw myself firm
solid made of red soil moulded into clay, brand new Adam of the brand new creation of our world that
we’re going to create for You, my Country! And I said: “I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods of
Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation, because we buried them deep, very deep where
strangers cannot find them. And all the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more
solid with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept heaping upon it… I also know that for the
libations and the vows of the new Temple we have dreamt for You, my Country for nights and days, so
many brothers were slaughtered among them as lamb had never been slaughtered for Easter!”…Fate; and
Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails! And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love,
behold , my soul became real hard, and is entering now whole in mud and in Your blood, to mould the new
heart ,the new heart needed in Your new fight, my Country! The new heart that I have already closed in my
breast, and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions:
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, support it with your heads and legs, to keep the
sun from sinking! Also help me, brothers, from sinking along! For now the sun is over me and inside me
and around me, for now in holy dizziness I’m following him in whirling. A thousand backs of bulls support
from below; two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me, his battle din is groaning next to my head and
inside my soul, for me now near and far are one! I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on,
companions, help the sun to rise to become Spirit! The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint
all things in its new flame, mind and body will now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh
of man! Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let this soil dry of this deep moisture brought down by this
bloodshed no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! Tomorrow let each of us go outside with
twelve pairs of oxen and plough this land, land watered with blood… Make laurel blossom on it and be the
tree of our life and make our Vine spread to every place on earth where men are living…Come boys, come
on, the sun just can’t, the sun can’t rise without us. Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s
now all get him out of mud; push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of
blood; push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!” Thus, when my
last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my whole life bound
and enclosed in span and pass of time) into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,my Country,
shout filled with soul left loud,as if space suddenly was all made of copper,of sounding copper or as if I had
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy
thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos,all the way to You I was calling, companions!
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MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’40s

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’00s

Saviors of Life in the latest Brave Old Times

Saviors of Life in the Times of Human Shields

When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside
When our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of time),
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time)
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,my Country,
shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity
my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
our souls caught fire as if we were true helpers even saviors of God like every Bruno
made of red copper or as if I had
whose hands joined back to embrace
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
the holiest altar made of fire like ours we were defending
where, for long years,
or as if our heartbeat
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
followed the drum and whisper of Life Herself
and hung them like arms
singing like a flag
in the Temple of Ephesos
«don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!»

Gigantic thoughts passing,
Gigantic thoughts passing,
like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset,
like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset,
sunset of myth and tale,
sunset of myth and tale,
were flaring up in my mind
were flaring up in my mind
for my whole life was flared up burning at once
for my whole life was flared up burning at once
at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country!
at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity!

That’s why I didn’t say:
That’s why I didn’t say:
This now is the light of my cremating fire…
This now is the light of my cremating fire…
A torch of your History I am, this I cried out,
A torch like the towers’ Firemen I am, this I cried out,
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver,
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver,
and with this firebrand now
and with this firebrand now
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour
light all the farthest corners where men are living
light all the farthest corners where men are living
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and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country!
and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Humanity!

So said I and kept walking
Like them said I and kept walking
holding in my two hands my lighted liver
holding in my two hands my lighted liver
in Your Caucasus
in Your Caucasus
and my every step was the first
and my every step was the first
first but I also felt as if it was the last one,
first but I also felt as if it was the last one
for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood
for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood
for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead
for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead
because my face and body and all my spirit
because my face and body and all my spirit
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood!
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood!

There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Country
There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Humanity
a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss
a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss
of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life,
of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life,
I saw myself firm solid
I saw myself firm solid
made of red soil moulded into clay
made of red soil moulded into clay
Adam brand new of new creation of our world
Adam brand new of new creation of our world
that to create for You we’re going, my Country!
that to create for You we’re going, my Humanity!
And I said:
I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods
of Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation,
because we buried them deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them.
And all the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid
with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept heaping upon it…
I also know for the libations and the vows
of the new Temple hat we have dreamt for You, my Country
for nights and days, so many brothers were slaughtered among them
as lamb had never been slaughtered for Easter!…
And we said:
We know, yes we know,
that even the Gods of Humanity have now become a chthonic foundation,
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because our slain and the slain of the strangers buried them deep, very deep
where slayers cannot find them
and because our slayers and the slayers of the strangers buried them deep, very deep
where the slain cannot find them.
And the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid
with all the bones all slayers have heaped and kept heaping upon it.
We also know that some of the Indians Christianized celebrate Easter only up to Good Friday
because for them then Miracle of the Resurrection has not yet happened
and we know that for them Christ’s Cross was made
out of the wood of the tree of the Knowledge of Freedom
watered and fed by the blood and the flesh of people who were their own flesh and blood
and were hanged by Columbus as ripe fruit.
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails!
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to our entrails
And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love,
And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love,
behold , my soul became real hard, became hard, and is entering
behold ,our souls became real hard, became hard, and are entering
now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood,
now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood,
to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Country!
to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Humanity!
The new heart that I have already closed in my breast,
The new heart that we have already closed in our breasts,
and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions:
and with that heart we’re calling out today to all companions:
«Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire is now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power,
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking!
Also help me, brothers, from sinking along!
For now the sun is over me and inside me and around me,
for now in holy dizziness I’m following him in whirling.
A thousand backs of bulls support from below;
two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me,
his battle din is groaning next to my head and inside my soul,
for me now near and far are one!
I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions,
help the sun to rise to become Spirit!
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power,
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking!
Also help us, brothers, from sinking along!
For now the sun is over us and inside us and around us,
for now in holy dizziness we’re following him in whirling.
Birth trips and death trips around us and inside us.
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Angels taking our souls and angels putting souls inside new flesh.
Death rattles and cries of newborn beside us and inside us
for us now near and far are one!
We’re encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions,
help the sun to rise to become Spirit!
The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all things
in its new flame, mind and body will now be pure steel.
Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh of man!
Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let dry this soil
dry of this deep moisture brought down by this bloodshed
no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep!
Tomorrow let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen
and plough this land, land watered with blood…
Make laurel blossom on it and be the tree of our life
and make our Vine spread to every place on earth where men are living
with pain-push-joy start Peace’s breath like new life’s and end both Hers and our strife.
Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us.
Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us.
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud;
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud;
push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood;
push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood;
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!»
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!»
Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside
Thus, when our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in space and time),
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time)
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country,
shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity! My Humanity!,
shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken
of sounding copper or as if I had
spoken clear and loud not just whispering
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
spoken through us joining hands around Her,
where, for long years,
as we were being saved
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
even by Death Himself who had carved bullets
and hung them like arms
with the names of each of us
in the Temple of Ephesos,
as Saviors of God,
all the way to You I was calling,
all the way to You we were calling,
all the way to You I was calling, companions!
all the way to You we were calling, companions!
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Held her ground for all humanity
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HUMAN SHIELDS, FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN
DYING IN SOUTH AMERICA, IN NORTH AMERICA, IN EUROPE,
IN IRAQ, IN PALESTINE, IN…., IN…, IN…
INTO THE FIRE
The sky was falling and streaked with blood
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love

It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love…

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT
Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
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Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…
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…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!...

…all the way to You I was calling , companions!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…

Translation: …and the gods of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives…
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THE POET’S WAY OF PHILOSOPHIZING ON “GENESIS THROUGH WORDS”
AND ON THE EVER CONTINUING BIRTH OF LANGUAGE;
AND HIS WAY OF FINALLY REACHING
THE WORDS THAT WERE STILL UNBORN IN HIS MOUTH

“A tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure
it was the night of the iguana…
My land without name, without America,
equinoctial stamen, purple lance,
your aroma climbed my roots up to the glass raised to my lips,
up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth”
Pablo Neruda in “Canto General”
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EXCERPTS FROM
NERUDA’S ACCOUNT OF THE GENESIS IN “CANTO GENERAL”
AND FROM
HIS GOSPEL OF FREEDOM (IN “CANTO GENERAL” AGAIN):
“…a tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure…it was the night of the iguana…to the lands without
names or numbers the wind blew down from other domains ,the rain brought celestial threads, and the
gods of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives… in fertility time grew…. the jacaranda raised its
froth of transmarine splendor…the araucaria bristling with spears was magnitude against the snow …the
primordial mahogany tree, distilled blood from its crown and to the South of the cypress…the thunder tree,
the red tree, the thorn tree, the mother tree, the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree, were earthly volume, sound,
were territorial existences…a newly propagated aroma suffused through the interstices of the earth… the
breaths transformed into mist and fragrance: wild tobacco raised its rosebush of imaginary air…like a
fire-tipped spear corn emerged , and its stature was stripped, and it gave forth again, disseminated its
flour, had corpses beneath its roots and then, in its cradle, it watched the vegetable gods grow wrinkle and
extension , sown, by the seed of the wind over the plumes of the cordillera, dense light of germ and nipples,
blind dawn nursed by the earthly ointments of the implacable rainy latitude of the enshrouded torrential
nights, of the matinal cisterns…and still on the prairies, like laminas of the planets, beneath a fresh
republic of stars…the ombu , king of the grass, stopped the free air, the whispering flight…and mounted the
pampa, holding it in with a bridle of reins and roots…green uterus…seminal savanna, dense storehouse, a
branch was born like an island…a flower was shaped like a sword, a flower was lightning and medusa…a
cluster rounded off its resumé a root descended into the darkness…the monastic anteater trod the jungle
with melodious feet…the guanaco fine as oxygen in the wide brown heights was wearing boots of
gold…while the llama opened candid eyes in the delicacy of the world covered with dew…the monkeys
wove an unendingly long erotic thread on the shore-like borders of dawn…leveling walls of pollen and
startling the violet flight of the butterflies from Muzo… the night pure and pullulating with snouts emerging
from the ooze…and from the somnolent swamps an opaque thud of armor returned in the earthly
origins…the puma bolts through the foliage like fire of devouring hunger while in him burn the jungle’s
alcoholic eyes…badgers scratch the river’s feet, sniff out the nest whose throbbing delight they’ll attack
with red teeth…and in the depths of the almighty water like the circle of the earth lies the giant anaconda
covered with ritual mud devouring and religious…all was flight in our land...like drops of blood and
feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac…the toucan was a lovely box of shining fruit… the
humming bird preserved the original sparks of dawn and its miniscular bonfires burned in the still
air…illustrious parrots filled the depths of the foliage like ingots of green gold newly minted from the paste
of sunken swamps, and from their circular eyes yellow hoops looked out old as minerals…all the eagles of
the sky nourished their bloody kin in the uninhabited blue and on carnivorous feathers flying over the
world, the condor, murderous king , solitary monk of the sky, black talisman of the sky, hurricane of
falconry…the ovenbird’s engineering made of the fragrant clay sonorous little theater ,where it burst forth
singing…the night jar kept whistling its wet cry on the bank of the cenotes…the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests where it left its regal gifts of dashing eggs…the southern lark, fragrant sweet
autumn carpenter displayed its breast spangled with a scarlet constellation… and the austral sparrow
raised its flute recently fetched from the eternity of water…wet as a water lily, the flamingo opened the
doors of its rosy cathedral and flew like the dawn far from the sultry forests where the jewels dangle from
the quetzal which suddenly awakens, stirs , slips off, glows, and makes its virgin embers fly…
…Before the wig and the dress coat there were rivers, arterial rivers…there were cordilleras, jagged waves
where the condor and the snow seemed immutable…there was dampness and dense growth as yet
unnamed, the planetary pampas…Man was dust, earthen vase, an eyelid of tremulous loam, the shape of
clay he was Carib jug, Chibcha stone, imperial cup or Araucanian silica…tender and bloody was he, but
on the grip of his weapon of moist flint, the initials of the earth were written. No one could remember
them afterwards: the wind forgot them, the language of water was buried, the keys were lost or flooded
with silence or blood…I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said: Who awaits me? And I closed my
hand around a fistful of empty flint…but I walked among Zapotec flowers and the light was soft like a
deer, and the shade was a green eyelid…
…My land without name, without America, equinoctial stamen, purple lance, your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass raised to my lips, up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth…”.
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“...When the trumpet blared, everything on earth was prepared and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda Ford Motors and the other entities. United Fruit Inc. reserved for itself the
juiciest, the central seaboard of my country, America’s sweet waist. It rebaptized its lands the “Banana
Republics”, and upon the slumbering corpses, upon the restless heroes who conquered renown, freedom
and flags, it established the buffoons’ opera, it alienated self-destiny, gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
unsheathed envy, attracted the dictatorship of flies, fly Truhillo, fly Tahos, fly Garias, fly Martinez, fly
Ubico, flies soaked in humble blood and jam, drunk flies that drone over the common graves, circus flies,
clever flies versed in tyranny. Among the blood thirsty flies, the Fruit Co. disembarks, ravaging coffee and
fruits for its ships that make disappear like ghosts on serving trays, the treasures of our lands that are
submerged. Meanwhile in the sugary abysses of the seaports collapsed Indians , buried in the mist of the
morning: a body rolls down a thing without name, a fallen number, a bunch of lifeless fruit dumped in the
rubbish heap…
…Here comes the tree , the tree, of storm, the tree of the people. Its heroes rise up from the earth as leaves
from the sap, and the wind spangles the whispering multitude’s foliage, until the seed falls again from the
bread to the earth. Here comes the tree nourished by naked corpses, corpses scourged and wounded
corpses with impossible faces, impaled on spears, reduced to dust in the bonfire, decapitated by ax,
quartered by horses, crucified in church. Here comes the tree , the tree whose roots are alive. It fed in
martyrdom’s nitrate, its roots consumed blood and it extracted tears form the soil, raised them through its
branches, dispersed them on its architecture. They were invisible flowers, sometimes buried flowers,
other times they illuminated its petals like planets. And in the branches mankind harvested the hard
corollas, passed them from hand to hand like magnolias or pomegranates, and suddenly they opened the
earth, grew up to the stars. This is the tree of the emancipated. The earth tree, the cloud tree. The bread
tree, the arrow tree, the fist tree , the fire tree. The stormy water of our nocturnal epoch floods it, but its
mast balances the arena of its might. At times , the branches broken by wrath fall again, and a foreboding
ash covers its ancient majesty: just as it survived times past, so too it rose from agony until a secret hand,
countless arms, the people, preserved the fragments hid invariable trunks, and their lips were the leaves
of the immense divided tree, disseminated everywhere walking with its roots. This is the tree , the tree
of the people, of all the peoples struggling for freedom. Look at its hair: touch its renewed rays: plunge
your hands into the factories where its pulsing fruit propagates its light everyday. Raise this earth in your
hands partake of this splendor, take your bread and you apple, your heart and your horse, and mount
guard on the on the frontier, at the limit of its leaves. Defend the destiny of its corollas, share the hostile
nights, guard the cycle of the dawn, breathe in the starry heights, sustaining the tree, the tree that grows in
the middle of the earth…
…My land without name, without America, equinoctial stamen, purple lance, your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass raised to my lips, up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth.
A marine mountain flies toward the islands, a moon of birds winging South over the fermented islands of
Peru. It’s a living river of shade, it’s a comet of countless tiny hearts that eclipse the world’s sun like a
thick-tailed meteor pulsing toward the archipelago.
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt
All was flight in our land
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy the order of the wilds.
the dawn of Anahuac”
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“…In the face of the threat that history may roll back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the Amorphous and
the preontological, nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets who feel born on the pulse of
the Universe have the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her own horrible responsibility of
breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in
the infinity, the inner freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift
again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the
symbols that are able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all arbitrary myths of
our age, scientific myths, mechanical myths, political myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc
etc–that, through also exerting immense violence, have displaced man from the center of his responsibly
creative self where is found the source of his freedom and have led to the dismemberment of the erotic
core of man’s experience of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses–and
place him again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the center of our
consciousness and not at the periphery will bring down walls and open up horizons , not altogether
imaginary, that have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in perspective in front of us”

“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the
technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to
walk out… Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and to have the courage not
to escape to the moon , but to return to his own human center and to master the bellicose compulsions and
irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war , but acquire
and master , as never before, the arts of life…We know now, as never before, that undisclosed potentialities
of life reach far beyond the proud algebraics of contemporary science; and their promises for the further
transformations of man are as enchanting as they are inexhaustible…Man grows in the image of his gods,
and up to the measure they have set. The mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the
ancient city into existence must be weighed out anew in terms of the ideology and the culture of our own
time , and poured into fresh civic , regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces that
now threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the original frustrations and negations that have
dogged the city throughout its history. Otherwise the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by organic limits
or human goals, will remake man in their own faceless image and bring human history to an end”

“…We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another day;
and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We are the seeds of the
tenacious plant…If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal itself in a clearer voice, and in
words more kin to your thoughts”
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Gigantic thoughts passing like purpled islands flaming in sunset were flaring up in my mind…

…like drops of blood and feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac

Canto General

March of the Spirit
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(Notes: On the previous page the grandpa on the boat is the man asked by a journalist on the beach about
the poet because he remembered him living, he was a teenager when the Poet and his divine twin wife were
still teaching their baby how to swim and were going around the island on horseback. The view of the sun
in sunsets purpled by fire in the imagination of the one poet, or in dawns bled by cardinals in the
imagination of the other, is just from the point on the beach where the journalist interviewed the grandpa
on the boat and not from anywhere else (OK, Neruda’s similar point could have been something similar in
his country or in the island of his impersonation by Philippe Noiret in “The Postino”). On the page before
that , the age of the composer in his picture near the Poet’s does not indicate that he too was old when he
put the “March of the Spirit” to music but only that, like for the Poet too, we had available pictures of him
in both young and old age. He composed that music just a while before he composed the music for Canto
General, when from being exiled by the junta to a place within his country he was expelled by it out of his
country when the junta was pushed by the international community. His photo with Neruda’s family is in
Paris at the time of the Canto’s rehearsals. The virginal concert would be in Chile but it was canceled
because Pinochet’s coup and Allende’s death intervened. In the page before that, the thinker between the
Poet and Gibran is the American “megathinker” Lewis Mumford (for the characterization one can just
google). The subtitle to Rachel Corrie’s photo is from placards in demonstrations in which people
demanded the naming after her of some street or square of their countries, in her memory. The first song of
the page after that is the one Bruce Springsteen wrote for the Twin Towers’ Firemen. The second song is
the finishing part of “Axion Esti” (“It’s Worth it”, or “Praised be”. The rendering is from the Princeton
translation that substantially contributed to the Poem’s receiving the Nobel prize) put to music by the same
composer as above. The part of the March of the Spirit on that page is sung to a melody so simple that it
could be played on a bugle as the melody of any military march. The sun in those verses of course is
exactly the opposite of the sun of both the brutal Sungod cults of all human history, the direct heir of whose
violence, as analyzed by Lewis Mumford, is the violence of Nazi camps, Gulags, and juntas; and also the
exact opposite of astronomy’s sun in the sense that the Spirit of the physicalist picture of nature , which, as
analyzed by both the Poet and Lewis Mumford, is strangling the biological truth and center of her, is
closely and fatally related to the strangling of human freedom and of the human person and collective
psyche in our age too. Let’s close this parenthesis by adding, to the photos we’ve just seen out of it, a
recapitulation of the body language of some of the poetry we have seen* so far: )

(*The last two photos are “Axion Esti” ’ poet’s , the fist one being from the second world war where he
fought as a second lieutenant. Like many other surrealists’ too, his poetry was not only conceived in
Bohemian surroundings but also in trenches or under Bruce Springsteen conditions of being under fire)
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The lightshadowed
Push with chest and knee
(Notes: The order of the photos here, in a sense shows four successive generations of poetry, but factually
speaking is a temporal reordering : The poetry of “Axion Esti” is a direct heir of the sun of the “March of
the Spirit”, and the sun that the poet of the Epitaph and the composer of its music carry in person to the
fighters they all the way escort, is a direct heir of the sun of the “Axion Esti”. But the Epitaph was written
and lived by both its poet and his raw matter prior to the “March of…” and prior to the “Prologue to…”.
The poetry of “Poems” talked about in books like “The Cell of Poetry”, “Rehearsals of Death” and “A
Man” (Orianna Falacci’s book about this activist poet, Alekos Panagoulis) is a direct heir of the poetry and
life of the other two activist artists in the photo on the same line ,as also is his life. The generation previous
(poetically and biologically) to the four generations above is represented by a national poet of Greece
whose funeral, under German occupation, we see on the previous page, the “dust to dust” gesture of salute
being made by Sikelianos who also is seen among his younger carrying the coffin. As father of them all,
they all considered the poet of “Free while besieged” of the time of the national liberation movements that
followed the movements in “Washington’s land” and in France , whose “Hymn to Freedom”, as national
anthem, the tenths of thousands seeing the poet off all sang in a way which almost led to a revolt , when
the Germans who had the civilized and honorary idea of laying a wreath to the coffin after being lowered
into the grave also had the awkward idea to address to the dead poet the well known fascist salute, which
led the tall man of letters next to Sikelianos start singing the national anthem in a way which the crowd did
consider as reflecting their feeling and joined in the way we mentioned. Sikelianos’ answer later that day,
to why he was so inconsolable was“I’m not mourning him;I’m mourning myself.This was a poet’s
funeral”. About the “political” concerns of the next generation the comment of the national poet was his
one verse addressed to the poet of the Epitaph “Poet we step aside for you, to pass and get in front…”)
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So what we re we saying? We were saying “at a point rather long later in time Miyaki translated with the
help of a friend of the nerd the Poem “March of the Spirit” which that Poet wrote during the second world
war and in which…OK, let’s first read that and some related things:” “OK, we did see that translation and
the other related things, we also saw similar things that were not related by being about that but about the
same issue as that, it, let’s now go back t where we were: In the social visit of Miyiaki to the trio at their
satellite: To get back there the best thing is to briefly run through some more e-mails they exchanged by
that date: In a nutshell, in that Poem he did find the way to raise those symbols of man’s coherence to the
universe and to his similars etc etc (and in a way which also did show the meaning of Kazantzakis’ remark
when they were young that his friend’s Poetry was an eagle’s* flight while his prose was (just in
comparison to his Poetry of course, we’ve seen prose of his!) an eagle’s clumsy walking when on ground
(e.g. they all noticed that the Poem could be written on one page, if not sung. Only religious texts ever had
such density and specific gravity. We also saw it cut in lines according to rhythm (but not always his; we
saw the rhythms given to it by the composer; that composer of course; who put to music the poetry of all
those four representatives we saw of the “four generations”** we saw on the previous page. And of
Neruda);and also we saw the Poem among other material that helped meanings of it emerge as much as
the Poem helped emerge meanings of that material e.g. of the Che Guevara paintings. OK, before we return
to what we were saying, let’s see one more putting together of material that was done in newspapers later
on an anniversary of Che Guevara’s death; and also some pictorial recapitulation:
*Let’s also mention that in “The Gigantic Sunrise” Henry Miller was referring to him as an eagle whose
Poetry , Miller predicted before the writing of the “March…” and just on the basis of that Prologue, would
send other eagles against the mechanical eagles of Hitler’s airplanes that were preparing to start bombings
over Europe.
**If one takes the four generations as a datum, be it in the sense of poetry and not of , exactly, factuality,
then we might say that Henry Miller’s prediction in * just above , was borne out by the events that soon
followed.
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How many roads must a man walk down before you call him a man?
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Let’s go back from the period Miyaki understood and explained the Poet’s verses about throwing a last
firebrand to a fireside made to give light to a room, to the period the trio was reading about his sending
arrows from within the sun; and let’s do that by first showing some of the e-mail exchanged before their
space rendezvous and the social visit he paid them upon that: Plucky had written him about the poet
activist and conscientious army deserter whose torturing reminded Christ on the cross more than it
reminded any routine raping and ass-clubbing or broosticking by guards and fellow-jailmates in US
prisons, and who didn’t feel unhappy that his bomb missed a junta leader because what he considered as his
job was to say to his fellow soldiers in a convincing manner that it is humanly possible to stand the
consequences of disobeying a junta’s orders and that this was the only way to disarm a junta; not the
killing of replaceable buffoon-puppet leaders or poor-devil policemen or the killing of irreplaceable but few
and non-typical raving lunatics appointed as torturers, and that cowardly desertion of one’s post while
serving one’s country was to obey such army orders that were against their country’s people, not to bravely
desert it and oppose it by facing the consequences as he did. Plucky was confused though about what
exactly happened, after the fall of the junta, to a torturer who had invented an absolutely morbidly painful
torture method; was he the torturer that was among the first targets of a still uncaught either “terrorist” or
terrorist organization that started by killing unpunished junta agents and continued by “punishing”
businessmen, politicians, ship-owners etc that were exploiting people or not offering proper service to
society or was he the colleague torturer who escaped this fate by going to jail after a show of imbalance in
the court, shouting to the judges they had to oblige the testifying poet to refer to him as to a gentleman,
with a Mr, the poet telling him “but you’re a sexual torturer, not a gentleman”, the torturer finally
congratulating the poet on his oration and trying to insert his palm in his hands for a handshake, the poet
telling him “ I feel again the touch of shit on my hands” and the torturer saying “You’ve said that to me so
many times , my Alekos, that I’ve gotten used to it” . (In the trio’s satellite Plucky didn’t say these court
stories , which were fun OK, but depended on the stories he wanted to skip. He instead quoted , from the
non-poet political prisoner’s book, the following story about the “greaser”: Some officials and authorities
would visit one of those torture islands to speech-praise the rehabilitated , and the prisoners were given
decent food and even wine for the occasion but one of them was missing during roll call and nobody knew
where he might be, but since escape was impossible, they just forgot about him and focused on the high
guests and their speeches. Suddenly they saw him stark naked but all self smeared with shit all over his
body and holding two huge buckets filled to the brim with shit which he must have been collecting from
the toilets for days. He went up to the officials and their wives and started shit-plastering both them and
also the heads and guards of the torture camp with splashing handfuls of shit of all varieties of excretion
date and color. Since he was shitty and loathsome by his self smearing , the guards hesitated to catch him
when ordered to. Only when they were threatened and forced to, they did . But his also being naked and
oiled with shit made him so slippery that the shit shower he was subjecting his targets was not stopped
very abruptly and the effects of this psychodrama, therapeutic both to himself and to his fellow detainees
laughing their hearts out during such a session of such an encounter group were not canceled by the
consequences that followed for him (in none of which was he a beginner anyway, and none of which had
been omitted on him even in the absence of his doing something so healing for himself and for whoever
identified with him) Amanda asked how the idea occurred to Plucky to look into such camps in such detail
and not stop at usual stories about Nazi camps and he said that actually he had started from there and from
how a prisoner there went near the camp’s electrified wire , and taking cover behind a pole started
swearing at Hitler and finding him lacking in any good qualities in any comparison to pigs; guards started
shooting at him but he was covered by the pole, they had to run to him while he was going on and on, and
when they reached him he grabbed the wire and electrocuted himself. Then Plucky said, to change the
vibes: “More relevant may be not how an idea of telling you about shit-plastering occurred to me but how
the idea to plaster the officials occurred to that guy who after the event was christened by his friends
“plasterer” and “greaser, for the oiling he gave both the local and the visiting assholes . Maybe an
explanation of how the idea occurred to him would be that he had thought: “You fucking shitfilled suits,
you’re so shitspilling you’ve made yourselves untouchables. To do anything at all to you, any honest man
will have to do so dishonest things and become so much like you in being shitty that he feels that to you
applies word for word the expression “wherever I touch him he stinks”. But I did find myself a way to
become as untouchable as you by becoming as full of shit as you but remaining different from you. My
real shit will wash off if I just take a dive afterwards, but your metaphorical shit will remain unless, to
rinse it off , you do something like us that’ll send you here as detainees yourselves, which of course you’ll
never do” ”. Oh: when Plucky wrote to Miyaki, the way he had overcome the negative opinion he had of
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him, as also of whoever was, ultimately, a father figure whose hiring he was contemplating at depth, was
mostly through the way whose start we saw being like waiting ready to “shoot the asshole down” at the
appearance of the white of his eye and giving him the benefit of the doubt or the opportunity to show
additional asshole spots and additional vulnerable spots , by waiting for more data on him to analyze both
intelligently and fairly ; a policy that to Amanda seemed like both a fighting karatist’s way of studying his
opponents reflexes and unguarded spots, and an abandoned child’s attitude towards a possible make-up
with his parents; to the drummer it also seemed like Feynman’s attitude to new ideas occurring to him,
which he only adopted for further analysis and support if they survived about a week’s efforts on his part to
shoot them down lest they engaged him in longer periods of wishful thinking and life wasting. But when
they told Plucky these ideas they realized, even before his answer, that his love for both of them was love at
first sight and he never used this policy at them; at most at ideas they were ready to adopt without their
subjecting them to such a policy, like e.g. Zina like mélanges by the drummer and possibly bullshit
implications of analyses of eros by Amanda. But all had turned out OK, in all their adoptions of new ideas
and Plucky’s adoption policy as applied by all of them finally found its perfect expression in the lips of
Miyaki who expressed it on their behalf , in one among his e-mail answers to all of them that also sounded
as mainly addressed to Plucky (he did have individual answers too, but also he had answers that sounded
as if he had already come for the social visit and like all of them were talking together; also he had answers
sounding like stuff he wanted to exhaust before coming over and thus save their live talk for more
interesting issues) OK, Plucky’s adoption policy for new ideas as expressed by Miyaki later (in the context
of telling them how much he had appreciated being initially faced with skepticism by them) was “we
don’t sell any bullshit; and we don’t buy any, either”. OK, we said they didn’t send all their stuff to him
and we won’t either mention all his answers to what they did send; just some tidbits out of them (and we’ll
also comment that although all his answers were immediate he always was heard as implying that nothing
but having lived longer and having longer experience was responsible for that ability to answer them like
lightning, and even implying that at their age he was not half as alert as they, and that he was wondering
how nice their ideas would sound when they would be his age). OK, let’s go to some tidbits of his e-mails,
not necessarily all from the same e-mail, but mostly put together according to topic: To Amanda’s
questions about “Cantor plus bla-bla-bla…” he answered “About the bla-bla-bla Belot story, I don’t
happen to know anything, thus sorry but I will not particularly illuminate you, on bla-bla-bla the other
names I do happen to know the particular story and I will take out of it what you might need so as not to
wonder about whether it is or it is not relevant in understanding what is going on in those great excerpts
you sent me and for which I thank you very much , both for their content and for their style and method. I
myself enjoy very much excerpting and anthologizing and sending to my friends pieces rearranged
differently for each of them, just like teenagers make selections and collages of hits and write them on
cassettes as personal gifts for their friends or the schoolmates they are dating; but we were talking about
your questions to me , not the about my questions that your excerpts answer to me, out of which the best
thing for you I think is your question about bla-bla-bla Cantor…” (“there goes Miyaki of the film teaching
young and old with his “wax-on wax-off” methods as he was teaching teenage Ralph Machio as “Danielson” in karate kid” said Amanda as she was reading the above to Plucky and the drummer. “There goes
Chink of Tom Robbins who advised the West to make their own Zen starting from their own philosophers
like Aristotle, Kant and even Descartes. As is obvious, he then got fed up with them not moving to meet
the East by staying on the tangent of their own philosophers, but with imitating the East as if it was
mysticism, and becoming mystified not because it was more mystical than Western thinking but because
they were mystified by everything since they did not even think in their own philosophy, so Chink
decided to set a good example of what he meant by moving along a tangent of their own philosophy until
he could meet ours, or rather even having met ours and going back to his, hopefully with some of us along
with him” said the drummer…) “…I’m not so interested , or even I’m not interested at all, not anymore at
least, in books like “The Tao of Physics”, and their success I almost only consider good because it might
help the propagation of the later book by Bolen ,“The Tao of Psychology” that used this as a catchy
title…(“there goes Miyaki as a prophet mind-reader of your thoughts upon reading him, or there goes the
different drummer as a prophetic mind-reader of the next paragraph of Miyaki and as a future full Miyaki,
though karate-less like you know who” said Plucky) “… but OK, the relevance of the West learning East’s
martial arts so as to also learn the philosophy about it too, I still consider meaningful, because I don’t find
much in actual Western martial arts; only some just mythological/Jung-alchemistic/archetypical parts of
knighthood tales, sufficiently correspond to East’s actual version of militant tranquility. I can’t begin
telling you, however, of course I will do begin and I just won’t be able to finish telling you, what of the
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West I do consider something like that: not Cantor but Lorenz, not just as working out a biological basis for
Jungian archetypes like he worked out what he called a natural history of human knowledge, as I found out
when I had looked him up because of a paper of his on Kantian philosophy that Daniel-son had sent me
from Caltech, when he was studying biology and was taking a course in philosophy of science which that
year happened to be given by Delbruck, a molecular biologist who had been a physicist and fellow student
of Heisenberg in the dream team working with Bohr in Copenhagen, and gave them that paper as
suggested reading…” (“there goes Miyaki the future of Pluckiaki along the Tao of militant tranquility and
there goes Sherlock Plucky Holmes who had correctly deduced that Ralph Machio passed from where
Feynman was, in other words from Caltech” said the drummer) “…by the way the reason Daniel went to
Caltech was that it had a very good karate club there , God bless my good friend Oshima and God bless the
students there who did realize what a treasure teacher they had and even helped him with their own hands
build a house…” (at this the drummer and Plucky looked at each other , Amanda did realize that they
asked thermseslves and each other if the nerd was really a karateless Miyaki analog, but if he too had taken
karate wouldn’t Amanda have said so to them? She decided to let them wonder for some time before telling
them that in all athletics , from tennis to karate he was just the stepping stone on which all his fellow
students stepped to pass the classes if they had to win a game over a guy who would lose it, because the
first instruction of the karate teacher “leave all your other thoughts out of your mind when you’re focusing
on karate” he did apply, all the time, but only to the thoughts which he pursued in the way Oshima
pursued karate) “…I think Daniel went there because he thought the double interest of Delbruck would
help him understand how physics bridges with biology, I think however he really gained something about
how biology bridges with militant tranquility in the sense of finding there both Oshima and Lorenz’s book
on aggression which is what I said I’ll be talking to you for hours from a close distance; concerning the
bridging he was interested in , physics and biology, he did find there a neurophysiologist, as Nobel prized
as Delbruck, Sperry, whose great papers and then a book also bridging science to freedom , responsibility
and ethics, called “Science and moral priority” Daniel also sent me; but when I read his political views and
read a commencement speech of his, in the format “The Russian are coming” around mid ’80s I felt on the
one hand as seeing a rerun of that stupid film “Rocky 2” which managed to inspire anti-Russian sentiment
through a vendetta scenario that could even have been written completely inverted without any violation of
any real facts and the only real fact about who started vendetta if anyone, was that this kind of crap was
first written by Americans whom, let’s call Hollyjungs, applying in Hollywood for an extra buck what they
learned through a term paper in Jungian archetypes in some college…OK, let’s not waste any further
thought or time in such bullshit since we haven’t seen anybody running the danger to buy it anyway…OK,
on the one hand I thought of just that when I saw his way of being a typical or archetypical infantile savant,
on the other hand I thought that he and who would buy any of that unreal part as application of his really
brilliant ideas would be so innocuously unreal that one could, hopefully, just apply to him only the child
hearted part of Einstein’s laugh against Walter Nernst who besides a Nobel in physics for the third law of
thermodynamics also got a colonel’s degree and uniform for developing the poison gases used by the
Germans in the first world war; Einstein wrote in the chapter with short biographies of his friends in “How
I see the world” the following : “We all laughed at the childlike naïveté of our friend Walter who enjoyed
to wear his uniform even while teaching physics”. Do I mean that Einstein developed later, after the ascent
of Hitler, another kind of laugh too against this insistence of little Walter to wear his cute uniform while
lecturing? Something like “and what difference in effects on others has an idiot savant from a lethal asshole
if both have a specialty in poisonous gases?” I don’t know if Einstein later saw these biographies
differently. But my best laugh was with his most unbelievable story for his beloved friend Ehrenfest who
committed suicide “We all suspected something was going wrong with our friend Paul because he took
long walks not in the goal of thinking about physics and he listened to the radio without any existing
reason for it…” Well, what’s the moral for us common mortals? : Let’s check out how much time we
spend on radio, just in case we’re on our way to suicide and do not know it…” (“There goes the karate-full
version of the future of the, rather surely, karate-less Amanda’s nerd” said the looks of Plucky and the
drummer to each other as they noticed that the over-amusement of Amanda over this paragraph of Miyaki
was surely auto-catalyzed through bringing memories of the nerd reciting to her the same exact paragraphs)
“…your goals and mine when getting on to these satellites we’re riding were so parallel to Daniel’s , when
he applied for that scholarship, his path is also parallel to ours in the sense of how on such paths one may
hit on another goal and not exactly on the one he set out for, but that’s part of the game and of its pleasure;
and of maturing through the path too, so parallel are all these, that when I saw the name “Overground”
you gave to your satellite I immediately thought of the library Daniel liked to study in, which was situated
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in the middle of the campus , was nine floors high, had huge windows overlooking the whole suburban area
around it, and thinking while either reading or looking out of those windows was a very inspiring
perspective although the real basis of the way it was conducive to seeing many connections that could only
be seen from high above was not the analogy of seeing the pattern of the town’s streets and lanes but the
fact that it was not more than a thirty seconds’ walk , up or down the stair across the elevator, to go from
the physics and math floor to the chemistry and biology floor or to the humanities floor. And across the
street, at one minute walk was the Beckman auditorium for cultural events and, on another direction in one
minute one could walk to a student center next to the student bookstore where students had a fund to invite
people ranging from Woody Allen to Jack Lilly and from Richard Baba Ram Dass Alpert to Richard
Feynman who, anyway, only had to walk one minutes from his office there, no air ticket was needed (the
look of Amanda as she was reading this, and their prior discussions or teases, made self explanatory what
and whom all these things reminded her , but it was not plain to Plucky and the drummer that what also was
running on her stream of consciouness parallelly to the reading of Miyaki’s e-mail, which, by the way, was
running in an optical pattern they all liked and gradually adopted, because it did exactly that, it reminded a
river , “because rivers don’t make sudden narrowings and widenings called “paragraphs” ”as Plucky put it,
Amanda’s was already like that for she had liked it in the nerd (who also had a constant parallel stream of
footnotes on all pages which shortened and lenghtened the vertical, not the horizontal, length of main text,
which Plucky when, later, he saw it called it like a river which runs slowly to let you see the flora-like
strings of footnotes and parentheses on the banks) OK, it was not plain to Plucky and the drummer that as
Amanda was reading them about the Overground feeling of that library she was also thinking of the answer
to her question as to where he lives now (where, besides the obscure web-address she had to guess through
imagining proper key words) that the third Miyaki analog had given her “…in a small house overlooking a
village that you can walk end to end in ten minutes, so cheap as it would be to just pay utilities in a town’s
apartment house, so all things can be done with minimal transportation and with minimal working for a
living, as to have as much free time as when I had those scholarships. It also overlooks the Aegean if that
makes more interesting an invitation to you and your friends to pass from here after you land. Just tell me
if as a result of the constriction to a capsule you need a larger house or on the contrary you’ll feel homesick
to your live-like small house; it’s easy to find small houses here because, due to the fine and far extending
view available to all, nobody feels constricted inside home, and anyway the outside is so beautiful that
nobody spends much time at home if weather is OK, except me who only commutes from floor to floor in
the library , I mean through the internet. Oh, the sea view is especially fine at sunset, but with five minutes’
walk you can also see it at dawn, it reminds me of a verse of Neruda but don’t bet he is talking about Chile
before you check a map, I continue to be terrible with geography because even when I see a map it doesn’t
stick , maybe it is Chile because there is another verse with a port , but this doesn’t prove anything, maybe
he is talking about Peru as in still another verse, or about the view in the island where he was in the
Postino movie , which by the way is a fine film both about a fine Postino and about a fine poet, but not a
fine film with respect to knowing what the poetry of the factual Neruda was about, maybe someday I
should put together some excerpts about him (Not a fine film should also be said about the lousy field
“Quills” about de Sade’s life, although the protagonist is great and I loved him from the first moment in
“Shine” , for the additional reason, as you can well imagine, that his body language in “Shine” was so
similar to John’s (you do remember my fellow student John, the mathematician, I had introduced to you
when we all saw Fellini’s “Orchestra rehearsal” and he congratulated both you and Fellini when you said
that the reason why the brawl, and the blows with slaps and fists and clubs and canes and even with violincases and clarinets, took place with fuses blown and under candle light was to give the camera the chance
to take everything as happening between shadows on the wall and thus make an allusion to Plato’s cave*)
*By the way John had come and found me here, in another island very similar, green, and at a site very
similar too, overlooking the sea from a hill, when I was serving in the army at a sentry-observatory in such
a proper site, a little after I sent him that Platonic Monologue that occurred to me in a nearby and similar
sentry for radars, maybe Lilly would take it as crucial that the thinking for it was done in a radar cage, but
…well…(By the way, concerning your question about whether I finally did learn some “appropriately
improper”, as you put it, jokes in the army, OK, I did learn some of them and I did learn some in the army,
but few of the appropriately improper were from the army, a sample of them I’ll put in an a attachment but
the top one was a joke which was given as a riddle to John by my fellow students with me translating when
he came to the sentry and ate with us and they learned he was mathematician. The mathematical riddle
was “How can one fill seven holes by using one hole?” and the answer was “Stuff a flute up your ass”,
cont’d at the bottom of the next page
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OK, the reason “Quills” is a lousy film is that it decided to show an implementation of the rather wellknown, Chinese or Japanese?, proverb “if you try to silence truth by putting it in a jail then its walls will
become loudspeakers and will amplify the voice that speaks it” (e.g. through jailers that if not doped or
properly trained-brainwashed will feel as total zeroes in front of the detainees for truth and will try to
smuggle out their views and deeds) not through showing some prisoner like the activist poet you were
asking me more about, but through showing de Sade whom if a viewer asked more about the
scenariographer could well afford to say “oh, c’mon! Actually he’s sick in his mind, I did a lot of hard
work to make him presentable to you and conducive to a pleasant evening, and he, too, owes me a favor
because censoring him was a service I did to him, not a disservice” , a thing which if he said about a
political prisoner he would just prove what a total jerk he was and what a ridiculous scenario he had
written, in short they chose someone whose mention at all would sound as freedom and open mindedness
and whose censoring would sound as discreteness and good taste, and the combination would be good for
the film’s box office and for the scenariographer’s CV whereas the bypassing of the political views of a
political prisoner would sound absurd, while the mention of them would…OK two birds with one stone:
nothing either serious or about de Sade. OK, not mentioning anything near what makes Neruda be Neruda
can still leave wide margins of making a very good and human film but in a political prisoner’s case a film
skipping his views would a preposterous thing with no reason sufficient for its existence (as its
nonexistence also proves. “Something not worth doing well is not worth doing at all” still works (with their
concept of “worth”) in cases like this. It’s in other cases where the opposite is applicable)). Oh: Concerning
your question about what I finally did with my eventual “Ph-fucking-D” as you call it, if you ask about the
fucking part I did almost nothing , if I judge by the dreams of somebody whom maybe you’ll meet
someday if you pass from here, it takes another context to tell you her dreams I’m talking about, but I did
more than everything I could ever hope for, dream of or imagine, except for that unconsummated top
inspiration of ours we almost started one day but was too associated with us, in me I mean, to seek other
implementations and was too clumsily postponed with us, by me I mean, to ever return. If you’re asking
about the Ph and the D part OK if I had the self confidence of some thinkers I admire I would have
dropped out before I took it, but thinking that I would not even convince myself if I had said “in principle
I could take it” if I had not taken it , I went all the way and took it, then fearing that my friends would say I
was too afraid of being rejected in job applications, I went ahead and collected a big bunch of rejection
tickets and then I found the time of my life in the army , both in the sense of free time and of fun. How did
all that come up, besides your asking what I did with that Ph-fucking-D? What’s next? Me asking you
what you did with that LS-fucking-D?. Oh! I got it: I was going to explain where finally was applicable
that graffiti line “something not worth doing at all is not worth doing well”: I saw a pattern in all I was
doing with my thesis : Most times when I was pursuing further an idea from the bibliography it turned out
it had already been done in some earlier paper that was in the bibliography of the bibliography. The further
I went ahead the more decades back I would find it. Some consolation was the fact that the persons who
would be reached backwards as sources would be quite decent thinkers, yet it all was duplication, not worth
doing at all, let alone doing well, i.e. publishably. I just wrapped it up to do it in a way giving that degree
and then I split for the army where, in sentries and radar cages in the isolation of mountains and of beaches
I pursued the same kind of progress backwards but without remorses that I’m using any scholarship more
specific that the general food and housing that army provides to everybody doing the duties asked of him.
So I pursued that thought experiment with the icicles I had once told you about and I took it so forward
that it reached back to Plato. To duplicate Plato is flattering enough. But then I saw I duplicated somebody
else’s way to duplicate that Platonic point. But that was flattering enough too since that somebody was
Newton. Which does bring a context for telling you about that dream Spring , whom maybe you’ll meet
someday, had for me, if, before that, I tell you what I dreamt well before I met her, as I fell asleep on a
blanket and an army coat on the floor of a that radar cage after long sleeplessness on watching a radar
screen and on thinking of those icicles and seeing them lead to that point which I’ll send you one day and
cont’d from the bottom of the previous page
which he didn’t find but on the spot he made up a military riddle for them whose answer they didn’t find
“What is black and as you approach it becomes grey and as you approach even closer becomes white?” and
the answer was “Cheese on an army table. Because it’s full of flies that fly off as you approach” . Of course
they loved him and I kept translating back and forth and what he kept as a souvenir was the expression
“OK, fart my balls” for the complete understanding of which he asked for detailed anatomical explanations
to see why it means “OK, shoot, but you can’t do me any harm even if you try”)
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which was going back to the sources of both our essentially still Newtonian science and our Platonic past
and which still makes that night on that flor a very fond memory although later I found out that its bull’seye feeling was not its validity but the easier targeting it gave for shooting it down. I dreamt crocodiles
in a muddy river-delta and a loudspeaker I did not see said “PhD” (…OK my PhD, let me speak for myself
only…) then I was swimming upstream but floating as to look up and only moving my legs and I was
marveling at the view of the vegetation around the river and of the nice sunny sky and I was relishing both
the coolness of the river and its touch while running fast past my body as I was moving fast in it, then,
just as I noticed all mud had been rinsed off , the invisible loudspeaker announced “Claire” which only
after waking I noticed that it also means “clear” in French; within the dream I knew it was the name of
OK, I had told you who Claire was , hadn’t I? Then my face-up upstream swimming became faster but
without any sense of nearing the source of the river, just with the feeling I was heading to it, there came to
my mind the point of the Platonic monolog I had seen some minutes ago before falling asleep, , the
loudspeaker said “bull’s eye” and in that corner of the dream screen where the news for deaf people are
said in sign language on TV screens a target appeared with an arrow at its center, the speed gained made
me take off and I was flying over the river and over its surrounding forest in regular Freudian flight like
those flight dreams we have when we are teenagers. Flying I came back to the sea , but it was not the delta
with the crocodiles, it was the port of the town with the barracks of the battalion my guarding post in the
mountains belonged to, and by the time I was flying over inhabited area, over terraces with TV antennas
and strings with drying laundry, I was not flying naked but dressed in army fatigues, by the time I landed
I was dressed in the army uniform used when leaving the camp for an outing, then I met my army friends
but in order for them not to see I was flying I was moving my legs as if walking leaving only a millimeter
distance between boot soles and ground. Then of course I woke up; as full as after a teenage dream flight.
After I got out of the army and came here I met Spring , the two connotations of whose name expressed
her vibes, each one better that the other . I won’t tell you what I dreamt of her before you come here and
know her, I’ll tell you what she dreamt of me in the beginning and in the end of our relationship since you
already know me. At the beginning she saw a jar of marmalade and under the marmalade a baby making
bubbles and quickly removed it from there to save it from drowning , but out of the jar it started withering
away and so she threw it back into the jar and it started making bubbles again. At the end she dreamt we
were both in Peter Pan’s group and flying in the air and suddenly she saw me trapped in a cage and very
sad, and she too was very sad for me and kept flying around the cage, when with horror she saw I started
melting and then I became like two eggs like eggs are before frying in the sunny side up way, with panic
and surprise she saw the eggs pass through the cage bars and escape and then taking back some shape but
the shape was not of a human’s body but just of a human’s eyes and then those human’s eyes started flying
but in an ordered way and at fixed distance from each other, and it was sort of relieving to her that I sort
of controlled the situation but not relieving enough to feel joy at the invitation, by nodding , of the eyes that
approached her and were trying to tell her to fly again together in Peter Pan way; the worst part was that on
waking and coming to from the nightmare she said she felt that the real nightmare was actually on waking
and realizing what the expression “waking to a shattering reality” meant. Anyway, it was not as sarcastic,
to or from, either of us, as some tones present in writing it may make it sound , but anyway, it’s sort of
shattering for me too (at least sufficiently shattering not to insist too much on any sequel) to feel that
I’m being told “it’s been like waking every morning to a shattering reality, to have met you”. The human
upshot is that she did mean it when she wished to me, with eyes watering , to meet a woman who would
see me only as she saw me in her first dream but not as she saw me in her last one, and that I did mean it
when I wished her to meet a man who would create in her only the vibes that caused her first dream and
not any of the vibes that caused her last one. (More illuminating for the transition of her opinion about me
is her waking state enthusiastic idea , a little after her first dream, that her daughter would like to meet me
because I was like that flying laughing chap in Mary Poppins with whose jokes the kids were flying to the
ceiling , and her waking state still laughing question (a little before her last dream, after we all three had
seen and really enjoyed Roger Rabbit together) if by any chance I was a cartoon (you know , those
indestructible ones, called “ ’toons” in the movie); then, when we were alone, she asked me if I was a
catalyst in her life not only in the sense of accelerating some processes as she had thought in the start , but
also in the sense that catalysts themselves do not react and are unchanged before and after chemical
reactions. Which brings us to a well known poster I was once gifted by a friend (whom I met later in
California along with the other two lifelong friends whom you have not met either (I only knew John
then)) titled “Are you a preppie?” and starting with the question “If Moses had seen the way you dress
would there be another commandment?” and ending with “Do you attract women to other men?” By the
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way, speaking of attracting women to other men, I would very much like you to meet, some day, the wife
of the one of the friends you didn’t meet back then (that friend and his wife by the way live here, in this
island, actually I moved here because of them not the other way around) and also to meet someday the
wife and even more so, the daughter of the other friend (but they left from here some time ago, but who
knows maybe they’ll be passing from here concurrently with you; I’ll try hard to arrange it anyway*)
(PS: By the way, just in case Spring’s dream about my eyes out of the cage running free and in an orderly
way, has not an obvious meaning to you, and just in case you’re wondering, let me not leave you either
mystified or thinking me a narcissist giving you homework about myself: it meant that the world in which I
am free and ordered, and not encaged and disordered, is a world of thoughts and pages that is separated by
a kind of curtain, like the theater-stage curtains, from the real world where Spring lives and the reason it
was a nightmare to her is, I guess, not that she felt as playing in a nightmarish scenario but that she felt that
for us to keep in touch, either she would have to become a scenario-like entity or I would have to become a
very boring man if I left my stage-like world where I do feel I enact as live things as she in the real world).

*By the way, get a sample of the view by day and by sunset (every sunset a different hue of red) from
these friends’ house then from my whereabouts, but taken by him, I’m as terrible with photos as with all
technology and with geography :
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Let me cut it out with this introduction-to-friends thing though, because I started sounding like those sillyjollies in parties who take one guest to the other and say “I like you to meet so and so bla-bla-bla” let me
also cut the self referential biographics which is out of my more usual and more natural for me self-effacing
type of narcissism, and at the same time let me make up for the self sarcasm of “speaking of attracting
women to other men I’d like you to meet the wives of two friends of mine”. OK, I want you to also meet,
here and now, I mean in this very e-mail, my friend Gus or rather something he did and I enjoyed both on
his behalf and on mine; despite the exhibitionist’s vibes that you’ll see he too is as self-effacing a narcissist
as I am, so please take what he did as the top of the jokes you were asking about if I learned here (OK, not
exactly: but call this “properly improper”. John called it “shooting a big vulture with a big joke, instead of
shooting poor little sparrows with kid rifles and bows and arrows, like the vulture did with articles he was
writing in newspapers and with TV interviews” and also as “something like a sting operation absolutely
inspired and legitimate and without the least trace of malice or fraud in it”:) My friend Gus read a book
with which its deconstructionist author, “purported to do for postmodernism what Adorno did for the
enlightenment and at the same time propose/prophesy a new type of writing for the future, writing “with
one’s body” (?! as if all poetry before this was written with what? With one’s clothes? With pens? With
paper and ink? Weren’t we and him on the same planet or reading the same poetry? Why did it look to him
as not written with one’s body? These questions I did share with Gus), he sent to the author his detailed
book review of it not to take him by storm and unfairly unprepared when he would later implement a
happening in one of his lecture hours in the university, some time later, on an April Fool’s day, he went
and distributed Xeroxes of the book review to the professor’s audience and left, and some time even later
he showed up to accompany the book review with his physical presence so that nobody could take the
notion its harsh part was written with the body language of any hate or spite. He took the floor politely and
somewhat formally, I’ll tell you later through what word exchange, and, skipping saying who he was until
someone in the audience later asked him, he said: “My delving in your professor’s work started when I
saw an interview of his with a photo having as subtitle his phrase “let’s make of ourselves a work of art”.
The context was so elementary I could not write a good level comment about it so I only came back to it
about a year later when he wrote a book that was good enough, I mean good enough to deserve a good
level burial. So I was separating the good points from the bull, and to have the right to defenestrate the bull
without being asked “how do you know that the bull and the good points are not organically connected ?” I
was giving a rederivation of the good points without making use of the bull. The best point in the book
was where its author was writing that Derrida was writing that Kant was writing that the reason why the
highest esthetic achievement of Man is the Pyramids is the fact that because from a long distance you see
their sides as straight and not as stepwise rising and from a close distance you cannot see their apex ,
therefore they evoke shuddering and the sublime. Then I was writing that in his “Open cards” our second
poet with a Nobel writes that Sikelianos was the last man who stood able to carry on his shoulders a
divinity without making crack either the divinity or his shoulders and that out of tenderness towards his
reader he interposed a mist between his work and the reader’s eyes, so as not to make him shudder with
fright either upon seeing the seams between his work’s building blocks or upon realizing their cyclopean
weight. OK, this phrase about Sikelianos did give a key to the rederivation I said was needed, if only one
added and answered the following question: Why, both the Pyramids and the work of Sikelianos evoke
shuddering and the sublime? The answer is “for the same reason and that, common to both, reason is not
the weight of the stones carried to build them but the fact that both of them are like the human ego whose
existence seen from a long distance seems as self evident and is taken from granted, while seen from a
close distance one wonders how it has not been dissolved through pain or madness. And the shuddering
and the fright for whose covering that mist is needed, is the reverberation of the pain of the center when it
broke up, in the explosion in which we went out like hurled pieces of it on the one hand and on the other
hand, like pieces each of which is a carrier of the memory of both the center and of its explosion. OK,
there’s also the pain of the nostalgia of the pieces for each other .The pain of the center is said to evoke the
sublime but the same is not said for the pain of the nostalgia. The reason is that the latter is cured relatively
often, namely each time satisfactory sexual relations do exist in the world, while the other pain is cured less
often, once every one or two centuries that some composer or poet writes a serious requiem”. OK, so I
wrote this and I even called it “cosmic bullcrepe” to make it both more French and more proper. And
because all the above may make someone a little sad too or even alarmed and because in ancient Athens
the tragedists were obliged by law to write at the end of their tragic trilogies a short comedy on a related
subject so as not to let their spectator leave the theater with a heavy feeling in his heart, and because the
above was not whole tragedy but only a cosmic bullcrepe, therefore I had to write, and I now have to say,
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not a whole comedy but just a joke on a related subject: (This was the point where somebody asked Gus
who he was and he answered. Then he went on to the joke:) In South Africa two very racist whites are
getting drunk in a bar on a Friday night. On the peak of their having fun and of their ignoring their
environment that also ignores their language they decide to make a penis length contest and bet between
them and the winner will take the other’s coin. So they unfold their full length on the bar and place a coin
next to it. The black barman , not speaking their language, does not completely understand the rules of the
game and going across them he unfold his penis too on the bar and says “full of cocks” and with the usual
hand movement of card dealers in casinos he collects their coins. In the idiom of Sikelianos the expression
“full of cocks” of the card player’s idiom is “filling of the Sexus” (the only thing Gus didn’t do as a he
was saying all that on the rostrum that the professor had courteously handed to him was to unfold, during
his gesturing, his own penis too on its desk) Now why is this a joke on a related subject as the one we
have been discussing? Because our issue was the stance that your professor has in his book and his articles
and interviews and hours on TV going like “me and Derrida versus the rest of you, natives” So he
unfolded his crepe theory on the table, Derrida unfolded his, I, native, was not quite sure what they were
talking about, when I saw the Kant pyramid on which they were contesting , I unfolded my bullcrepe on
the same table and got the cake or whatever prize they had set for themselves as Kant readers. If your
professor disagrees with my saying that I get the cake ask Derrida if he too disagrees. In your professor’s
copy of the notes that I also gave to you some time ago I have included a translation I made of that long
prologue that Sikelianos wrote “to situate his poetry at the correct point of the consciousness of his
reader”, as he said. That’s the part to send to Derrida”. He said another three equally sarcastic jokes
related to the issues, one was against himself in the same way the one about South Africa was against the
professor, one was against another intellectual the professor was quoting in his book and another was
against still another professor who with the professor had shown up on TV to criticize intellectual trends
then current in the country from the standpoint of the then current trends in France, then the lecture hour
was over and Gus just left (As the ideas about “history without subject”, sociology, psychology etc etc
all “without subject” etc became more and more fashionable , I watched those events (OK, “events”) in
which the physicist Sokal did prove that a progressive journal was a bunch of gullible suckers who would
publish even bull appropriately dressed in Derrida terminology and their only counterargument was that
“Sokal’s hoax” was produced by cheat in the sense that Sokal , when writing his tease, “still believed in it
himself”, and their defenders also said “who are these Sokals? Have they ever been daring enough to write
about their love life?”. And Derrida proved that the bullshit in his own argument quoted was irrelevant to
its core and Sokal would rather do something serious for once and not only aspire to leave his name
associated with a hoax or prank. I said to Gus that he was the only one among all those, both pranksters
and thinkers, who used a hot thin air versus hot thin air duel, as to go, be it by a tiny step, further than what
another poet’s verse sees as “and what winds now hunt when they blow is only other winds like them” , I
mean he used it in the way sidewalk theaters use noise to get some attention and then they play something
that is not noise, or like singers collecting quarters from ticket queues who use some joke or other gimmick
before they perform; I also mean that besides distracting some attentions from someone’s bullshit claims
and besides disrupting one bullshitty, yet mesmerizing , stream of consciousness he did take the pains to
also do have something potentially valuable to give to the potential seekers of it that did have a possibility
to be in that audience, in short something to point to, namely the Sikelianos reference, a reference with a
subject even more airy, or even acosmic , than the “subject-less” brave new references, and equally (at least
equally) self-assertive and solid as the traditional and classic non-deconstructionist texts and even more
provocative and deconstructing that the ones of those idiots who just make their everyday or everynight
life in the classroom or in the bedroom the subject of their, indeed, subject-less discourse, i.e. he gave a
reference about which it would make sense to say “don’t look at me , look at that. When the finger was
pointing to the moon only the fool was looking at the finger”). Some time after the happening Gus
received a call from a common friend of him and of a common friend of the professor and the previous
common friend and the latter common friend had said to the former that the professor had received a life
threat call from somebody whom the latter common friend was sure it wasn’t Gus but the professor thought
it was Gus through some common stylistic details in the two approaches he had noticed and was planning
to go to the police and so the latter common friend suggested to Gus through the former common friend to
cool it just in case he was mistaken by the police for the phone life threatener, and Gus sent the latter
common friend a letter asking him if he had seen too many Scorcese films and he had started to emulate
good fellahs, by himself making threats like “I know it’s not you , but I worry about you just in case
you…etc etc “ instead of saying –since as he said he knew, it wasn’t him (Gus)– to the professor “I know
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it’s not him so you cool it” ; and he wrote to the professor “if you threaten me again with the police then
I’ll make one more happening in which you’ll make an ass of yourself both in case you go to the police
and in case you won’t go. Whereas in the happening I did so far you don’t make an ass of yourself if you
don’t go to the police but only if you go” (during the whole happening the professor only made
conversation that could be seen as if the visitor was sort of an invited, even planned in common, guest that
the professor had the openness and humor to even welcome and Gus did nothing to remove that impression
from the audience. I mean the only things the professor said were the following “Should I leave during
your speech about me?” “Why?” “I blush when they are talking about me” “But haven’t you written
you’re a narcissist?” “Only when I write” “OK , but sit , I want to you to see the body language of the
review to know it’s not hate” “I do know it isn’t” “Sit all the same”. When the joke about the racists and the
black barman was said, and “full of cocks” (like in “full of aces in cards playing) was said to be “filling of
the Sexus” in the idiom of Sikelianos, the professor asked “In which book?” Gus said “In the 1938
prologue to “Lyrical Life”. Didn’t I write it in the reviews I have already sent you?” and the professor
answered “I only read there what concerned me myself” So Gus didn’t say anything that would make an
ass of the professor if he himself did not prove his cool false by going to the police after that). So what am I
suggesting to you to keep from all this bullshit? What else: Of course the words “1938 prologue of
Sikelianos to his “Lyrical Life” ” out of which are the excerpts I’ve picked from that translation to send you
right below under the title , what else , “From Knots to Sexus” , (obviously an allusion to Laing besides an
allusion to the above equally implausible knots you just saw) and under a motto from Gibran which if I
had omitted I’m sure you would yourself fill in after you read the excerpts. And I’m sure you would agree
with me after reading them that they have quite something to do both with that luminous object you had
once dreamt as having landed in a park or square and also quite something to do with the source which I
did not visit even in my dream where I was swimming upstream like Tommy at the end of the movie, since
I took off the river and started flying. Not that I complain of course. OK, the above are the only evidence I
can adduce that when from those icicles I received I started on a different line of thought I was not
necessarily heading toward becoming a weirdo, as I did get the impression you thought at some point but
you were very polite and kind and caring and so didn’t tell me. OK, let me spare you any longer
introductions that further delays your reading of those excerpts:…”. OK, where were we before the
parenthesis on the nerd’s recent letter that Miyaki’s reminded to Amanda? Oh: Amanda was reading
Miyaki’s letter to Plucky and the drummer: ) … “By the way I did look up and heard “Smoked pot”, you
may think I am making a poor analogy or that I pick on something secondary , but about my deepest love
and deepest respect for that poem and its poet I prefer to tell you from a close distance when I also tell you
about Cantor, but maybe you too don’t consider secondary what I’ll tell you despite not writing me at all
about it, I mean I liked the verse “…at such moments our cells become narrower and you must think of a
field of wheat , and of a warm loaf of bread on the table and of young girls smiling at their windows, in
order to find some room to stretch your legs”; I also mean I sometimes have second thoughts about our
using this kind of scholarship to widen our horizons , it’s too good to be true; anyway just being guinea pig
for astronautical research maybe is not enough to make me feel I paid back all I learned on this trip, neither
would it make the debt lower if we think back to it and say that with the current, negligible, cost of
information through internet we could have traveled equally wide and far while remaining on ground and
without constriction in this sky cell, neither is it right to think that just because we already had a name
through Tom Robbins or the “karate kid” film, which I do think played a role in choosing us over other
applicants , makes us owe less, not necessarily to our employers but certainly to the taxpayers, and I do
plan to repay that in some form, be it some free books or download material from what I’ve gathered. This
I do feel we owe anyway, even without having received a scholarship, just because education always helps
freedom of spirit and of life and of right to happiness. Well, I can’t say that widening our horizons didn’t
make me have some criticisms against our system, at least minor (anyway, I speak for myself) but what I
like even more about our system is that even criticism , and even if it were not minor which it is, would be
welcome as a way to repay educationally the scholarships we received. That much is part of our traditions
and not something I criticize, but let’s postpone criticism for the time being and until we really use it for
improvements and perfections, the last time that criticism was strongly needed was about Vietnam, and it
was given and it succeeded; about the time previous to that….OK, let’s not remember it unless we come
close to a repetition… (they all thought that he was not Chinese after all but Japanese and was thinking
about Hiroshima and Nagasaki)…But on ecological issues, yes I do insist on criticism, and if any official
tried to make light of my disagreements by implying that scholarshipped persons should not criticize
systems that make it possible for scholarships to exist, as if they were scholarbribes/bribeships, then I will
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publicly resign from any payment for my astronaut period. But what came over me? What trivializing is
this? And on what hypothetical implausibilities! What do I fear? That NASA is sponsored by people who
don’t intend to reduce pollution because they prefer to rather migrate to the next planet to pollute than
stop polluting this one? In that case what are we doing up here? Whom are we working for and advertising?
Should we have , or have had, our eyes open all day and all night because a few steps further comes a
fishnet as the song goes? OK, I’m only saying this because I don’t believe a word of it, unless “anything
that is doable is also bound to be done” as the expression goes. Like you, I too believe there are much
more interesting fishnets to get caught in than such technical fishnets or the mere paranoia about them”
…(With fishnet etc the letter started drifting or shifting towards the drummer but also back to Amanda or
Plucky and so on, but all was read by Amanda whom Plucky and the drummer preferred to hear read and
comment and to ask them)… “Anyway, we were talking about the verses you sent me and of course I am
heading to discuss the Poet whose excerpts you sent me, by the way without his name, so please remember
to send me or tell me his name so that I can look him up, OK, of course there’s nothing more important to
discuss –immediately or eventually after due spiritual, and other, preparation which might be long–than
the essence of the essences of what there ever is to discuss or to think or to do, I mean about moving to the
most quintessentially Archimedean among the Utopic points from which to “send arrows”, I mean “ the
point situated over the pulse of the universe” , but let me stay a while longer with the fishnet, actually the
two issues are not unrelated, at least by way of preparation by the one for the other. Anyway, to make this
rather usual issue even plainer, I mean that what among other things the fishnet poem reminds us is that the
definition of not being caught in fishnet is somewhat debatable. Not only in the quite everyday situations
like in the tease “you know what happens to good girls who avoid nets etc ? Nothing” or in the contexts
that if you only define life free from nets as life free from all friction with anything resisting you may end
up with just being caught in the net of buying etc and continuous installments etc etc. OK, I don’t say that
quiet life that is only perturbed by deaths around us coming from just nature is not possible or undesirable,
I just mean that it maybe that entanglement in nets sometimes is the real definition of life and freedom.
The real failure to avoid the net is only to get into such a mess that even harakiri can’t help. You may lose
integrity in ways that harakiri can help you be situated again over the center. Usually it’s harakiri that is
not harakiri but is getting mixed up in things that help to undo some wrongs you did, or wrongs by others
like some wrongs you yourself did, and other people want you dead because you stop them. Like Tom
Cruise hopes his fighting might undo, in another place at least, things similar to his coward killings of
Indian women and children back home, in “the last samurai”. And also there are meaningful reasons to
have your self killed , like in the last scenes there. Or meaningless self dumping in the trashcan, as it
would be if the last samurai killed himself when he was asked to. And Hamlet, as well known, did not
suffer from a paralysis of will, he was just weighing knowledgably whether it was by getting mixed up
with steps leading him to being or with steps leading him to nonbeing that he would be giving something
more valuable to life. And Gibson in Braveheart was encouraging his men before battle by saying “Don’t
think what happens if you die for Scotland today, but what happens if you don’t die and after some time
you want to be given a chance to do it and don’t have it” OK, all these things are terribly usual by now (at
movie level and distance of course; at least in our parts of the world) but also sound terribly theoretical , if
not all the way hypothetical, in real life, here. OK, I got carried away by the fishnet song , which of course
also refers to fishnets in other walks of life, in which to live in mix-ups is more something to be avoided
than it is “a product of necessity” for going on with life as you want it, and I got into cases in which the
way to get out of the fishnet is exactly by going into specifics that may seem to others as getting more
entangled in it. Let’s leave the e-mail letters, I either tired myself, or you or , most probably, both. The rest
we’ll talk about in a few days from a close distance”. (Of course with all of these written mumblings about
clods that clogged Miyiaki’s stream of consciousness, Amanda did think, out loud too, that Plucky’s theory
about mix-ups and messes sounded as lying in Miyaki’s maturer future and not in his immaturer past, and
also that the, OK, bad poetry of the drummer’s translation of “the fishnet” still sounded better that Miyaki’s
rendition of it, and also she did think (but only to herself, not out loud) that the nerd too sounded like a
future Miyaki , not like a past one (but about his friend that so much seemed to fascinate the nerd with his
so absurd and assholistic showmanship and showoff-ship she could not see any saving grace except, at
most, some benefit of the doubt just in case the professor under attack or his sources, either through
illiteracy, or through idiocy or through narcissism, or for the sake of plagiarism, or of at least self
promotion, were not seeing in the past sources some things worth transmitting to their students, e.g.
maybe they passed over in silence all the treasures they themselves had discovered in their googlings. In
that case she could sympathize with his exasperation. She even thought for moment that that friend just
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did not exist and was the nerd himself who just could not bring himself to overcome the self effacing kind
narcissism that he had and speak of doing that in the first person, but this show was such an angry act that
she could not imagine the nerd ever collecting anger enough to do it; what could ever anger an
extraterrestrial hermit of this type except wrong theories to be attacked by theories? Why would he attack,
or even notice at all, any flesh and blood bearer or even transmitter of those theories? What could have
happened in his life on earth, which sure was so minimal anyway, as to have any strong feelings about
persons and not about their ideas? Well, whoever that was and whatever had happened in his adult life or
childhood or cradle life or womb life or on an acid trip, he was the top immature of them all, or even the
top immature person she had ever met or heard of or read about, and the only question he created in her
was not why he would do something like that but why the nerd was at all fascinated with him. That sure
looked like an immaturity of the nerd too, and of course it was not in this that she had even considered him
more mature than Miyaki! Or maybe even the nerd didn’t like the show but seeing it as the most macho
thing that could be done in the circle of nerds he wrote it to her to compensate for the phrase “speaking
about attracting women to other men I want you to meet the wives of my friends…” by telling her to meet
the macho-est nerd he knew, but even he didn’t like his vibes because he only told he to meet him here and
now in the e-mail not in person like his other friends. So? Whatever…Anyway…And why give further
thought to all those unrealities? The only real thing about that either Gus or “Gus” was that the so
bigbang-like image that his anger had produced and that his prankstership had used could well be a
subtitle to the gravure with Dante and Beatrice. Amen. ) Talking more about Miyaki, they all agreed that
something was telling them that it was premature and immature on their part not to be always ready to be
surprised by, just around the corner and at the same time instant, metamorphoses of Miyaki that would not
only leave them speechless and light-years of generation gap behind , but also, and at the same time, leave
them as ready to continue talking as if nothing had happened because the stream of consciousness of
Miyaki never seemed as jumping or breaking its flow’s continuity with what he was discussing half a
minute ago or with its implications:) At last Miyaki finally knocked on the satellite walls entered,

said hi and shook hands with everybody, gave the desiccated flowers to Amanda, mumbled-joked
about non finding candy shops on his way, sat on the air like all of them, and started on the
subjects he had said he might never be able to stop once begun: “Amanda, nobody can tell you
better what you wonder if you need to know about Cantor, the discoverer of the theory of sets,
who by the way spent quite some time in neurological clinics due to depressions caused by,
among other things, the opposition his theory was receiving at the beginning , and where he
conceived some great ideas, possibly helpful in his being cured each time, OK, nobody can better
start telling you what you wonder about than the last lecture of Hilbert who, by the way, is
rumored to once have attended the funeral of a student of his on a rainy day and wished to give an
obituary and people in black, the ladies holding handkerchiefs or wearing weep-veils and all
holding umbrellas , had to hear something starting as follows: “Usually students seeking a
doctorate seek an advisor to whom to propose an idea that is half to be helped to make it whole.
This student did not have half an idea. He did not even have one idea. He had idea two ideas. And
not any two ideas. To appreciate what ideas he had consider an analytic function of one complex
variable…” The scientific obituary of Hilbert for Cantor was not on Cantor’s funeral, it was in
the last phrases of his own last lecture which for many was his own funeral but to this particular
detail I’ll come back. His last phrases were: “Mathematics is in crisis. But we , mathematicians,
have faced other crises too. And we fought and we came out victorious and we will fight and we
will win again. We must know, we will know. Nobody will drive us out of the paradise Cantor
unlocked for us. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha” Hahhahahahahaha. OK, the second laugh was mine, but the
first one, Hilbert’s, is said to also exist on the tape that recorded the speech and not only in Reid’s
book where I read it. Now why some people consider Hilbert’s last lecture as his own funeral
too? He had outlined there a way to get out of the crisis which was soon shown to fail by Gödel,
who by the way much later died out of craziness, in the indirect sense in which people can die of
smoking by being run over by a car as they might stoop on the street to catch a fallen cigarette
butt, I just mean the rather well known story of how he died of starvation by thinking all food
intake would possibly poison him, including the intake of the medication which could disrupt this
delusion. Of course his standing proofs , even from later periods where he may have already been
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deluding , have been checked as valid by non hallucinating colleagues of his. That Hilbert’s
program for getting out of the crisis would never be carried out was prophesied, years before
Gödel’s proof , by Poincaré who, by the way, besides being the hero of Pirsig’s “Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance” , and I don’t mean the hero called Phaedrus who does have some
similarity with Mc Murphy, I mean Jack Nicholson in the cuckoo’s nest, who also in this aspect
have a remote similarity with Cantor and Gödel, OK, I don’t mean the Phaedrus hero, I mean the
western thinker whose philosophy Phaedrus’ point makes converge with Lao-tzu’s Tao Te Ching
OK, Poincaré besides being that western thinker, is rumored to be the reason why there is no
Nobel in mathematics and in astronomy, supposedly some real or proposed or imagined hanky
panky went on between him and Alfred Nobel’s object of love or desire and knowing that when
the, just starting, prize institution would award the first prize in both of these subjects, it would
be to him, for, among other things his establishing chaos theory more than half a century ahead of
all others , as he was studying the stability of the solar system, he didn’t establish a fund for
those, if you do find some news on that keep me posted, I tend to disbelieve it because I heard
the same for another mathematician, Mitag Leffler, closer to Nobel geographically and I don’t
know how close to either prize scientifically, but before we go back to the Poincaré versus Hilbert
story , let me say to the trippers and the ex trippers among you, and to all you bikers, that from
the next book “Lila” by Pirsig OK, I do believe that Sundance Kid meant it not only as a joke or
gag that his secret to fast pistol draw was prayer, but I don’t believe a word of it when it comes
to whether the vibes of bravery of the whites came from the vibes of bravery of the Indians whom
they killed, which, in turn, according to him, emerged from the peyote running in the Indians’
culture and traditions, and that even bravery’s vibes in Europe may ultimately come from the
Indians via ships going back there; I do acknowledge he may have a valuable insight in saying
that genocidal aggressors do transmit, even if by plagiarism initially, the virtues of the peoples
they make extinct; and I do acknowledge that he has the good intention to make a good
endorsement to the Indians whom I love and to give a hard time to their still ongoing persecution
which I too hate, but mixing with a defense, arguments that are easy to assail and can be used to
throw the baby with the bath is hardly a service, it a best a neutral contribution, IF hopefully it
remains unnoticed by fault seeking opportunists. Same thing goes for his endorsement to peyote,
regardless of whether I agree or disagree with endorsing it. Didn’t Braveheart Wallace live
before Columbus ? What about ancient Greeks? Unless he wants to, at most, make a point about
some Scottish or Celtic druid fluid, or some Eleusinian mushroom, as analog of peyote and as
origin of all bravery, which is a different homework, that should be done anew; by him of course,
who still owes it to his reader, not by people who, like me don’t believe it until further evidence.
In upshot, even if it was psychedelics that was the origin of bravery it would not be the
psychedelics that somebody else took in far away, unless one want to confuse, or at least
complicate the issue even more, with Sheldrake mechanisms etc. And Pirsig’s blowing one
point beyond all proportion I just attribute to the peyote he himself has consumed, since all
psychedelic are proverbial for the zooming they do on single factors out of many, possibly
through the intensity with which they make all things be lived with. OK, Poincaré’s
counterargument to Hilbert was that his very mechanical program to save mathematics proved
that although he was a good mathematician he was a bad psychologist and that his own mind
when he was proving things was not working like the proof machine of his program. Besides all
that, another reason for considering obsolete and dead what Hilbert said was, for others, that his
slogan “we must know, we will know” with which he answered a pessimist school of philosophy
of knowledge of his youth which stated “ignoramus et ignorabimus”, that is “we ignore and we
will ignore”, was soon to become past because Gödel’s proof showed that some things, like truths
of some reasonable and not even artificial sentences, are indeed unknowable, or OK,
undecidable, in the sense of being unprovable, but not many would think this goes beyond “we
must know, we will know” since the new news were knowledge anyway. Anyway, what I’m
driving at is that notwithstanding the validity and depth and relevance of all that Poincaré said,
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Hilbert’s view of paradise and of fighting for it is not a view that all persons in love with
mathematics, including Poincaré and Gödel, would not share. They would all share it as anybody
in love with anything else or in love with anybody, would fight for his love. And concerning
Hilbert’s laughter one doesn’t have to see Hollywood’s archetypes of mad scientist to know what
it was. Anybody when touching his love, in a photo or in memory, smiles. Don’t Feynman’s
students remember him waiting silent and with chalk in hand and with some ideas in his look and
smiling before starting lectures. Some biographers even say the reason he did walk into class
some minutes before the last students walked in, and did not walk in last, was that he wanted in
that smile and body language to transmit his enjoyment of physics and his love for it. In upshot,
Amanda, Hilbert’s “nobody can drive us out of the paradise Cantor unlocked for us….haha
hahaha” is not different from a verse in “smoked pot” which goes like “…we find the vein that
reaches into the heart of Spring…We’re smiling…That smile and that sky nobody can take from
us” . You did notice that verse, I’m sure , didn’t you?” “E-e-e, now that you mention it, ye-I
mean no, I didn’t. I mean I didn’t notice the sequel about “that smile nobody can take from us”.
But of course I did notice “we find the vein that reaches into the heart of spring, OK. By all
means, by all means” “Can you two tell me why you have that smile which stays as if saying that
nobody is going to take it from you? Did I imply anything like that and make you smile? Oh, you
were looking at Amanda, not at me when you first wore that smile. OK, OK, let me not make me
sound as a strict kid-classroom teacher. Oh: Since you were looking at Amanda it means that at
last it dawned on you that these verses, though written in jails have erotic connotations too. What
d’you say Amanda?” “Rraaaight!” “OK, young men, better late than never, but shame on you for
waiting for an old man like me to point out things like that while you were in the company of
such a beautiful woman. What I’ve just said should not be news but coals to Newcastle and owls
to Athens for you. Where was I? So: let’s go to Feynman and Hilbert , whose one of the points of
similarity was the reason I sent you…Amanda, c’mon! You don’t have to keep notes…” “Now
that your break helped me catch my breath, I’m not going to miss the next chip off the master’s
bench, as I missed the ones up to now because you took us by storm, I mean by brainstorm” “I
mean I have already printed them out for you; before I wear my helmet or casque or whatever, to
leave, just remind me to remove my space costume, I mean I wear my doorkeeper’s overalls as
space-suit underalls and I have the notes in one of my pockets there. Oh: and I of course also
mean that those chips are off my masters’ benches not mine, I do keep a huge anthology of
excerpts. OK, do keep notes of only things that come to you from your mind, not from mine or
from my masters’ which, as I said, I’ll give you written. I too do know that God gave us two ears
and one mouth so as to be able to hear two persons while we are talking to one, or listen to a
person on the phone too as we’re talking to our friend right across, or to be listening to one part
of nature with the outer side of the one eardrum of ours and to hear to the other part of nature
with the inner side of our other eardrum, while we’re talking to our friends with our only one
mouth. So by all means stay on the PC’s screen to write all that comes from the inner side of
your eardrums as you hear the rest of us with the other side” “You were about to say something
about Feynman and what you sent to us about him” “I think you thought that what I sent you was
a kind of testing question whereas I thought the question was rhetorical and self-evident and it
was the best of surprises that it was all that but in more than in one way and that your ways to
answer it were much better than mine, so to the degree that I thought that the self evident answer
was also unique I was just blundering, yet it was a blunder that taught me so wonderful things, I
mean it taught me your answers, this happens all the time with failures and mistakes as every
person open to dialog and to experience knows, but after I did know it was blundering I could
only postpone coming back to the issue until we talked from a close distance and
misunderstandings could be noticed and corrected on the spot. So: Here’s where I was driving at:
I wanted to make an introductory removal of some common mental blocks and blind spots which
very often obfuscate the issue that I want to discuss with you here and now, so let’s first get done
with them as to be able to begin about the real thing right after it: To make the mental blocks and
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blind spots and their nature more visible let’s put them in the form of false links between steps. I
describe the steps you watch the links, or should the names link and step be interchanged,? Well ,
whatever…Step1: We said Hilbert may be the best mathematician ever born yet not be a good
psychologist and think his mathematics can be accounted by a mechanical theory of proof that
was even disproved in his lifetime. On top he may be a fighter as much in real love with his cause
and his cause may be the most quintessentially personal Tao for entering paradise from the door
that writes his own name, as also Poincaré or that poet with the veins of Spring were both lovers
and fighters for their loves. Step 2: Similarly Feynman may be the best and not just the most live
but also most human person in the world yet not be a good psychologist and think that his and
anyone’s live and human vibes can be accounted by as mechanical a physics as any less
revolutionary mainstreamer thinks is the correct and updated physics that accounts for all
chemistry and thus biochemistry and thus biology and thus human psychology too and that any
future physics that wouldn’t look like this would be weirdo stuff and web pollution. Step 3:
Similarly some of those people who walk on hot coals barefoot yet unburned may have a
explanation for how it’s done, whether mainstream or not, while the explanation may be different.
Would it make sense to say that each of two physicist with opposing such explanations could say
to the other that his own particular explanation was proved by his actual walking unburned
especially if both were unburned? No. Step 4: So it wouldn’t make sense either to say that
walking by itself is a proof even there was no opponent explanation. Similarly being a good
mathematician doesn’t by itself prove his theory of proof machines is correct or that he is a
machine, and being a good man who does believe mainstream physics explains all life doesn’t
prove that mainstream physics does explain what is life and humanness and goodness. The only
good thing that such ways of , usually implicit or even unconscious, argument have yielded is the
good and rather well known joke a journalist made in an article saying that physics degrees
should be awarded in either of two ways on commencement: One line of gowned students would
go get their rolled degrees from the gowned Dean after passing finals and doing senior theses etc
and another line of gowned students would be waiting barefoot in front of a line of hot coals to
walk on and reach the same Dean. Step 5: Similarly one can see, either as being ludicrous or as
being good humor, arguments essentially equivalent to the following or some rearrangement of it:
“Saying that man is an advanced computer and that sentience and natural intelligence is an
extension of artificial intelligence is reminiscent of Zen-like inorganic metaphors like “a man
rolling on the surface of earth like a clod of earth himself ”, this, in turn, being like Henry
Miller’s self-image, or image through his friends’ image of him, as a “happy rock”, and since
Henry Miller was erotic therefore being inorganic and computer-like, either software-like or
hardware-like, or analog-computer-like, is not death-like and robot-like or conducive to catatonic
vibes but can be sexy and jubilant like Henry Miller’s motto “always happy and always merry” ,
ergo: 1) one’s being erotic can prove that man is computer 2) belief that one is a computer can
make him erotic 3) Zen endorses the assumption man is computer. Step 6: Besides the errors of
the type of trying to prove one’s pet theory about hot coal walking by walking on hot coals while
he may be walking unburned through the validity of another theory, known or unknown, thus
besides the error of trying to prove one is a clod of earth through his eroticism while that
eroticism may exist through another explanation, the above have additional and either ludicrous
or humorous gaps and hiatuses, lacunas and non-sequiturs and begging of the question, e.g. the
well known standard Calvinist predetermination bullcrap going like “God is omniscient therefore
He knows whether I go to heaven or hell after I die, therefore that is predetermined, therefore I
can’t change it through good deeds, therefore kind hearted people do good deeds just because this
is the behavior of whoever is predetermined for salvation, therefore if I do good deeds I can at
least hope that I too am doing them through being one of the saved, so let me do good deeds so
as to…”, this voodoo for intervening in one’s fixed past changes its criteria for a future-saved
person’s behavior from one age’s fashion to the next, one thus may want to prove that he or she
had always been ascetic or frigid at depth, or prove he or she had always been licentious or
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orgasmic at depth”, watch it, I don’t mean to be ironic , let alone sarcastic, of people presenting
arguments and counterarguments of this sort, actually once, when I had heard that in Thomas
More’s Utopia, besides an earthly paradise called education there would even be activities that
would give a foretaste of what paradise waits man in heaven, the first snapshot I thought of for
such activities was a debate society on issues of free will. Where were we? Oh: Step 7: After all
these infantile and preposterous and absurd, supposed Zen endorsements to artificial intelligence,
or Zen derivations from artificial intelligence, what’s next? A unification of this Zen with the
antipodal Zen of the LaoTzu-Poincaré-Pirsig type where the qualitative aspects of our senses are
never going to be exhaustively accounted by any picture, therefore by no, either gross or
evolved, computer-like picture? OK, Weinberg said that it’s very bad that a Capra ever existed
to make physics look like Zen. The converse is even truer. The Tao of Physics made Zen sound as
the opposite of what it says about those qualia, speaking of them as if Feynman diagrams and Smatrix diagrams could capture them in pictures. This is not only as naïve as the HofstadterDennett oversimplifications of Mind’s I and under-presentations of Gödel’s implications for these
issues, but as naïve as if Skinner was trying to speak about qualia like the sensation feeling like “I
exist” through some existential neuron-fibers, not even waiting for some Penrose and Hameroff to
see if microtubular skeletons of cell are better candidates of capturing such “shadows of mind”
through possible properties not present in neuron fibers. Fortunately Rucker had picked this “I
exist” or “I am” issue from a start in Kantian, Cantorian and Gödelian points of view that from
the outset threw away such naiveties, he started from that gravure of Doré with Dante and
Beatrice looking at God’s Light that you sent me, as a symbol for an infinity never exhaustively
described, and also included an interview of Gödel showing a self image of his ideas that was
quite antipodal to Dennett’s , unless Dennett charges Gödel’s fantastic existential humor on just
his lunacy’s account Step 8:” …(Plucky thought: “When one wants to say that somebody had a
delirium in a learned man’s jargon, also making him jump from subject to subject, one says “he
delivered a Lucky’s speech”, since “waiting for Godot “ has entered everyday speech and since
Lucky was the loony catatonic servant who, on order, started or stopped delirious speeches on
everything under the sun, jumping around and speaking at the same time on things ranging from
physics to metaphysics and from history to theology. Now, this does sound like that, with a pinch
of metamathematics, but it also has a generous dose of a karatist’s solitary practice jumping
around and doing his kata movements against all possible enemies jumping at you from
anywhere, even falling on you from the blue sky”. The drummer thought “I hadn’t noticed that
Lucky is a homo universalis disintegrated by the 20th century state of knowledge, a renaissance
man reduced to some kind of absurdum leaving him in much worse shape than the famous “alas”
in Faust’s opening lines. Miyaki’s educated leaps of faith, taken all together, look like either
frantic and erratic jumps around the place or like a choreography which to appreciate or criticize I
would have to better see what are the many invisible partners he dances with, but they seem to be
less uncanny and more tangible than that “invisible penis of the dragon” which that painter was
talking about in that dancing, these partners seem to just be authors known or unknown to me
with whom he forms odd couples, in the sense of Walter Mathau and Jack Lemon as he had
explained commenting on that e-mail on Hikmet and Feynman as a an odd couple”. Amanda
thought: “That other interpretation of “Waiting for Godot” made Lucky sound like Lackey, and
make lackey-master relation remind scientists of the Strangelove type dragged through leash
around the neck , like Lucky , by their owners who were politicians or were owners of politician
lackeys too”. Miyaki’s step 8 was just a response to these thoughts, but this was not through his
being any mind reader or through anything like first having subliminally suggested them the
thoughts we saw, but just because all three were very logical people and had one reasonable
comment (or objection) or another to what he was saying or to the sight he presented, and he was
a very logical person too, and was aware of all the objections to what he said and to what he
looked like, and so he would be coming to all that anyway:)... “Of course at first listening all that
sounds like a par excellence Lucky Lackey’s kind of speech, but besides repeating Dali’s well
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known line “My only difference from a schizophrenic is that I’m not a schizophrenic” I can add
something much more essential: if one saw who is my invisible partner in the dialog he would
realize that he and his objections is what constitutes a luckless catatonic schizophrenic lackey
and not me: that invisible partner is the collective person consisting of all views of present day
culture regarding free will; all taken together are a contradictory and ridiculous morass,
potentially not just unethical but also criminal, and the only reason that most people not
questioning it are not as crazy or as unethical or as criminal as that collective person, is that they
do not grasp its overall shape, to see that it doesn’t stand, but only a see a partial local facet of it
and this facet is not self contradictory , but only wrong that has not become obvious because it
has not been carried all the way to its logical endpoint; this doesn’t mean that there aren’t men
identified with its partial and local facets that are even crazier and more unethical and more
criminal than the abstract and collective person I described to you; OK, let me not go as far back
as the nuclear bomb Dr. Strangelove type of scientists, let’s stick with the more recent and
hopefully equally far blown, away, with the wind, scientists of the Vietnam era who were
conferring on agent orange’s desired effects, people who rationally and calmly did some
consulting that concluded that creating arms which cripple instead of killing are better because
they have a more lasting and crippling effect on the economy of a people too, since a dead person
is someone you get done with after just a few hours of funeral preparations whereas an invalid
person is someone you have to take care of for life, and with more and more cripples more and
more people are occupied in non productive and non competitive tasks. Does one have to be a
religious fanatic to call war industry satanic? Or a psychotic anti-American to draw and carry a
placard representing Kissinger as a snake circling and constricting the globe?”…(The drummer
was thinking “Was it a medieval monk? Was it Blake? Was it Gogol? Was it someone named
“Jean Paul but without a Sartre too”? Was it while tripping? While dreaming maybe? After a
film giving nightmares? Hitchcock’s “Psycho”? Was it a James Bond movie with an anaconda or
a Tarzan movie with a crocodile? Naah! Octopussy was a comedy, especially in the crocodile
scene! What about the myth saying that some gods were trying hard to keep mankind from the
fate of universal drowning through all land being flooded by some ocean circling it all? Was it
only in the ages where people were killing each other without the help of war industry that this
could just be a reflection of the anxiety imprints of the proverbial constrictions and flooding of
the birth canal?” (He was searching his organic hard disc for where he had read about someone
praying for a snake not to constrict all existence with its scaly coilings around it . He didn’t
interrupt Miyaki , he only thought to himself finally: “Oh! I had never noticed that in the cover of
the Emerson, Lake and Palmer’s “Tarcus” the green snout bearing kangaroo like monster did not
only have scales but also a tank’s caterpillars as feet”) Amanda, remembering a tease-line Plucky
or the drummer had said about the nerd “He went to a technological institute to study theater of
the absurd?!” commented to herself “well, I don’t think he ever saw either himself or his fellow
students and professors in such light even after the interpretation of Beckett’s Lucky as a Dr.
Strangelove carried on leash”. Plucky thought to himself “Well, I don’t know about that Sperry!
After all his Nobel for neurophysiology didn’t give him any know-how on weapons and thus to
protect future peace in the good old Nixon and Kissinger way he just wrote bullshit speeches to
raise student war sentiment as much as Rocky 2, but about that good old child hearted Nernst
who did make asphyxiation gases used in the first world war, well…I still think Einstein should
have shot him right at the point when he saw the white of his eye. Miyaki was going on:)…
“Russell included among his reasons for not being a Christian the fact that Christ called
Pharisees “sons of vipers” which to him was a psycho’s and not a pacifist’s thing to say about
anybody, no matter what. I don’t know if Christ would also call by the same name the scientists
making the proposals we saw to war industry and I wouldn’t call Pharisees by the name I would
call these scientists but I do call these scientists a name, if they are not just psychotics belonging
to somewhere else and not to any operating , war on non war, industry, and if they sell such
advice to just make an extra buck to raise their kids better or to keep their girlfriends or wives
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happier: I call them just “viruses”, since they just think they’re helping Darwinian evolution to
improve life by improving weapons, and the only systems created by evolution that only evolve
killing mechanisms in their progress are the viruses which parasitize on living cells. And it is not
even unanimous among biologists if viruses are living systems. OK, some bacteria are harmful to
us but still they are living cells benefiting from harming us. But viruses do not have any other
life separate from killing. They are as lifeless as some states’ budgets that can fare well and
thrive even though the people don’t thrive and their exploiters can’t use all that thriving to
produce more happiness that they can take. “Numbers are thriving people are in misery” ,as the
saying goes, in such states. Numbers are not sentient to enjoy their thriving; neither are viruses to
benefit from the killing they do, they just increase their number by killing, but number is an
abstract thing for them, not something that animates them, they lack even more elementary
organelles let alone organs to feel number, and even for elementary biological operations and
functions they just use the organelles of whoever they parasitize upon. Of course the scientists I
call “viruses” are persons too; the only big and visible entities that are viruses all the way are the
buildings and the equipment of war industry and the abstract concept of war economy; but
calling them persons hardly makes them better, except in a potential sense; an entity who is a
person and lives like a virus-like parasite to better exercise his person’s functions with only his
own family, is even worse than a merely non sentient and blind virus, it is regression of life, a
de-evolution. OK, hopefully we left such things and such crippling projects and defoliants behind
and the only thing reminding us that agent orange ever existed is the friendship village
established by our veteran George Mizo and the other side’s veteran who nearly killed each other
during Vietnam war and later raised in love the children born deformed by the side effects, or
main and intended and planned effects, of agent orange. I guess you all know about that
monument to the still living humanity in man; otherwise google it first thing in the morning:
M-i-z-o, Mizo plus friendship village. Step 9: So let’s go to Smullyan: …(Amanda’s ears stood
up:)…OK, he did outline a toy model of how global education in something centrally natural and
human takes place and what lasting effects it could have, at least for a period; and he did have the
very good idea on continuing the best tradition of presenting notions still counterintuitive, in the
format of sci-fi about flatland or about Mr Tompkins in Wonderland, I mean he invited us to
imagine what a world would look like in which a particular central fact was different; and he did
choose for that particular centrally natural and human faculty, man’s sensitivity to humor,
laughter that is, something that is quite everyday for all of us, rather than choosing something
about food or about sex and disorient half of his readers from the real point he was making or
even send half of them into depression or therapy about erections and orgasms, as would have
happened if he had written “planet without food’ or “planet without joy of sex” rather than
“planet without laughter”. And he did do all that without entangling us in the additional ongoing
debate of whether primary faculties of the type of seeing the humor of a situation, or the melody
of a sound or the harmony of a sight etc are picturable in terms of physicalist pictures or are like
qualia or whether qualia are picturable, etc.etc.etc , for the case in hand that would be asking if
machines can laugh, which are all very interesting questions in themselves OK, but also are
disorienting when we focus on just employing or enjoying those faculties or seeing the
implications of cultivating them more freely and more widely”…(Amanda thought to herself:
“There goes Miyaki the future and not the past of my Smullyan lover, I mean of my lover of
Smullyan, I mean… oh OK, at least the future of that past of his , I don’t know if he’s his present
future too, well , I just mean: all this sounds much more clear than those Hegels and bagels and
Montefiores and Bergsons, and Koestlers and Freuds and Heideggers and Hartmanns of that
time. Yet there was a thing about which my nerd was more clear headed to spell out than even
Miyaki as his future: He knew, I’m sure, that IF Smullyan–just like he wanted to explain what
“seeing the humor of a situation is” through himself making up a big joke–also wanted, so to
speak, to explain what “seeing , or feeling , what the orgasmic content of a situation is” by
making up a big…big what ???... he would have to also become an accomplished pornographer
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on top of all accomplished else he was)…“OK, we did get some commonly obfuscating mental
blocks and blind spots out of our way, so we can at last start talking: Step 10: Let’s at last begin
our topic: Lorenz as you have certainly guessed:…(to Amanda this “let’s at last begin…”, at least
coming from a karatist, reminded her that, as her nerd had told her, that a karate lesson, at least
as practiced, by Oshima, started after what was not exactly a warm-up of more than fifteen
minutes, but a kind of opposite: students had to stand motionless with legs apart but bent at the
knees. After a while the legs and thighs started to ache , to feel frozen, to feel burning, to tremble,
and upon resuming motion they tended , at the beginning , to give out uncontrolled jerky startles.
The reason they needed such a beginning each time was that to feel one repeats the kata in proper
bodily condition, i.e. in a condition as realistic as in a realistic involvement in a fight (which
however if initiated by the karate club member then that member would be expelled from the
club, actually the members were not just discouraged from using karate as an answer to
provocation but even encouraged to even prefer to receive a moderate and innocuous beating,
under the silent knowledge they could in principle beat up the other guy, than beating the
provoking party through their know-how) OK, the reason they gave their muscles such a
weardown for twenty minutes before they started was that in a realistic fight they would feel like
that already in the first three minutes so if they wanted to practice in what they would do after
those first three minutes they needed that preamble. Either expectedly of unexpectedly, this did
not also bring Amanda a free association about them three, too, having received a similar weardown and a belaboring of their eardrums and a beleaguering of their attention span by Miyaki
before his starting to come to the point , on the contrary she felt quite light and attentive through
feeling he had very pedagogically explained to them things that seemed , at least to her, difficult
or even obscure and mystifying before. What it did bring her, however, was the following free
association or, rather, memory: Her nerd had heard of a compatriot student of his whom however
he had not met because when the nerd had moved in he had moved out on a leave of absence to
get married or something like that. Their fellow students had as a humorous tradition to publish
every now and then odd little phases all of them had said at one point or another but without
publishing the context in which they were said, and the results were quite hilarious, and the nerd
was in the habit of going over all of those lists very carefully, both to laugh with their out of
context sound and to imagine possible contexts which sometimes also made them even funnier.
At one point he saw that compatriot quoted as having said the previous year the phrase “If I rub
my thighs I think I can make it”. As expected this did beat his imagination as to where and how it
might have been said. He inquired until the friend in his dorm who was the ear-witness of that
phrase explained that they were next to each other taking for their first time those twenty minutes
of wear-down in the karate class, their legs or thighs had started trembling and burning, and
everybody was trying to devise something to help himself with, e.g. to, possibly, help blood
circulation, if that was the problem, by e.g. pounding on his thighs with his fists. So he asked the
nerd’s quoted compatriot “How you’re doing Bill? You think you can make it?” and Bill
answered “If I rub my thighs I think I can make it”. OK, Miyaki had started on Lorenz:)…
“Lorenz, unlike Smullyan who did focus on laughter which, laughter, was just one among many
examples of his point, OK, Lorenz, unlike Smullyan, did not, in his analysis, focus on laughter,
but in his insight-proposal-hope about how the world could continue having a future despite the
eight mortal sins our civilization has committed–I guess you all know what eight sins of
civilization he means , otherwise just google it some time, but it doesn’t play a role in
understanding what we’re talking about right now, so I won’t elaborate on that– OK, Lorenz did
not focus on laughter but in his insight-proposal-hope about what could enable someone to
dedicate a book or anything else “to the new generations hopefully to come”– to borrow the
fantastic dedication on the first page of Sperry’s “Science and moral priority”– he refers to humor
as something much more unique than just a mere example of a point. But to see in what way
exactly, and rather irreplaceably, he argues about it let’s follow his rationale through the pages
of his book “On aggression” most of whose pages had been put together not by reading books in
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the universities where he held professorships–he even taught philosophy in Kant’s chair in
Königsberg , and his fist position, as lecturer in ornithology, after an early publication on it, he
was offered when he was ten, but the offer was retracted when they who made it learned of his
age– most of those pages were the result of many decades of observation on animals he studied
by living with them in a big farm and not keeping them and distorting them in cages since he
believed that like a man living for twenty years in a cage would not exactly be a typical sample of
undistorted man , an animal suffering the same fate would not be a typical such sample either:
One way in which male animals try to attract a particular female animal they have chosen, is to
address to them a dance that also contains some symbolic fight movements, as if to say to her
“see the way I will fight to protect you if required by danger”; and homosexual geese, or rather
ganders, dance to each other this erotic address; also ganders build a nest for their beloved goose,
but not for their mistress if they also have a parallel adulterous relation; finally, according to
Lorenz, the way male animals say to female “I love you” is by making an as-if-attacking
movement towards their beloved and at the last moment diverting it, to hit a nearby object or
even another animal passing by; that is, instead of through words they speak through word-like
movements and the pretended-diverted attack stands for “I love you” through implying “these
are the movements I’ll never do against you”. It is also known that most animals just become
edgy, not friendly, if you smile to them, because if in smile you bare your teeth , you alarm
them just like someone baring his teeth to attack and bite them. Lorenz then puts these two
ideas together and conjectures that human smile was, for the pre-verbal period of mankind, the
word-like movement corresponding to the “I love you” that animals say by the as-if-attacking
movement they do. “I bare my teeth but I don’t bite you, so you know my mood to you ”
became the way to communicate in visual terms the sweet mood one felt for the other before
speech through movements gave its place to speech through word-sounds. So this baring of teeth
without biting may have been the origin of smile and laughter. Also, Lorenz considers as very
misleading and self-influenced on behalf of man the impression that his touch with his animal
nature would make him very aggressive and that his rational faculties, performed through his
neocortex , which constitutes a relatively recent development of evolution and is much more
perfected in man than in any other animal and differentiates him from them in many very central
features, OK, he considers that man’s two impressions that he is less aggressive than animals
and that what makes him less aggressive is his rationality are both wrong: animals, he says, do
wait for a population they use for food to grow up again before eating from it again, man, as is
often said, is the species which could use its ability for rational planning to kill the last whale to
sell whalebone. And he holds the view that the touch with elements of our unconscious that are
animal-like makes us more civilized rather than more bestial; also he considers that one of the
things through which religion makes us less aggressive is exactly by bringing us in touch with
such pre-rational elements of our unconscious that make us as pacifist as animals; and he states
and proves through examples from his observations, that many of the presumptuous notions we
have for our differences from animals, especially with respect to our rationality and our
freedom of will, are, ironically, exactly the places where we do follow patterns like those animals
follow: for instance, our betrothal periods for free trial and selection of our future marriage
partners, are also patterns of the life many animals. OK, the existence of people who are given
shit by their bosses and just because they can’t give it back to them they take it out on their
wives when back home is not animal-like because, as we said, animals can hit a passerby just to
tell their wife they love her and this hitting is exactly what they would never do to her; and
leaders of nations conferring endlessly on war or peace decisions, like also Indian chiefs
deciding while on smoking the peace pipe and worrying and wondering whether not attacking
exposes their country or tribe in the eyes of the opponent country or tribe, or them themselves in
the eyes of their own country or tribe, as cowards, also have their counterparts in animal duels,
where fish entangle their jaws and goats and rams entangle their horns pushing almost immobile
for hours , to check realistically if with their strength they can afford to fight with these particular
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opponent, and whether they are exposed as cowards in front of the onlookers of the herd.
Usually, in the animal world, retreat in front of stronger opponent does not expose them as
cowards, what does expose them as cowards is to not dare even reach the stage of entangling
jaws or horns to check, like men in arm-wrestling, whether they could afford it. The body
language of dignified retreat is that the opponent who does acknowledge superiority of his
adversary, when retreating , usually offers uncovered his body’s most sensitive spot where a bite
or a blow with the beak could even be lethal and usually, the stronger opponent is chivalrous
enough not to take the opportunity and kill him and honor-friendly enough not to expose himself
as a criminal coward hitting an unprotected opponent during waving a white flag. Of course,
chivalry is expressed only to animals of the same species, not to the animals an animal eats, but
before inferring from this something on aggression, let’s keep in mind that the other species are
seen by each species as their food, or as their consumers-as-food, not as fellows, aggression
refers only to e.g. rivalry between two animas of the same species in the same pasture ground or
in the same hunting ground, a rivalry like the one between two tailors or doctors in the same
town competing for the same clientele. OK, there are non-chivalrous exceptions, e.g. like ,
surprisingly, doves, that are very cruel and relentless and not chivalrous at all but lethal against
members of their own species rivaling them in something. Overall, all this not only seems , in
many aspects, as more dignified and free, and even more rational, than quite a few situations
with humans, who often do reach near distance entanglement only if they have, or think they
have, so much more developed guns that there is no risk for them, remember the degradation of
the machine-gun armed soldiers in “the last samurai”, a film just as if implementing Hegel’s
remark in “Philosophy of history”, that with the advent of gunpowder a new dimension and vista
of vileness, I repeat: vileness not violence, was opened and revealed and made possible, since
any villain could kill any knight from a distance without even having to approach him , let alone
to fight with him. Anyway, Lorenz remarks that the chivalrous behavior in animals seems very
similar with chivalrous human behavior in myth and history both in Homeric and in
knighthood’s times: frequently duels finally ended with the one of the dueling fighters removing
his helmet and kneeling and bowing in front of the stronger or more experienced fighter to
receive or be spared the final and lethal blow”…(Amanda’s mind passed form “militant
tranquility”, an expression she had first heard from John, their mathematician friend, and then to
an Oshima story about karate duels where big masters if challenged, before starting their answer,
hit a nearby tree trunk for their challenger to see the results and to think again if he insists on his
decision; Miyaki’s mind passed from the rather more well known story where Einstein, as the
most prestigious and convincing representative of the scientific community, proposed to
Roosevelt, as a way to end the war, the construction of an atom bomb to be thrown on a remote
and desert island in the presence or military observers of the enemy)…“Lorenz also conjectures
that one of the reasons why arms killing from a distance make humans become more and more
lethal compared to earlier in history, is that when people in order to kill had to come to skin to
skin touch with their opponent and feel his pain and agony dying they would identify enough
with him to have more inhibitions about it; but Maynard Smith quotes a model using game theory
to prove that such sensitivity to the opponent is much less considerable than just secondary to the
factor of fearing the feel of his claws and teeth and the agony of an animal’s own self, a fear that
they possibly don’t have for the animals they use for food since nobody bases his nutrition on
animals of equal or bigger strength; yet that army officer and psychologist who had resigned and
had given an interview on the radio to Jerry Brown’s “We the people” and was mentioning the
role of the absence of a catharsis and acquittal ritual in soldiers returning from Vietnam in making
them feel as depressed as Rambo 1, I mean before the film started to feel like exploiting such
psychologists’ insights to what I find as stupid as Rocky 1 vibes, and as bad taste, or even as
dangerous if not planned or even timed, …anyway, that same psychologist was quoting , on that
interview, not game theory on animal fights but statistics on humans’ wars since the first world
war, and the evidence was that an amazingly high percentage, maybe even eighty percent, of the
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shots fired from trenches by all soldiers are not shot aimed to kill but to just to make noise and
some impression that the battle goes on. Only if the enemy is over your head trying to kill you,
you shoot for real or if only a supervising officer is looking at you. After Vietnam this was
considered a bad and undesirable feature of human nature and new training methods were sought
to change it to at least invert the percentages of which are the twenty shots and which are the
eighty. So now let’s see the point at which Lorenz drives when he takes his insights or
conjectures on love and smile-as-non-biting-baring-of-teeth, and combines them with these
additional elements, on the relation of animals to peace and to aggression and to the relation of
religion to peace and to the non-aggressive animal-like substratum of man. That point he
considers so hopeful that he makes of it what he calls an “epilogue of optimism” and he also
considers it as so crucial in case it is true, that he even feels the need to give long introductions
and explanations to his reader for his request to him to give this point very careful attention, just
in case the reader takes him for somebody too presumptuous and unwise, especially when a man
as great as Goethe himself had as his maxim “I don’t show up because I have nothing to say
which would help humanity improve itself ”. Lorenz says “The reason I’m not arrogant when I
show up when Goethe didn’t, is that I believe that the conclusions I have reached watching
animals, when they are understood, will appear as trivial and as self evident as they really are”.
Let’s see that epilogue from a closer distance: He says something like: “Man is the tragic animal
that finds itself in the following untenable position: 1. If it frees its creativity then it also
unleashes its aggression. 2. If it represses its aggression then this makes it also lose the cutting
edge of its creativity 3.The aggression it is capable of unleashing is so great as to be capable of
destroying completely both its species and all life on earth. And then he says that humor is a
function that brings into mutual touch man’s rationality, man’s irrationality and man’s
unconscious and also and at the same time it brings about a venting of his aggression in a nondestructive way just like a smile’s teeth-baring is not preparation to bite; and thus it doesn’t
eradicate creativity since touch with his aggression is not eradicated either. Thus, in our
faithless age , maybe man through humor is progressing in the direction of peace, like in other
times he was progressing in that direction through religion. Maybe in this sense humor is
becoming a religion in a way that can both save man’s creativity from becoming extinct and save
life on the planet from man’s aggression…”(Miyaki was about to say what was the comment of
Lorenz on Chesterton’s views about the same when Amanda both flabbergasted him with what
she said and flabbergasted Plucky and the drummer because to say it she interrupted Miyaki
while they could not recall her ever having interrupted them (even when they two were
constantly interrupting her when, complementing each other with quick passes back and forth,
they were teasing her about her involvement with the nerd); and Miyaki would have retroactively
flabbergasted all three of them if they had later realized that that before going on he forgot , for
the first time, to finish what he had to say to exhaust his subject and his object (but not yet them
in either of these two functions)) “But, Miyaki, love too, both in its form for families and in its
X-rated form, can function as to bring into mutual touch man’s rationality, man’s irrationality
and man’s unconscious and also and at the same time, for example with all those moans and
groans, in case we’re speaking of its latter form, bring about a venting of his aggression in a nondestructive way just like a smile’s teeth-baring is not preparation to bite; and thus it too doesn’t
eradicate creativity since touch with man’s aggression is not eradicated by love just like it’s not
eradicated by laughter that has all those munching motions of teeth as we laugh. Thus, in our
faithless age , maybe man through love is progressing in the direction of peace, like in other
times he was progressing in the direction of love and peace through religion. Maybe in this sense
love is becoming a religion in a way that, among so many other things that it can do, it can also
save man’s creativity from becoming extinct and save life on the planet from man’s aggression.
So it’s not only humor as Lorenz seems to imply; not that love, pleasure and humor can’t be
combined in most loving , pleasurable and humorous ways of course!”. Before proceeding to
make his next point Miyaki said “Amanda why don’t you write that? That was a chip off the
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master’s bench” “Which do you mean? Sorry, can you repeat it?” “I can say it but it won’t be
repeating because it was said by you, not by me. Sorry, I confused you with my “chip off the
master’s bench” I should have said “chip off the mistress’ bench”, sorry again I meant “chip of
masteress’ bench”, mistress’ was just a Freudian slip, sorry I meant a slip of tongue, finally, well
why don’t you write that mouthful you said about love etc, I wish I had said that myself, but I
didn’t, I also wonder how it eluded Lorenz, but it did. OK, OK, I know you’re going to tell me
that this mouthful could have been said and is said all the time by millions of people, but that
only makes my omission and Lorenz’s be an even more pointed omission, so please do write it
down…OK, I know you’re going to tell me that it was so short that I won’t forget it by the time I
go to my satellite, but what I mean by saying “write it down” is write down its follow up as well
as we’ll be continuing our discussion at your side”…Amanda with a laughing flicker in her eye
did start writing and Miyaki continued, looking in the drummer’s direction: “OK, I am aware of
the obvious omissions you did notice in my treatment so far…” (the drummer pretended he
glanced back to check if Miyaki was talking to someone behind him, then with the familiar de
Niro move accompanying the following phrase he said “Are you talking to me? Me noticing
some obvious omissions in your treatment so far?”. Amanda without stopping her typing and
without looking in their directions said “Oh, c’mon Miyaki! It seems that Daniel-son hadn’t told
you of a visiting-card typed as a tease for Kip Thorne the black hole specialist by a Polish
student across his office writing “Kip Thorne the Magnificent. Thinker, problem solver,
extraordinaire. All problems solved, no details missed. Satisfaction guaranteed or causality will
be violated” We’re all sure that if you had omitted something the metaphysical order at the
prodigal bottom of things all the way down or in the cosmic firmament all the way up would
have been violated and all the foundations of being and the ground of existence would have been
shaken in such a disorderly way we would all have noticed” Plucky said to the drummer: “Before
Miyaki looked at you, maybe you couldn’t guess what omissions he means, but now that he did,
if you were not as absent minded as when I was at the time I was trying to find some break to get
a free association to interpret a dream I had, you would be able to guess he means either some
more response about the fishnet or about Tommy and acid trips and ova, or about odd couples of
the Nietzsche-Wagner type, in case it was you who wrote him about it and not Amanda, I don’t
remember exactly anymore; if he was looking at Amanda we would know he would be speaking
more about Sikelianos excerpts. I mean if he was looking at her before what she said about Kip
Thorne. If he was looking now maybe he would consider an obvious omission a comment on that
too” The drummer said to Plucky “What if he were looking at you, Mr Pure Deduction?” “He
wouldn’t” “Is that a complaint?” “No, it’s a statement that his answer to me about you-knowwhich-poet had absolutely no omissions and he knows it, and he knows I know how complete and
exhaustive they were” “Plucky-son would you do me a favor without for a split second taking it
as if I were being ironic or complaining: I mean can you try to also fill in these omissions on my
behalf instead of just guessing what they were about, like you just did so completely and so
perfectly? And if you omit anything then I will consider that too an obvious omission , on my
part I mean, and I will make it up. Obviously you will offer a great service and quite some relief
both to my tongue which I’ll rest, and to my breath which I’ll catch and to our friends’ ears
which I still wonder how they have not switched to the sleeplistener mode by hearing my
monolog, voice monolog I mean, the contents were as many voices as thinkers I quoted; actually
that’s why you are not exhausted. I know it first hand , I too get sleepy if I talk to myself only on
behalf of one thinker and don’t jump around to many of them, unless that one thinker himself
jumps around many thinkers” Amanda, still typing and without looking, said “O-o-oh, Miyaki,
you disappoint me so! Sleeplistener for the analog of a sleepwalker in listening! No Latin, no
Greek? Some analog of somnambulist? How about good old hypnopaedia that was a fashionable
method once?” “I reserve that for the case the teacher teaches by sleeptalking” “I declare defeat,
or rather I declare “defeated mocking smart bird” to remember both a song and Smullyan, he
was the writer of a book titled “To mock the mocking bird”, wasn’t he?....Plucky, are you
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running?” “You bet” “Go!” “Hold it, hold it! Mr winner of the Miyaki look-alike contest , could
you also drop in a couple of Miyaki-like comments on Kip Thorne like the juicy ones Miyaki
made about Sperry Stallone if I give you some similarly juicy Rocky Thorne views from the
Caltech remake of “The Russians are coming”?” “Piece of cake! Give the specifics” Amanda
said “Just what d’ya mean piece of cake? OK, I do happen to know that to go from Sperry’s
office to Thorne’s you didn’t even have to cross a street but only a lawn if I remember well, so I
can imagine the similarity. What I can’t imagine is what kind of talk between cinephiles in breaks
for TV dinner without a TV in between breaks could give you some equivalent of Miyaki’s
background on Einstein’s biography of his friend Walter, although I’m sure that Thorne as analog
of Sperry in being man o ’cold war is equally innocuous , no asphyxiating gas analogs and no
agent orange analogs. He was the hell of a nice guy as everybody knows, not to say all the way
terrific, and I don’t only mean for things like being the youngest academician ever in US, even
before thirty, something that made my boyfriend ecstatic; and like his photo doing relativity in a
nudist beach that made ecstatic my boyfriend’s hippie girlfriend, you know who I mean” “In his
best selling popularized rendering of results on black holes he wondered how a physicist as
smart as Sakharov collaborated with a monster like Stalin on the hydrogen bomb and answered
to himself and to his readers that Sakharov, too, was a victim of Russian propaganda and of
state paranoia and believed that without the Russian H-bomb America would nuke USSR like it
had nuked Japan; also, he answered that life in USSR was so bleak that after you did what you
did (for Stalin) during the day you didn’t think about it during the night because you just wanted
to have a break until the next day when, again, you would violate your conscience (and Thorne
himself never wondered even tentatively, at least not in front of his reader, if Sakharov had
answered to himself that to protect the world from the actual nukers of Japan’s civilians he had to
make a potential nuker out of such an actual monster as Stalin; and to protect his fellow
Russians from such an actual monster as Stalin he had to become the dissident he became; also
Thorne did not wonder if a researcher’s life in the American suburbia, like his in Pasadena, had
some counterpart side-effects like those he was conjecturing and blaming on the bleakness of
Sakharov’s life as he was forming with Stalin a couple as odd as the odd couple Thorne was
forming with the proverbial “little old lady from Pasadena” ; nor did Thorne wonder about
whether he himself , too, proved that Norman Mailer was right when he said that both the
Russian and the American propaganda tried to brainwash the masses and the Russian effort
failed but the American succeeded…” Amanda yelled “Hey-hey-hey! There you go again. One
of you talking on behalf of both. Is he carrying a watering-can that keeps him from speaking for
himself or you’re trying to help him pass the exam I gave him? That’s cheating! And you also
skipped the fact he raised money from all the physics community in US to help pay heart surgery
that was needed by a fellow relativist from Russia, not long ago, which does mean he kept being
the hell of good person as he was years back when I first heard of him. If you skip such things
then you again make it easier for Plucky’s answer. Or you make it harder? Now I’m confused
myself” “First of all I gave him the exam to begin with. And I’m trying to make it more difficult
for him because now he’ll have to think of something additional to all that” “You three are quite a
sight to watch. You should be performing in a soap opera… Why do I have the impression that
the same line is now in the minds of all three of you? Who’ll say it?” “X-rated?” “Oh! I see. Is
that unanimous? I guess it is. The only one who might potentially disagree would be Amanda; but
if she was the spokesperson why should anybody else disagree? I mean even if he wanted to
answer something else” “OK, Mr cinephile-educated: We’re all ears:” “Even a typical cinephilewife-of-a-baseball-coach, hypothetical of course, has heard, even in the absence of Norman
Mailers, that many millions have read about batman in Gotham city and superman and never
asked themselves why they unquestioningly used their talents or superpowers in the service of
any cop’s criteria of who is a criminal and why the establishment is always right. Why is that?
Was superman a supermoron too? With respect to this question, being an academician in record
age just makes it possible that either you have not only this housewife’s question but also an
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answer to it, or that you do not even have heard of the question that she had or had heard of. Am
I running OK, Amanda?” “Go!” “Miyaki, since we unexpectedly started with some antiendorsements to sacred monsters like Thorne and Sperry it’s only fair to mention here and now ,
rather than at the end as I originally planned, my anti-endorsements to you, more precisely my
endorsements to the kind of antipode to a sacred monster that you are. Inevitably I’ll be making
some personality outline of your and if I start breaking your balls by sounding like a gypsy
fortune teller, just tell me and I’ll either cut it out or say even worse. Why did you blush Miyaki?
I haven’t even started” “OK, Miyaki, don’t worry, the man hasn’t been born who has both read
Tom Robbins’ book about us three and would not reflexively turn to my direction, even for a split
second as you did, when the expression “gypsy fortune teller” is uttered in my presence. You still
are quite exceptional in not also asking me if it was factual or just sauce added by Tom. I never
answered that, women should keep some mystery to keep their aura in shape” (she was referring
of course to the incident in the first pages of “Another roadside attraction” where Amanda, still in
her sweet sixteens , or maybe fifteens or fourteens, goes to a passing gypsy fortune teller and
asks him to palm-read a personality profile for her , he tells her “If I give a personality palmreading to you, do you have some money to give me?” and she says “I don’t have money to give
you but I can give you a blowjob” . Finally he does read her palm and tells her the following
personality outline “You are the kind of person that to be given a personality outline she would
do anything”. Miyaki answers:) “I’m not that exceptional. The only reason I didn’t ask is because
I didn’t have to” “Oh yeah? Why don’t you go ahead then and give me your assessment of the
evidence of that story” “If I give that assessment to you what are you going to give me?”
“Hahaaaa! My God, not again!” “I wonder which of you two sets up the other for a gag. Oh! it
was Plucky who set you up both!” “Plucky, are you ever going to give me my personality outline
or not?” “You know what it takes” “If it’s the house rules…What the hell! Who am I to change
them? By the way: So, actually you’ve been setting up for yourself exactly this last line of yours.
You’re wasting your talents here overground, you should have been at some joint underground
playing pool. Nobody would get a chance for using his cue again after you started using yours
So:” “Step 1: Miyaki you would never be able to become half or tenth a Thorne or a Sperry or a
Lorenz or a Smullyan even if you tried; I mean even if you tried with all scholarships of the world
and with days of 48 hours each dedicated to study; it’s not time or money or the incentive you
lack for that; only DNA. You just don’t have the DNA for the brain-cells for the Tao of be it
physics or biology or zoology or logic or whatever. Step 2: And I don’t mean you didn’t try. You
did and you found out you’re not cut out for that. You’re not cut out to be a specialist in anything
but neither are you made to be a , should we call it “generalist”?, a homo universalis?
multiversalis?, a renaissance man? Step 3: You could be dangerous to the immature youth, as the
saying goes or went, but fortunately you’re not ; for the following reason: seeing how easy to
understand you make things and how encouraging you are to others and to their potential, one
might be misled and think that either things themselves are very easy, whereas they take Lorenzes
to understand, or to think the books about things are easy, which it takes Miyakis to understand ,
or that things or books about things are very easy for him especially to understand which takes
either a genius or an idiot to think. That’s the way you might be dangerous, dangerous to idiots.
The reason you are not dangerous even to them is that idiots are not interested in understanding
things or even books about them or being appreciated for it, but only to get a prize, money-like or
fame-like, for having understood things. So which idiot would try to emulate you? None. An idiot
that would not see you as prized for your interest in clarifying anything would not have any
reason to be led anywhere by you, thus no danger of being misled either. I mean in the extrakarate-ral activities. But even in your karate he would take you seriously not because he would
have the means to appreciate your expertise there but because the film about you would be
something he would do appreciate because he would do covet to have anything similar turned to
his direction. Otherwise he wouldn’t give a second glance to your mere JC Penney’s black belt,
let alone to the appreciation you receive from people like us which is not a prize to motivate him,
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unless it refers to the fact that we too are some people that did make it to be characters in a best
seller, …Amanda may I make my thought more well rounded?” “Yes, you may” Step 4: “So a
reason for an idiot to say there is something right in your thoughts without seeing your
arguments about them and without your being a film character for a virtue unrelated to the
argument, could be, for example, that you received an endorsement from a woman that had not
even read your argument but had given a blowjob to a gypsy fortune teller when she was in her
early teens and this inspired a writer who must have been a knowledgeable person since so many
people bought his book. And to finish my thought I say that nobody can be more dangerous to
such a person than he is to himself and , personally I would only mind what of a danger this idiot
can be to his fellow humans not to himself, but hopefully the damages he creates on others are as
neutral and colorless as everything, good or bad, he creates to himself. Upshot: So you are not
dangerous to him , so not to anybody else except to the assholes you might beat up not with your
mind but with your karate and this only in the extreme margins and benefits of the doubt you give
to them. Step 5: So the point of such others to you is why listen to your points if you are not a
genius to convince them that your point is right even if they do not understand it and why explain
the geniuses’ points to them and not let the geniuses speak for themselves to tell them what they
cannot understand. While your point to them is why they want so much to bypass people who
are as mediocre as them and can thus understand how they think and introduce them to what
they do not understand. Well , have I any data that you have met many such idiots? I do: If you
hadn’t you would not only be seen as a karate teacher” …(it would only be much later that the
drummer would summarize all this with “ Aaaaa! I see! The most humorous part of the line “We
should all try to live within our means even if we have to borrow to do so” is that it is not an
oxymoron! Who was it originally? Was it Chesterton? Was it Jerome Jerome? Was it meant like
Miyaki would mean it, like borrowing to express all we have in us and teaching others too how to
do it, through teaching creative reading instead of creative writing ?”)… “And now what we’ve
all been waiting for: let’s cut all bull-fucking-shit and all mutual endorsement and mutual blowego-jobs within-or-out-of proportions, we’re more than mere parade of celebrity-farts, those who
made us characters of US’s brainscape had a substantial reason to do so besides all the usual
best seller and box office reasons and besides the usual reasons of the departments of arts and
farts. In brief, and just for a change, let’s think: So: Steps 6, 7, 8 etc etc about what were the
omissions I had said there were when I took the floor, as a figure of speech of course, floor in
weightless environment is not so well defined: Concerning any comment on fishnet, additional to
Miyaki’s initial one that life avoiding mix-ups and fishnets may sometimes be just caught in the
fishnet of conformism and sometimes be the most blessed business-as-usual setting, one may use
a poor analogy and ask when accepting one’s complications versus struggling to change them is
like putting yourself on diet and exercise if you’re overweight or just going to those stores that
sell huge sizes of clothes. But I guess Miyaki consciously avoided starting an academic
discussion of that in the absence of a real and relevant case where we would have to form an
opinion on an issue in that vein that did concern us. Similarly he did avoid wondering how
subjective are opinions on that or how objective, how unanimous or how much a matter of voting
and following the majority or of each just taking his own way. He does like debate societies
discussing the nature of free will but its content I think he leaves to concrete actions when their
need shows up. The rest I have to say I’ll say it in first singular, just in case Miyaki disagrees, on
how I view an issue of overlapping interst between him and me. But if he agrees then if you ask
me if it is me that echoes Miyaki or Miyaki who echoes me, there are places in which I simply
don’t know nor do I care, and I think he doesn’t either, and there are places in which I have been
influenced by him and his brainstorming all to willingly and freely of course. I mean I will speak
in the first singular about the issue of acid trippers and womb trippers like you two. In specifics
of that I have not influenced him, it’s you two who have influenced him as you have also
influenced me: OK, so let me get started without, for a while, going back to the issue of where
I’m speaking for myself and where I’m speaking for him…Well, ….Ladies and gentlemen, the
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reason I got tongue tied is obvious, the most important points I can make I just can’t bring myself
to do them on behalf on Miyaki in the first singular. That project is cancelled. I will speak but in
the third singular, Miyaki is Miyaki. All of you, please do feel free to laugh if you try to imagine
some special of the things I’ll say of him as if they were coming from me: OK, the Beatles called
LSD a yellow submarine as symbol of expanding consciousness through chemically submerging
oneself into the unconscious Miyaki wants to see consciousness expanding through touch with
the superconscious, a yellow overmarine so to speak; maybe unconsciously, if anything he does is
unconscious to him, we fascinated him with the name “overground” we gave our satellite, but we
sure fascinated him even more as harmonious cohabitation of trippers with non trippers, since he
does want to be constructively influenced by trippers as much as he does want to constructively
influence them with his perspective. The reasons why he wants to abstain form chemicals,
whether synthetic or natural, may be similar to mine or unsimilar, but I wouldn’t blame him if, as
counterargument to trips he appealed to how many weirdoes and assholes are trippers that only
became worse in these directions and not better after they reached chemical illumination. If you
ask me whether I see Keith Richard as in either of these categories after his statements about his
proximity to White Light experience through chemicals and his considering it a compliment to
simulate rock concerts with a cocktail of amphetamines, pheromones and adrenalin, my sincere
opinion is that his White Light bears to mystical experience , whatever it was, the same relation
as love bears to ejaculation by mere fingering of your prostate. I don’t know if Miyaki wants to
study all the biology, and whatever else he reads, in a plan to understand better the nature of trips
and the nature of their contents to see if like humor and like religion they further the mutual touch
of rationality, irrationality and the unconscious with all the implications he expects from this
touch. Maybe he studies them as best as he can with all his limitations I mentioned to just
understand if the method is promising to help the survival of humanity, maybe he studies them to
see if understanding them is itself the superconscious way and if it itself gives a trip to man; OK,
maybe it even does, if I judge what an enrichment an evening with Miyaki brings to somebody,
maybe it’s not a way that can massively help. But it sure does not have the dangers the
massiveness of uses of chemicals can lead to because chemicals can be given and taken blindly
and mechanically whereas widened education cannot be given nor be taken mechanically nor
blindly, since to be given or be taken at all it needs non mechanical teachers, and since during its
giving and taking it opens eyes. I also don’t know if he expects or hopes that these things help
collective man more immediately than individuals, and if they go from individuals to societies or
if individuals are best touched by them only through being embedded in a brainscape that already
contains them. The truth is somewhere in the middle of course. Thus, schematically speaking I
don’t know if the reason he insists so much on non-chemical ways is that he wants to see the
collective man, that is culture itself, have a trip and not just some individual nervous system, his
own or somebody else’s, because he considers the civilization’s trip as a prerequisite to
anybody’s doing it right. Also I don’t know if Miyaki wants to connect all those different
disciplines of knowledge as “links to make a chain to reach heaven” as the saying goes, by way of
a mystic’s quest for God, by way of an adult’s, Orpheus’, looking for lost Eurydice, by way of
traveling to his mother’s womb as a non-adult, a foetus or even embryo, but retaining his
skepticism against chemicals and sensory deprivation tanks and primal screamers. He sure
doesn’t seem to be doing it in the way of baron Munchausen climbing on the bean plant to reach
moon, as many of the yellow submarine travelers seem to have done it. I mean the baron also cut
a piece of the plant below him and placed above him and he was going higher and higher on the
same piece he had started with. These travelers seem to compare notes and double check results
with people who are just influenced by them themselves so all the check is by self crossing, and if
you add to it some social pressures like being an accomplished tripper who has reached
somewhere if others have, or who has solved his problems and this being defined by how much
progress you have made in your regress to the unconscious, and then you add to it even more
vulgar biases like having clientele to your workshops because you made your living depend on
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such insights then it turns really a ludicrous application of baron Munchausen’s climbing to the
moon and one can’t believe that the chain those links form are, for example, an umbilical cord
reconnecting you to your mother , even if they are. With all these extraneous factors these images
become at most metaphors, and not even pure and innocent ones like the ones poets made
without having made them central means of income protected by copyrights and working under
company rules. Same objections to crosschecking and adulteration apply to all deep intrauterine
interpretations for all other such staircases to heaven as the saying goes, whether in forms of
church domes above, or altars in front, , or drama stages of ancient theaters lying way below the
seats of the spectators etc…” “Plucky, this is excellent food for thought, but let me make clear
that I would never have thought of it myself, it’s an omission of mine that you fill on your behalf,
not on mine; excuse me for interrupting; and thank you, as I also thank Amada for that gravure on
Dante” (the lack of response , except minimal and in the form of facial expressions and body
language, of Amanda and the drummer, just showed that the core, and also many details of all
this they had been through before, either in one sitting, or piece by piece, and with or without
repetitions, some lip-biting by Amanda , at some points though, showed that either some of his
humorous comments were new additions or that they had been so funny already in their first run
that they were happy memories, or they had something to do with what, new, she was writing,
especially if her eyes flickered too and she was not just biting her lips to prevent laughter, or,
conversely, showed that what she was writing had something to do with such past stories;
anyway, she did interact with what was discussed around her while she was writing , as Miyaki
had told her to do. Anyway, let’s just close this parenthesis by just elaborating on one lip-bite
during Plucky’s tirade , reminiscent of his many other such tirades that usually ended with
shouting personal swears against John Lilly, Arthur Janov, Keith Richard, and sometimes did
not even spare Stanislav Grof, and to which both Amanda and the drummer were so accustomed
and immune that “not only they lived with it but also enjoyed it” “or even prompted it or caused it
as if by turning an appropriate knob on the radio” as the expressions go. The tirades on this
subject were the only things in which Plucky emulated the proverbial de Niro’s anger-displays
rather than his “contento tu, contenti tutti” body language; however the particular lip-bite we’ll
now elaborate on was rather of the kind that prompted laugh and cooling down when it happened
and not any escalation of tirade violence and of inventiveness in new swears and new
impersonations of de Niro or even Joe Pesci, in “good fellahs”: it was the first time it had
occurred to Plucky to compare the pair “Keith Richard’s quest for chemical type of white light
experience and quest for mystical experience” to the pair of “quest for love to quest for
ejaculation through fingering one’s prostate, or through having it fingered” and , as possibly
expected, this also started a discussion about navel contemplation to see light, about mysticism as
autistic narcissism, and about the possibility of the existence of a clandestine sect, heretic or
equally mainstream as that of the contemplators of light coming out of one’s navel, in which
parallel sect the illuminati would, in post-orgasmic hypnagogic hallucinations, equally
narcissistically contemplate their soiled middle fingers and would try to hallucinatorily sublimate
the shit part into whiteness. Possibly unexpectedly Plucky said “Amanda, concerning the
existence of such a sect, do you think that our unnamable rival can “adduce some evidence”, did
I say it right or should I exercise to improve my way with words towards his levels?, OK, can he
“adduce some evidence”, from some obscure journal called “Anals of Freudian narcissism” or
something , with single n, not double, I mean”. The joke sounded as going to remain on the top
of their top ten jokes for quite some time, but suddenly the drummer jumped ahead in the race
line saying “I can adduce some evidence here and now: what do you think is the origin of the
expression “Holy Shit!” that has remained proverbial? It was their exclamation when they beheld
the sublimation working” But then Amada got the cake cutting the finishing line to the top of the
top three jokes, looking at Plucky and saying: “I had gotten it all wrong, when you said that with
my cinephile rival you were seeing a hardcore film featuring Dr Uranus, Jacqueline Anassis and a
Greek analist. I thought you two were exploring her anal eroticism’s zones, not yours”. OK,
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Plucky was going on:) “In all initiation accounts, whether historical or mythological, and whether
ancient or as recent as knighthood tales, before becoming worthy of illumination man has to
become pure through some long testing involving long acts of either heroism or philanthropy or
of at least abstention through fasting on man’s seven mortally sinful practices. Only in our days,
to be considered as a worthy candidate for the illumination of your unconscious’ dark recesses
by the light of consciousness that would then give you the option of also illuminating your
presence in the world by the lucidity thus gained, you only need to submit to , for example, Dr.
Janov, a certificate that you do have the resources to abstain for some months from making a
living and to dwell for some months in a hotel room near the primal scream therapy center in
Beverly Hills, on top of course of affording to pay the center itself. Even if primal screaming is a
valid experience how can one know that it is caused by traumas in infancy or birth and not to the
trauma of, for example, being ripped off financially or of having to believe Janov’s statistics
which also refer to working class patients who could not possibly afford to be ripped off that way.
So there is bias, like the one I told you about, from the outset. And of course, if it becomes a
matter of a dilemma, between either maintaining one’s purity or reaching enlightenment, one
should choose the former because purity without enlightenment is purity while enlightenment
without purity is not enlightenment, it is the titillation of one more among one’s erogenous
zones, which I have nothing against, especially if it is such zones of friends that I would love
enough even without any of this, as to see them having even more graces with this, and not as
vampires fumbling in their arseholes during chemical trances or in sensory deprivations tanks;
we all are entitled to some quotas of double standards in favor of our friends and family, aren’t
we ?. I chose as my such quotas’ margins my not questioning why my friends here had titillated
so much their nervous fibers as if they were a violin’s strings; since I do not consider them as
less pure than me for their not abstaining from this craze and fashion, and they do not consider
me as less enlightened than themselves for not joining them in trips , and since I too do not
consider myself as less enlightened than them and they too do not consider themselves as less
pure than me , we can cohabitate as happily as if this issue did not exist at all, either as cloud in
the sky or as a luminous meteor, and live as harmoniously and as free of jealousy and of rivalry
as if we were just two different ages of the same man in love with the same woman, as they are
felt or remembered by her. And of course I do consider it as a virtue of them and not as a defect
or as dependence that for some insights they do have they never try to pretend they would have
them without the chemicals, either as a result of inborn genius or as a result of purity by birth,
and they humbly and gratefully charge them on their trips. And since neither they, nor I, are
metaphysically ambitious enough to aspire to full sainthood, we do not try to acquire each other’s
virtues too but are satisfied to just complement each other, and proud enough that at least fullness
and completeness belong to the team and not also to its individual members. If anyone can
convince me that doctors who would not assign me some prerequisites of purity to accept me in
their workshop, would not also mix some of their own impurity with the insights I would obtain
about my soul and about the world through their insights, I would be willing to buy here and now
wholesale, or propose for check, insights like even the following: That Nietzsche and Wagner
type of odd couples, like Kazantzakis and Sikelianos, are persons with unhappy womb-lives in
brotherly love with persons with happy womb-lives, desperado souls striving to become as
prince-like as the others were by birth. That not only that firmament in “Tommy” with stars that
were planes that were crucifixes with the pilot father crucified, but also the ball-bearing fillings of
bombshells insinuating themselves to both pinball machine balls and ova were inspired findings.
And that the rising and setting suns opening and closing the film were an ovum as felt by the
approaching fertilizing sperm cell. And that even before being sperm cells in ova kids may have
a kind of consciousness as plans in their parents’ souls. And that all this has something to do
with sending arrows or sperm cells from inside that Poet’s sun. And that Poets like that are the
non- quacks that every now and then, as centuries pass, do give a central experience around
which other serious poets polarize their poems which are embraced by people as songs because
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the poets too and their composers have worked, loved, fought in wars, stood in food rationing
lines etc.etc. and these deeds are quite enough to explain the difficult metaphors and to make
convincing the emotional weight of the accompanying melodies even to people who have never
been to elementary school. More briefly, I’m even willing to believe that the content of what that
Poet called “all-wise biological and psychological alertness” and view not from the periphery but
from the center of consciousness and of life and duration from where the world which today we
have in front of us “will open for us, outside the walls that are crumbling all the time, the
horizons to other worlds that are not completely imaginary, but which, since the beginning of
time are waiting for that all-wise biological awareness of ours, to lay themselves in front of us
in perspective and to gradually reveal themselves to us in totality and in whole view”, OK, I’m
willing to believe that this does have something to do with the view of things during those
chemical, or other, trances and gropings or even fumblings, provided the researchers occupied
with them find both the IQ and the learning, and above all the purity, to stand to the height of
their discoveries and of the responsibilities associated with making their implications a mission
and not just one more stand from which one can become rich and famous and enter the paradise
of the American dream and the hall of success and the status magazines like every other common
glamorous fart with fireless eyes. OK, Miyaki will say what omissions are still pending” “You
gave to all of us plenty of homework Plucky” “Nothing pending?” “Add to your questions on my
behalf whether the Divine Comedy of existence consists in pre-life sinking behind us as
irreversibly as Atlantis when fertilized ovum consciousness starts, and incarnated consciousness
sinks behind us as irreversibly as Atlantis when we die. And the sun of that gravure refers to both
moments and possibly both in the forward and backward directions. That light may be like the
sparks of Central Fire hurled out as our souls. On top of that this was a typical case of speech
that, as the saying goes, “is both locally and overall quite accurate without this contradicting the
fact that all it s parts have another part that contradicts them” “Which saying?” “Whose?”
“Where does it go?” “Oh, c’mon, you all know that “as the saying goes” is just a figure of speech,
as the expression goes”, now don’t start with also “whose expression?” and so on. If I knew that
I would know who makes up the jokes which everybody knows but nobody knows who started
them, as another question goes” “You’re sure you don’t want to say something more definite?”
“To your friends?” “The reason there are speeches that are accurate still self contradicting may be
that Bohr may have been right saying “The opposite of a deep truth maybe is not a lie but another
deep truth” “Is that more illuminating? Sounds as definite as “maybe yes , maybe no, maybe
perhaps” as another saying goes” “It is more illuminating , but on more interesting subjects, like
quantum mechanics, OK, there may be something quantum mechanical or even Gödelian about
particular human biographies, but it’s not as interesting. Maybe not even to the biographed
person, after an age at least”. “So the key to the Miyaki mystery or to Miyaki’s need for self
expression is not in asking or answering about Okinawa what Pat Morita started saying in the
film…” “…which, even if relevant, might be an allusion by that scenariographer to something
similar but elsewhere, and Miyaki-Chink could even be Chinese…” “But why don’t you just ask
me if I’m Chinese or Japanese?” “After our building all that mystique about what you don’t
answer and you just let float as koan you want us to spoil it by just asking an irrelevant
question?…” “..and kill the goose that lays the golden eggs?, as the expression goes” “If you tell
us we will only remember that you answered it but will forget which of the two the answer was,
anyway, so it will be futile to tell us” “It doesn’t cost a thing to tell you, but the way you put it,
OK, I won’t; especially if it keeps my aura in shape, like not knowing Amanda’s factuals.
Amanda you see how intrigued I was?” “You haven’t seen what “intrigued” means yet” “You
mean that all those pages and pages you’ve been writing about that mouthful of your about love
finally amount to your realizing that it all springs from that gypsy fortune teller and that it
focused back to him after, at last you, got the proper input from Lorenz’s insights treasured from
geese and apes and vultures for almost a century? Maybe then he would have been more valuable
to Lorenz than the bears and monkeys he would buy from him to deliver them from their chain
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and nose-ring captivity” “Now that you mentioned him let me make a PS on him in those pages,
hmmm, or better an insertion” “What am I going to read? Xaviera Hollander in Lorenzland? I
thought it would be Alice in Smullyanland or Amanda in both lands”. “Do you want to add
anything while I’m adding this? Didn’t Plucky omit anything else besides some Dante in
impersonating you?” “Say it in two words; monosyllabic I mean; not longer that five single
spaced pages each” “Look who is not talking! Don’t constrict yourself Miyaki! Plucky’s was just
the opening paragraph! Do start to elaborate and build on it” “The only omission Plucky made,
was what he could not have predicted by deduction. A dream I had before I received your e-mail
with that poet’s excerpts.. Oh, Amanda please do write that name on whatever you’re writing so
that I meet it someplace, I don’t think I can catch its spelling if you just tell me orally if it’s as
Greek and as long as it sounded on the lips of Plucky …OK, if your pages are too X-rated I
realize you might have inhibitions about mixing the two…OK, OK, she’s so absorbed or we’re
boring compared to a gypsy fortune teller, she can’t even hear us, so I’ll ask her some other
time. That day I thought I would dream I was bicycling in space under the stars , or rather amidst
the stars, they would be in all directions around me, to reach you earlier than the rendezvous,
maybe so much poetry that you sent me somewhere implied that image. But instead I dreamt of
Tommy swimming upstream. Why? Great minds think alike OK, but maybe the poetry you had
sent me was in part caused or helped along by those excerpts the poets had seen of that poet , so
reading them one could feel they were converging back to some source, so I dreamt Tommy
swimming to the source, then a source-like set of pages did come; and your explicit mention of
Tommy too. OK, there may be other explanations too but let’s stick with this mainstream-like”
“I’m almost ready Miyaki, just editing a little before I print out; writing is over. Have I heard
well, you mentioned dream with only a single reference? Just Tommy? No Lorenz! No Smullyan!
No Hegel! No “google it when I leave” order! Just a rock opera? What’s our friendship coming
to! You don’t love us anymore? I mean your mouth doesn’t hear anything interesting coming to
it from our ears anymore?” “You really think Plucky made no omission? I don’t” “Now that you
mention it: I did have something to comment on my saying Plucky couldn’t possibly predict
what dream I would see but the reference this sends to first came to me when I saw the
unpredictability of Plucky’s waking life path, not my dreamlife’s path. Game theorists to beat the
opponent’s strategy when he is so capable as to understand their strategy need an unpredictable
factor which the opponent can’t know. And they use cards of random numbers. But Ruelle, in a
popularized book about chaos, OK, don’t google him to see what he says, I’ll you quote him here
and now, says that ancient commanders and conquerors used in that way the unpredictability of
their dreams and the unpredictability of the interpretation of their ambiguous meaning, or similar
properties of the oracles. For example who would guess that Caesar upon seeing he was making
love to his mother would not become Freudian about it, as someone would do now, and would
just consider it as telling him to do take the decision to cross Rubicon and march against his
mother city Rome? Or who would guess that Alexander the Great upon saying a satyr in his sleep
would not go Freudian but would attack Tyros since satyr was satyros in Greek and sa-Tyros
meat “Tyros yours”. Handing him her pages Amanda also completed “And who would predict
that one reason for which Feynman did not avoid teaching things that were too elementary for his
research was that he thought that if the right idea about something was not in an expected place
where all researchers would be looking for it, and if it was more probable for it to come from a
free association occurring through a completely unrelated subject, then it would be more
probable to meet it when teaching a course assigned to you through processes random with
respect to your research interests. “Of course even this statement about physics chapters as cards
of random numbers is itself an unpredictable random number, for us common mortals” as the
predictable comment of my way back boyfriend, went” Amanda turned to the drummer “Is it only
my impression that you wanted to say to Miyaki something that Plucky omitted?” “Just to put
everything in nutshell through a ten page upshot: If one wants to pinpoint why he feels he knows
Miyaki very-very personally, he first thinks it’s because he is open for you to know him more that
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you even know yourself, since he is open to all questions about himself and he does know himself
more than you know yours. Then you realize you don’t even have to know the answers to these
questions about him because the kind of tapestry that he weaves contains just about all the ways
that exist to start asking yourself those questions as applying to yourself, not to him. And if some
ways happen to be skipped you will sure meet them by yourself later on , after you get the initial
idea. Is he unique? No, millions of people do that even without being walking libraries and even
ranging from analysts to idlers and loafers in cafés. And there are also people who function like
him and are just characters in long-long serials of the soap opera type even when what you know
about the specifics of their life in the serial is as little as what you know about the specifics of the
actors playing them. Miyaki is unique in one thing only: If he plays in an episode then you can
see only that one episode and then feel you have been watching the soap opera for five years”
They all started applauding, then Miyaki too applauded, then the drummer said “So you do
recognize yourself in that description” “I was applauding you three as that description applies
already to those e-mails that you sent and felt like years of friendship. This doesn’t contradict
your speech because after all you did say that by looking at me you learned yourself so I
applauded yourselves that you learned and whom you showed me. Now:…” “Just a minute:
Plucky you feel I omitted something, or it’s only my impression?” “Just something on that test
questions Miyaki sent us:” “Didn’t I say they were rhetorical questions? It was not an IQ test;
who would give as IQ test something he considers self evident, even wrongly, and even gets
better answers than his own?” “I mean all you tested was whether we were interested seriously
enough in all that stuff and so whether you would spend a night at the opera, I mean whether that
opera would spend a night , or whatever it was , with us” “Soap opera you mean. OK, but al these
go without saying as the saying goes. If you got bored and you dozed by all that, you would be
long asleep and I would be long gone anyway, in the most natural and self evident of ways. OK, I
do feel that without having exhausted ourselves or our patience we’ve exhausted the subject, at
least what we had to say about it for the time being and without any new input, I do feel I should I
should retire, maybe the only reason I don’t say it’s late is that morning and night do nor exactly
have their standard meanings on a satellite, anyway, as my continuing loquaciousness indicates I
would not yet call it a day, even if you did, don’t be alarmed, I only mean I don’t feel like going
back to my hole , I mean my capsule, I mean I’ll take a walk to stretch a little, I mean I’ll float in
the void a little, will you do me a favor, will you lend me you light gadget I mean the lightbulb
with a page clip so that I can lie in the void and read Amanda’s pages. Don’t worry, I won’t
knock on your wall if I don’t see light on, I’ll wait until tomorrow for my comments. But what if
I do see light on? May I knock then?” “By all means…” “Please do…” “Even if you don’t see
light on” added Amanda. So Miyaki put on his helmet, took the pages with the clip and lightbulb
and got out in space: OK, in space no one can hear you laugh etc, and OK, Miyaki, reading , did
not exactly suffer contortions like the ones of Amanda that repeated the ones of that so
imaginative cockteasing future empress at the side of Justinian who lived about 1500 years
before Amanda and whose existence Miyaki ignored as much as Amanda, and OK, when he
entered their satellite (after knocking like a madman without noticing whether the light was on or
not (of course it was on . Amanda’s wait for his comments was quite eager)) there was not
enough room to contain the path his that his body would follow, if the satellite was like a big
living room, and if his motor neurons did fire out upon the promptings they received from the
firings that stormed them from his flight impulses and flight goals, since what Amanda had
written down and what Miyaki had read was the porn-soap-opera with the jokes in the bathtub
that, some days ago, she had mentally written, also floating in space, and, after reading that, the
path of Miyaki , if he were weightless but in big living room, would be similar to the path of a
bat flying straight but butting its head from wall to wall; and his face, unsimilar to a bat’s, would
not only be as close to Socrates’ as Pat Morita’s who had played him both as karate teacher of
Daniel-son in the “karate kid” and as Chink, mentor of cowgirls in “Even cowgirls get the blues”
but would also have a look, or more precisely his eyes would have a flicker, absolutely Socratic
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and absolutely Dionysiac at the same time (wasn’t Socrates calling himself Silenus-face after all?
And wasn’t Miyaki often saying “my face does look a little like Socrates’, I both hope and fear”?
Or was it “…I both fear and I hope”? ) Miyaki didn’t say a word before flying out back to space
or to his hole or nest or cave, wherever bats dwell; he was only laughing. This laughter, to
Plucky and to the drummer did seem to explain, or maybe to just make plausible, how come the
thinker and the karatist they had known had also been the Chink they had not known. But to
Amanda, the laughter made the flickers in his eyes become flames, and the flickers in his eyes
made the laughter spasms, for which she did not even notice if they were his or hers or the
satellite-walls’ which had again become flesh-like, combined with the laughter’s sound which
felt to her like having something that suggested that Jericho’s walls had become flesh-like too and
had started laughing before collapsing, OK, to Amanda images were flowing like from a gushing
wellspring and they were full of tectonic earthquakes bringing down both her clothes and all other
possible walls anywhere, and behind the ruined and leveled walls she was seeing herself and
Spring, whom she had heard of in the nerd’s e-mail, step out of the circle formed by their clothes
around their ankles and, upon crossing that circle be metamorphosed into nymphs entangling in
orgiastic scenes with a satyr among which the most often recurring and the most intensely
voluptuous scene was that, just like the protagonist cowgirl and her fellow-cowgirl, she and her
fellow-nymph Spring concurrently licked from his balls not the yummy juice (called yum in Tom
Robbins’ book?) but , as expected, marmalade from that vase Spring had dreamt in that jar.
These fantasies she did not further pursue after Miyaki flew off, but when with her two lovers
later she went beyond Kathryn Ross for the fourth and last time of their common life, and (for a
reason that is still irrelevant to the present context) she had to tape record themselves without
them knowing lest knowing spoiled their spontaneity and naturalness, OK at that lovemaking the
way she did not lose her spontaneity and naturalness by preprogramming and knowing what’s
next , was that she let roll and unfold (for the first time, thus unprogrammed) those fantasies
with her and Spring and Miyaki and then they were going back and forth between this trio and the
trio consisting of herself with Miyaki and the nerd, or the trio of her and her two real lovers, but
next to the couple of Spring with the nerd (When, during their lovemaking, she told them what
was on her mind (i.e. what of sexual nature was on her mind, not what recording was in
operations and for what goal) expecting that at the point they all were when she told them this
could only increase both her and their passion and her and their feeling of dreamlike
weightlessness, what happened was exactly what she expected. And since at that point their
bodies and minds were like vessels communicating almost telepathically the explanations she
gave them and they immediately understood were just recorded on the tape as “Just in case you
think we’re playing Daisy, Hewey and Lewey, we’re not. We’re playing Daisy, Hewey, Lewey,
Dewy and uncle Donald” “Plus uncle Donald, the two cowgirls and …and…do you remember?”
“… I don’t remember either , but let’s make it marmalade. Is marmalade OK for both of you
cowgirls?”. And of course the sensations, from the, proverbially great, extent to which
lovemaking is based on “it’s all in the mind”, that each of the three real and two imaginary
presences also felt, were the sensations they would have if they were in the place of any other of
them, e.g. Hewey and Lewey were also, each of them, uncle Donald with Amanda and with the
other cowgirl of the book since they hadn’t yet heard about Spring as to feel they were the with
Amanda, i.e. the Spring they knew, and her divine twin sister, the earthly Spring they knew not.
Oh: At some point of that time Amanda said “Oh! We shouldn’t have forgotten to invite my
cinephile rival. Not today. Or we haven’t? ” “Don’t worry. I took care of that” said Plucky. “Oh,
yeah? Tell me more about it. I mean tell me about when this habit began. I mean tell me later, not
now. Now just shut up…”). After the overdose of outworldliness that Miyaki had treated them,
and after his uncanny exit not quite like a decently lightshadowed personality’s exit but like an
unclassifiable bat-like spook’s visiting from and returning to the twilight zone where it belonged
with eyes shining like a raving lunatic’s, and with a laugh that , at least just as a first free
association, did bring to one’s mind background music for some Hieronymus Bosch painting or
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even the kind of possible voice of some of the nightmarish and unearthly beasts sitting on the
chest and pulling the beard of St Anthony during his tempting in the famous work of the same
painter, not only Plucky and the drummer but even Amanda who was in such a state of erotic
elation and exaltation, did not feel like …like what? Let’s be explicit in a briefer sort of way:
Either expectedly or surprisingly, although they were, all of them, the kind of people who would
do bet that devils with horns and goat legs and hellish evil flames in their eyes were just playful
horny satyrs slandered by Christian monks, they were all both afraid of turning off the light and
trying to go to sleep, and also were absolutely adamant against any hesitant, or rather reluctant,
prompting by nature to say to another human being , just like each of them, to wear his space
costume and please fuck off for a while and face alone any , either cosmically astral or
astronomically astral, facet of wilderness outside the nice , cozy walls of their satellite. So what
they did, like all of us do in our rather less extraordinary analogs of such circumstances, they
turned on their TV to watch some news of good old real and factual reality in the everyday sense
of the word “news”. And what they saw not just astounded them, moved them, overtook them,
and made them speechless through all of that and possibly more, but also overwhelmed them by
making them feel that either a most wide wave or wind of love was rising from the earth to their
satellite or they were falling into a sea of love addressed to them and existing on all earth: The
most popular serial all over the globe was a porno-soap-opera , called “Swept in Space”, an
adaptation of “Swept away” – the film of the late ’70s about how a male and a female version of
Robinson Crusoe became a paradisiacal couple after a ship wreck in an exotic island – to the
astronautical specifics of a trio and to the specific names of our three friends. The detail that most
specifically moved our friends with respect to the quality of the scenario that supposedly reenacted their space love-makings , was that the satellite was flesh-like, blushing, flushing, and
smiling every now and then that one of the men was floating in space. Amanda immediately
called them apologizing she had not called earlier “because they were all both too busy and
uptight with some technical spacecraft problems and too overcome, or rather speechless, with
emotion at seeing the film” and finally she said that she wanted “to thank them for all the parts
where they represented them faithfully and also to equally thank them for the parts they
wouldn’t know how to represent them faithfully, but still had equally effectively turned the love
of the public to also their direction up there”. The most indicative moving piece showing to them
the public’s love, was that a Balkanian writer (possibly Greek, or Turkish, but they felt too
awkward about their terrible geography, to save the question of whether Turkey was in the
Balkans, and submit it to anyone; even anyone as familiar as Miyaki, especially him, whom they
were too ashamed to ask if he was Japanese or Chinese) who had written a book titled “Their
smell makes me cry” about old barber shops – with stories discussed between barber and client
in the days barber shops were for a man outing , discussion of politics, confession of joys or
griefs, local news and gossip, advice on issues ranging from professional to the emotional or even
to the sexual, on top of getting better and more decent looks and feeling in better shape with the
haircut and shaving – added to his book a story about how people discussed Plucky, drummer and
Amanda with the barbers and with their fellow clients in the few still existing old fashioned
barber shops, and how they projected on them emotions and sensations, taking sides and
expressing preferences, which both helped them express themselves and to be inspired back from
others, just like such discussions about friends and relatives and singers and football players etc.
had been functioning in society since the beginning of time (and even before the beginning of
football course!). All of them, and most of all Amanda, couldn’t wait for the next visit of Miyaki
on which they would first already surprise him by telling him to turn on the news and then they
would sit and watch his face as the news would not just surprise him and astound him but also
flabbergast him. Wanting to share his surprise and to voluptuously increase their own pleasure
during watching , they fasted on their dying curiosity to see the follow up and they postponed the
pleasure of following it until he would come, uninvited and unprepared by anything that would
spoil the revelation. Of course implicit in all that was the assumption that Miyaki was not exactly
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the kind of person who would be a regular news watcher while what was true in actual case was
just that Miyaki never thought that they were not exactly the kind of persons who would not be
regular news watchers. So when, just after some hours, he knocked and they, hiding as much as
possible, their inside beaming and gleaming, opened, and he entered and removed his helmet, his
sad look was only sweetened by the vibes going like, his finally forming words “The least I can
say to you is to congratulate you and to tell you how much I imagine, and feel for, both your joy
and your pride, and to also apologize for not telling you all that earlier, but I hadn’t seen news for
a couple of days due to both the technical problems of the space rendezvous and to my
monomanias and my preparations on how to answer some questions you had sent me on those emails; also due, of course, to your modesty which kept you from telling me what you certainly
had already seen on the news. In short I am sorry for being that much overdue in that. And I, of
course, just like you, am deeply sorry for the way these things, like so many other things both of
your and of my life, and so much thinking and so many beliefs became so obsolete overnight
through what is happening to people in circumstances much more grieving and much less
luxurious than the above griefs of us: As probably is expected, by being in Clinton’s days, he
was referring to the TV news on the NATO bombing of Yugoslavia that had just started: …(We
will presently give an, as accelerated as it should be, overview of what preceded the time they
felt the way we will now describe and of what they did to react, but now let’s focus on the short
but deep depression they entered – when they realized that, in ways we’ll see later, both the trio
and Miyaki had managed to be represented by the media as supporting those bombings – and the
way they got out of it:) …Miyaki kept in his satellite with lights shut. The drummer and Plucky
felt as if they had swallowed a bandsaw that , rotating like hell inside them, was cutting their
intestines in little pieces which gushed from their mouths red and pulp-like like lungs of people
spitting them out after having inhaled asphyxiation gases, as in films they had seen about the first
world war. Both of them made the wordplay “Overground is the past tense and past participle of
overgrind” but neither made it loud since they considered it as both jinxy and as bad taste joke
disrespectful to their pet live satellite whom they had given that name to (losing self respect came
later, but by then they had forgotten the wordplay, so they never made the joke on their satellite
finally) Soon, Plucky could only think of flashbacks like near the end of “Return from Alcatraz”
where Lee Marvin and two friends were driving towards the animal farm of Gene Hackman and
of a fellow-whacko of him who had made sausages of a man, of the underworld OK, like Lee
Marvin and company, but of whom they had just asked “was he a nice guy?” and they were
taking the pieces of their guns out of their cases and putting them in place just saying a very
laconic “gad dam” about it every now and then, the drummer could only think of somewhere
having read (“was it Meister Eckart? Was it St John of the Cross? Johannes Climacus? John
Scotus? Eriugena?”) a reference to some synthesis between Neo-Platonism and Christianity
somewhere saying that evil, even demons, are only the form of Good in cases where we still don’t
know how exactly Good works through them (“and this great unknown of history who had
made that synthesis was so great that to propagate his point rather than his name he plagiarized
himself on behalf of an early saint of the church, St Dionysius, the first Athenian converted by St
Paul, and circulated it as a point of his, and only after a two digit number of centuries was it
discovered by philological analysis that this was an anachronism and he was named pseudoDionysius, the only time in history the prefix “pseudo” was given honorarily and not in disgrace,
and regarding whether the lack of a real name made things less personal, well is there something
more personally revealing than one’s trip with God, what more would one need his name for?”,
Amanda was punishing her two men’s not equaling the circumstances by their infantilism,
through having fantasies with blowjobs to Emmett Grogan whose autobiography “Ringolevio”
instantaneously became her Polar Star and Cosmic Compass and he became her hero and savior
and she was not discouraged even when she fantasized she heard him on the phone referring to
her as “that cocksucker from Nebraska” and was only estranged from fantasies about him when
she remembered, yet with wrong connotations, that he did endorse something like a graffiti of the
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type “go back to Nebraska” which had once deeply hurt her when mentioned in conjunction with
another graffiti going like “Town smog was brought by the hillbillies. It rises from their minds”
(she became so estranged that she even forgot to google, as she was planning, about his second
book “The last score” and about how he died (he was already in hiding when he was writing
“Ringolevio” on whose first page a friend of his was writing that men like Grogan die by being
shot in the open space of their leap from one terrace to another)). Yet she did not even had heart
to revert to a previous fantasy she had, unconsciously punitive to both her men for not finding a
way to shut her up in her postponing-and-postponing having a baby with either, a fantasy which
she wanted to enrich with her recent bathtub scenes, and in which the central person was a
woman older than her who was a pornographer and had fired all her more steady relations and
only enjoyed young lovers and “once that one of them asked her what was her hope in life while
she was giving him a blowjob she only took his cock out of her mouth to answer “ I hope
nothing, I fear nothing, I’m free” and then she went on with sucking and licking while she was at
the same time searching her memory to see if this was a gag by a character of the book “Laura”
written by the author of “Emmanuelle” too, or just the engraving on the tombstone of
Kazantzakis who, being excommunicated was not buried in a regular cemetery but on a mountain
site where, hermit-like, he liked to go and write , and where thousand of peoples saw him off
while a priest defied his orders and gave him Christian’s burial”. Gradually she even joined the
self parody and self sarcasm of her two men when they started singing in the dark the song of the
crucified men in the end of “The Life of Bryan” after they too, like the crucified, shouted “I’m
Bryan” , “I’m Bryan” like the “I’m Spartacus” all Spartacus’ men had shouted to the Romans’
question “Who is Spartacus?” in the film with Kirk Douglas. So when they started singing and
whistling “Always look at the bright side of life: Life is a piece of shit when you look at it. You
came with nothing you leave with nothing, so you last nothing. So always look at the bright side
of life”, she added “Is that a sandstorm? A cyclone? No, it’s the suicide squad” The laughs they
all burst into after that showed that no turning on the light for pantomime was necessary to show
that the suicide squad just committed suicide. But the fact they were all in deep depression
became immediately obvious, or rather immediately audible, when, noticing, all of them, how
the satellite did not feel to them as palpitating with laughter as with other jokes it had trusted their
humor in; then they also noticed how laughing hahahahahahaha in such circumstances becomes
weeping ahahahahahahah if one just forgets whether one had started with an “h” or with an “a”.
But it quickly grew worse for all of them, starting with unrestrainedly antiesthetic losses of poise
during weeping, and especially long-drawn groans and moans and mopings and nose-suckings
and mixings of tears and saliva and snot, and reaching rock bottom when all this stopped and the
satellite finally just felt to them like a transparent trap made of an icy-glassy-feeling amber in
which they were caught like Jurassic mosquitoes to be displayed to the public unable to even
nod with an eyelid yet heading whatever subtitles their captors needed their fame to dictate to
their fans; whether planned by persons or just by the impetus of impersonal mechanisms and
interests, it sure was a trap catching their convincingness and having baited them with a goddam
scholarship they could have given themselves by just making an extra buck with staying an extra
hour open to sell an extra hotdog to buy a fucking PC and an internet connection to tour the world
they way they had done up there. An extra shift on the hotdog stand wouldn’t have made their
leisure and “right to idleness” less to any degree contradicting their use of the PC. After all even
on the satellite, they only had one PC, using it in turns. So what was the ultimate gain of the space
trip? None. But what would have been the ultimate gain in the canteen? That they would not feel
guilty, used, responsible etc. But wasn’t it not only selfish but plain irresponsible to only feel
shattered because it was them and not somebody else who had enacted the bad guy? Don’t
responsible persons often make, in such hot potato cases, some analog equivalent to the
following?: If somebody leaves some trash in front of our door , will our only reaction be to
complain why he didn’t leave it in front of the neighbor’s door? Besides, in their case, shouldn’t
they, before plunging deeper into depression, first examine if their position offered some
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advantage to affect the situation which their being educated just in the canteen wouldn’t give
them? All these last, more solid, thoughts were part of talking going on between them with lights
on, and obviously they felt Miyaki was with them, talking , because, as they realized and said,
many of the things they were saying were just along the line of some of the things Miyaki had
written them on the last e-mail before visiting them, but at the time they had just thought of them
as mumblings not as interesting as his other inspirations, and as things merely to be tolerated
under “love your friends along with their weaknesses”. OK, it was not an issue of whether they
would think of all that without Miyaki’s mumblings or of whether they would think of all that
equally quickly, or whether they had exhausted all things he had written to them or there were
more of them to remember or to read or to think by themselves. The relevant issue they felt to be
whether the prosaic mumblings of Miyaki also had a type of relevance. The biggest thing of all,
however, was that they were all now feeling much better; not as if having already seen any light
at the end of the tunnel, nor even as if having been told where the tunnel out was, or even assured
that a tunnel out existed at all. But certainly it felt like nobody could assure them that no tunnel
existed, and that all stones had been unturned with no result. It felt like “even if your cell is pitch
dark and you cannot see a hole in the wall even if it exists, start groping on the wall, and if it
exists you’ll sure find it”. This was hopeful enough to get them out of depression and into saying
“OK, let’s turn out the light and think each by himself again for a while, and see if we make any
progress”. Before we see the kind of things that prevented them from seeing solutions, or at least
trials of solutions, that we might be considering as obvious, and before we see what kind of
things needed some isolation, only available to them through light off in their so narrow home
(e.g. Plucky’s “talking to his heart”?) , let’s see how Miyaki-the-practical was doing parallelly:
Not having had scenes of wild laughter or wild sex to cause reactions to the walls of his satellite
and make him that much involved with it, the convincingness trap in his case did not take the
form of a satellite feeling as an amber mosquito trap etc etc ; maybe also due to his self-concept,
or to his self concept through others, it took the form of feeling like Merlin the magician in
Excalibur trapped in a real amber column by his apprentice sorceress and seductress-deceivertrapper. But since such a veteran charmer as ex-Chink would not easily be led to a trap that way,
he of course just said about the whole thing “I did have a feeling that a scholarship like that was
fishy and just too good to be innocuous, but in my age there’s no one to blame but myself; getting
caught in my age in the fishnet of a hillbilly-redneck-Hollyjung who made the point of the
karate kid film sound like the point of bull-fucking-shit like Rocky 2! By the way: In my age of
course one also knows that a deserved harakiri is as useless as a non deserved non harakiri , the
real thing is that in our present case, at least, and fortunately, a solution exists, but takes some
psychological preparation because it might also involve harakiri performed on the solvers by
others, although chosen and decided by both solvers and performers. Could be worse! Could be
that not even that solution existed. But until that psychological –or should I call it spiritual? –
preparation is completed, we are as immobile as mosquitoes in amber. I wonder what will help
my friends better prepare? My keeping my lights shut or on? Whatever; it doesn’t matter that
much; what does matter though, is that fortunately we have a very helpful option: we have two
satellites. So we don’t have the additional problem we would have if the ones prepared to be
untied from amber had to use the same satellite with the ones not prepared. Now each side can
select its course” So was he that calm? Didn’t he at least grind teeth about anybody in his
mumblings? Well, he did: About Hollyjungs personal or collective and abstract, and also about
their bosses both of whom he heard as if saying to him and to his similars and to their plans:
“Why do you say we are the liars who mislead people. You are the liar who mislead them into
believing there’s something one can do about getting us off his neck. Or getting out of amber. Or
getting anyone else out”. He did grind but not overly grind his teeth about them since he only
did it for self expression and to vent his feelings, not as part of his plan for action that could
counter them. Oh, he did grind his teeth once more about Hollyjungs , realizing that their job was
to do to people exactly what he would never do to his friends, i.e. to influence them by touching
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their own interpretation of oracle-like images inside them like e.g. dreams and verses, without at
the same time showing clearly the existence of another option. Then he forgot about Hollyjungs
again. So much about grinding with him , but it’s not for the present context to say why with
respect to overgrinding , his heart did not feel as munched and massacred as the hearts of the trio
while, nevertheless he too did feel he should avoid such humor as calling hearts overground as
past participle of overgrind, although he didn’t have to see it as wordplay insulting a satellite,
since he hadn’t christened his satellite any such name. Waiting for his friends next (satellite) door
to prepare he did run through his mind several times what he would say to the public to help them
analyze better what was happening in Yugoslavia. So let’s go back to the other satellite and see
the trio’s preparation, which is better described by the preparation of Amanda , on the one hand
because in a sense it turns out she was the group’s leader and in another sense because both
Plucky and the drummer were more and earlier (because more easily) prepared than she to walk
out of amber, of ice and glass, of dark dungeons with or without tunnels, of publicityconvincingness-prestige traps and self traps, by the kind of walk-out that so easily could also be
seen by outsiders as getting caught in tighter grip, or even getting strangled finally, by a fishnet,
and as falling like Icarus after the melting of the wax on his wings, rather than as rise of Icarus
to another sun after the melting of his whole body by the fireball sun of astronomy, like also in
the prescient book about them (prescient about only Plucky and the drummer) that Tom Robbins
had written; in short, the blackmail by false and cold love objects like the traps we just
mentioned, suggesting that if one walks out of them one will also lose touch with the genuine
loves of his life–in the case of the trio these were each other, their home-and-pet satellite and,
their life itself, and their prospective parenthood – OK, the last blackmail through the “last
temptation”, just named was no cause of heart rending goodbye-smooch-to-a-dream for them two
as it was for Amanda. Amanda, in the dark, hummed to herself the song where a mother was
telling her 19-year old son the facts of life, noticing of course it was sung by life telling her (and
telling her two men) these facts , although she was not a 19-year old (and neither were they), then
she hummed the song where a mother was telling her baby the facts of life noticing of course it
was sung by the baby telling her these facts; then she again felt anger surging up in her but
instead of seeing it in the form of also getting angry at her men for not being capable of ever
getting angry in the manner of Emmett Grogan, she just wondered if , after all, there was
something right about that slapstick-like happening with duel-slaps made of hot thin air
exchanged between nerds. She smiled in the dark thinking it just reminded Mel Brookes as a
homeless millionaire in a slum in slap duel with a lunatic who though he was Paul Getty and
each slapping the other and saying “You a millionaire? Look at yourself. I am a millionaire”,
while both looked the same. But, the anger inspiring all that could only be about a personal
problem that needed solution, hopefully found by now; who, having a concern about a serious
collective issue, would ever make an issue of something only concerning a collectivity which,
like –was it called post-modernism? was it deconstruction? –whatever its name was, neither
influenced, nor was influenced by, any crucial development anywhere in the world? So: The only
things that was right about all that was the Sikelianos-inspired explosion image, outside the
bullshit, that it was pointing to. Whether that explosion related to something causing explosive
anger in some nerd, whoever it was, it was just capturing both the angry and the non angry parts
of their present situation, e.g. the break-up and break-down of their paradise center whether in the
paradise trailer or in their paradise satellite, and their nostalgia for each other in their radial
outward hurl that seemed to be coming with strides. And it was such a Dante-inspired image! Or
Gibran-inspired too? Now her mind turned to an image of anger more acceptable to her
constitution in “business as usual” days and circumstances: Gibran’s version of militant
tranquility: OK, great karatists may break a tree trunk with one fist blow in front of whoever
challenges them to a duel to let him knowledgeably decide if he wants to go on. But at one point
a man who had borrowed money from Gibran and didn’t plan to give it back went into his studio
brandishing a copy of “The Prophet” and saying “Now let me see how a man who has written
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such a thing will sue me for not giving him back money”. Gibran said “This is like one person
giving another a white apron and the other returning it with black fingerprints. Would a
reasonable person have a reason to take it back? It would only soil him too if he used it in its
nonwhite condition. But it would do serve a purpose if the borrower kept it, since his fingers were
still more soiled that the nonwhite apron. And now, just in case you think that’s my excuse to
myself for being weak, just get lost before I do this to you, too” and saying this he tore in two a
telephone catalog like wrestlers performing on sidewalks do, because his fingers were very strong
like all sculptors’ through their using hammer and chisel all the time. Then a wordplay that she
was rejecting and re-rejecting as being too heartless, tactless, mechanical and brutal about a
potential fate of their home-satellite and its flesh-made and animate walls, the word
“overground’ as past participle of “overgrind” surfaced again, but this time non rejected, yet not
accepted either: it surfaced as in the expression “Love grinds you to whiteness” from the answer
of Gibran’s prophet to Almitra the seeress when she asked him to talk about love. Usually the
part of this speech on love that came to her mind, mostly before further sinking into sleep after
lovemaking, was its last phrase going like “…to wake at dawn with a winged heart and give
thanks for another day of loving and to sleep with a prayer for the beloved in your heart and a
song of praise upon your lips” and it felt to her like a form of prayer similar to saying grace to
express her gratitude not for a lunch or dinner she was going to receive but for the love and
pleasure she had already received; but now, that was surfacing was her goodbye to her maternity
plans and dreams, she did feel she would, in a while, feel being ground white…….Then she
turned on the light, and their PC, entered google the key words “Gibran on love” turned out the
light again, and sat in front of the lighted screen for hours, first noticing that the line right before
the line of her grace prayer was “…and to bleed willingly and joyfully” and gradually realizing
that this chapter was also a Gethsemane type of prayer…
(OK, before we go back to where our friends had just learned of the bombings, let’s also see the prayer
Amanda had downloaded: )
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Kahlil Gibran On Love, 1923
When love beckons to you, follow him,
Though his ways are hard and steep,
And when his wings enfold you yield to him,
Though the sword hidden among his pinions may wound you.
And when he speaks to you believe in him,
Though his voice may shatter your dreams as the north wind lays waste the garden.
For even as love crowns you so shall he crucify you.
Even as he is for your growth so is he for your pruning.
Even as he ascends to your height and caresses your tenderest branches that quiver in the sun,
So shall he descend to your roots and shake them in their clinging to the earth.
Like sheaves of corn he gathers you unto himself.
He threshes you to make you naked.
He sifts you to free you from your husks.
He grinds you to whiteness.
He kneads you until you are pliant;
And then he assigns you to his sacred fire,
that you may become sacred bread for God's sacred feast.
All these things shall love do unto you that you may know the secrets of your heart,
and in that knowledge become a fragment of Life's heart.
But if in your fear you would seek only love's peace and love's pleasure,
Then it is better for you that you cover your nakedness and pass out of love's threshing floor,
Into the seasonless world where you shall laugh, but not all of your laughter, and weep, but not
all of your tears.
Love gives naught but itself and takes naught but from itself.
Love possesses not nor would it be possessed;
For love is sufficient unto love.
When you love you should not say,
'God is in my heart,' but rather,
'I am in the heart of God.'
And think not you can direct the course of love,
for love, if it finds you worthy, directs your course.
Love has no other desire but to fulfill itself.
But if you love and must needs have desires, let these be your desires:
To melt and be like a running brook that sings its melody to the night,
To know the pain of too much tenderness.
To be wounded by your own understanding of love;
And to bleed willingly and joyfully.
To wake at dawn with a winged heart and give thanks for another day of loving;
To rest at the noon hour and meditate love's ecstasy;
To return home at eventide with gratitude;
And to sleep with a prayer for the beloved in your heart and a song of praise upon your lips.
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……to continue with what happened from now on without “hiding the forest” behind the twigs of the
branches of the trees of details upon details of the trip that we have been presenting so far, we’ll need to be
focusing on the essentials; and to get an idea of how summarizing we will be on the rest of the satellite
trip and of what we mean by essentials we are going to start with a summary account of what we have
already seen in detail, which will indicate both what our condensing factor will be and what the criteria of
what is essential we’ll be using. The account will be in the contemporary format that best fits the way this
trip combined comics and tragedy. For this account of this so-called “tragicomix” we can just say , like for
some soap operas too, that it mainly has interest for the historians of the future who, instead of reading
newspapers of our age to get in our climate, will be seeing our soap operas and will be removing whatever
refers to their characters themselves. In their paradisiacal period in the satellites the above characters
experienced in an ideal and absolute way all the advantages and disadvantages of the educational part of
that opportunity called “right to idleness” which, if it were equally ideally (and absolutely) experienced by
all the young men living on scholarships provided by the state or by their parents , would make life on
earth very different. The Paradise of these characters was a paradise of overinformation since by going
around over the earth’s surface and hearing , in concurrent translation, the news, the music, the
celebrations, the poetry, the wars, the refugees, the traditions, the stories, the myths, the rock codes, the
love codes, the erotic codes, the joy codes, the mourning codes etc.etc. of every country and of every
people, their souls became universalized in a way that did not exactly remind “globalization” which to all
brings the familiar associations of the bald smoothness and razedness of classroom globes and of plastic
balloons and has made many people call it “globebulbization” to remind that the inspirers of the ideal of
homo globalis were frequently “bald on the outside and on the inside”, as the saying goes, and not
anything like homo universalis (let alone anything like the homo multiversalis which frequently is
encountered among both poets and quite simple minded persons that live in countries where different
civilizations are in real everyday conversation) To their satellite and to their trip itself the trio had given
the name “Overground”, maybe for reasons, finally, not very unlike some of the reasons Kusturitsa had
given the name “Underground” to one of his films: In that film the characters’ perception of the world had
become blurred to apes’ levels because they lived under the earth, in underinformation and thinking the
big war was still going on while our astronaut friends’ perception of the world had become blurred to
angels’ level because they lived over the earth, in permanent overinformation and thinking that all big
wars were over. OK, in their overinformed paradise they forgot for a short while the colorful worries and
concerns of their silly optimism and Miyaki went a little further and wondered if activism is not driven
or created by poetry but just reflected in it. And he also wondered whether it was rather premature and
irrelevant to try to imagine the feelings of future refugees going from earth to other planets because of
ecological catastrophes more than he tried to see the fate of present refugees coming from displacements
of national borders not at all reminding the ideal falls of national borders which, on behalf of globalization,
he had thought were already in sight. So, OK, they finally could see things more realistically, yet even the
worst pains of humanity seemed to them like those pains which poets, as has been said about them, place
“behind a protective mist, out of their tenderness towards the eyes of the readers to whom raw facts are
revealed”. Still, OK, they were not as self-blindingly naïve as not to know what pains were referred to by
e.g. a poet-and-bomber-of-a-tyrant, mentioned by an Italian feminist journalist, in his verses going
something like “Let mount Golgotha start inside the stable’s cradle, let the three magi bring the nails
instead of gifts…”,and also an obsession of Plucky with a film on Giordano Bruno (who, after having
conceived the bright idea that if he returned to his country (out of responsibility towards the propagation of
his ideas) the Pope would grant him the opportunity of a public discussion in which either one of them
would publicly convince the other in all matters of mutual disagreement), OK that obsession of Plucky
with a film on Giordano Bruno who finally returned to his country and was burned on the stake with a nail
through his tongue just in case a more usual gag could be burned before his tongue got burned and thus
give him the opportunity to talk to the spectators about his ideas (while he was being burned and thus was
free from the inquisitors who would not , of course, want to kill him and interrupt his burning) was later
seen to focus on the fact that he would never be given a chance to give an oration on any wider context of
the reasons he was summoned because nobody summoned him for anything wider than the quite comix like
absurd incident where inadvertently he had killed a fellow- expert in karate who would kill him for an
equally ludicrous reason, a mere misunderstanding. Like the killing of the , well known to most, paradise
called “summer” takes place with the well known “first drop of rain” as poetry puts it, and like the killing
of the cultural paradises like the one aboard the ship of art masters in Fellini’s “The ship keeps going”
takes place with the culture’s ship being bombed by the navy if the art masters do anything more humanly
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autonomous or more humanly essential than entertaining power masters and their military arm, just
likewise, their own “being lost in Paradise” was abruptly terminated by the first bomb that their parallel
world’s NATO dropped on their world’s Yugoslavia. And went on to become to them, even if just to their
self-taste, their “being-lost-in-a-hell” trip when, on the one hand some silly/jolly things said by Amanda
during their paradisiacal period were used in a way indicating the trio supported the bombings (like some
rockers had openly supported them) and when, on the other hand, in a school the bombings were
mentioned as an application of the beliefs on peace and militant tranquility that master Miyiaki had
instilled in the karate kid. (More specifically, concerning the actors of a porno-soap-opera , called “Swept
in Space” and , supposedly, re-enacting their space love-makings , Amanda had said (just hours before the
bombings began!) that she wanted “to thank them for all the parts where they represented them faithfully
and also to equally thank them for the parts they wouldn’t know how to represent them faithfully yet had
equally effectively turned the love of the public to also their direction”. Well, could the trio ever claim,
after such an endorsement, and such timing, that “we and the actors are not one and the same thing, in this
too” when the journalists asked the actors and not them themselves about their opinion on the bombings of
Yugoslavia? And Miyiaki’s disaster came when some American Nazist teenagers celebrated the birthday of
their world’s Hitler by killing some fellow students and some teachers and then committing suicide (just
like the event , that is, in our own world that was later analyzed on film by Michael Moore) Their parallel
world’s Al Gore in the funerals did not only say, like our own universe’s Al Gore, that kids should follow
the “good example of the grownups” (this did not sound like an outright contradiction since the grownups
had said they had intervened as peacemakers stopping Milosevic. The kids , at least, did not know about the
Rabouillet Treaty etc) but also added that in America the kids received, already since quite a tender age,
the correct philosophy in such matters since everybody learned Miyiaki’s philosophy of non-violence
through “the karate kid”. Miyiaki felt he was losing his mind feeling that all three of “The Karate Kid”,
“Rocky 2” and “Rambo” had been played to small kids that by this time had grown up to be the pilots
whose superiors made feel they represented military virtue by falsifying both his ideas on peace and
Nietzsche’s ideas on war, mixing them with unmanly ideas like “a good war is a war without losses” and “a
just war is a war promoting the interests of whoever happened to live in a state which provided for more
advanced war industry” and all felt pissed seeing the nonCNNrunYugoslavian TV station bombed) After a
not prolonged depression both the trio and Miyiaki reacted using the instruments of their satellites (the
space rendezvous had already taken place and they could all decide everything in person to person talk) to
brief their CNN-briefed compatriots on what the dissidents within US were writing at the time of the
bombings e.g. they read on the air that universe’s Chomsky’s (more or less like our own Chomsky’s)
analysis saying that Americans consider correct, like the mafia of the neighborhood does, too, to bring a
message home (by breaking some arms like mafia does to people who resist blackmailing or do not
express joy upon encounter) that International Law is an obsolete concept and that on global scale (here
they differed from local mafias) there has now been installed around the earth an umbrella that can shoot
lethal thunderbolts and does that in the style of an unpredictable, revengeful and unjust Jahveh who has no
inhibitions, hesitations or compunctions, and also to brief their compatriots on what the newspapers of the
rest of the world were writing , e.g. they analyzed “Copenhagen”, a theater play on the collaboration of
scientists with the Army played in London at that time, they read a poem that was read by parallel Pinter in
a demonstration in parallel England (going like “We are the Americans and we are sensitive people. If you
don’t kiss us on the ass we will be hurt and we will napalm you. We do want your love. So kiss us on the
ass”. Parallel Pinter’s poem was not exactly like the poem by our own world’s Pinter which only said
something like “we tread on people with horses … Now I want you to kiss me on the mouth” but it
contained things like old poems from the demonstrations against the Vietnam war going like “We are the
Americans , the coffin makers…” but anyway Pinter’s poem, according to google, did not arouse less
angry and hurt responses and protestations for its level than parallel Pinter’s poem which equated horses
with napalms and mouths with asses) and they read a statement made by an old French general of the
parallel NATO who exactly like a general of our own world’s NATO in ’99 said “I don’t understand this
concept of war without casualties. What sort of soldier agrees to kill for a cause in which he does not
believe enough to risk getting himself killed? In my cadet days this used to draw the line between a soldier
and a criminal” Miyiaki from his satellite commented on this statement of this general at length and also
presented his own philosophy on these matters not only in his own wording, rather than in Al Gore’s, but
also in a way that fitted it on the news then current: “Suppose a people has the misfortune of living within
the range of operations of some people led by some impersonator of the so called “permanent war
economy”, like e.g. Genghis Khan or Hitler, that says “why do we need to learn how to cultivate the land or
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to raise cattle or, in more recent times, why do we need several industries, at the moment where if we just
perfect ourselves in martial arts or, correspondingly, if we just develop weapons industry, we can subjugate
others and make them cultivate the land or raise cattle or work the factories that do not produce weapons
and give their products to us and keep for themselves only what they need to just keep themselves alive and
reproducing to give us new slaves and so on?” If such a barbarity attacks a people then what can that
people do? Should they establish a similar war industry? If they do that then they have already committed
suicide since they used to live with values that did not define life as war, while they now have to live with
values chosen by others. Should they call themselves cowards for not having the weapons with which they
could face the enemy instead of just wearing a painted target upon their hearts and joining hands to form
chains of human shields around the facilities, industries and monuments they want to defend, like the
Yugoslavians are doing right at this moment we’re speaking? …(Here he played an old song written by a
Turkish poet speaking as if to his cardiologist saying that his heart was only half in his body because its
other half was in China or in other places, e.g. every dawn its other half was in nearby Greece getting shot
by firing squads in front of walls around jails similar to the ones where the poet was kept in Turkey)… Of
course it is not the bombed who should feel cowards! Cowards is what the pilots should call themselves
on the one hand for bombing like that instead of landing and fighting like men fight with their peers
defending their country not with target-like badges but with usual, non star-war, weapons, and on the
other hand for having the cowardice of not disobeying superiors who order them to fight in such unmanly
way and for a cause that may expose them like criminals to veterans of other wars of their own country.
How have such encounters ended up in history? Biologically, phyletically, etc, usually and unfortunately
but inevitably, the people under attack was extinguished and the aggressor people survived . But from the
point of view of civilization, and also ethically, the aggressors committed suicide and the other people
survived , in the following sense: Just like part of imposing the usual “woe to the defeated” is the trial of
the criminals of war among the army of the defeated , likewise another part of imposing the same is the
plagiarism of the so-to-speak “ethical property” of the defeated , that is of their life values. Namely:
Ashamed to tell their children (or even to themselves) the way and the goal of their war , they pictured as
belonging to themselves and not to their enemies the values and the valor of the people whom they
extinguished (or dispersed through slave-trade etc to far-scattered lands separating from each other
completely and forever even persons of the same family, even children and infants from mothers). And of
course the defeated had no reason whatsoever to be grateful to them for this falsification of history; but
life, evolution, optimization, whether Darwinian or Nietzschean etc.etc, had every reason to be grateful to
them for the way they had committed existential suicide, each along with his similars and along with their
shared values and goals and archives of their deeds and along with their example and their economic
patent of permanent war which their descendants might rediscover from scratch in the future but would
not obtain directly from their parents and grandparents who, as we said were too ashamed of themselves
and transmitted to their offspring only the values and deeds and feats of the people they had plagiarized.
The novelty of our times, the times of bombings as brazen as the present ones , is that the barbarians
explore the possibility of daring not to commit ethical and existential suicide, they test whether this time
around it’s possible for them not to reject themselves on behalf of their girlfriends, their children, their
wives, their mistresses who supposedly value valor and fall in love with it, they check whether they can
afford not to hide themselves from their questioning eyes by renaming the mere “no casualties” with names
like “victory”, “valor”, “martial virtue” etc.etc. To do this they try to change the tastes and criteria of
people so as not to have to be ashamed anymore, and in order to accomplish this they show films to kids
when they are still too young to have judgment, this is the long way that was covered in a 12-15 years
period from the “Karate Kid”, “Rocky 2” and “Rambo” up to the present times, when these kids have
become pilots receiving from Clinton tax deductions to boost their martial incentives and initiatives. This
attempt to overcome shame and circumvent existential suicide is not, of course, something for which life
and evolution would have much to be grateful about to them because it simply optimizes lifeless entities,
like war industries, while their live operators do not become optimized but on the contrary are reduced to
vile nonentities which little by little become not live users of lifeless instruments but half-live instruments
used by lifeless mechanisms just like the stock-market experts who do not produce anything but just
become the half-animate instruments of the inanimate market. If what they now dare turns out
successfully, if they do manage to change the traditional taste of whom to admire and whom to despise,
then the optimization of the lifeless and the reduction of the live to vile , starting with the decision makers
and followed by their non-disobeyers, will stop only when the “users” of weapons killed by these
mechanisms remain rotting side by side with their rusting masters and real users, that is the machines,
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after having drawn to their death by blindness the whole life on earth. The only reason the optimization of
weapons will stop if we follow this kind of chain of events is that they do need their “users” alive for
their maintenance, service and improvement”. Concerning the term “optimization” Miyiaki had three
objections out of which he mentioned publicly only one: “It is not possible that the competition which has
optimized life all the way from the macromolecules of the bio-soup to the organisms with the nervous
system of man is like the competition that optimizes weapon systems for the very simple reason that such a
competition would have not even led to one celled organisms but only up to viruses, since only viruses
contain just weapons. Actually it would not even have led up to that stage since viruses are parasites
needing live cells to parasitize on and without cells not even viruses would have existed. So don’t be
convinced by ludicrous analyses saying the competition of mega-viruses , like war industries and stockmarket, is at this very moment promoting and advancing the complexity, enrichment and proliferation of
life’s forms and that the misgivings felt by your own humanity are obstructions holding life’s plan to
backwardness”. (Miyiaki mentioned his other two objections only to his fellow travelers and not in public
because they were inappropriate for the necessities of the moment. One of them was not at the height of
the circumstances and also would not be convincing since it was also based on an argument/witticism
(against presidents, profiteers, generals, soldiers etc) that was emotionally charged and thus, maybe,
potentially not lucid: “With what argument or rationale does your mirror tell you every morning that it will
be an optimization of life’s forms if what survives on earth are people looking like you? Could it be that the
only rationale of your mirror is that you are optimal merely because you will survive? Ask some
evolutionary biologist to learn in which sense “survival of the fittest” is not a simple tautology as it would
be if as fittest one defined merely the survivor. And if someone among you did not understand what I’ve
just said let me say it in simpler terms fitter to his ears: If life’s future belongs to the optimal then where do
YOU think you’re going? Take a good look at the mirror and spell out what you think is optimal about
you”. The other objection , which had to be postponed because in the middle of bombings priority belonged
to seeking immediate movements and not changes to be implemented in the long run, was addressed to that
part of the public opinion which did not see the aforementioned (presidents etc) like buffoons and clowns,
and went like “We all want those deciding for us to have some problem in their lives like we all have , so
that they have some point of identification with us. And we all want their specifics to be a little better than
ours so as to make us wish we were in their place , to admire them and to respect them enough to try to
become like them and to feel that we improve ourselves in this effort. OK, they do have a point of
identification with us : They, too, are puppets in the hands of their employers and so they are buffoons OK
when they call themselves a government. And they do have a point worthy of our admiration: They are
millionaires. But what would be the profile of the government and the profile of the earth and of life if all
these people had as identification point with us the similarity of our income and had as point worthy of our
admiration their not being puppets like we are? Would you vote for such people? Don’t take seriously the
clowns’ excuse that their lack of influence on their own employer is due to the fact that this employer is
the world market and not some definite person. People who have influence on scientists who , in their
turn, say they have influence even on biological evolution itself but on the other hand say they have no
influence on the market are either liars or are clowns to the second or even higher degree. Seek specialists
for whom it’s you who will vote and ask them to ask the politicians those questions that will decide if they
deserve your trust and respect. The representatives you have been voting for so far either don’t want or
don’t know or are not free to represent your questions or to show you questions you don’t have but you
would like to see addressed if you learned about them. Let any citizen propose the questions he would ask
them and let everybody vote which “askers” he would like to see asking those people we’re talking about”)
Now let’s rush a little because we have to make a long story short, at least, for the time being: After the
part of Miyiaki’s speech that he did deliver (and while some columnists considered it merely delirious and
unworthy of even refutation, through the argument that is usual in such cases and goes like “if we cared to
refute such things then we would also have to refute whoever believed that our not refuting his proof that
2+2 =5 makes his argument right”) NASA announces that something has happened to the satellites and
they are losing height and some small robots are sent off to repair the satellites through remote control
from the ground. The mind of all four of them of course turns to the possibility that the nice little robots
might well be cute little bombs but, even more than to that, their mind turns to the possibility that if they
say things like “People support us” etc. they will have given all the evidence needed to have their persons
diagnosed as lunatic and as megalomaniac and to have their views diagnosed as merely delirious by the
majority, and thus to make the detonation of the robot- bombs just unnecessary and the proof of their
mental disturbance complete. So they decide that it suffices them to play two videotapes that only in
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retrospect and only in case they’re really blown up can be considered as messages referring to that
(Miyiaki plays Eliot’s “Murder in the Cathedral” and the drummer and Plucky play the film “Public
Virtues, Private Vices” , the version of Micklos Janczo for what happened to the Mayerling lovers and is
rather different from the more well known version played by Omar Sariff and Catherine Deneuve).
Amanda who, if not anything else, feels now that that the porn star who so badly represented her politically
must not anymore be considered as adequately representing her erotically either, and thus feels that she
ought to give her own version about her style in this issue, records on tape the sound of some particularly
inspired erotic moments with her lovers (without them two knowing so as not to lose their spontaneity.
How she herself did not lose her own spontaneity too is a long story and now it should be skipped because
of the gravity of the circumstances of the context) Her goal is to broadcast them having as introduction
music “Let’s spend the night together” and as background “Great Balls of Fire” and to make them sound as
if being broadcasted live, and with all due care in the timing of their erotic explosions so as to make them
sound coincident with the bomb explosions, while the optical signal to their audience will be an explosion
at the satellite’s site on the sky at that moment (visible from the earth in her hopes or her wishful fantasy)
while on the screen , along with the message to go out and spot the satellite in the sky while hearing the
rest, there will be the famous naked photograph of John Lennon’s and Yoko Ono’s hind views, Lennon
and Ono being in front of a bed waiting for them to jump on it and make love. Amanda has added on
their asses little round targets like the ones Yugoslavs pinned on their hearts’ positions and the drummer
has written as title to the optical message “Give Peace a Chance” but has crossed out the word “Peace” and
has written “Bill” in its place and Plucky completes the phrase to read overall “Give Bill a chance and he’ll
fart your balls” (to use an idiom he had heard, while over the Aegean in all that overground perambulation,
referring to explosive threats that after all and ultimately are quite harmless and innocuous) after he takes
license from Amanda who first must be convinced that nobody will take it as a belittling reference to
Bill’s recent legal adventures with the Monica-Gate scandal. This is the least they consider they can do in
order to say to the young in Yugoslavia in which way they felt the verse “my heart gets bombed in
Yugoslavia” at the moment they heard that the youths who in the daylight demonstrations were singing
“killing me softly with your bombs” and who at night did not go to underground refuges for anti air raid
protection but remained in their usual houses and made rock parties and love, also played the trio’s porn
video just changing its opening acoustic signal , which was “Lucy is in the sky with diamonds” to another
song that went like “Start fucking for we are perishing” (Also, the youth of Yugoslavia had exquisitely
flushed down the toilet those rockers who had offered public support to the bombings, by answering that
rock does not belong to those who hit it on guitar strings , beat it on drumheads or blow it down
saxophone pipes , not even to those who compose it or write its verses but to those who support it as music
of defiant dissent , that is support it for what it had always been, and that if rockers kept on saying such
bullshit then after a while they would not even belong to the rock that they thought as even belonging to
them. They also said that they , of course , would not boycott those particular rockers but on the contrary
would play their songs even more, exactly to make the point that they belonged to the ones who supported
their meaning and not to their formal creators) Also it is the least they can do to be able to consider they are
still represented by , or rather that they can still represent, a compliment that had been said about them and
they had loved it, namely that their satellite was a contemporary analog of Apollo’s chariot carrying not the
light and warmth of the usual sun but of the sun of the joy of eros since the appearance of their satellite as a
lighted little point on the sky of any country over which they happened to be passing signaled the beginning
of teases like e.g. “do you care to do with me what’s being done up there right now?” which much more
frequently than not did lead to the desired and suggested results. So the least they can do to feel that this
chariot of theirs moves above and not under the deadly umbrella of that kind of Jahveh that reminded a
mere mafioso as Chomsky had put it, the least they can do to express their personal defiant dissent to the
idea of installing such a lethal cover over the earth is to do what they have decided)… After a goodbye
party to also say goodbye to Miyiaki and to their satellite which by now feels animate to them and like a pet
that has become a member of the family, they go out in space in their space suits to wait for the little robotbombs (possibly bombs) so as to be able to see them in order for Amanda to coordinate with the remote
control how many of their sighs and moans or groans to use and how much “great balls of fire” soundtrack
to use so as to achieve the timing we were talking about…OK, let’s slow down from exposition speeds fit
only for abstracts or summaries or even only for recapitulations of accounts of events, to speeds more like
speeds fit for accounts of events: And first of all let’s go back and see at this speed two pieces of news: the
one most moving and the one most revolting they heard after they did catch up with their days’ news and
not only with the perennial ones. The most moving one we have already seen , but let’s savor it again
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because they too savored it and resavored it in their memory. The most revolting one was even bypassed
because the recounting speed had become frantic and bypassed it as it also bypassed all news, whether
moving or revolting, that were not “essential” to any hope and/or attempt for intervention like, e.g.
Miyaki’s speech. The most moving piece was, we repeat verbatim “that a Balkanian writer who had
written a “lasting book award” winner titled “Their smell makes me cry” about old barber shops, with
stories discussed between barber and client in the days barber shops were for man outing, discussion of
politics, confession of joys or griefs, local news and gossip, advice on emotional issues ranging from
professional to the emotional or even to the sexual, on top of getting better and more decent looks and
feeling in better shape with the haircut and shaving, added to his book a story about how people discussed
Plucky, drummer and Amanda with the barbers and with their fellow clients in the few still existing old
fashioned barber shops, and how they projected on them emotions and sensations, taking sides and
expressing preferences, which both helped them express themselves and to be inspired back from others
just like such discussions about friends and relatives and singers and football players etc. had been
functioning in society since the beginning of time (and even before the beginning of football course!)”. The
most revolting piece of news was that, exactly like in our own universe too, Clinton was giving a
reception in which he was going like “OK, OK, I see that all of you keep asking about the bombings. The
fact that they keep on going at this minute doesn’t mean that life stopped moving or that US doesn’t have
other things to attend to. If you don’t have questions different from the ones I have completely answered
these last days please just drop them and let’s get on with this party”. A lady introduced herself as
representative of some kind of feminist group and asked “OK, we did take care of one kind of problematic
country. Does US have in mind to exercise some policy on countries where clitoridectomy is performed?”
Clinton answered “OK, we can’t do all things together. One by one”. Before saying what was the only
things which Plucky and the drummer could do to cheer up Amanda hearing such a grim and bleak
version of feminist mind in self-expression and of women solidarity, let’s say some questions with which,
in our universe, one could answer that lady just a couple of years later when Afghanistan and the Taliban
came into focus and we all learned some of the recent history of those places: “So what do you suggest? Of
course you do not suggest the analogue of the real mucho macho policy of e.g. kicking the people kicked
by Saddam for not being brave enough to kick him themselves. You seem a reasonable person, so you
know that the self suggested analogies of the recent US presidents with Churchill stop at the point where
Churchill sent around British commandos to collaborate with local guerrillas against Hitler. US didn’t send
anything like that to collaborate with guerrillas against Saddam (except in a Stallone film on the
Afghanistan analog). US-proposed sanctions killed people and their children for not being strong enough
to oust him even though US made them even weaker than they were without sanctions, and even though
the politically and bodily stronger (since unsanctioned) American people were not strong enough to oust
with elections a mere clown and not a brutal dictator, in a democratic regime and not in a terrorized state
without elections; now: being a reasonable person you don’t think we should kick Afghan women for not
rebelling against clitoridectomists. So maybe you suggest bombings: OK, as you know in Afghanistan the
only existing industries are poppy/heroine and plastic limb industry; the latter distributing its products by
throwing-sowing them over villages from a plane, villagers then going and checking sizes for what fits
their own particular mutilation each, to pick out and put on. So do you suggest some sanctions on the
medication of the children of women to force their Taliban husbands to stop clitoridectomy? You suggest
surgical bombing that could mutilate selectively and mete out the plastic limb fate to men only, as
compensation for the sexual mutilation of women and without adding on women some non-sexual
mutilation too ? Do you seriously think you can stop clitoridectomy though mutilation and killing with
bombs? Answer: Go find a book to see when the Talibans started, see if women wore burgas fifty years
ago, see if the exotic tales you were reading about or seeing on Hollywood films when you were a girl
were somewhere around there when US’s ally Pakistan did not have madrases to grow Talibans and what
happened and changed it. Take books on the culture there that have as sources the books that are
untranslated, not stupid fact sheets for CIA use by people who don’t even speak the local languages, for
example take Tariq Ali’s “Crusades and Jihad”, it’s the book that shows Bush dressed as Taliban on the
front cover and has the subtitle “The clash of fundamentalisms”. Also read Brezinsky’s interview where he
was asked if producing a Vietnam for Russia was worth destroying a country, i.e. Afghanistan. His answer,
in public, was “Producing a Vietnam for Russia was worth anything”. Concerning the Iraq case , google to
find about US women sending to Iraqi women, free of charge, a load of vibrators with use instructions and
warm feminist wishes for putting them in good use now that the war deprives them of so many men; then ,
you yourself knowing that no US woman , feminist or not, would , yet, be so unreal as to do think of
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addressing such crap to another woman if in the position of the Iraqi women, and thus knowing that it all
was to be heard by other US women as an advertisement for their bosses’ product, what would do
suggest? Sanctioning the poor working US girls by deprivation of human respect until they kick their boss
who was just availing himself of the freedom of the market and of speech, and of traditions of US in
political freedom and moral liberalism? Isn’t it to undemocratic to coerce them to coerce him to cut the
crap which makes asses of his employees too and not of himself only?” But let’s leave the grim regions of
bleak kinds of undecidability due to mere grey ignorance and cultural conditioning common to both the
people and the leaders of the most naive and the most technologically fluent nation of the world, and go to
a sample of the somewhat more pleasant ways the two of our friends would find to distract Amanda a little
from the paradoxes of feminism when they became too grim for her. They would play pranks on assholes to
amuse her; of course only on assholes fully deserving it and to whom they would play them anyway, so it
was not a matter of using someone they loathed for the sake of amusing someone they loved; e.g. when
that pig-eye NATO representative who was changing colored neckties, like Madlene Albright was
changing pins to indicate news and moods and PR messages and advices of image makers, said that in
terms of the ratio of dead over number of bombs used this was the war with the smallest such ratio in
history, they called up the TV station where he was as if it were a case where the audience was invited to
call, but due to the status they still had and the fact that the TV crew still had no idea what they were going
to say, they were allowed to ask him what they wanted : “…do you know the traditional definition of a
statistician? No? Someone who believes that if he is having a fever on the forehead but at the same time he
has cold feet then he is OK…” “…because he is healthy on the average” “Which of your two names is first
and which is last?” “We shout so much when we see you on the screen that we can’t let ourselves or each
other hear the news while you’re on…” “I shout “Oh, shiiiiieeet! Jammed shieeet!”...” “...and I shout
“shit-jammed brain!”…” “so is you name Jammed Shit…” “…or is it Shit Jammed?” (Note: Not only do
we fully share their opinions on him and their joy on insulting him but we also fully share, for the case of
his counterpart in our own world, the reasons they could not be sure they remembered his name right We
hope his name was Jamie Shea (not Jay, nor Shay etc But we assure him we do not try to cover it through
either politeness of which we do not wish to address any to him, or through fear of being sued by him on
any charge like publicly insulting him etc , which by all means is our goal here) If his name was spelled
wrong by us (which we won’t bother to google wasting any minute on anything concerning the real
specifics of the unreal personality of this nonentity) he is welcome to use his time to send me his real name
to reproduce here so as to give him any chance he needs to sue me. Of course he cannot say that Jamie
Shea and his job specifics are not close enough to his name and function as to say that he can be mistaken
for anybody else) . One more stop is in order: At the account/recount speed which was frantic “to stay
with what is “essential in finding a way to react etc” ”or something , maybe we were at the same time
misled and misleading when we said: “After a not prolonged depression both the trio and Miyiaki reacted
as follows…” or something like that. The not prolonged period had to be prolongedly described* both
because the short depression was also very deep, and because the reason it was short was that everything
else in their lives up to that time our friends always did in the prolonged way ; and if they had not given
themselves to such inessentialities so many times in their lives they would not be able to react so quickly in
essential ways here either. But now we do have to rush and only describe in the prolonged way what
happened at the end of their trip. OK, let’s finish at normal speed: We will concentrate on the real party that
was going on among them to goodbye each other and Miyaki who was invited, and not on the porn party
that would have as its soundtrack “let’s spend the night together” and “great balls of fire” and which was
already staged and taped in the manner we said but played as if live, handled by remote control by
Amanda from outside the capsule from where all of them would watch the coming robots so as to have
their erotic explosions timed to be concurrent with the explosion watched by the viewers who would have
been asked to go to their windows and be watching the sky (as we said, the TV screens would only show
nude John and Yoko, rear view, with targets covering their asses in a standstill snapshot on their way to
bed in front of them . The porn show would be just acoustic. The visual part would be the satellite on the
sky, not on the screen, Amanda had put mirrors on all parts of the satellite and a projector on Miyaki’s
satellite at some distance hoping to make visible from the earth, even for split second, something like the
firework sight and BigBang-like sight of the gravure on what Beatrice was showing to Dante). We didn’t
say how the whole thing would start, as to, at least ultimately or in the long run or in retrospect, cool down
the viewer and leave a calm taste in him rather than upset or alarm him or freak him out instead. OK, that
start too, right before just projecting Lennon and Ono targeted, should be recounted at normal speed:
*i.e. in the last few pages just before the small fonts started for the fast forward narration.
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The drummer would be shown waking on a beach, getting out of a sleeping bag on the sand,
naked, standing up, stretching himself; all this in the regge sound of Bob Marley’s “Three little
birds”; he would look at the rising sun when the first verse would be heard “Woke up this
morning, looked at the rising sun…” At the sound of the next verse “…three little birds…”
Amanda and Plucky would be shown , heads only coming out of the sleeping bags, opening their
eyes and looking around and at each other. The whole point they were driving at, and the whole
aftertaste, or eventual taste, they wished and cared to leave behind to the viewer and listener was
the music and the message, Marley was receiving from the verses he had written as sung to him
by his famous song “three little birds”, i.e. the message to each and everyone “babe don’t worry,
about a thing; ’cause everything , every little thing , is gonna be alright”. OK, let’s go the real
party, their own, they were having as the robots were on their way: They sang and/or danced
several things, and with the help of weightlessness not only Plucky and Miyiaki, the karate
experts, but also Amanda and the drummer would be able to perform fantastic rock somersaults
if there was enough room in the so small satellite, but anyway, just the neuronal firing of the
prompting to that felt, again, so real as if it had already been performed, so let’s just say that what
they all danced was a quite acrobatic rock. As maybe was expected, the last song , as chosen by
Plucky and the drummer as DJs, for right before putting on their space costumes and saying their
goodbyes to each other and walking out of the satellite, it itself at its most live and animate
feeling that night, was, what else? , the Drifters’ “Save the last dance for me”, saved by the DJs
for Miyaki to dance with Amanda. Upon its ending Miyaki flabbergasted everybody by not only
choosing, singing for her, and dancing with her, but also having, as he was doing this, no Jap or
Chink accent but exactly a plain Ray-Charles-ian accent, OK, singing etc that explosive song
from “The Blues Brothers” going like “Well I heard about the fella’ you’ve been dancing with/all
over the neighborhood/so why didn’t you ask me babe/or didn’t you think I could”. Maybe just
carried away, a little, by Miyaki’s mirth Plucky and the drummer told him, taking turns, the joke
with the donkeys’ Ibsenic triangle, but seeing that Miyaki didn’t even move an eyelid they didn’t
inquire why exactly they were made to feel they had put their feet in their, either corresponding or
each other’s, mouths; they didn’t even go on to explain that Miyaki himself was no part of that
joke in its allusion to their current circumstances. Miyaki told them a few but very moving
words, or at least unexpectedly moving for a representative of far eastern philosophy which is
very apathetic, or at least inexpressive of it passion, at least if we do not believe films like the
last samurai (actually Miyaki did refer to the samurai’s line – “all is perfect” – to Tom Cruise;
he said that the two kinds of perfect happy end he had, since long, singled out were that samurai
context on one hand and , on the other, the last scene of “the seven samurai” where the old
samurai – who was recruiting the others asking them if they would come for some fight which,
even if they failed, would add many things to their experience – says at the end of the film as
everybody, including the viewers, are celebrating the, costly but worthy, victory, and as he is on
his way to disappear behind the mountain line, OK he says “another failure which added so many
things to our experience” but his broad smile does not try to hide how happy he is at this failure
too. OK, Miyiaki said that all his life long he admired these two perfect endings but their own
film’s end he considered as more perfect than both of those ends; and he added that he would
never have imagined that the perfection would lie in the so personal vibes of the atmosphere of
the party), OK, Miyaki told them some words very moving coming from that kind of a far
easterner, ending with a handshake to each and a “it’s been great to have met you” but only after
they all had put on their helmets , which could allow them to possibly let go again without being
seen; if they did see each other let go, they might start a new round of goodbyes and then letgoes, and thus miss the timing of the wait Amanda was on about the coming little robots. OK, so
letting go , but within the space of their helmets, they did reread , still within their satellite’s walls
which, each of them three hugged goodbye when stepping out after a moment, OK, they did
reread the following: Amanda the verses of a song that the two men had chosen and paraphrased
together, hiding from her by leaving each other messages on the PC screen that the three of them
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shared; they had paraphrased “You’ll see them again ” which they knew how much Amanda
liked, for, among other things, the reference to that “ferry of the years of stone” and for the fact
that it was sung by Poetry herself as She was waiting for the one who would not be seen again”.
Plucky and the drummer reread again the translation Amanda had made of some verses of that ,
“heaven-specialist of a poet among other things”, and which she had sung to them in the melody
of a song by the Beatles , called “Free as a Bird” and which she kept , through slip of tongue, call
“free as the air” when she was telling them that the melody was bought by the Beatles from the
stage director of an opera based on ancient Greek tragedy that the Beatles had attended in Covent
Garden, and was a written by “that composer” when he was a young scholarshipped music
student in Paris, and later that melody was also given to the verses that she had translated and
became quite a hit as a vinyl-single and quite a common lore and region of the collective muse
and collective conscious and collective unconscious of the Brainscape of the poet’s and
composer’s home country, Greece. They smiled within their helmets as they also remembered
her one-continuous-breathless-onewordlike explanation she gave them with all that; at that time
they rushed to read the song, now reading was a savoring/protracting of a sample of both her
vibes and of the vibes of “business as usual” life in general, at least because nothing could also
protract the wait for the cute little robots who were running on a fixed schedule. OK, she had also
played them a rendering of the song in which an instrumental introduction before the lyrics could
well make a sound track for a cavalry charge effecting what the cavalry, and Tom Cruise,
effected on the Indian village at the beginning of “the last samurai”, or what the pedestrian
soldiers of general Custer were effecting, at less fast rhythms, to the Indian village in “Little big
man” and what the professional cutthroats were effecting at even slower, almost ritual pace, with
their pistols to the three lovers at the end of Janczo’s version of Mayerling. And that song she
had taped –in its original language but they immediately associated her translation with the parts
sung on it–in two copies for them to take with them and hear them on walkmans, during that wait.
OK, the paraphrase of “you’ll see them again” that Plucky and the drummer wrote to fit
Amanda’s specifics, specifics that they epitomized in its new title was:
You’ve seen them before
Each one you’ve just seen you had seen before, maybe on a different ferry,
one’s name was maybe Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
Each one you’ve just seen you had seen before, the way to tell it was them
was just a prouder way to walk on all roads of our world.
Each one you’ve just seen you had seen before, you have already hated them,
one, though, had never ever been,
youngest and sweetest of the team, unique and never ever seen,
brave star beloved, love’s star beloved, first time ever hated.
Her, you had never seen before, her love had never lighted you,
her Heart’s Joy and Warmth as Cosmic Stars had never guided you.
Her you had never seen before for every star would hold her,
brother Sun to have her as his bride, sister Moon to shine with her beside,
all stars to keep her from here,
that youngest star, that star unique, that star the most beloved,
Heaven and only God Himself
will say when we deserve to love her.
Before they first saw the verses translated for them by Amanda they were wondering whether it
was better to say or not to say to her the following fantasy, whether just wishful or really hopeful,
of theirs: Some people seeing from the earth the small BigBang-like luminous instantaneous
explosion coming from the direction of their satellite (to them a flesh and blood being for good,
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by now) might circulate a short videoclip where it would just so happen that at the moment and at
the line of sight this happened a distant star birth would also take place and so it would not look
as if the satellite was just blown up and blown out but as if it stopped there and became luminous
forever as if a transmigration of its whole soul had happened to a mythic or divine or Olympuslike and eternal realm, as quintessence above all realms reachable by wear and tear and noise,
and visible only through the transparence of crystal spheres of nearer material and factual
realms; and then , on close up, this unitary, one-like, star would reveal two suns , called Miyaki
and Amanda, dancing around each other, Amanda also having two planets rotating around her,
called Plucky and the drummer, and a ring of asteroids as an astral belt around her, consisting of
the pieces of their satellite home rotating around the three of them. But they so much liked the
live and flesh-like way the verses she dedicated to them spoke about starry and shining images
that they finally didn’t tell her of this fantasy. After all, even if only imagined on behalf of some
hypothetical loving viewer of them, this so tender and kind and inspired way, to leave a sparkling
flower on their space graves, was still a way to be very explicit about their graves, which, OK,
none of them hid from his own eyes but also none of them made to the others an issue of it, not a
big issue at least (Actually as a last joke, within the trio, they replayed their standing joke; all
understood that all the rest understood too, since although the glass masks of their helmets
didn’t allow their laughing eyes to be seen by the others, the body language and the order of
jumping out into space, imitated what even Miyaki, who had gone out first and was floating and
looking at them, realized was the fall of those three donkeys over that cliff , a realization upon
which he wondered if they too were thinking of what he was thinking: the old painting of Icarus
falling into the sea, only his legs visible anymore, and only at a corner of the painting, while at
the center life was going on in business as usual format in the form of a peasant ploughing his
field, the vibes of the whole painting not being that anything was not as it should be, nor that
Icarus’ fall was futile to life’s purposes, or hurting to Icarus for being unnoticed, or
unrecognized, or misrecognized as brainlessness or arrogance like trying to fly where he
couldn’t). OK, Amanda’s dedication to them was :
Free as the Air or Like a falling star
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes have left without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to dress in light’s shine.
Besides the more or less obvious meaning the verses were taking towards them all, and to which
we’ll return, let’s also see some more images that many of us, too, have seen and which were
reminding and re-reminding themselves to Amanda: Under the circumstances, it was only natural
on the part of Amanda’s stream of consciousness to pass from Simon and Garfunkel’s: “Bye-bye
life, bye-bye happiness, bye-bye sweet caress, hello emptiness, hello loneliness, I think I’m gonna
die, bye-bye my life goodbye” and it also was only natural of it to continue to the (finally) loudly
live party tune it was performed in, in “All that jazz” featuring Roy Scheider and Jessica Lange in
which, by way of a death-trip’s brainstorm in the last few seconds (in which, supposedly at least,
as Plucky had reminded them not very long ago, and as the “saying” goes “our consciousness, our
five senses and our body are like fire in a fireplace in a house after sunset where the glass of the
house windows does not show what’s outside but just reflects the fire in the fireplace inside”)
Roy Scheider dressed in his favorite black jeans and black T-shirt, before finally heading as
straight as if on rails for Jessica Lange dressed in bride’s white against an unclouded-night-sky-
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blackblue background, and looking her in the eye as she was Fate and Anima awaiting him and at
the same time blocking him from falling in empty Cosmic Space on his way to places at acosmic
distances from ours, and from his, familiar world, before he started moving like that out of all that
jazz called life or called “business as usual” or “happiness with ups and downs as usual”, in short
before finding himself where one supposedly is just after having given his protracted
soul-separating-from-her-dear-dearest-life parting smooooooochch sounding kiss to his usual
friends and dance partners, he saw all of them as choir and chorus dressed as skeletons
answering , by way of such parting kiss, his own finally loudly live party tune first by mouth of
his teaser black showman friend wearing black glasses by way of death costume and singing to
him “…I think you’re gonna die, bye-bye your life goodbye” and then echoing him themselves as
“…I think he’s gonna die, bye-bye his life goodbye”). As Amanda started more and more to hear
this from the inner side of her eardrums she asked herself how she would become able to become
the Jessica Lange of each of her two men, in the sense of becoming the anima or whatever was
that would block their being emptied by life’s mouth to cosmic emptiness without at least some
passage from a more personal and warm and moist such blackness, and the way to become that
appeared to, at least finally, be heard by them from the inside of their eardrums, singing that song:
Like a Falling Star
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
Clearly the woman’s voice singing on the rendering in the original’s language was as definitely
the voice of Poetry Herself as the man’s voice pronouncing “for him only I ,I, I, I, I am waiting”
in the original of the song paraphrased by her two men into a song for her, but there was more to
it: Some very opera-like “aaaa” ’s that were coming our of her mouth made her very uncannily
Queen-of-Night-like, but although her voice sounded as if coming from a woman figure flying in
black sky like a crazed ghost, sometimes in the size of a human, mainly reminding Jessica Lange,
and sometimes in the size of almost the Milky Way, and as having everything-in-the-world to do
with, rather than nothing-to-do with, death, especially in the verse “as night herself now
embroiders your body with kisses” since it was quite literally a mention of their death that would
come through the piercing their bodies with bomb fragments, OK despite all these Death-Queen
aspects of hers there was nothing about her that reminded feelings of hurt or snakes or poisons
etc, and finally there was something much more about her verse – and that particular “much
more” also felt much more relevant, tangible, touching and inviting and making the song’s kisses
much more exciting (although already exciting in the form coming from night herself)–OK, about
her verse “If I can’t make it to your dream then try to make it to mine” there was something that
touched them with its not at all cynical black humor even more than it would touch them if they
were just going to be separated by jail walls in which dreaming would still be possible, and even
more than it would touch them if only one of the members of each couple imagined was going to
have a dreamless sleep in which case it would not even be black humor if inverted to “if you can’t
make it to my dream then let me make it to yours”, and inverted in this way it was even literally
addressed to the people who were not coming with them; they would all sure be very happy if
they knew that some very good friends of theirs would remember them and thus the more
longevity those good friends had the longer they would have a kind of life too besides the real
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long one all people would have in the renownedly long memory of God and of his Love. The
verse “To wear light and shine”, besides being due to the feeling that something starry about then
was about to be born, of course had also something very sexual about it. The verse “I’ll wait to
hear you come whistling a streetsong like always” reminded them Paul Newman as Butch
Cassidy riding a bicycle and whistling on a Sunday morning a song for Kathryn Ross, to hear him
and come out for a ride to the grass and flower covered fields, after her night with Robert Redford
as the Sundance Kid. The verse “there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace”
they didn’t hear as being about something which was despairingly pessimistic about the world
and drove them out of it, after all the verse was not “there’s no hope left for the world” but as
referring to the hopes or wishful thoughts they had for themselves spending the rest of their lives,
or at leas the start of that rest, by raising kids in Nebraska, so this was both the hope soon to be
“gone without trace”, and the treasure they wouldn’t want to “leave to be lost out in space” in
the sense that OK if they had already made their kids actual and not just virtual as they still were,
just being planned in their minds, they might think it twice before doing something that would
make themselves, their parents, lost in physical space and them, their kids, lost in the care of
people they or their parents wouldn’t know or trust, but now the closest thing to “not leaving a
treasure be lost out in space” was that they had done all they could to not leave be lost the
treasure they had put together on their trips around the globe’s culture without putting it in use
as help contributing to the prevention and containment of further advance of the bullshit and
barbarity attack against the life of their civilized fellow-men. The song finished with the
woman’s voice giving a three step very protracted , but suddenly cut short “aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa-ah”, the h of whose last cut was a like the usual parting smooch-away sound which, to
Amanda, first was to her virtual , or rather dream-like, kid or rather kid-plan, then even more
passionate to each of her two actual and not just dream-like men, then to all the vivaciousness of
life itself and then back to the men through whom, mostly, life showed her its vivaciousness;
anyway, in short, like the soul-separating-from-her-dear-dearest-life parting smooooooochch
sounding kiss that she had imagined Scheider’s soul giving to his life before parting with it while
Simon and Garfunkel or his friends sang on behalf of him “bye-bye my life goodbye. Finally, it
was good that in the original the whole thing was sung twice before coming to, of course, one
smooch-away “aaaaaaaaaa-aaaaaaaaa-ah”, so both Plucky and the drummer could feel it as
addressed once to them and once to their partner, without Amanda having to do any editing on the
cassette. OK, the verse “Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there”as sung by both
Amanda and Jessica Lange to each of them had a meaning obvious enough to go without saying
Like a falling star
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes have left without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to dress in light’s shine.
Free as the Air
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
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I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
(But of course Amanda wasn’t hearing that because she was concentrated on her remote control
etc. Yet she was humming something, a paraphrase of Dylan going like “how many doors must a
man walk out , before you call him man?”, which started when she realized how her two men,
and Miyaki too, had walked out of the satellite’s door, and at the same time was not only a hymn
to manliness as maleness but to man-ness as man, woman, human etc etc. She had walked out the
same way as they had, and they had walked out the same way as she had.) So: the instrumental
introduction was heard, and the way the “little robots, possibly, merely possibly, bombs too”
approached was in formation and passing by, and then returning, still in formation, like planes
flown by specially trained top pilots on national anniversaries. With that way of motion, coming ,
passing by, returning, passing-by by a smaller distance, returning again, passing-by by even
smaller distance etc etc it really felt like dancing with bombs circling them to the tunes and
rhythms of cavalry charge that the instrumental introduction really had. At the end of the
introduction the bombs, in a synchronized way like a flight of birds swarming to sit on some
power cables close to each other, landed on the satellite’s parts. With the robot birds having
landed , the lyrics started and were played to the end with no explosion. The drummer and Plucky
did hear the whole songs dedicated to them; of course they were sung in the original but in their
ears it was Amanda’ s voice singing them in translation that was sounding along. Miyaki heard
what was dedicated to him and he had asked to take with him (along with a walkman that he went
and picked from his satellite stationed nearby as he would also turn on the projector) the song by
the Drifters. Amanda played, to its end, to the their “possibly, merely possibly, (close)-future ex
fellow-earthmen” the video with their jokes and fucks she had put together and combined with
“the great balls of fire” but the robots sat as if not meaning to metamorphose themselves, too, to
fireballs. The “possibly, merely possibly, bombs too” did not explode. All four of them were
looking at them to see if , at least, they too were looking back at them like vultures licking their
beaks, and entered back the trio’s satellite (with heavy or light heart? Did they themselves know
anymore? The three of them , later, found out, but none of them asked Miyaki, that as they were
entering they all had thought of Tom Robbins’ picture of a microbiophobic idiot who , in order to
piss into the basin of a public toilet approached it close enough not to piss outside it, and stayed
far enough to keep his cock away for the reflected urine droplets, while the microbes on the basin
were looking at him like mournful skulls, and just like those “possibly, merely possibly, bombs
too” also looked at them) they turned on their TV screen and saw the Twin Towers burning with
the planes nailed to them like in our own world . In their world, the World Trade Center event
had taken place right after the NATO bombings of Yugoslavia (but through the parallels of Ata
and the rest known to us too. Not through parallel Yugoslavians) So, finally the only on-ground
difference of that world from our world was that the event at Twin Towers took place so quickly after the
bombing of Yugoslavia by NATO. But it would be misleading to call the pages so far “Overground ’99”:
only their subject matter is restricted to events up to ’99 . The account, in terms of proportions assigned to
things and in terms of emotions, registered by now into various collective regions of both the global
conscious and global unconscious brainscape, and functioning by now from there as a corresponding
number psychological constitutions, is to the present recount-er, as it is to the reader of the facts here or
elsewhere (in newspapers , books etc) and as it is to the fact listener on TV etc also, OK, for all of us by
now such account of pre’99 facts is based on hindsight and hind-shaping of constitution built in through
courses of post’99 events (post’99 events for them; for us post 2001 events) and of their implications now
in plainer view and not just speculated about both by analysts vindicated and analysts who turned , or were
predictably or even conspicuously, idiots. Anyway, here we’re just making a point why we don’t call these
pages “Overground ’99” but just first chapter of “Overground” , or, better, last chapter of it , since the first
chapter must first use the frantic speed for the exposition of those parts to be able to reach and
accommodate in their proper proportions the events at the Twin Tower and their follow up. OK, so let’s
here end with the first page of that account…(more or less continuing for a few pages with the sample of
the frantic account we saw until the new events of the ex-astronauts after their landing begin)…
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OVERGROUND
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake («America»)
In the America of another universe which was parallel to ours, in the time of the (parallel)
Clintonian liberalization, they tried out the idea of hiring as astronauts persons that were less
close to our familiar model of technocrat astronaut. Thus, one of two satellites on their way to a
rendezvous in space was manned , or rather both womanned and manned, by a hipstress along
with two boy friends, a drummer and a wanted but non-spotted fugitive from justice,
and the other satellite was manned by a old karate master and self taught philosopher of
far-eastern (Chinese?) origin and appearance. The pre-satellite lives of all of them had become
raw material for characters of their times’ creators, of course with pseudonyms and with all
changes of their personal data necessary , on the one hand, for their(mainly the runaway’s)
protection and, on the other hand, for the poetic license the creators needed to create
continuations of their stories with things that had not already happened in ways independent of
the still open questions of how they would take place in their universe’s real world. We will be
following their real story in their universe but will be calling them the pseudonyms given to them
by the creators of both our own universe’s America and the parallel universe’s America. The trio
will be Amanda , “Amanda’s drummer” (this had become his name for most readers and also for
most friends) and Plucky Purcell of Tom Robbins’ book “Another Roadside Attraction” (Of
which Tom Robbins? Of our worldmate or of his parallel? Let’s not overdo it in distinguishing all
the time between the two worlds or we will even run the risk of giving the impression that the
origin and nature of the parallel universe idea we’re talking about lies in some hesitation of ours
(or of some editor) to call a spade a spade and not “a parallel spade”, whereas the parallel
universe we mean is exactly the one that some poets are looking into when they want to find
parallels of which to set good examples to emulate or bad examples to avoid in order to inspire
improvements in our own real world in our own real times) And the old karate master will be
Miyiaki of the film “The Karate Kid” and Chink of , again Tom Robbins’, “Even Cowgirls Get
the Blues”(or rather the real person on which these characters were based, etc.etc. Let’s not
mention this all the time either. But let’s do mention that the same was true for the trio too). The
fact that they were already “famous” had played a role in their having been selected as astronauts.
Their own motives in applying to become astronauts were rather artistic and psychoanalytic
(more precisely, they were artistic and psychoanalytic in the “California dreaming” style):
Miyiaki wanted to “see the world from above” just in case this experience inspired in him some
poem that would sensitize and motivate people to stop earth’s destruction or, in case it was too
late for that, a poem that would lament the earth in a way that would help people, when dying
with Her, preserve amidst chaos their solidarity and mutual respect. Amanda was wondering
whether “seeing the world from, so much way, outside could help her see their trio through the
eyes of a child , not even conceived in her yet, and understand if she would create a problem for it
by her wish not to know, if possible, which of her two lovers would be his/her father. Such were
the concerns and the rationales they had as they were applying for astronauts.
In their satellite period, they first lived “lost in a paradise”, then they lost the paradise they had
found and then they found a way to regain it , that is they lived like some of the characters of the
parallel universe, mentioned above, frequently live to help some of those poet creators we were
talking about, point toward the improvement of their world and their time.
Then they landed on the earth of the facts parallel to the facts that we all know (Mohammed
Ata, Twin Towers, firemen, mourning, Bush crusade, videotaped messages from Bin Laden,
Guantanamo, Ariel Sharon’s initiatives, Iraq war…In an island of the Aegean Plucky (the
runaway) learned that he had been spotted and in reply he made love to Amanda on a fertile day
of hers and then went and set himself on fire in front of the American Embassy of Athens.
For this account of the so-called “tragicomix” we can just say , like for some soap operas too,
that it mainly has interest for the historians of the future who, instead of reading newspapers of
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…OK, the sequel was going like “…newspapers of our age to get in our climate, will be seeing our soap
operas and will be removing whatever refers to their characters themselves…”; we did see the sequel for a
few pages after this phrase , just a few pages before the present page. So let’s just finish by saying that the
long , longer than 100-page, version we saw of the previous page, was about the trip that in retrospect just
felt to them like the self preparation, maturing and help, and mutual preparation, maturing and help, of all
of them for Plucky’s way to avoid arrest and to make Amanda a mother, himself a father and their kids real
and non-virtual entities, while the much longer set of pages ages after the present one, was about their
course in the events of our age we all know of when they are seen in a perspective for which those more
than 100 pages look like the previous one page, and the previous one page looks like those more than 100
pages…..Anyway, the previous page plus its sequel is “Overground as road movie” which, in one sense,
could also be called “Onground”. We can read it on the separate file or we can take that file from page 2
onward and copy it on the page next to the present and continue within the present file.
1/29/07 PS: But before continuing into the facts and acts and paths that do take for granted the huge, yet
irrelevant ultimately, sense and feeling of having made impossible asses of themselves (and this to an
unbelievable degree as unprecedented in human history as also irrelevant for it at the same time) let’s see
an upshot of what they hoped or wished to achieve by their so counterintuitive actions that of course cannot
aspire to avoid the name “absurd”, but, if anything , to, at most, show that some absurdities have a really
coherent logic (so what went wrong ? If the steps were right were the premises wrong? The goals? The
data? And if those were right then where were the steps wrong? None of that will become known for their
universe because their initial hopes were interrupted by their 9/11/2001 that just happened earlier (on
Easter 1999). Nor for our universe because in ours these astronauts were abstract collective entities and
cultural trends and not easily visualizable beings whose fall or death or rise could potentially catch some
massive attention and ignite some processes for massive action or of massive awareness) So: Let’s see
what they hoped to achieve by their actions before they saw what they saw, returning to their satellite (and
let’s each judge on his/her own if what we’ll say makes them less of asses or even more): the trio hoped
that, by their example, Milosevic would stop the bombings by saying “OK, cut it out, I do want to be tried
in Hague. And I challenge Clinton to come and be tried along to see who is more criminal between us two
and may God help the more innocent” and that, then, Clinton in order not to make US appear guilty or
coward would do decide to turn himself in for parallel trial there, and before announcing it to the media he
would play in the White House “The Untouchables” to see the scene where Sean Connery, before
spurring his horse to rush with Kevin Kostner et al on horseback to interrupt the gangster meeting in the
desert, says to himself “We’ll all die of something anyway” and starts out smiling broadly and with a spark
in his eye; of course they didn’t believe Clinton would do it like Reagan played to himself Rambo before
ordering giving Kadaffi the “Rambo treatment” unless he was even more senile than him; he would just
mean that he knew that after his announcement to the media an odd couple like Oswald/Ruby or an odd
single from an exotic group, like e.g. the theosophists , like Sirhan Sirhan, or a member of his own security
would shoot him for dragging US in the slime and the mud by accepting trial , and then would commit
suicide when the police would be reaching somewhere, OK, they did know Clinton would do know all that
but still they believed he would do do it after their example. And Miyaki thought that Wesley Clark who at
least did know about fighting war with losses too, would feel as challenged by his death, as the asshole
prison director by convict Jon Voight in that train movie and would commit public suicide, barrel in
mouth, US type of harakiri, after shooting Jamie Shie (or whatever his name) as they would be concurrently
interviewed on a live show. Well, it took living on ground for at least two or three more years until they
learned that Mr Death of that period, Wesley Clark, would be the dove not the hawk, (and by comparison,
not by change; and by gaining credibility as dove for knowing how to fight; a militantly tranquil Miyaki in
US politics!) And that the people would have as alternative options, in the elections, Kerry (or whatever he
was called) who was accused of being inconsistent for first wanting to invade Iraq and then changing , or
Howard who was praised for consistency because he was from the beginning against invading Iraq and
only wanted in retrospect to stay there because although initially the Iraqis did not have any reasons to want
to harm US they now had found some, which however were not Howard’s fault, so it was not inconsistent
of him if he changed his mind, so he did want to get votes for his initial decisiveness although he had
inverted his decision. Now why all these buffoonery and clownship has to be called knowledgeable,
grounded, down to earth, and responsible in comparison to the “naïveté” or even “idiocy” and
“autisticness”of our trio and of Miyaki still beats any rational and ethical human being and the only reason
their accusers may still have a point is that OK, in a sense, their being the only non autistic among autistics
is a kind of autism. Maybe the best way to put this is through what Henry Miller wrote of Sikelianos:
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“If he is a fool then life herself tells us to become fools; not to improve either him or our version of him.”
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